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Abstract

This thesis investigates how Roman poets make use of imagery and vocabulary of

colour and shining to enhance the effectiveness of their poetry and how these can add to the

atmosphere of a poem, influence the emotional responses of the reader and convey the

attitude of the poet.

The study focuses on the work of three Roman poets Catullus, Propertius and Horace

(in his Carmina). These poets have been selected because they have many themes in

common and exhibit skilful and imaginative use of colour imagery and vocabulary. The

first part of the thesis consists of a 'concordance' of colour terms. It lists, defines and

examines each instance of colour tenn usage in the work of these poets, including a selected

group of words for shining. Parallels are drawn with the colour imagery of the poets'

predecessors, contemporaries and successors (in both Greek and Latin verse) to understand

the significance of the various colour words for the Roman rcader and to demonstrate how

each poet adapts and modifies the colour imagery of predecessors and contemporaries. The

second half of the thesis comprises in-depth examinations of the colour imagery of

exemplary poems selected from each of the three poets. These examinations attempt to

illustrate how Roman poets could employ colour imagery and vocabulary, how the colours

interact with each other, and how they help to create the poem's meanings.

From these studies conclusions can be drawn about, 1) the many different ways in

which Catullus, Propertius and Horace make use of words for colour and shining in their

poetry, 2) the range of use and associations of individual colour terms and how they can

lend subtle distinctions of meaning to a line or image, 3) the concerns and objectives of the

poets as demonstrated by their use of colour imagery.
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Introduction

In the first part of Book Twelve of. the Aeneifl in which Turnus debates the

entering into single combat with Aeneas, there a¡e a series of images of red and white. The

first of these colour images at€ somewhat muted, suggested merely by references to bloodl

and to bones2 but a simile follows in which the complexion of the blushing Lavinia is

described by a sequence of images in which the colours red and whiæ predominaæ:

accepit vocetn lacrimìs Lavinia matris

fløslgil'IiÍ perfusa reruß' cui plurirnus iSnem

subiecit rubor et calefacta per ora' cucunit'

Indum sanguíneo veluti violaverit ostro

si quis ebur. aut mixta rubent ubi lilia multa

øIba rosa. talis virgo dabat ore colores' (w' 64-69)

This simile leads on to the resolution of the episode, the point at which Turnus has decided

to go to combat with Aeneas. He fits himself out with equipment which is described by

words suggestive of red and white:

Haec ubi dicta dedit rapidusque in tecta recessit'

poscit equos gaudetque tuens ante ora frementis'

Pilumno quos ipsa decus dedit Orithyia,

qui candore nives anteirent, cursibus auras'

circumstøltproperiaurigaemanibusquelacessunt

pectora pl'ausa cavis et colla comnntin pectwtt'

ipse dehinc auro squalentem ahoque oríchalco

circumdat loricam umeris, simul aptnt hnbendo

ensemque clípeumque et rubrøe cornua cristac'

ensern quem Dauno iSnipotens dcus ipse parenti

feceratetstySiacøndentemtinxeratunda.(w.81-91)

I vv. 8,29,36,51,67
z;-à"gi¡ii'odnur'campique ingentes ossibus albent.'v. 36. In general, in quotes given in

f*ãõGr, ,.xplicit' colóut æ*tJ ar. put in bold, while 'implicit' terlris are underlined; see further

below"
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Had Virgil deliberatety constructed this series of colour images and, if so, what purpose

had he in mind? What effect would these repeated colour elements have had upon the

Roman reader?l rwhen I first encountered this cluster of colours as an undergraduate and

sought opinions regarding Virgil's use of colour among the critics, I was disappointed to

find that most of them had a ændency to gloss over or ignore allusions to colour- This is as

true for most commentaries on Roman poetry a.s it is for those on Virgil. Although there a¡e

many inæresting and dramatic instances of colour usage a¡nongst the Roman poets, they did

not seem to be considered an area worthy of detailed examination. Indeed the study of

colour in literature has as a whole been considered, as Skard puts it, 'the hunting ground of

dilettantes,.2 Until fairly recently, this has also been the case with the examination of colour

in Roman poetry.

Furpose of StudY

In the 1970s a study was done by Litja on the use of odour as a stylistic device for

aesthetic purposes in Roman and Greek poetry.Lilja argued that not enough attention had

been paid to how ancient poets made use of smells.3 She showed that both good and bad

smells were employed by poets in a variety of ways, for instance to contribute to the erotic

overtones of a poem, to ma¡k the appearance of a deity, or for satirical purposes-a Colour is

an even more po\ilerful device in the hands of a poet than smell. Colours are, of course'

highly visual words and when they are employed of objects in a poem they assist the reader

in creating a'picture' or image in the mind's eye. This is especially the case in Roman

poetry where the highly inflected language gives the poet more flexibility to create word

'pictures' by their affangement of words in a line. Colours are also strongly allusive,

possibly because they have evolved from contextualized terms which carry a lot of non-

1 After examining the ways in which Roman poets €n make use of the red/white colour

combination in ñy thesis, I have come to the conclusion that Virgil employs .this series of

óólo* images to a¿¿ to O" ominous buildup of th9-scene..He.cleverly'twists'-the-red/white
colour conibination, linking it with both death and life. Lavinia's blush is associated with love

and life but it also has a'sinister undertone benuse of the references to blood and bones which

nuu" goo" before (putrran 1993 p.72f- also makes this point); this reminds the reader that

furnui excessive passion for Lavinia is a major cause oi the ensuing deqtructio-n. Virgil tben

transfers the colour combination from Lavinia to Turnus, heightening the doomed atmosphere

surrounding his preparations for combat with Aenea.s.
2 0946) p. 163
t 1gtz) p.t
¿ $glz> p. Lilja could g
variety of nrade use of
interpretive to listing the
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chromatic information.l As Sivik remarks, 'colors can also have connotations like cold,

joyful, depressing, sick, healthy, dirty, feminine, masculine etp.'Z lt is because of the

strong emotional connotations of colour words that they can be employed by poets to

influence the emotional responses of their audience.

Colours in a poem can easily slip past a reader without him or her being consciously

aware of them or the effect that they are having upon their emotions. Thus a study of the

way in which a writer makes use of colour in a poem helps to sharpen our reading of it-

Such a study does not set out to solve the controversies about the poem although it may

lend weight to the arguments of certain critics. Instead it seeks to highlight aspects of a

poem which we may have overlooked and add another dimension to the reading, making

the reader more avvare of the strategies which poets employ to get their message or

messages across. Consequently, examining the way in which poets make use of colour will

give us further insight into their techniques, concems and objectives. As an added bonus,

determining the individual 'colour strategies' of various poets may well give us further

insight into the mind and character of each poeL3

This type of study is based on an informed reading rather than an initial reading, that is

one which derived from several close encounters with a text. Each colour term is examined

within the context of the other colour elements within the poem and the poet's use of the

colour word in other poems. It is my reasonable assumption that many of the readers of

Catullus, Horace and Propertius would have been careful readers, able to appreciate these

poets'cleverness and prepared to read back over a poem to pick up its hidden meanings. In

such a study attention must also be paid to the use of colour by the poets' predecessors and

contemporaries. This is not only because Roman poets are highly allusive, borrowing and

adapting much from their Greek and Roman counterpatrs, but also because we, as modern

linguistic evolutionary perspective is...the
g of color out of a stage in which ch¡omatic
as an inbinsic property of objects, often not
s.' Hardin and Maffi (1997) P'352-

2 0997) p. 187
3 Tvhen we have ascertained a wdter's colour-formula and his colours of prediliction, we can tell

great

10)
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day readers, need to acquire some understanding of the'reverberations'of each colour term

in the mind of the Roman reader. We must always keep in mind that the Roman rcsponse to

certain colours and colour teûns may have been different from our own.l

While Roman colour terms are by no means as fraught as Greek ones2, it is obvious,

even at a glance, that the colour world of the Romans was different from our modern day

one.3 Some colours, such as purple, had more significance for the Romans because of its

role in religious and state ceremoniesa while certain colour terms, such as those for brown,

are almost entirely lacking from the Roman vocabulary.s The Romans would not have

possessed anything approaching our sophisticated range of colours which are produced by

aniline dyes and their range of natural colours (such as the colours of roses) would have

been more limited. Roman watl painting, with its emphasis on strong background colours

like red and black, can seem garish and overwhelming to modern day taste with its

preference for light, neutral colours on its walls. Furthermore, as artificial lighting was

rudimentary, interiors, unless sunlit, would have been dimmer and thus the play of light

and shade would have been something of which the Romans were more aware-

Consequently it is necessary to give some attention to the 'history' of the colour word in

earlier poets and the connotations it ca¡ries with it. Onty then can we gain a firm grasp of

the range of use and association of Roman colour words and appreciate the way that the

Roman poets meant their audience ûo respond to the colours in their poems.

Previous Scholarship on Ancient Colour Usage

There have been a few Classical scholars who have given attention to the use of colour

in ancient literature. They are usually more concerned about defining the chromatic range of

the terms than exploring their stylistic deployment. Both Kober and lrwin, for instance,

have produced detailed studies in the problematic field of colour terms in Greek poetry.

I'It is often said that color preferences and other associations with colors "a¡e cultu¡al or even

compleæly individual"...At 
- that others share their

opinions äbout color. The somewhere in between these

t*o 
"*tt"*es, 

and that it of generality of color

connotiations could be a research area of its own.' (Sivik 1997 p. 186)
2 Irwin Q97Ð p.l6
3I an indebted to Professor Kenneth Quinn for suggesting to me in a letter many of these

differences between Roman and modemday colour wodds
4 Armstrong (1917) pp. 2l-31, Reinhold (1970)
s ¡n¿ré (1949) pp.l23ff.
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Kober (1932) who surveyed all the poets (excluding the epigrammatists) from Homer

through those of the Alexandrian Age largely confined herself to listing the range of use and

applications of each term in an attempt to define their hue. Her study provides a useful

review of the sorts of objects to which each colour tenn was applied' but she did not

endeavour to explore the reasons why poets made use of colours nor the variations in

colour usage between different poets. Irwin's study (1974) was much more thorough

although she had to limit herself to discussing only a handful of Greek colour terms in

depth.l Irwin examined the non-chromatic associations of each term as well as looking at

the reasons behind poets' use of particular terms' In the field of Roman poetry' André

(1949) undertook a comprehensive survey of Roman colour terms' dividing them into

different corour groups or families. André also gave some attention to colour'symbolism'

and to examining how the personality of the writer is revealed by their use of colour'2

However because André's field of study was so wide (containing all the major prose and

poetry authors), he could only touch briefly on these aspects, confîning himself to a few

remarks about each author.

After André, few major studies were done on stylistic use of colour in Roman poetry

although certain scholars paid some attention to it in their books and commentaries3 or

incruded examinations of the role of corour in their discussions of colourfur poems like

Catullus, c.64.q It remained however for Edgeworth (1992) to put the issue on the agenda

with the publication of his comprehensive study of the role of colour in virgil's Aeneid'

Edgeworth undertook a systematic examination of every colour term in the work and it is

this 'concordance of colour terms' which underpins his theories about Virgil's use of

colours both to link episodes in the works and to vary the frequency of colour terms to

1 Invin exa¡nined 1)rorpdç, xudveoç, dark and light contrasts and a few minor colour terms ln

the appendices.
2 pp.253-263, pp. 382-39t
3 For schola¡s, remarks on Roman poets' use of colour see, for instance, Quinn (1973) p' 11'6'

Ni.u"t--l nubba¡d (1978) p.89, Commaeer (1962) p' 303

4 Curran (1969), Harmon (1973>, O'Connell (1977>

5 one of of this is rhe image of the purple..flower which Edgeworth (pp.26-

g) argues .*fgl or- _oeatl"iiesent_.or_ilnpending, 
of important cha¡acters in the

Aeneid. D es (5.79), t"ta¡cáioi (6.884), fo.yatog (t¿35) and Pallas (11.69) are all

associated with flowers of potpie húe. The final character linked with a purple flo¡ver is Aeneas

himself; in Book n.qn-n-vJoo, brings him a purple fl.o*gt which cures him of his wound'

Here Edgewortn argues O^t Vitgit is ðleverly reversìng the imagery; with the appearance of a
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influence the mood of his readers.l Edgeworth also tried to bring more precision to the

study of colour usage by defining the ways in which a poet could employ colour'2 He

deærmined that there were six main usages of colour words:

l) forrnulaic, i.e. when the colour word forms paft of a rcpeated phfase

2) functional, i.e.when it expresses an idea essential to the narrative

3) allusive, i.e. when it suggests a usage of colour in an earlier author

4) decorative, l.e.when it merely adds an attfactive detail to the work

5) cumúartve, i.e. when several colours are clustered at one of the climæres of the poem

6) associative, i.e. to link episodes within the poem'

In this and other ways, Edgeworth's work broke new ground and was received well

by reviewers.3 Edgeworth, however, viewed Virgil as unique in his ma.stery of stylistic

deployment of colour. In his somewhat rapid surveya of the use of colour in Virgil's

predecessors, contemporaries and successors, he argued that none of them employed

colour with as much complexity or control as Virgil.s It was a belief that the colour

strategies of skilful poets such as Catullus and Horace required a lengthier and more

detailed examination than Edgeworth was able to give them, which led to the focus of this

study.

purple flower, the reader half expects Aeneas' death but it tums out that this is the means of

his recovery.
l Edgeworth demonstrates that Virgil makes use

whilè the absence of colour in gloomy p¿lssages

Virg emPloY brigbt colo
6, u Aenea.s comes t0

637- is a lot of colour
Book 5, but when Aeneas' fortunes take a turn

black) departs from the na¡rative.
2 çtooz¡ p.z
3 Þotná- says of it Edgeworth's volume has much to offer the Virgilian scholar, as. a research

tool which takes a rp."iäøø aspect of the Aeneid and brings it leamedly, thoughÉully alive.'

iiqqg p.73). Fletr .ôo*"os thai Edgeworth's gludy 'makes V-ergif'9 achievement both more

understood an¿ more-acce$iUt"'(tggãp.116). Hanison says that his work'deserves praise for its

-etno¿ic¿ highlighting of an unàerestimate¿ area of Vergilian poetics' but adds 'it is not the

final word on its subject'' (7994 p.278).
I Edg"*otth examines the colour usage of s' Lucretius'

Catulñs, Horace and Ovid in the spacã or at Edgeworth's

survey 'ls perbaps ûo short for real-comparative G99a p'277)'
s OggZ) pp. 1-17 and p.60f.
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f,'ocus and Outline of StudY

In this study I have chosen to focus on the colour imagery of the Lyric lelegiac poets

Catullus, Propertius and Horace (in his Carmina), examining the extent to which these

poets share a colour 'vocabulary'. It seemed to me that it would be surprising if Catullus,

who is an innovator in so many ways in Roman poetry, did not also make use of colour

images in original and imaginative ways, not merely for decorative purposes a.s Edgeworth

asserted.l Catullus'successor, Propertius, who has many themes in common with him was

an obvious choice for comparison. My feeling was that it would be instructive to compare

the way in which these two poets make use of colours in simila¡ situations, especially since

propertius seems to have been heavily influenced by visual arts. As Horace and Propertius

were contemporaries and rivals, Propertius'colour imagery could, in its turn, be compared

with Horace's. Furthermore, since Horace, in his Carmina, is the most 'lyric' of the three

poets, I decided it would be interesting to see to what extent Horace's colour imagery has

been influenced by Greek lyric poets such as Alcaeus, Bacchylides and Pindar.

The structure of this study is, to some extent, based on Edgeworth's methodology. It

makes use of a similar 'concordance of colour terms' which lists, defînes and examines

each instance of colour tenn usage in the three poets, giving cross references to comparable

concordance entries. This systematic evaluation will enable us to discover pattems of colour

usage in Catullus, Horace and Propertius and help us to appreciate the differences between

Roman and modern-day colour usage as we explore the subtle nuances which the different

terms carry. It enables readers to draw their own conclusions about colour usage in the

three poets. It also underpins the second half of the thesis which n¿urows its focus to a

detailed examination of these poets' use of colour in selected poems. In this second half

there will be an examination of how the colours work 'in practice', interacting with the rest

of the poem's imagery to convey its meaning and to influence the emotional responses of

the reader. It is in this section that it is demonstrated how a systematic study of colours can

enhance understanding and appreciation of a particular poem-

t 0ggz) p. tt
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AsinEdgeworth'sstudy,therewillbeafocuson'colourclusters.,thatiswhentwo

or more colours are placed together in the space of a few lines to complement or contrast

with each other. The use of 'thematic colour clusters'l, colours which are employed to link

episodes within a poem or associate one poem with another' will also be explored'

especially in the second half of the thesis. In this process attention will be paid not only to

the colour te,,os themselves (the explicit colours) but also to'implicit'colour words. These

are words such as rosa, sanSuis,lilia and nix which, atthough not in themselves colour

ter1¡s, can convey a stfong impression of colour to the teader'2 Such words are either the

sonrce of colour adjectives (as rosa is fot roseus , sanguis is fot sanguineus and nix is for

niveus)or are highlighted chromatically by the poet who employs them as part of a series of

contrasting or complementary colour images'3 As well as implicit colours' terms for

shining are also included in the examination of the poets'colour imagery' As will become

apparent in the concordance, words for shining such as futgeo or niteo carry similar

emotive connotations to colour terms like candidus ot aureus. Such words for shining are

frequently used by the three poets in conjunction with these colour tenns of as apparent

substitutes for them.

Tables and statistics afe employed only on a few occasions.4 Although many scholars'

including Edgewoftfr., use them to suppoft their claims about a poet's use of colour' at best

they are of limited values and at worst they can distort the picture. Such tables do not take

into account, for example, a poet's use of implicit colour words which would be difficult'

7 p.7a8)
'ntalliter et tenera Pon¿ret osst rosa' (l'17'22)

association of the homophonic words ossa and

e line.

above).
4 For instance, there is some use of figures in the conclusion when the poets' preferences for

certain terms is discussed.
wasthemajorproponentofthestatisticalmethodofcolour
the belief oät rfuui:s and tabulations were able to solve all
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if not impossible, to tabulate.l The concordance enables the reader to form their own views

about the relative frequencies of colour terms and constn¡ct their own tables if they desire' I

have also decided against giving the colour word's metrical position in the line for there is

too much variety in the metres catullus and Horace employ for any significant conclusions

to be drawn about the metrical position of the colour word in the three poets as a whole'

Layout of Thesis

As regards the range of terms covered by the concordance, in general' like Edgeworth'

I have included a tenn if it is lisæd in André. Some terms, however, have been omitæd

because they are not chromatically significant or because they are fully covered in the

discussions of other concordance entries or there are only a few minor instances of the

term.2 The nouns for gold (aurum) and silver (argentum) have been included, for these

tenns are frequently employed with the same emotional connotâtions a's their coresponding

adjectives.3 words for shining have been selected both on the basis of their frequency of

use in the three poets and their chromatic importance.4 Implicit colour words do not have

their own concordance entries but are discussed when they appear in proximity with the

explicit colour terms. The role of implicit colour words is more fully explored in the second

half of the thesis with the analysis of the selected poems.

explicit colou¡ terms, thei¡ ch¡omatic value

and the adjectives
are not, as a whole,

an imPlicit colour word

Catuüus c.61.) Tenns such as marmoreus and

tted becauso there are only a few, not very

ot listed in André'
un ebur, even though I
se most of the
included in tbe

concordancp under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM, Prop'

.2.18.1 under 1.5.1 ALIRATUS / AUREUS üi'
en omiÉed because it is not chromatically

u¡, its corresponding verb and adjective forms,

have been included.
4 Fulgeo, fuIgor, adfulgeo, e

selected on these criteria" Ho
in the poets were either not ith

in other concordance entries

i2i N,guS üi). For similar reasons, words sco'

lucidus, radius, sple*i ^A 
splendidus have but they

are discussed *n"o tnãV 
"pp". 

i" proximity employed

iot¡"poemsexaminedin_thesecondsectionofthethesis.
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In each concordance entry, the colour term is quoted in its context and then a

translation or explanation of it is given. Usually, at least the line in which the colour term

appears is supplied, but the surrounding lines are also quoted if other colour elements

appear in them. The colour term being discussed is put in bold in the Latin quoted and

supplied in brackets after the English translation of it. Any other colour elements (explicit,

implicit or words for shining) which appear in the Latin quote are underlined and refened to

in the discussion of the colour term. The Oxford Classical Text editíons are employed for

all quotes from the three poets and æxtual variations mentioned only when they affect

interpretation of the colour image.

The noun, verb and adjectival forms of a particular colour term are, in general,

classified separately but, for the sake of compactness, any different adjectival forms or

verbal forms are classified together (thus instances of albesco are classified with albico and

atratus with ater).If the verbal form of the colour word is used only by these poets in

participle form, then it is classified together wittr its corresponding adjective (as is the case

Tor J'Iavens. which is classifie d with ftavas). In general, the entries have been arranged in

sequential order with all the entries for Catullus, followed by Propertius and finally Horace.

When there are a lot of entries under one tenn however, then there has been an attempt to

define patterns in the poets'colour usage by arranging the entries into categories"l These

categories are provisional ones, designed to provoke thought. As will become apparent to

the reader, most of the colour terms have a whole range of associations and nuances and

many of the concordance entries could easily be classified under two or three different

headings"

For the second half of the thesis, seven poems have been selected for discussion; two

from Catullus, two from Propertius and three (shorter poems) from Horace. These poems

have been chosen for their interesting and imaginative colour imagery, each illustrating a

different way in which poets can make use of colour in their work. In these chapters the

colour imagery is placed within the context of the poem as a whole and the poem's

1 This is the case for albus, ater I atratus, auraÍus I aureus, aurum, cacruleus I cacrulus, cattdidus,

flavins I flavus, fulgeo, niger I nigrans, niteo, niveus, purpureus and viridis.
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background and genre discussed. Each colour image is then examined for its contribution to

the poem as a whole. When a quote is supplied from the poem' the colour words are

highlighæd either by being put in bold (the explicit terms) or underlined (the implicit terms

and words for shining). Sometimes parallels with wall paintings or mosaics are drawn; in

these cases either a reference will be given to an illustration in a book or to the appendix

where certain illustations have been reproduced'

Inevitably, the layout of this thesis involves a certain amount of repetition. rWhen these

three poets make use of colour clusters, which they do frequently, then each colour element

is given a separate entry in the concordance. Sometimes the same quoÛe from a primary

so'rce will appear in different parts of the thesis to support various arguments. In addition,

the second half of the thesis will revisit certain colour images which have already been

discussed under their entries in the concordance. It is hoped that the reader will bear with

this as it was thought better to duplicate certain elements than to be overly succinct or

cryptic.

Throughout the thesis comparisons for the colour usage of Catullus, Propertius and

Horace have been drawn from a broad range of poets, both Greek and Latin.l In the field

of Latin poefy, parallels with contemporaries such as Tibullus and successors like Ovid

have been sought and I have also looked for comparable instances in the hexametre tradition

of Ennius, Lucretius and Virgil. In Greek poetry I have looked for parallels not only with

the colour imagery of the lyric poets Sappho, Alcaeus and Bacchylides but also that of the

Hellenistic poets Callimachus and Theocritus and the epic / didactic tradition of Homer,

Hesiod and Apollonius Rhodius. I have also, where appropriate, ranged further afield,

drawing parallels with colour usage in the Greek Anthology, Greek tragedians like

Euripides, comedy writers such as Plautus and satirists like Juvenal and Martial-2 The

reader must take note however, that in demonstrating how Catullus, Propertius and Horace

t This has been achieved both by my own survey of the 
-literature and by referring_ to such

sources as Liddell -¿ Sôttt Criek-Énglish Lexicon, the Oxford Luin Dictionøry, Kober's and

André's works on colour terms and the TLG and PHI disks'

esafequoædoíordClassicalbeenusedwhere
tney arä availabie. In some in en to use other editions

ditión for Theocritus) and have the relevar¡t quotations.
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inherit their colour imagery and pass it on to their successors I do not mean to imply that

there is no originality in this process. As we will see, this does not have to be an unthinking

practice: it will be shown how the three poets deliberaæly borrow colour imagery from their

predecessors and contemporaries and adapt it for their own purposes.
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ChaPter 1

Concordance of Terms for Colour and Shining

1.1 ADFULGEO

Hor 4.5.7: Iucem red'de tuae, .dux.bone,.patría'e.: / iry1tar veris enim vultus ubi tuus

T 
"¿titJü 

p-oprlo, gratior it dies / et sol'es' m¿lius nitent'

Horace asks Augustus to return and bring back the tight to his country; for when' like

spring, his face shines (ød.Íulsit)on the people the day goes betær and the sun gleams more

brightly. Here the return of Augustus to his native land is compared with the return of

spring afær a gloomy winær. Augustus is portrayed as a source of light shining like the sun

on his people; the very sun draws light from his presence' Noæ how Horace begins and

ends the stanza with words for lightl; in totar in this stanza there are four words associated

with light and shining. Imagery of tight is appropriate for someone descended from a god -

compafe virgil's descriptions of Augustus' mythical ancestors Aeneas and Iulus'2 Similar

imagery is employed of Octavian in the Culef and by Ovid in theTristiaa According to

Fraenkel, the stanza also owes something to Hellenistic and pre-Hellenistic eulogies where

the appearance of the ruler is compared to the sun outshining the stars'S Porter ciæs a

number of instances in Book Four where Horace employs the motif of fire and light in

association with the Augustan regime6, one of three ways in which Horace makes use of

imagery of fire and light in the this book'

I.2.I ALBESCO / ALBICO

sese adhortans rapidum incitat anima,/.va.dit, frernit, .r.r-lr¡rrslt
ubi umida "di;íã;--lorà 

l¡tòr¡s adüílrcneramque vidit Attin

/facit imPetum--

Cybele's lion, rushing madly toward Attis, approaches the watery places of the whiæning

(arbicanrts) shore where he is standing. Here the whiteness of the shore is meant to suggest

1 see also Fraerikel (1957) The stanza is radiant with light (lucem, ad[ußit, soles.."nitent )"' 'p.!!)
2 Aen. 1.588-593; 10. 132-138; 10.270-275
3 ,lnc rabitis et tibi certet/ gloria perpetuum truø&Í mtrnsura per aevur\ /
ettibiettibisospesldebiti¡elicisltlcnøreturvitaperannos,lgrata
bonis
4 ,utque trahutlt oculos radiantia lumina solis,l traxissent animum sic tw facta neum" (2'325-6)

s (rqsD p.+42
6 (1975) p.2r9
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the foam of breaking uraves; this effect is created by the placement of the words umidn and

albicantis together and the factthat albicantis, the present participle rather than the

adjective, suggests an ongoing process rather than a slate. Albicare is used in a similar

fashion by Varro, in reference to the whiteness of turbulent waterl and Virgil will employ

the cognate verb albesco in the Aeneidto describe the appearance of the sea stirred by the

wind.2 In c. 63 the imagery of whiteness is reinforced by the refenence to the marrnora

,marble, of the sea in the following line, a word which gives an impression of coldness,

vastness and even a figurative hardness. The white imagery of these lines displaces the

impression of greenness and fertility in v. 86 which is suggested by the undergrowth

(virguln)which the lion shatters with its roving fool The picture created is a desolate one'

For a more detailed discussion of this colour image see Chapær 3, section 4'3'ä'

Hor. 1.4.4: ac neque iam snbulis gaudct pecus aut arator igni,/ nec prata canis

albícant pruinis.

The flock no longer rejoices in the fold, nor the ploughman in his fireside, and the

meadows afe no longer white (atbicant) with hoary frost. Horace is describing the coming

of spring and this scene is the final of his vignetæs of the winter which has gone before'

The colour term albicanr is reinforced by canis3 which, as it is more usually employed of

the hair of old people4, carries with it associations of old age and death. Thus Horace

paints a charming picture, subtly personifying the meadows as 'white-haired' with frost'

But, as Horace demonstrates, the meadows are able to rene\ü themselves and the whiæ of

winter is contrasted with the green garlands of spring in v' 9'5 However in a circular

movement, Horace then brings the poem back to the idea of death - the image of whiteness

L ,ubi rivus praecipítatu in nemore deorsum/ rapitur atque oleßus aliquo a scopulo lapidoso

ølbícøtur' Men.75 (Cèbe 1975)
ã-'ji;;;;t úi prino co Qee2P'66)
who thinks the Virgil in the lliad of

waves breaking on the in the Homer

passage. Also compare uts 2.773,YitgilGeor.3.237 and Ovid MeL

11.480.
3 ihe white motif is also reiterated in the following couplgt_ with the reference to the moo¡i 'iam

Cii"rii it ros ducit lenus imminente Luilil ¡unltaeque Nytttphis Gratiac decentes' (w. 5-6)'

4'See, for instance, Cat.61.155, Cat.64.350, Cat.66.70, Cat-68.l}letc' hlow under 1'9'2

CANUS.
I lnu,nc- drret aut vìrídí nitidum caput impedire myrto' See further on this line under 1'50'2

VIRIDIS ii.
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is picked up by pailida Morsin v. 131 and sestius is reminded ttrat old age and death will

soonovertakehim.AsCommagersays'thet}remeofthisodeisthefamiliarcontrast

between the life-cycle of man and natufe, and the poem is full of associations between

spring and youth, winter and death.2 Thus the image of the whiæ meadows is integral to

the poem for, ending the stanza on winter, it serves as a contrast to the green spring while

unconsciously preparing the reader for the last two stanzas'

The theme and some of the motifs of this 'spring' poem have many parallels in Latin

and Greek literature but it is interesting to note Nisbet and Hubbard's comment that

although counter-scenes of winter are traditionar in the subject matter of spring poems and

often occur in the Anthology, 
,the subject-matter of Horace's counter-scenes finds no

parallel in the Anthology poems'.3 Similarly, Horace's language is unusual for he employs

albicareonlyhere:accordingtoNisbetandHubbardthewordimpartsacolloquialand

rustic flavour.4

Hor. 3.14.252 lenit ølbescens animos capillus / litium et rixae cupidos protervae;

Horace's whiæning (albescens)hair sofæns a spirit which is eager for strife and shameless

brawling; thus he does not greatþ care if the doorkeeper turns his slave away from

Neaera's door. Horace's white hair, which he makes reference to in other poemss' is here

contrasted with the a[usion in the previous stanza to Neaera's Ínurrers hair.6 Murreus is

interpretedbymanycommentatorsasacolouradjectivemeaning'chestnut'or'light

brown,TandtheimplicationisthatHoracerealisesthatheandNeaeraareofdifferent

generations and the pleasures and pains of youth fife no longer for him'8 The inceptive verb

albesco (employed only here in Horace) and its participle form implies a gradual but on-

going process. The word is also placed in opposition to Horace's former state (calidus

L'oallÍda Mors aequo Pulsat
under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS.
2 $962')p.26tf.
r lrro¡ p.63

pede pauperum tabernas/ regumque turris'' See further on this line

4 ib¡d. p. a4
s il; i::.ts under 1.9.2 CANUS; see also uåÅ'!r?o*rre 

crinem;, (w. 2t-zz)

&Iooúvas Tt ëo¡1arov ëooera\l
rptxas;/ oipc ror QPovér¡u' ¡rl¡
P oi ròv èrëalv äPrt

yeyerl¡revor.' (Gow 1952)
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iuventa) two lines further downl, the contrast bringing to mind the coldness and lack of

passion2 associaæd with white hair and aging.3

I.2.2 ALBUS

i) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Cat. 29.8: et ille nunc superbus et supedluens / perambulabit omnium cubilia,l ut

albulus columbus aut Adoneus.

Catullus, to express his indignation with Mamurra's arrogant cavorting round other

people's marriage beds, compares him to a little whiæ (albulus) dove or an Adonis- As

Ellis says, the comparisons explain each othera; both white doves and Adonis wefe

associated with Venus. Thus the point of comparison is desirability - Mamurra is able to

walk through the bedrooms of everyone as if he had Venus' favour. However there is as

much contrast as there is comparison in this image for the whiteness of the dove also

suggests puritys and softness as well as beauty and the diminutive heightens these

overtones.o Adonis likewise was a beautiful (and in some traditions chasæ) youth.T Both

these images arp very different from the gross, dissolute Mamurra.

CaL 61.1872 uxor in thalamo tibi est,/ ore fløidulp nítens./ ølha parthenice velut

/ luteumve pgpø¿lL

In this stanza in his marriage song, Catullus compares the bride to two flowers. The first is

a white (alba) parthenice which, according to André, is the same as the chamaemelon ot

wild chamomile.B The colour of the second flower is disputed but the likelihood is that this

is meant to be a white/red colour contrast.e In this line and the two lines surrounding it,

Catullus utilises words for brightness (nirens), flowers (floridulo, parthenice, papaver) and

colour (six out of the eight words that comprise these lines) to crcate an effect of beauty and

L non ego twc fenem calidus iuventa/ consule Plnnco. (w. 217-28).It was during the consulship

of Plancus that Horace fought on the wrong side at Philippi(commager 1962 p.226f.).
tì;-C".;;:er (1962) p.ZzAt.who comments on the somewhat cool and jaded tone of this ode

which hails Augustus' return from Spain.
3 Compare Wop.3.5.24 below under 1.2.2 ALBUS iv'
+ ffSSél p.99.'On doves see Toynbee (1973) p,?|g._and compare Catullus' use of doves in c.68

to'exeÁ¡iry the delights of manied love (w.-125-l2s). Also see the discussion of Prop.3.3.31-

32 below in Chapter 4, section 6'3.ü.
5 See ii below foi instances of albus employed with associations of pufity'
o A* A"¿t¿ says, 'La notion de beauté est à la fois dans l'évocation d'Adonis et dans le

diminutif.' (!9a9 P.257)
7 etris (1s89) p.99
s (rgSe) pp. 84 and 239
9 See below on Cat.61.188 under 1.28 LUTEUS.
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freshness. The colour white is appropriate for a bride for it carries with it overtones of

purity and innocence and the derivation of the name parthenice from ncp0éuog' virginl

reinforces the associations of the colour term. For a more detailed discussion of this colour

image see ChaPter 2, section 5.3'

rne tatn facies, quamvis sit çandida'-.cepit/.0ilig-non dotnina

;;; i;j'íltiotica'nia minio si certet n ero,/utque Kpøe puro

Propertius proclaíms that lilies would not surpass his mistress for whiæness (¿lb¿)' The

line is part of Propertius' description of Cynthia's charms which he portrays in idealised

fashion, also comparing her complexion to snow and vermilion or rose petals floating amid

milk. The use of white flowers in descriptions of complexions is, of course, a

commonplace: compafe cat. 61.187 immediately above and virgil's use of lilie's to describe

the comprexion of the blushin gLydia.z The image of the white lilies contributes to the

colourful effect of the pÍìssage (there are seven colour elements in the space of four lines)

and these colours ane reinforced in the following lines by words associated with shining

which are employed to describe cynthia's eyes and dress.3 Note also how Propertius' with

his fondness for colour contrast, introduces words which suggest redness; miniuma and

rosae.S These lines are meant to be just a parenthesis to Propertius' claim that it was not

cynthia,s candidaface that won him but the length and elaboration with which he dwells on

her charms casts a certain irony on this claim'

Hor.2.5.182 dilecta quanturn,non-Pholoe fugax,l non chloris albo sic umero

fu$l ut pJ¿ru nocturno renidetl luna man"'

Lalage will be even more beloved than shy Pholoe or chloris whose whiæ (albo) shoulders

gleam like the clear moon shining on the midnight sea- candidus ts the more usual term to

describe the whiæ gleam of unclad skin6 but here Horace uses nitens rather than the colour

quis ehw. aut mirta rubent ubi LiJia' multa /
iZ.ATag>.For otherinstances of the lily as the

3.13.30 in ChaPter 5, section 5'3'

n oculi, gl'füil,4ø sidera nosta, faces'/ tt¿c si

t describes his mist¡esses' complexion as milk

s / ôdOg rrî Ydlaxrt F{€as''
and the tlvo entries immediately below it'
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tefln to suggest lustre. The idea of gleaming is also emphasised by a simile in the following

lines - chloris' shoulder gleams as brightly as the unclouded moon. The poet of 'Tibullus'

3.4. also uses the image of the moon as a simile for whiæness and brightness-l According

to Nisbet and Hubbard, the simile goes back as far as Sappho who compares a girl to the

moon which outshines the stars.2 They also suggest that albus, not normally used of

female beauty, conveys a dull whiæness and that the word thus forms an oxymoron with

nitensi'here it suggests that the girl had the pallid glitter of the moon"3 In addition' Nisbet

and Hubba¡d see significance in the name chloris 'the name here suggests pallor...and

provides a good contrast with the purpureus color of the future Lalage''4 According to

Reckford, Chloris and her association with the moon' in contrast to the blatant sexuality of

the stanzas about Lalage, 'symbolises a pure love abstracted from sex''S Later on in his

poetry however Horace will give an ironic twist to this association of Chloris with the light

of heavenly bodies: see the discussion of Hor.3.15 in Chapter 6, section 3'2'

ii) SimpticitY / PuritY

Prop. 4.1.322 hinc Tities Ramnesque viri Luceresque Soloni,/ quattuor hinc albos

Romulus egit equos-

propertius, speaking of the ancient days of Rome, lists its tribes and heroes including

Romulus whom he depicts driving four white (atbos) horses' This is a reference to

Romulus' three triumphal processions for whiæ horses drew the triumphal chariot'6 Here

the colour term albus picks up on the suggestion of whiteness in the previous couplet

present in the word oyes ,sheep, which are associaæd with ratius, Romulus' co-ruler.7

Thus in this poem Propertius employs imagery of white to emphasise the pastoral

| ,candor erat qualern praefert Lttonia LililßJ et color in niveo corpore purpureus' (w' 29-

30). Note how in these lines, as in Horac"l, po"ot, the whiteness of the skin is congasted with

n' à)r¡nlpav /Tor¡s xal no)ruavOé¡rots

also Sappho fr. 34 (Lobel and Page 1955)'

¡us2.79 (Gow 1952).

Horace again employs albus for female beauty'

or.2.5.12 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i'

.1.7.7-g ''at te victrices lauros, Messalls,

Compare also Ovid's vision of the triumph of
es, qua tu, pulcherrintc rerum,/ quattuar in

7 'prfuut galeritus posuít praetoria Lycmon,/magulque pars Tatio rcrum erat inter fÆi*' (w' 29-

30). Camps points out thát Tatius is represente¿ nere as a primitive and pastoral figure (1965 n'

5s)
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simplicity of old Rome: the word albus is picked up later on in the poem where it is linked

with the place n¿rme AIba Langø.l This is placed in contrast with the golden glitter of the

Rome of propertius' day, suggested by such images as golden temples2, the senate shining

in its robes3 and the soldiers glittering in their threaæning armour.4 Such colour imagery is

a development of the nature/culture contrast which Propertius employs as a motif right

throughout his poetry. See Chapter 5, section 3 for an examination of this motif in other

poems of Propertius.

prop. 4.1.35: et stetit Alþg potens, albae suis omine nata,/ ac tibi Fidenas longe

erat isse via.

In Rome's ancient days, Alba Longa, born of the whiæ (albae) sow's omen' was still

powerful and it was still a long journey from Rome to Fidenae. For the white sow see the

Aeneíd..s The repetition of the term albus picks up on the place name and continues the

association of old Rome with simplicity and purity (see the entry immediately above).

prop. 4.ll.S4: vel t cuius rasos t cum Vesta reposceret ignis,/ exhibuit vivos

carbasus alba focos.

The Roman wife Cornelia, citing examples of illustrious \ilomen to illustrate her own

virtue, refers to 'she whose white (alba)robe showed a living hearth when Vesta demanded

the fire'. Although the previous line is comrpt, this is clearly an allusion to the legend of

Aemelia the Vestal Virgin who, accused of neglecting the sacred fîre, proved her innocence

by placing a portion of her dress upon the hearth, whereupon the fire blaz'ed up again.6

Albus describes the colour of carbasus 'linen'. Whiæ gannents were regularly used in the

worship of the gods? but in this context the whiæ robe also signifies Aemelia's virtue.

1 v. 35 - see the following entrY.
2 Vctilibus crevere deis ttaec uurca templa' (v. 5). See on this line below under 1'5'1

AURATUS / AUREUS ii.
3 lcuria, praetexto quae nunc nítet alta senatu' (v. ll). See on this line below under 1.34.1

NITEO i.
11n"1 ,ud¡t infestis miles rødiabat in armis' (v. 27). See below on this line under 1.41

RADIO.
5 i¡tore¡s ingens inventa sub iticibus sus / triginta capitum fetus enixa iacebit,l alba solo

recubans, olii circum uìbera nati' (8.4345) Thèse ünei are a repetition of Book 3.390-392.

6 Carrps (1965) p. 161
z¡,-rrtroìg (lilr|r p.36 who cites Cic. Dekg.2.45.l2;'color auten ølbus praecipue decorus

deo est,. li ii méfy that Vestal Virgins wore the wbite toga recta which Roman brides also

wore, for their costume imitates thaiof Roman brides in other respects (see LaFolle¡tÊ L994

p.54).
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Hor. 1.35.2k te Spes et albo rara Fides colit/ vel.ata Plnno.nec comitem
abnegat,/ utcumque mutata potentis / veste donns inimica linquis.

Horace, in this ode to Fortune, tells the goddess that Hope attends upon her along with

precious Faith whose hand is covered with a white (albo) cloth; nor do they refuse to act as

her companion whenever in hostile mood she abandons the homes of the powerful clad in

mourning. Both these goddesses are linked with Fortune in the Roman cult and the binding

of the hand with a white cloth has rrference to a cultic practise for, according to Livy, the

priests of Fortune wrapped their hands to signify the sacred and precious nature of fides.L

The image of Fides' white hand echoes the previous stanza with its depiction of the brazen

hand of the goddess Necessity who also attends upon Fortune.2 The whiæ cloth associated

wtth Fides is also placed in contrast both with the drab (and darÐ mourning garb that

Fortune dons when she abandons the homes of the powerful3 and the (presumably) more

colourful attire of the meretixin the following stanza.4

iii) Favourable Omen

Hor. 1.7.152 albus ut obscuro deterget nubila caelo / saepe Notus...

Florace tells his friend Plancus to dispel life's troubles with wine like the white (albus)

South Wind which clears the clouds from the gloomy sþ. According to the commentåtors,

the South Wind was usually associated with rain5 so the idea is that even the South Wind

sometimes blows clear and that the bad weather will not last forever.6 Nisbet and

Hubbard's suggestion that Horace ha.s in mind )reuróuoroç, the æchnical ærm for a special

clearing South Wind is also plausible.T Thus ¿lbus in this context can be translated as

'clearing' or 'clear' - it is employed principally for its metaphorical meaning with its

L t.2t.l (Kiessling-Heinze 1968 p. 148). See 189. Porphyrio says of this

line"albo' autem dixit Propter tnnestatem frde
2,te semper anteit sema Necessitas,/ clavos trab / gestans g9!!9....' (w. 17-19)

3 On tle confusion created by these lines see Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) p.396f. N & H suggest

that the text is co¡ïupt for 'up to this point Horace suggests that the Fortuna of the family

shares the disaster that befalls the man.'
4 ,at vulgus infidum et meretrix reîro / periura cedit' (w.25-26). See ; 'since

frdes d Oraped in white, a stfong invitation is issued to our visual against

the white of f¡des the contrasting gaudiness of the prostitute. Such is difference

between rra¡ried v/omen and the ncretri.x (Epistles I.18.34).'
5 euinn (1980) p. 136; Nisbet & Hubbard (1970) p.102. This would seÊm to be the point of
'neqtte parturit imbris perpetuo' in the following line.
6 Córrmager associates these lines with other passages from Horace's Odes where he reproaches

various friends who refuse to adapt themselves to nature's changes (1962p.238f.).
I $glO) p.102. See also Kiessling-Heinze (1968) p. 43. Porpbyrio says 'album autem Notufi
dixit, ul Graeci Àevxðv v6rov, quod serenwn faciaî.' (Meyer 1874).Iñüin (1974 p.169) says that

Homer twice describes the South Wind a.s white (/r. 11.306, 21.334).
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chromatic value secondary. Horace however also highlights the chromatic sense of albus by

drawing a contrast between the white wind and the da¡k sky (obscuro caelo)i note how he

draws both adjectives together at the beginning of the line. Compare Hor'3'27'19 below

which also uses atbus of a wind with a simila¡ contast between light and datk and see Hor'

3.7.1 below under 1.g.2 CANDIDUS iii where candidí is employed of the west winds.

Other colour elements in 1.7 afe suggested by the word for wine and the picture of the

camp gleaming with its standards: on this see 1.7.19 below under I.2l.I FULGEO v.

Iglor.l.l2.27z ...quorum simul albø nautis / stella refulsit

As soon as the Dioscuri's whiæ (atba) star shines out for sailors the sea grows calm. Nisbet

and Hubbard think that this is a reference to St. Elmo's fîre, but are uncert¿in about the

meaning of the colour adjective as St. Elmo's fire is usually blue.l Horace however may be

imitating Alcaeus where the St. Elmo's fire associated with Castor and Pollux is described

by the term Àd¡rn pogz, aword which conveys brightness rather than blueness. Nisbet and

Hubbard's suggestion that albamay be employed because of its metaphorical meaning

,favourable,3 is also plausible, especially taking into consideration that the Dioscuri's

power to calm storms is probably meant as a parallel for Augustus' benign influence.a

Hor. 3.8.6 i voveram dulcis epulas et ølbum / Libero caprurn prope funeratus /
arboris ictu.

llorace had vowed a savoury banquet and a white (album) goat to Liber after he narrowly

escaped death from a falling tree. Apart from the fact that white animals were regularly

sacrificed to the heavenly deities (and black ones to the gods below)s there seems to be no

especial significance attached to the colour of the goat'

Hor.3.27.l9z...ego quid sit ater/Hadríae novi sinus et quid ølbus /peccet
Iapyx.

ogev ÀcíunPor nPç[ I tP[ lvres, I
Fl<lÀalvar" (34^ 9-12 Lobel and Page 1955)

text means 'candida et benignn' (Meyer 1874)'

below under 1.29 MICO.
e vos bubus veneratur ølbìs' and Aen' 3'120 'nígrøm Hiemi

'. See also Armstrong tslack victims for the gods below'

ruIe...' (1917 P.33).
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Horace knows what the black gulf of the Adriatic and white (albus) Iapyx are capable of.

Once again Horace is using the vagaries of the weather to make a point; this time however it

is to deter a friend from embarking on a voyage rather than as an illustration of the need to

adapt to changing circumstances. The Iapyx is a wind which blows in the south of Italy - as

in 1.7.15 (above) albus refers to its favourable nature which Horace implies is sometimes

deceptive. In a simila¡ fashion to 1.7.15, Horace also plays on the chromatic meaning of

albusby drawing a contrasr with the black (ater) gulf of the Adriatic: both colour adjectives

are at the end of their respective lines. See also Hor. 3.27.18 on this image under I.4

ATER / ATRATUS iv.

iv) Old Ãge I Sickness

prop. 3.5.24 atque ubi iam Venerem gravis interceperit aetas,/ sparserit et ûigruUt

alba senecta comns

propenius says that when white (atba) old age has flecked his black locks he will turn from

love to philosophy. He emphasises the colour contrast by ptacing alba nextto nigras'

Shackleton-Bailey draws a parallel between these lines and Anacreonl ; compare also

Sophocles Antigone.2The white which will fleck Propertius'hair picks up on the previous

couplet in which spring roses are twined round Propertius' head.3 Thus a red/white

contast is implied; the red suggested by the roses (and by the wine in the previous line) is

associated with youth, love and elegiac poetry4, whilst albus is linked with old age and

philosophy.

Prop. 3.25.13: vellere tum cupias albos a stirpe capillos/ a ! speculo rugas

increpitante tibi

propertius depicts Cynthia in old age wanting to tear her whiæ (albos) hair out by the roots

and being mocked by the mirror for her wrinkles. The subject of this poem is traditional:

the rejected lover envisages a time when his beloved has grown old and is desirable to

nobody. Such 'aging courtesan' poems appeil at frequent intervals in the Greek Anthology

1 ,eûré Fol )reuraì. ¡reìc(vcto' dva¡re ¡re{fovrar rp{1es' (ft. 89 Diehl = fr' ia¡nb' 3'1)

(1956 p.297)
f,!!- ?"o" (rqs àpqrpdlÀo¡rat rp{1a' (w' 1092-3)'

According to hair with white was populaf amongst the Greek

poets; see p. 1

í-'r*'iuioi * c'oput in verrut semper habere rosa'' (w' 2l-2)
4 see vv. 19-20
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and references to white hair are a commonplace.l Postgate2 thinks that Propertius had

Tibullus 1.g.453 in mind when composing this line. Note the contrast in attitude between

Cynthia's desperation at the sight of white hairs and Propertius' calm acceptance of his own

whitening hair in the Poem above.

Hor.2.2.15: ...nisi causa morbi/fugerit venis et aquosus albo/corpore languor'

In an elaborate simile, Horace compares the lust for money to a disease - only by banishing

the cause of the disease from the veins and the watery sickness from the whiæ (albo)body

is the sufferer cured. Albus is used here, instead of the more usual pallidus, for the pale

complexion of ill-health. As André says 'Albus a le sens de "pâle, blême", désignant le

blanc terne du teint d' une personne malade ou vivement émue'.4 However instances of

albus employed for the pallor of sickness (as opposed to that of strong feeling) are not

common. Horace and Persius occasionally employ the ærm to denote the pallor induced by

overeating5 and although André mentions this usage of albus he doesn't cite any

examples.o The reason is possibly because, as Nisbet and Hubbard suggest, by using the

term in 2.2Roruceis alluding to )reurcoSÀey¡rcríc, a kind of dropsy.T

¡g.or.2.20.1¡0z iam iam residunt cruribus asperae / pelle-s, et album mutor in alitetn

/ superne, nascunturque leves / per digitos umerosque plumae.

In this final ode of Book Two, Horace describes his transformation into a whiæ (album)

swan as a way of suggesting his enduring and widespread poetic reput¿tion. Like the dove,

the whiteness of the swan rilÍrs proverbial in Latin literature; Virgil, for example uses albus,

niveus, candeo and caneo of it at various points inthe Aeneid.s Greek literature also makes

reference to the swan's whiteness (e.g. Callimachuse Aristophanes lVøspslo) but the

1 See the discussion of. 4.13.12 in Chapter 6, section 3'3'i'
2 (1884) p. 196
3 'to\ere lwn cura est øIbos a stirpe capillos'
4 0949)p.28
t',...p1íSiri vitüs albumque neque ostrea/n¿c scarus aut polerit peregrina-iuvare lagois.' (Hor'

Serm. î.Z.Zt-22);'turgidui nic eþutis atque ølho ventre lavat¡r' (Pers. 3.98).

ø 1tl+t¡ p.2B
7 G978\ p.46
8 Èãg;;ù eggz) p.142; See also Prop. 3.3.39 under 1.35 NIVEUS i and Chapter 4, section

6.4 Ior a discussion of the white swan image in his poem'
õ''.tr. r<ípa{, 0s vOv yç. xaì äv rúrvotstv èpt(or /xaì ydÀart ¡potlv xal

rúFaros d*pó àoJtq¡' (fr' 260.56-57 Pfeiffer 1949 vol 1)
iO"...oi*ro, ' .. no)rrulre pct öì¡ / a(ô' ènav0o0otv rpt¡(es.' (Wasps 1064-65). On this

line see Invin (1974 P.168).
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colouf image is only fully exploited by the Roman poets.l Horace however does not

employ the specihc term for a swan, using rather the vaguer tsrm ales which can be applied

to any winged creature; the idea of the swan is implied by his description and the long-

established association of the swan with poets.2 This deliberate vagueness is also Horace's

way of exploiting the ambiguity of his transformation for, as several commentators point

out, much of Horace's description could equally apply to the change to old age'3

Note Horace's' placement of albus in this line. It is the first important word in its

phrase (only er precedes it), is positioned before its noun and is placed immediaæly in front

of the verb mutor which denotes the transformation taking place. The effect of this is

twofold: the colour term marks Horace's transformation with the emphasis being placed on

the colour change and it heightens the ambiguity, for, as we have seen in the two Propertius

poems above, albus can be used of the whiæ hair of old age and it is only with alitem, ¡wo

words later ,that the idea of a bird is introduced. Compare the quoæ from the Wasps given

above where white hair is likened to a swan's plumage and Virgil Aeneid 10 where Virgil

associates Cycnus' transformation into a swan with the whiteness of old age'a

v) Other

CaL 63.40 z sed ubi oris wsi Sol radiaftibus oculis / lustravit aethera ølbum, sola

dlià,- ,r*re ferum,/ pepulitque noct¡s urubrut vegetis sonipedibus

The white (album) sky is part of the scene which Attis sees when he wakes up,

disillusioned with his mad devotion to the cult of Cybele. Catullus surueys the whole earth

in v. 40, describing the earth and sea as well as the sky. Aethera albumis most probably a

reference to the light of dawn5 and is placed in contrast with the shades of night in v. 41'

This image follows on from the glittering eyes (radiantibus oculis) of the sun in the

preceding line; the impression created is of a strong, ha¡sh light, anathema to the followers

1 According to Kober, colour tenns for white are applied directly to swans only wice in Greek

poetry (1932 p.20)
ã As'poipnvriô says, 'iam dicit se in cycnum transfigurari.' (Meyer 1874)

3 Quinn trg8o) p.239, Nisbet & Hubba¡d (1978) p.34lf'
a ì"nn"rt"* 

^itti 
ptr o duxisse senectam / Iinquentem, telr?s e! sidera voce sequentem' (w'

lg¡-tg3).See Edgeworth- <iggz p. 117)on this line and Nisbet&Hubbard (1978p.342) who list

other instances of the comparison between white hair and swan's plumage'

Sioroyce (1961 p.267) relates it to caes. B.c. 1.68: see also Luc. 2.720'
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of Cybele who are associated with opaca loca nghtfrom the start of the poem.l With dura

andferus,the epithets Catullus applies to the ea¡th and sea rcspectively, the picture created

is of a harsh, unforgiving landscape. For a more detailed analysis of this colour image see

the discussion in Chapær 3, section 4.l.ii.

Cat.9j.2z nil nimium studeo, Caesar, tibi velle placere,/nec scire u¡um sis

ølbus an øtrzL homo.

Catullus tells Caesar that he has no desire to please him; nor does he rcally care whether

caesar is a whiæ (albus) or black man. with the use of this phrase he expresses his

contempt for Caesar. This is a proverbial expression used to denote ignorance or lack of

interest in a subject2, consequently the chromatic element is not strong'

Hor. 2.3.9 z quo pinus ingens ølbaque populus / umbram hospitalem consociare

amant / ramis?...

Horace asks why the tall pine and white (alba) poplar love to entwine their branches with

inviting shade. This is a rhetorical question; as Nisbet and Hubbard say, the unstated

answer is 'in order that we may enjoy ourselves'3 for this poem is on Horace's well-

worked theme of enjoying life while we can. The white poplar is mentioned by many

ancient authors, including Virgila and Plinys. There is an implied colour contrast not only

with the darkness of the pine6 but with the shade (umbram) that the trees produce. This

darkness will be picked up by the image of the black threads of the Fates in the following

stanza.T

1 See the discussion on this in Chapter 3, section 4'f i'
zÇ qrtdt* iidr, quo* te amnril is, qui albus aterne fuerit ignoras.' (Cic. Phil' 2'4'l)|unàe

¡Iln sô¡v¡t níger an ølbus nascerer' (Phaedr. 3'15'10)
¡ (tsze) p. ss
¿;.j,¡i' 

"ä"ilida 
poputus antro / itnminet...' (Ec. 9.41) (Also cited by N & H). See also Theocritus

2.121.
l',pÇuUru* fotäs grandissima lanugo evolat cøni!ída et radiata, folio numerosiore candicant ut

villi.' (N.H. 16.35.86)
å;,n. ùplr is slender or frail, the k and sombre' Quinn (1980) p.202. Toll (1955)

p.îjZ-oir"t. a similar view. See al the legend of the úansformation of

Phaethon's sisters into white poplars implexae bracchia truncis/cøndídø

f"rr¿rb;;; intis velnmino ,o,ir¡i.' w. 129-130) and a similar contrast between light and dark t¡ees;
",it¡li¡, ù nígr* species nec laeta cupressus / umbrosaeque twnent fagus hcderaeque ligantes /
brøcchia, fraternos plangat ne pppl¿ltu ictus' (w. 140-142)'
T,dum rri ,t ortoi et sororum/frta tium patiuntur atra'(w. 15-16) See further on these lines

under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ü.
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1.3.1 ARGENTEUS

Prop. 4.4.252 saepe nIft blandis argentea lilia Nymphis,l Romula ne faciem
l.acdcret hasn Tati:

Propertius depicts the maiden Tarpeia giving offerings of silvery (argentea) lilies to the

kindly Nymphs so that Tatius' spear will not wound Romulus' face. For the lily's

association with virginity see the discussion on the lilies in Prop. 3.13-30 in Chapter 5,

section 5.3. Argenteus hereis an alæmative to other, mol€ conventional, terms for whiæ

such as albus or niveus.r It is possible that Propertius employed the term to suggest the

gleam of lilies in the moonlight2; compare Virgil's use of the word to describe a goose at

night.r

I.3.2 ARGENTUM

quacumque opulenta recessit / regia, rt¿bsnÍi sflendent,-äw iiî¡¡t, collucent pocula m¿nsae,/ toia domus gaudct

,But the dwelling of the king itself, in whatever direction the sumptuous palace receded,

was resplendent with shining gold and silver (argento).Ivory gleamed whiæly on the

chairs, cups glitæred on the tables, the whole gleaming house rejoices at the royal treasure'.

In these lines Catullus describes the dwelling of Peleus, employing words for gold, silver

and shining to contribute to the impression of a place that is full of light and splendour.

Argenturnhere, like aurum and ebur,functions with two meanings, contributing both the

idea of richness and that of shining; note that along wïth aurumthe word is qualifred by the

epithet fulgens. Fouroutof thesixwordsinv.M areassociatedwithshiningandthe

following lines are also full of words connected with light. As O'Connell puts it, 'this

brightness helps to convey the heightened happiness of fairytale romance'.4 Note that

Catullus emphasises the feeling of happiness with the verb gaudet in v. 46. This is not the

lFor these terms applied to lilia, see the examples given in the footnote onProp.3.13.30 in

Chapter 5, section 5.3.
2lt'is obvious from y. 23 that the scene takes place at night; 'saepe illa ituncritae causata est

omina lunae',
3'aÍque hic auratis volitans øtgenteus ønser

8.655-56). The scene depicted is one on the

material of the shield and the gleam of the g

658). See Edgeworth's discussion of the line (1992 p'70)'
+ egtl)p.749
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first time that happiness has been connected with shining in ancient literature - the link is

present as early as Homer.l

This passage also owes much to the description of Menelaos' palace in the Odyssey2

and, as connely has observed, there are similarities to Sappho's description of the

Wedding of Hector and Andromache3; compare also Alcaeus fr. 357.a Latsr, Horace will

elaborate on the theme with a description of his home being prepared for a birthday

celebration (see 4.11.6 below).Yoch, who has traced the image of the luminous palace

from Homer into European literature, points out that the pleasures of such places are

usually only temporary and the inhabitants deeply flawed.s As we will see, this is true of

both the Catullus and Horace versions of the luminous palace. In the Catullus passage the

colour imagery is extended into a description of the purple coverlet whose colours suggest

the blood and slaughter to follo\il: see Cat.64-49 below, under 1'40'1 PURPURA'

Igror.2.2.lz Nullus argcnto color est avaris/abdito terris, inimice lamnae/crispe

Salhuti, nisi temperato / splendeat usu'

'For silver (argento) hidden away in the greedy earth there is no lustre, o Sallustius

Crispus, you who are hostile to metal unless it shines with judicious use'' This is the way

that Horace opens a poem on the corrupting effect of the life of luxury; for a similar

sentiment compafe Sermones 1.1.6 There are quite a few possible sources for this maxim'

the most obvious being the Greek tragic fragment which Nisbet and Hubbard quote; 'oùr

ë.or, èv äurpots treurcóç, t¡ tév, äpyupos'.7 The meaning of this fragment is unclear

1'sþLû ô' oùpavòv tx<, yéÀaooe 6è nâoc nepl 10òv /vaÀro0 únò oreoonîc'

(Il. 19.362f.)
t;xgúqq- ;. or<oonùv ràô ooí¡rara {¡ri<vra, /xlt¿ggû r' nÀCsfeg!¿ r€ xaì àovrJpou

ùo|-sOgxfas ; q+.lz-n). present in both patsages a¡e references to the glea^ of gold, silver

and ivory.
li-.r,¿¡.io ö tèÀ(ly¡rara 1púora rd¡r¡rcra / nopSrlptal xataúr[ . .lva, nolrstÀ' àt'ippard' l
¿pvJpn r' ¿r¿pi.¡Olro ftil-lpf.A *ü¿Oo.s.' $1.44 Lobel and Page 1955); 'The whole

amosphere is identical in'its ¡önness of coloi: goid, silver, purple, ivory, embroidery.' (Connely

1925 p.471)
i'uoou.o{o.i oè, péyas od¡ros 'dtrror...' Clobel and Page 1955)

5 'Ho^"r', lines seem to have set the basic pattem for the {nage n9 T3ryr how. various the

laær elaborations. Its features recur in later w iters who emphasise the lighc the building is

the sun or Plea's

'åårii. i: .' (le

6'quid iuvat imm¿nsun te ørgentí pondus et ø imidu

4t- 42)
7 Trag. Adesp. 389 N. (1978) P.35
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however - see Nisbet and Hubbard's discussion of it. The colourlessness associated with

hoarded silver is echoed later in the poem by the pale body of the greedy man: see Hor'

2.2.15 above under 1.2.2 ALBUS iv.

Hor. 4.11.62 est hederae vis / multa, qua crinis relilatu.rt¿lLt¿; / ridet argenta-d"*^;-;;" c^T/vi*ø verbenis aiet im spargier agna;

Horace is preparing for a birthday party and describes his house rejoicing with silver

(argento) and its altar, wreathed with sacred boughs, yearning to be sprinkled with the

blood of a slaughtered lamb. Here the word argenturnreinforces the impression of shining

created by the verb fulgeo in the previous line, a word which Horace employs to describe

both the green vitality of ivy and the beauty of his mistress Phyllis.l Words such as rid¿r

and avet help to personify the house and bring it to life. In addition the verb rideo,

positioned as it is next to argenturn (a word suggestive of the gleam of treasure) and the

word d.omus, recall the passage from Catullus 64.2 Thus, Peleus' palace and Horace's

house sha¡e the same qualities; they are full of light, happiness and movement'3 Similarly,

like peleus,house and other'luminous palaces', there are suggestions that the pleasures of

Horace's home are only temporary. A discordant note is introduced in w' 7-8 wittr the

image of the slaughtered lamb for, although the red gleam of the blood sprinkled on the

altar picks up on the reference to wine in the flust lines of the poem4 and contributes to the

glow of the house, it also introduces an element of violence which was not present in the

ea¡lier lines of the poem. Once again, a parallel can be drawn with Peleus'palace in c'64

for this passage ends with a description of the purple coverlet which is linked with blood

and violence. In Horace's poem the discordant note is strengthened later on in the poem by

the image of the dirty smoke (sordid.umfuinumv.ll-12) and the colour t'ÊÍrrr. ater which is

applied to cares which Horace hopes will diminish. See further Hor.4.11.35 on these

colour images below under 1.4 ATER/ATRATUS v'

1 See further Hor.4.11.5 on this image under 1.21.1 FULGEO iii.
2ltoio ¿o*us gaudet regali sptendida gaza'(v.46). See above under C^tØ'$'
3 In Horace,s house uovs anå girls ruih hither and thither ('cuncta lesttl4 ttw\us, huc et illuc /
cwsitant mixtae puerii' puettaeí'w. 9-10) and in Catullus the whole of Thessaly pours into

i;"fã"J p¿""à (...domun conventu tota lrequentat / Thcssalia-.' w. 32-33).
a'Ert *ihi nonwn superantis annum/plenus Albani cadus;"" vv l-2
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I.4. ATER / ATRATUS

i) Skin Colour

Cat.39.l2z aut Lanuvinus ater atque dentatus

Egnatius' flashy smile is compared with, afüongst other things, a dark (ater) and tootþ

Lanuvian (an inhabitant of a town in Latium). Here the øter ptestmably refers to skin

colour, probably the darkness of sunburnt skin. This would appear to be a characteristic of

the Lanuvians as pinguis is of the Umbrian and obesus is of the Etruscan in v. 11;

however, as Fordyce comments, we have no other source which confîrms that Lanuvians

were characteristically dark-complexioned.l Note the implied contrast between the darlness

of the Lanuvian,s smile and his white and gleaming teeth (dentatus) - an effective

comparison for the blinding brilliance of Egnatius' grin'

Cat.93.2z nec scire utrum sis albus an ater homo'

Catullus tells Caesar that he has no desire to please him; nor does he really care whether

Caesar is a white or black (ater) man.. See Cat. 93.2 on this image above urirder l-2.2

ALBUS v.

ii) Death

Cat. 108.52 effossos oculos voret atro Sutture corvus

Catullus abuses Cominius by envisaging his gruesome death; amongst other horrors his

eyes will be torn out and swallowed down a raven's black (atro) throat. Aterherc suggests

both the blackness of the raven's feathers (for these birds were proverbially black2 ) and the

gaping black hole of the raven's throat; possibly this is meant to recall the jaws of he11"3

Thus here aterhasan association with death. Compare Propertius'reference to a black bird

at2.2gb.3g below under 1.33 NIGER / NIGRANS iii. For Catullus' use of other colour

teûns in this poem see Cat. 108.1 below under 1'9.2 CANUS'

1 (1961) p. 187
2 òf. tn" fable recounted in Ovid in which the raven is changed frorr white to black in

p*irn^"nt for treachery (Met. 2.534ff.). This association of the raven with Eeachery may also 
-

have some relevance to òatutlus' accusations against Cominius and his inimica lingua in w. 34.
3 Compare Aen. 6.273;'vestibulum ante ipsum primisque in faucibus Orci'. Here the colour terrt

akr ís not used of the jaws themselvei but is present in the previous line where it describes

the night which takes thã colou¡ from everythinþ ('...et rebus ttox øbstulit øtra çolo¡s,ru,").
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prop. 2.ll.4z omnia, crede mihi, tecun. uno munera lecto / auferet extretni funerís
atrø dies;

propertius tells Cynthia that the final dark (ata) day of death will carry away all her gifts

together with herself. In both Greek and Latin literature, words for black are frequently

used of death and the things associated with it,t In the Roman calenda¡ dies atri were those

which were considered unlucky2 and ,like Propertius, Virgil also uses atra dies for the day

of death.3 Note how in the Propertian passage the colour image is placed last in the

couple! emphasising the final and all-consuming nature of death; eventually everything will

be consumed by darkness. compare Hor. 1.28.13 and 2.3.16 below.

Prop. 3.5.34: solis et atrøtís luxerit orbis equis

propertius wishes to learn why the sun's disk mourned (shone?) with its horses clothed in

black (atratis).presumably this is a stylised way of refening to an eclipse; in another poem

propertius employs the image of the sun driving dark horses to denote an event which is

impossible or highly improbable.a Tibullus also employs a similar image to describe an

eclipse of the sun but the epithet he applies to the sun's horses is pallentes-s In the

Fropertius lines the tÊrm atratus suggests the garb of mourning6 (compare the use of. ater in

the entry below) and this suggestion of death is reinforced by the verb luxerit which

probably comes ftom lugere 'to mourn'. Alternatively, Camps suggests that luxerit could

come from lucere and be contrasted with atratis ' in a kind of oxymoron' ('why the sun's

disk shone with its horses clothed in black').7 This is not unlikely, considering that

Tibullus makes use of a similar darMight contrast in his description of the eclipse-

Prop. 4.7.282 atratn quis hcrtmis incaluisse togam?

1 'Fé).os gdvctog' It. 2.834, ll.3gzetc', 'Fé)ras: "41ôt¡s' S'oT zg"atrum funus' Lucr"

2.580,'mors atra' 'lib. !.3.5.
2Armstrong (1917) p.34
3'abstulit atrø dies et lunere mersit acerbo;' (Aen. 6.429)
4 See Prop.2.15.32 below under 1'33.NIGER/NIGRANS v.
5 ,ipru ôüam Sotem defectum lumine vidit / iungere pøllentes nubilus annus equos:' (2.5.75'6)-

Note how Tibullus draws a contrast between the pallor of the horses and the dad¡ress of the

cloud.
6 Tne Oxford Latin Dictionary defines atratus as 'clothed in black, in mourning' (def. 2 1968 p.

198). If an alternative manoicript conjecture is correct Propertius also employs afrofís with

simíar overtones in 2,7.-'aut canerem Aegypturn et Niluttt, cum aÍ?^tus in urbem/septem

captivis debitis ibaf aquis' (33-34). The OCT however reads attractns at this point.
t egøq. p.tt.
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'Who saw your black (atram) robe grow hot with tears?' This is one of the accusations that

Cynthia's ghost flings at Propertius when she comes to accuse him of neglecting her

funeral rites. Black clothing for mourning wÍts traditional.l Here the colour adjective is

emphasised by being placed at the beginning of its line and separated from its noun. Note

how the verb incaluissø 'grow hot'is placed in between, heighæning the tension between

this word and ayam, for the blackness of mourning garb was usually associaÛed with the

cold and da¡k of the underworld.2

Hor. 1.28.132 ...nihil ulta/nervos atque cutem morti concesserat atroe

The first time that Pythagoras died, he yielded to black (atrae) death nothing except his

sinews and skin. This is an allusion to the legend of Pythagoras' two deaths.3 The

expression mors atra is of course traditional and goes back to Homer; see the instances

given above under Propertius 2.It.4. Horace emphasises the idea of blackness by placing

the word at the end of its line and this is picked up by nox at the end of the next

hexametre.a In this way Horace leads naturally on to his next point: although Pythagoras

claimed that he managed to avoid black death once, a common night awaits everyone

eventually.

Hor.2.3.162 huc ying et unguenta et nimium brevis/flores amoenae fene iube

fpSø/dum res et aetas et sororum/fila trium partuntur atrø.

Horace exhorts Dellius to bid his slaves bring wine, perfumes and the too brief blossoms of

the lovely rose while fortune, youth and the dark(atra) threads of the three sisters allow"

The three sisters are of course the Fates. In Catullus 64 the wool which the Fates spin is

whiæs but in Greek literature Fé\as is ofæn used for deities associaæd with vengeance or

with faæ6 and thus by association the word is here extended to ttreir wool. The blackness,

of course, has metaphorical overtones which are emphasised by the climactic position of

1 Kober (1932> p.30, Annsrong (1917) p.33
2 Annst¡ong (1917) p.33
3 See further Quinn (1980) p. 176.
4 '...sed ornnis una manet rul/ et calcania semel via leti.' (vv. 15-16). These two words are also

associated by the use of the word sordidus in the intervening lines ('iudice te non sordidus

auctor/naturae verique...' vv. l4-15)for, although the word is employed ¡-a mgtaP-norical sense

here, its liæral meaning is'dirty','unclean'. Compare Horaces use of sordidus for its chromatic

overtones in c. 4.11, discussed below under Hor. 4.11.35 under v.
5 See Cat.64.318 below under 1.8.1 CANDEO /CANDESCO.
6 Kober 'We find tbat U. is often used for deities connected with vengeance or with fúd (1932

p. 35).See the examples she lists on p.35.
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a¡a asthe last word of the stanza: everything ends in the blackness of death' Arr¿ in this

position is also placed in contrast wilh rosae which is the last word of the second line of

this stanza. The rose, along with the wine and perfumes which Horace exhorts the slaves to

bring, symbolise the good things of life and these words bring to the reader's mind

fragrance and redness.l Horace however refers to the flowers of the rose as nímiumbreves

(v. 9), anticipating the blackness with which the stanza finishes.

Hor. 2.13.342 quid mirum, ubi iuis carminibus stupens / demittit atras belua

centicePs / aurß...

When Sappho and Alcaeus sing in the Elysian fields it cannot be wondered that,lulled by

such songs, the hundred-headed monster lowers his black (atras) ea¡s' This line forms part

of Horace's depiction of the underworld and description of how Sappho and Alcaeus

beguile all in it with their singing. The hundred-headed monster is Cerberus who is black as

befits the underworld.2 According to Nisbet and Hubbard the separation of atras from its

noun places emphasis on the colour adjective, heightening Cerberus'sinister appearance"3

In this way Horace draws a contrast between cerberus' grim and savage aspect and the

doglike fawning that appears when Sappho and Alcaeus play on their lyres'

IËtor.2.l4.l7z visendus ater flumine languido / cocytos eftans .--

Although we may try to avoid death, eventually we will have to look upon black (ater)

cocytos meandering with its sluggish flow. For the use of words for black in association

with Cocytos and other rivers of the underworld compare Virgil '"'limus níger et

deþrmis harundo / Cocyti ...' (Geor. 4.478),'Cocytusque sínu labens circumvenit

øtro' (Aen.6.132) and Ovid'Stygia..nígríor unda' (Met' 11'500 )' Nisbet and

Hubbard suggest that here Horace is drawing a deliberate paradox with the idea of viewing

blacknessa ; the word order visendus ater wotld tend to support this. The picture thus

Hor.3.15.16 which is discussed in Cbapter6,
Out' lvine

cribe Cerberus;

'tum níger in porta serpentum Cerberus ore/st 0'3'71-72\'
¡ (tgzg) p.220
4 (197s) p.232
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created is dismal and gloomy, picking up on tristi undn in w. 8-9.1 There is also a colour

contrast with cruento Marte in v. 132; this phrase, suggesting the red bloodiness of war, is

placed in the same position in its stanza.

iii) Snakes / Poison

Prop. 3.5.40: Tisiphones atro si furit angue caput

When Propertius grows old he will turn from love to philosophy and, amongst other

things, will find out whether Tisiphones' head is really wild with black (atro) snakes.

Tisiphones is usually depicted with snakes in Roman poetry.3 The colour tetm ater is

appropriate not only because Tisiphones is a deity of the underworld but also be,cause terms

for black and blue werc employed as epithets for snakes from Homer onwards.4 This is the

third time in this poem that Propertius employs a term for black; he also uses atratus in

reference to the eclipse of the sun5 and niger to describe his own hair which is slowly

turning whiæ.6

IIor.l.37.27z
venenutn

.forrts et asperas / tractare serpentis, ut atrutn / corpore combiberet

Cleopatra was brave enough to handle wild serpents so that she might draw black (atrum)

poison into her body. Ater (or niger) as an epithet for poison is traditionalT; compare also

Epodes 17.3I where ater is employed of Nessus' poisonous blood.s Note how Horace

emphasises the colour adjective here by placing it so that it is in a dominant position in its

phrase and last in the line. The placement of corpore as first word of the following line

enhances the picture of the blackness being drawn into Cleopatra's body.

Hor. 3.4.172 ut tuto ab øtrís corpore viperis / dormiretn et ursis...

I'...qui ter amplum / Geryonen Tityonque tristi / compescit unda'
2'Ír;sffa 

"rr"ito 
Marle carebimus' See on this line further below under 1.13. CRUENTUS.

3 Aen. 6.572; Tibullus 1.3.69
4 For the use of ¡ré)ras and xudyeos: to describe the colour of snakes in Greek poetry see the 

_

examples listed in Kober (1932) pp.27 and 72 respecrively. !n Roman poetry compare the use of
ater 

^t 
Hor. 3.4.17 (below) and cãàruleus in Ennius Trag. 30 (Vahlen 1963) and Yitgil Aen.

2.38t, 7.346.
5 See Prop. 3.5.34 above under ii.
6 See Prop. 3.5.A above under 1.2.2 ALBUS iv.
7'¡re;rdy¡r¡roy tòy' .Arg. 4.1508; 'atroque yeneno' Aen. 2.221; 'nígrl vennni' Aen. 4.514.

See also Prop.2.27.l0 below under 1.33 NIGER/NIGRANS üi.
8 '...ardeo / quantun fleque stro delibutus Hercules / Nessi cruore...' (vv. 3O-32')
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When Horace was a boy he would sleep under the protection of the Muses with his body

safe from black (atris) vipers and bears. Here again, the word order mirrors the sense for in

this line Horace's body is literally surrounded by black vipers-

iv) Foul Weather

prop. 2.5.122 non ita Carpathíae variant Aquilonibus undne,/nec dubio nubes

vertitur ata Noto

The wrath of lovers changes more swiftly than the Carpathian waves change colour beneath

the Nonh wind or a dark (atra) storm-cloud shifts before the fluctuating South wind- This

metaphor is a variation on the traditional idea that lovers'vows were as changeable as the

wind.l Ater is a common epithet for clouds in Latin literature.2 Similarly, in Greek

literature they are frequentþ described by the colour epithets rudveos: or Fél'as'3 There

may be a suggestion of colour in the preceding line with the word variant, for later on

Propertius will use the term to describe the shifting hues of ripening grapes.a

Hor.2.16.22 Otium divos rogat in patenti/prensus Aegaeo, sirnul atra nubes/
condidit lunam neque certa .fub8Øtr/sidera t utis;

The merchant prays for peace when, caught on the open sea, a dark (atra) storm-cloud has

hidden the moon and stars do not shine with a sure light for sailors. In this stanza Horace

gives new life to this conventional colour epithet by drawing a contrast with the light of the

moon and stars which the da¡k cloud is concealing. The contrast of dark with light seems to

be a favourite device of Horace: compare the two entries immediately below where he

draws simila¡ contrasts between ater andwords for white and light and Hor. I.7 -I5 where

he conrrasts the white South wind with the dark sky (above ander 1.2.2 ALBUS iiÐ-

Horace will later employ the image of a cloud covering the stars in a metaphorical sense in

3.15.s

L 'sed conubia Laeta, sed optatos hymcnaeos,/ quae cuncta aerü discerputú irrita venÍi.' (Cat
æ.tit-t+Z);'...sed mulier cupido quod dicit ananÍi,/in vento et rapidq scribere_oPorTet_aqu4.'

iC"¡. lO.Z-4>; Toederis heu taciti, cuius fallacia verbalnon audituri diripuere Noti.' (Prop.4.7.2l'

n)
2 e.g. Lucr. 6.180 and compare Hot. Od. 2.16.2 below.
3 SJe foUer (1932> pp. 32 and 74 respectively. Amongst other references she cites II. 4.277,

Od. 14.303 and Bacchylides 3.55.
4'prima mihi variat líventíbus uva racemis' (4.2.13). See further on Prop. 4.2.14 below under

1.26.1 LIVEO.
S'et stellis nebulam spargere candidis' (v. 6). See further on this image in Chapter 6, section

3.2.
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lðtor. 3.27.182 ...ego quid sit ater / Hadriae novi sinus et quid albus / peccet

Iapyx.

Horace lnows what the black (ater) gulf of the Adriatic and whiæ lapy* ale capable of. The

Adriatic is referred to as black because of the turbulence of its waters; in the following

stanza Horace wishes the aequoris nigri fremitum onto Rome's enemies.l The black

implies ill-omen, picking up on the references Horace has made in the previous lines to the

raven (v. 11) and crow (v. 16), both black, ill-omened birds.2 Unlike the cloudless wind of

Iapyx, the btack gulf is openly treacherous. On albus lapyx see Hor' 3'27 'I9 above under

T.2.2 ALBUS iii.

Hor. 3.29.432 ...cras vel atra / nube polum Pater occupato / vel sole pU[9; ."

Tomorrow let the Father fill the sky with a black (atra) cloud or clear sunshine; he cannot

destroy what has gone before for the man who has enjoyed each day as it comes' Fot ater

as a common epithet for clouds see Prop. 2.5.L2 above. In the Horace poem the black

cloud, signifying stormy weather, is placed in contrast with clear sunshine to illustrate the

vagaries of fortune. Compare Hor. 1.7.15 above under 1.2.2 ALBUS iii for a similar

metaphorical use of the weather.

v) Care

Hor.3.1.402 ...neque/decedit aerata triremi et/post equitem sedet atrø Cura

Black (atra)care does not quit the brass-bound galley and sits behind the horseman- It is an

oft repeated theme in Horace that nobody can escape from fear or wolry; compare

Sermones 2.7 in which he employs a similar image.3 In Greek literature ¡réÀc5 is

fnequently employed of pain both of body and mind, note for example the formulaic phrase

in Homer 'ä¡eoç ueQd)rr¡... pé)ratua' employed to denote overwhelming grief'a Noæ

how in Horace's use of the colour image the word order mirrors the sense, reinforcing the

picture of a sinister black figure sitting behind the rider. Horace also adds drama to the

| ,hostium wores puerique et / aequoris nígrí fremitum et

trem¿ntis / verbere' ripaí.' 1 3 and compare Prop. 3.7.56

which are both under 1.33
2 For the blactmess of the raven see Cat. 108.5 ATER / ATRATUS ü. For the

blaclcress of the crow see the discussion on Hor. 4.13.25 in Chapter 6, section 3.3.iü.

3 ,inm vino quaerens, iam somno fattere curarn: /frustra; nam cones atrø premit sequiturque

fugacem' (w. 114-115)
a e.s. It. 17.591; Od. 24.315
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image by contrasting it with other colour elements in the surrounding lines. As West points

out, a brass-plated ship (aerata triremis) would sparkle in the Meditenanean sun' creating a

contrast between the light it gives off and the blackness of care, powerful enough to

overwhelm the brightness.l The colour teffr. atra is also contrasted withpurpurarum in the

following sÍanza2; not even the brightness of purple can counter black care and soothe a

troubled man.

IIor.3.14.13: hic dies vere mihi festus atras /eximet curas;...

Horace, rejoicing at Caesa¡'s return, says that the day will be truly a festal one for him and

will take away black (atras) cares. It is noteworthy that Horace associates the blackness of

care with the whitening of his own hair; see v. 25 above under t.z-I- ALBESCO /

ALBICO. As in 4.11 below, Horace also draws a contrast between the blackness of care

and the bright hair of the singers with whom he wishes to celebrate the festal day; see v.22

below under 1.32 MURREUS.

flor. 4.11.352 ...minuentur atrae / carmine curae'

Horace tells phyllis that black (atrae) cares shall be diminished with the aid of song. Here

the reference to black cares sits oddly with the tone of this poem which is in celebration of

Maecenas' birthday - the gleaming house, the garlands of parsley, the scurrying slaves all

build up a picture of joyous activity in which care and worry seem out of place.3 As we

have seen however, the allusion to the blood of the slaughæred lamb (w. 7-8) introduces a

serious note. In addition, as Commager points out, although the black cares are at first

glance phyllis' they could just as well be Horace's own for Maecenas' birthday marks the

passing of time, always of concern to Horace.a He says further'the picture is not all

gaiety. The smoke that rolls aloft is dirty, sordidum. and the image of brightness

surrounded by darkness sets the mood of the whole.'S This allusion to black cares is in the

final lines of the poem, giving a sombre tone to the ending. Porær draws a parallel between

t egtz) p.37r.
Z;quoaii^dolentem nec Phrygius Inpis/nec purpurorum sidere clarior/delenit usus nec Falerna/

yitrir ,rt nae^"niunque costum' (vv. 4144). See Hor.3.1.42 under 1.40.1 PURPURA.
3 See Hor. 4.11.6 above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
t $geÐ p.305
s itOOZ> i. AOa. Wesr (1973) poinrs out that Horace is particularly fond of employing_ the word

sirctidu's in tn" Odes with a õontrast between the dull and the brilliant and cites 2.16.13-16,

3.2.77-20 and the above reference to illust¡ate this (p.38).
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the ending of this poem and two others in Book 4 - cc.7 and L2.He points out that all three

end with 'explicit mentions of darkness'l and that all are'spring'poems which'move from

bright openings to shadowed conclusions'-2

1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS

i) Divine Power

Cat. 63.39 z sed ubi oris aurei Sol radiantibus oculis

Catullus personifies the sun as it looks down upon the world and the sleeping Attis, giving

it a golden (aurefl face and glittering eyes. The colour and shining words prepare the reader

for the coming of day and the breaking of the 'spell' while the grandiose ring of the

compound epithet oris aurei contributes to the epic quality of this passage. Euripides

employs a similar epithet for the sun in the Electrð Aureus is the first colour word in the

passage; the colour elements following it take on more negative overtones- For a full

discussion of this image see Cat. 63.40 above under 1.2.2 ALBUS v.

Cat.64.5: auratøm optantes Colchis avertere pellem

The Argonauts desire to carry off the golden (auratam) fleece of Colchis. The image of the

golden fleece is well established in previous literaturea and thus this colour image is

somewhat hackneyed. Catullus however emphasises the colour word by placing it at the

beginning of the line and isolating it; the reader has to wait until the end of the line for the

noun it describes. This is a favourite device of Catullus in this poem, according to Quinn it

occurs twenty three times in c. 64.s There is a colour contrast wîth caerul¿ which, although

two lines down, picks up from vadain the line following and, like auratanr, is placed at the

beginning of the line and separated from its noun"6

Cat.66.60i ...ne solum in lumine caeli/ex Ariadnaeis uurga temporibus/frm
ãäo"" ¡ortt, sed nos quoque futrgggmus./ devotae flWLverticis exuviae

| 7:25,'infernis,,.tenebris' ',11.35-36, 'atrae,.,curae' ; 12'26,'nigrorum"ignium'
2 (1987b) p. r13
3 ',otp¿iá 

0e p¡ràv àéÀtov / ¡¡puoarnòv ëôpau à)rÀ¿-f€av'ra 6uorul{q Bpore{-/r,l

Ovatâs: tvexev ôiras.' 739-742
aÀpoilR, 1.4, Theoc. 13.1ó, Ennius '...quia Argiyi in ea delecti viri/vecti petebant pellem

inairaøm ørietis' Trag. 250-251(Vahlen 1963)
s (tqz¡) p. got
6 ìius¡ 'suit 

vodn salsa cita decurrere puppi, / cøerula verreües abiegnis aequora palmis.' 6-7. On

rhese lines see car.64.7 below under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS i.
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Berenice,s lock says that it will shine in the sky as Ariadne's golden (aurea) crown does'

There are lacunae in the corresponding lines of the original poem of callimachusl so it is

difficult to æll whether the colour word is an addition of Catullus but it is likely that it is for

he has added other colour epithets in his translation of the poem.2 Here the colour epithet

by itself has no great force; it does however contribute to the impact of these lines for there

is a word associated with light or colour in each of them (lumine..- aurea..- fulgeremus"'

ftavi).The gold of the crown is echoed by Jtøvi of v. 62 which describes Berenice's hair.

The implication is that the lock is golden like the crown and deserves to become a

constellation.

prop. 2.26a.62 q.ualem purpureis agitatam fluctibus Hellen,/ aurea quam malli

tergore vuctt ovts.

In his dreams Propertius saw cynthia shipwrecked and sinking in the waves like Helle

tossed on the purple waves whom the golden (aurea) sheep bore on its soft back' This is a

reference to the legend of Helle who, fleeing her stepmother on a magic golden ram' fell

into the sea and perished.3 An extravagant compafison; Propertius'emphasis on the colours

of the scene (he places aureafirst in the line and contrasts it withPurpureis in the previous

linea) adds to the exaggerated, dreamlike quality and suggests that he was not seriously

concerned for cynthia's welfare, while the use of the feminine word ovís to describe the

magic ram creates a flippant tone.5 The emphasis on colours also suggests that Propertius

had a painting of this scene in mind when composing these lines.6 Compare Anacreontea

57 which describes a relief of Aphrodite riding on the waves'7 For other colour tenns in the

propertius poem which add to its pictorial quality see Prop. 2.26a.I6 below under 1'8'2

CANDIDUS i.

I 'öôpo ôèl rrù vúuÖqs Mrvo{6os o[ /.....]os åu0po3nors ¡ro0vov ènr '[' (110'29-60

Pfeiffer 1949 vol.l)
2See Car.66.62 below under 1.20 FLAVENS/FLAVUS i; Cat.66.61 under 1.21'1 FULGEO ii'
3 Camps (1967) P.177.
¿ On ttir'aO¡eóUve see prop. 2.26a.5 below under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iv.

5 õoot rrt the more gt-¿io*r auraÍø peltis or Catullus 64.5 above and the aurea lana of

Propertius 3.ll.l2 below.
ãlt"p"J"* is quite conscious of deriving his scene from a picture and therefore offers the

simile in the third 
"*pfãfuo¿"tfining 

itipictorial character between the purple waves and the

golden fleece Hubba¡d (L974) p.167'
7ìF;;; --;ü^o*o, 

ôè' xúnirs / rptvou iÍJs Iors é)rrx0èv / ôraQatveræ yardvas'' (w'

20-22)
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prop. 2.26b. 502 iam deus amplexu votum persolvit, at illi / aurea divinas urna
profudit aquas.

These lines are awkward to fit in to the context. Their sense is that the god fulfilled the vow

by his embrace and a golden (aurea) urn poured forth water illi'for her/trim'. Illi ptobably

refers to Amymone (v. 47) who, according to the legend, was sent to sea¡ch for water; in

return for her favours Neptune struck the ground with his trident and caused a spring to

gush up.l It is not certain where the golden urn fits in as this is not mentioned elsewhere.

Butler and Barber ttrink that this detail may have suggested itself to Propertius from some

pictorial representation2 and Enk3 ciæs Philostrati Imngines which would seem to describe

such a picture.a

prop. 3.3.14: cum me Castalia speculans ex arbore Phoebus / sic ait aurata nixus

ad. antra lyra:

Apollo, leaning on a golden (aurata) lyre and standing near a grotto, addresses Propertius.

Apollo's bow, sword and lyre were traditionally of gold. His golden lyre goes back to

Hesiod.S The gleam of the golden lyre is anticipated by the proper name Phoebus whose

literal meaning is 'bright' or 'radiant'. This gleam is placed against a background of green

suggested initially by the word arbore and reinforced later in the poem. For a more detailed

discussion of this colour image in its context see ChapÛer 4, section 6.2.

Prop. 3.ll.l2z íret ut Aesonias aurea lana domos.

As an example of the power of women, Propertius cites Medea who performed many

prodigious deeds so that the golden (aurea) fleece might go to the halls of Aeson. Therc are

many references to the golden fleece in Latin and Greek literature before Propertius; see

Cat. 64.5 above. The gold of the fleece is echoed by the gold of Penthesilea's helmet a few

lines further on; see Prop. 3.11.15 below under iv-

Hor. 1.10.19: ... virgaque levem coerces / aurea turbam,.--

I Camps (1967) p. 182
z 0gzz) p.236
s egaÐ v.2 p.343
4'rò yoOv neptsoPov rls rdpls xqì
ôrageúyouoc ràs XetPas ôqlol 

"ùvs sc. zot-zog

rò ndÀÀeoOat raT ft
'A¡ru¡rtívr¡u èrnen)tfl¡Oat

rdÀnrs: t Xpuolì
ral ånopeîv ' (1.8.24)
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Mercury marshalls the insubstantial crowd with a golden (aurea) wand. Mercury's golden

wand goes back to Homer where he is given the epithet ¡puoóppcnts'l Here the golden

wand is a sign of Mercury's divine power which is placed in contrast to the powerlessness

of the insubstantial crowd which he controls. Later on in Book 1 Horace will call

Mercury's wand horridnz, an epithet with more ominous overtones.

Hor.2.l9.29z te vidit insons Cerberus aureo / cornu decorum"'

Horace, addressing Bacchus, recalls the time when cerberus looked upon him glorious

with his golden (aureo) horn and did not harm him. Dionysus is called raupdrcepcos by

Euripides3 and Hellinistic and Roman a¡t often depict him as a young man with bull's

horns.4 Gold is, of course, characteristic of deities; Virgil represents the river Eridanus

with gilded horns.5 Here the implication seems to be that cerberus did not harm Bacchus

because he was dazzledby the gleam of his horns'

Hor.4.3.172 o testudinis aureøe/dulcem quae strepitum, Pieri, temperas

Horace addresses the Muse Melpomene who modulates the sweet sound of the golden

(aureae)shell. The shell is the tortoise-shell which traditionally formed part of the lyre' The

colour epithet aureus is applied to it most probably because of the convention which

depicæd everything which belonged to the gods as golden; compafe Prop' 3'3'14 above'

ii) Wealth: Positive

prop. 2.1.332 aut regum øuratß circurnd.ata colla catenis

Propertius would celebrate the deeds of Maecenas if he were able to sing of triumphs and

of the necks of kings bound with golde n (auratis) chains. Gold is traditionally associated

with royalty and in the ancient world it was not uncommon for the shackles of captive

kings or princes to be of gold.6 The image of kings in chains is enhanced by the word order

of the line: auratis is placed next to regutn,reinforcing the word's association with royalty

and the word for neck, colla, is placed between auratis and its noun' creating a

l Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) p.134. Sen Od' 5'87, 10'277'
2-,q;;; l¡r,o ,errr¿l noìrida. /ion lenis precibus fua rectudere, / nlgro compulerit Mercurius

gregi?' (U.16-18>
3 Ba. too
4ood¿s (1960) p.79
sä-Sr*ì* o,uiot.^ taurino cornua vultulüridanus...' (Geor. 4.371)
6snk (tgoz) p.27
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word picture. If an alternative manuscript reading is correct, there is also a colour contrast

between the gold of the king' chains and the dark garb of the captive Nile in the previous

couplet.l

prop. 2.ll.lz Quaerís, cur veníøtn rtbi tardior? aurea Phoebi / porticus a maSno

Caesare aperta luit.

propertius explains to a friend that he is late in coming because today the golden (aurea)

colonnade of Phoebus was opened by great Caesar. This was part of the complex of the

temple of Apollo on the Palatine, renowned for its rich adornment.2 Undoubædly gold was

employed in its decoration (most commentators suggest the roof) but it is likely that

propertius employs aurea here in a wider sense to sum up the richness and beauty of the

building.

Prop. 2.33b.40: spumet et nurato mollius in calice.

propertius expresses a desire that the wine flow more lusciously in Cynthia's golden

(aurato) cup. It is typical of Cynthia to use the most costly materials for everything: see

prop. 1.3.41 below under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i and compare Hor. 1.31-10 below

under iü.

Prop.4.1.5: fictilibus crevere deis haec aurea templa

From gods of clay arose these golden (aurea) temples which now adorn Rome. In this

poem propertius contrasts the rustic simplicity of Rome in its eadiest days with its cuffent

splendour. A common theme amongst Roman poets; compareA eneid 8.348 ' (CapiøIia)

aurea nunc, olim silvestribus horrida dumís.'3 For other colour terms employed in this

poem see Prop. 4.I.32 above under 1.2-2. ALBUS ii.

prop.4.1.131: mox ubi bulla rudi dimissa est uureø collo,/ matris et ante deos

libera sumpta toga

L ,aut canerem Aegyptum et Nilury cum øtrøtus in urbem/ septem captivis debilis íbat aquis'

(w. 33-34). This however is not the OCT reading.
ù,¡çorrori templutnque Apottinis eî circa ponicus fac,turum-promisit, t!94 ab !?_singulari
,rtt*"tu^ 

^uii¡rc"itto 
eir.' VeU.2.81; seè abo Butler and Barber (1933) p.Ù17.

3l-atpr on, Ovid will pick up the moÊf; 'simpticitas rudis ante fuit: nunc aurct Romn est'

(Ars. An ¡.tt¡). Compare Suetonius' rema¡k about Augustus' t¡ansfotmation of the city of
Èo."; ,(Jrbem 'nrqg p* naiestate imperii orrl úam et inundationibus incendüsque obnoxiam

excoluit adeo, ut îure'sit glorietus turftnream se relinquere quam latericiun accepisseti (Aug.

2g.3). See atso Camps (tÞOS p. 48) for allusions of other writers to the golden Capitol.
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After the golden (aurea)ball was taken from Propertius' young neck and he put onthe toga

virilisbefore his mother's gods, he started writing poetry. The golden ball was an amulet

worn by childrenl; taking it off, like taking off the toSa praetexta, marked the transition

from youth to manhood. There is a possible gold/white contrast between this line and the

reference to the libera toga in the following line, for the toga of manhood was entirely

white.2

Prop. 4.7.402 haec nunc auratø cyclade signat humum;

The ghost of Cynthia complains that her successor in Propertius' affections 'now marks the

earth with her robe's golden (aurata) border'. This is a sign of her increase in status. When

she was a meretrix (as is suggested in the previous line3) she would have worn the toga -

now she is Propertius' mistress she rwears the garb of a wealthy woman-4 For the

association of courtesans with bright colours see the discussion in Chapter 5, section 3.

The gaudy clothing of Cynthia's successor is in contrast to the pallor of the dead Cynthia in

v. 36.5

Prop. 4.10.28: heu Vei veteres! et vos tum regna fuistís,l et vestro posita est

øureo sella foro:

Propertius, addressing Veii, reminisces about its former days of grandeur when the throne

of gold (aurea)was set in its marketplace. This is an allusion to the Etruscan king's throne,

adopted by the Romans as their curule chair-6

iii) Wealth: Negative

Prop. 3.2.122 quod non -Taenartis domus est mihi fuIta columnis"l nec cøm¿r6

øurãtas inter iburna trabes

propertius'house is not supported by Taenarian columns, nor are there vaulæd roofs of

ivory with gilded (auratas)beams between. The gold and the ivory are obvious symbols of

a lifestyle which Propertius rejects - for a similar sentiment compare Hor. 2.18-1 below.

Note the colour contfast of the gold with the whiæ ivory. Camps points out that the word

l Plin. N.H. 28.39. See also Sebesta (199Ð p'47
2See viritis under def. 3 inthe Oxford Latin Dictionary (1968p.2072).
3'quae modo per vilis inspecta est publica noctes'
4Butler and Barber (1933) P.362sl;;;; ,go, ,:u inìia;ií p"Uída vina bibi'. See further on this line under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS

6 Butler and Ba¡ber (1933) p. 377 who cite Livy 1.8'3'
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order (camera next to antratas, eburna next to trabes)'helps to convey the alternation of

maærials in the coffering of the roof.l There is also a suggestion of colour in the previous

line with the reference to Taenarian columns for these werc made from black marble.2

Prop. 3.12.122 ferreus øurøto neu cataphractus equo

Galla fears that the mail-clad soldier with his gilded (aurato) sæed will rejoice at her

husband Postumus' death. Postumus has gone campaigning in the East and the richly clad

soldier is presumably a Parthian.3 Compare the Aeneid where Chloreus who wears the rich

trappings of the East rides a horse protected by bronze scales with gold links.a Camilla is

attracted by his rich attire and her desire to gain it as booty leads to her deaths, just as here

Postumus' greed for the riches of the East6 may lead to his own death. This association of

gold with destruction will be continued into the next poem; see Chapter 5 below for an

analysis of 3.13. Note the adjectiveferreus which can mean 'hard-hearted', appropriate in

this context, but Propertius also plays on the double meaning of the word by placing aurato

immediately after it thus reinforcing its literal meaning 'made from iron'. Those who alær

aurato to armato or aerato because of its 'improbability'7 do not appear to grasp the

significance of the word.

Prop. 3.13.57: tu quoque ut aurolos Sereres, Eriphyla, Iacertos,/ delapsis
nusquam est AmPhiaraus equis.

Because Eriphyla desired to have gold-decked (auratos) shoulders, Amphiaraus and his

steeds have disappeared. This is an incident from the story of the Seven against Thebes -

Eriphyla was bribed (with a necklace or bracelet) to betray her husband Amphiarus'hiding

place to the Seven; consequently he went to Thebes and was killed there.s It is one of the

mythological allusions that Propertius introduces as a warning of the dire things that

I (tq66) p. ot
2Butler and Ba¡ber (1933) p.266
3 see vv. 3-4
4 'Forte sacer Cybelo Chbreus olimque sacerdos / insignis longe Phrygüs fulS9þ91 in armis /
spumgtemque agitabat equum, quem pellis gÊniS./ in plurnun sEnmis nuro conserta tegebal.'

it.l1g-llt). See also the lines following for a fuller and more elaborate description of Chloreus'

trappings.
s v. 778ff.
6v. 5
7 e.g. Camps (1966) p. 113
I Camps (1966) p. 120
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happen a.s a result of the lust for gold. For a discussion of this colour image in its context

see Chapter 5, section 5.4.

Prop. 4.5.212 Si te Eoa Dorozantum iuvat aurea ripa,/ et qua'e sub Tyria concha

superbit aqua

An old bawd gives advice on coquetry to Propertius'mistress so that she can acquire the

riches she delights in, among them the Eastern golden (aurea) shore of the Dorozantes'

There are many textual variations on Dorozantum and it is not known who these people

were nor why their shorp was goldenl but it is evident that they come from the East- There

is an implied colour contrast in the following line with the reference to ¡he rnurex ftom

which the purple dye for cloth was produced. For a similar association of gold and purple

with the cornrption of the East see Prop. 3.13.5 below under 1.5.2 AURUM ü and the

discussion on this line in Chapter 5, section 5'1'

llor. 1.31.l0z...dives et øureis/mercator exsiccet culullis/vina Syra reparata

m.erce

Let the rich merchant drain from his golden (aureis) chalices the wine which he purchased

with Syrian wares. Here Horace contrasts the life of the merchant with the simple existence

he himself desires. The chalices are obviously golden because the merchant is rich; note

how Horace emphasis es dives and aureis by placing them together at the beginning of the

phrase.2 Horace, on the other hand, has rejected aurum aut ebur (v' 6)' Quinn ttrinks that

aureis is employed ironically here; ' the little golden goblets proclaim sophisticated

refinement but the mercator drains them greedily to the last drop'.3 The colour of the

golden goblets are complemented by the ruby colour of the wine which the merchant drains

so eagerþ.

Hor.2.18.lz Non gþW neque aureutn/mea renidet in domo lacunar

Horace says that neither ivory nor gilded (aureum) panels shine in his home. A traditional

theme; compafe Prop. 3.2.12 above. In both passages there is a similar gold/whiæ contrast

1 camps (1965) p.99
2r- -goràrn 

.up* * a sign of a weallhy lifestyle compar-e-{or. Sat. l.2.ll4;'num tibi cum

fauces-urit sitis, surea quãeris / pocula?...-' and Þropertius 2.33b.40 (above under 1.5.1

AURATUS / AUREUS ii).
¡ (rqgo) p.182
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and an additional conüast with the colour of the marble which adorns the home.l According

to Nisbet and Hubbard, Horace is imitating Bacchylides2 but this image is also well-

established in Latin literature and variations of the motif are produced by Lucretius3,

Cicero4 and [Tibullus]5. Horace's desqiption of the home of a rich man is full of light and

colour - tike Catullus' description of Peleus' palace in Poem 646, there are references to

gold, ivory, purpleT and words for shining (renidet v.2)'

iv) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Cal1b.2z tam graturn est mihi quam ferunt puellae / pernici aureolum fuisse
malum

Catullus says that a thing is as pleasing to him as the golden (aureolum) apple was for the

swift girl (Atalanta). It is uncertain what is pleasing as this is part of a fragment. If this

poem is attached to the end of c.2, as some editors would have it, then Catullus is using

this simile to describe his desire for Lesbia and indeed the apple, like the girl's belt in the

following line, has obvious sexual overtones.s The image of the golden apple of the

Hesperides,like that of the golden fleece, is well established in previous literature with both

Hesiod and Callimachus making reference to the ypúoea ¡rfiÀc and Lucretius to the

mala aurea.e It is significant that the word aureus conveys shining as well as colour for

1 propertius' house has Taenarian ma¡ble which, as has already been poinæd o!! yas black in

"olo*; 
Horace's house has Hymettian ma¡ble which was blue- grey in colour. (Nisbet and

Hubba¡d 1978 P.293)
z Ñi.uet an¿ uiUUar¿ (1978 p. 287f.) rhink rhar Horace is conflating two different passages from
gácõñilider; 'où poôv ndieon o<r]¡rar' oüre Xpuods,- / oüre nog$rfpeot rdnr¡res'
(riÃi.äi-f Sneu-ivfaenrcr tözo) and '¡¡pnoQ ô' èid$cvrt r€ uaoua{oouotv olxor' (frag.

20B 13. Snell-Maehler 1970).
t'*; domus argento fulggf. øuroque rcni.dctr/nec citharae reboant laqueata øurøtaque templa'

Q.n-28)4'qui tnnrmoreis tectis ehore et turo filgenliþlll' Parad. l.l3'3
S,quidve domus prodest Phrygüs innixa columnis,/Taenare sive tuis, sive Caryste tuß,let neftara

in'domibus sacros imitantia'iucos/øurøtaeque trabes qnrmnreumqu¿ solutn?' (3.3.13-16)

6 Sep Cat. 64.M above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
7 Horace's reference to purple comes in v. 8; 'nec Laconicas mihi / trahunt lwn¿stae putputøs

clientae:'.áror,¡" link of the Aølanta myth with Aphrodire see Foster (1899) p.4lf..Compare Catullus'

use of the apple in c.65, discussed below under 1'43'3 RUBOR'
dUesio¿ fn.'itS-Zt1; Callimachus Cer.ll;Lucretius 5.32. There is some dispuæ_ as to whether

lden in colou¡ (Kober 1932 p.64). Fordyce (1961

as aureus probably just refers to the colour
id's description of the apple tee of the

aves ('..nedio nitet arbor in anto/fulvø comns,

8).
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Catullus uses shining words elsewhere in reference to objects or people especially

desirable.l

Cat. 61.95 z ... viden? fwsj aureas quatiunt comaß:

Catullus urges the bride to come forth by depicting the waiting torches of the bridal

procession shaking their golden (aureas) locks. The scene is at night and the torches blazing

against the night form a dramatic backdrop to the action. The idea of fire or torches having

hair or curls goes back as far as Aeschylus2. The colour epithet antreus, which is an

addition by Catullus, is not only appropriate to the wedding context3 but helps to personify

the torches by associating them with the golden beauty of the bride (see the entry

immediately below). For a detailed discussion of this colour image in its context see

Chapter 2, section 5.2. Also compare 64.13 below under 1.24 INCANESCO where

Catullus also employs a colour word to help personify an inanimaÛe object.

Cat.61.1602 transfer omine cum bono/limen aureolos pedes,/rasilemque subi

forem.

Catullus describes the bride's feet as golden (aureolos) in their p¿u¡sage over the polished

threshold. Aureolus is an allusion to the colour of the bride's shoes, traditionally yellow

¡ke the flarnmeum,but the shining aspect of this word (echoed by rasilem 'polished' which

describes the threshold) and the emotiveness of the diminutive also underlines the

significance of crossing the threshold. For a more detailed discussion of this colour image

see Chapter 2, section 5.3. This is not the only occasion in the long poems where Catullus

uses a word for colour or shining to describe the feet of someone desirable or beloved.4

prop. 3.11.15: surea cui postquam nudavit cassid"a f-rontem, / vicit victorem

candida formn virum.

V/hen penthesilea, the leader of the Amazons, was killed and her golden (aurea) helmet was

stripped from her brow, her bright beauty conquered her conqueror. This is one of the

mythologi cal exampl¿ which Propertius gives of the power of women - even in death

1 See, for instance, below on Cat.68.70 under 1.8.2 CANIDIDUS ii; Cat.2.5 under 1.34.1

NITEO i.
2 A. 30ø; Pr. 10M,1084; see also Bacchylides 17(16).56 (Snell-Maehler 1970).
3 Edgeworth (1992) p.ll
4 See, for instance, Cat.64.162 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i., Cat.65.6 under 1.37.2 PN'LIDUS,
Cat.68.71 below under 7.21.1 FULGEO ii.
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penthesilea had power over her slayer. Note that the colour word aureø is reinforced by

candida in the following line, employed of Penthesilea's beauty. This use of colour in

association with the power of beauty is also played upon in the following couplet with the

verb tinger¿ which propertius employs to describe the Gygean lake's transformation of

Omphale into an overwhelmingly beautiful womanl, for the verb can also mean 'to dye

with colour'.

prop. 4.7.85: hic Tíburtina iacet aureo Cynthia terra / accessit ripae laus, Aniene,

tune.

The ghost of Cynthia tells Propertius to place an epitaph for her on a pillar, which reads

'Here golden (aurea) Cynthia lies in Tibur's fields; renown is bestowed upon your banks,

Anio'. In Greek literature Xpúoeoç is regularly employed in a metaphorical fashion to

denote physical or spiritual beauty, usually that of the gods.2 In particular Aphrodiæ is

often called 'golden'3; ¡hlus aureus is also an appropriate epithet for Cynthia whose

pseudonym comes from a goddess. With this epithet Propertius also plays on the literal

meaning of. aureus,by the use of the epithet suggesting that Cynthia is the 'gold' lying in

Tibur's helds which adds renown to the Anio's banks. Compare Tibullus'use of aureus to

describe an old woman who has been kind to hima; here the metaphorical meaning

predominaæs but there is still a certain tension between aureus and anus'

Hor. 1.5.92 qui nunc te fruitur credulus aurea

Alas for the ignorant youth now enjoying golden (aurea) Pynha. Aurea is an appropriate

epitlret for Pyrrha whom Horace describes as having yellow haurt (flavam comttmv. 4) and

whose name is associated with these colours.5 Moreover, as we have seen in the entry

above, 'golden' is an adjective which is regularly applied to the goddess of love- In this

context the word also implies a willingness and an amiability which will turn out to be

transient.o Note how Horace places credulus with aurea at the end of the line; the

| 'Omphale in tantum formae processit honorem,l Lydia Gygeo tiflcta puella lacu' (w. 17-18).

See further the discussion of the use of tingere at Propertius 3.3.27 wdet section 6.2.ä of

Chapær 4.
2 Só roær (1932) p. 62 and entry üi under xpúoeos in Liddell and Scott (1968 p. 2æ9).
1 U. g.&; Od. 8.337t Mimn. 1.1 (Allen 1993) ; also Venus øurea Ykg. Aen. t0.16.
4 'non eg'o te propter parco tibi, sed tua mater / mc nwvet atque iras aureø vincit anus-'

(r.6.s7-58)
5 See Hor. 1.5.4 below under 1.20 FLAVENS /FLAWS i.
6 'qui semper vacuafi, semper amabilem/sperat,,.' (w. lGll)
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implication is that the youth is credulous to believe in Pyrrha's golden nature. In addition,

Vessey sees a play on the literal meaning of aurea; 'those who "assay" Pyrrha in the frre of

love find her base metal, despite the superficial sheen that captivates them.'l There is also a

word play with aurae in v. 1 12 - note how aurea and aurae are at the end of their respective

lines with two similar adjectives, credulus andnescius, immediately in front of them.3 Thus

the first instant the Roman reader saw the phrase the idea of 'treacherous gold' as well as

'the treacherous breeze'would spring to mind"

v) Moral Worth or Merit

Hor. 2.10. Sz auream quisquis mediocritatem / diligit, tutus caret obsoleti / tøtliþut
tectí, caret invidendn/ sobrius aula-

Whoever cultivates the golden (auream) mean avoids both the dinginess of a shabby

dwelling and a hall which is bound to excite envy. In this poem Horace outlines his

favourite philosophical position. Aureus here is obviously employed in a metaphorical

sense; as euinn says it is a term of approval.a Words for golden are often employed in this

way in both Greek and Latin literature.5 Nisbet and Hubbard see an oxymoron in aurea

mediocritas as mediocritas'sometimes has an implication of mediocrity'.6 There is also a

contrast between the gleam of aureus and the dinginess (sordibus) of the shabby dwelling.

The contrast between the dull and the brilliant is a favourite one of Horace; compare

Hor.3.1.40, Hor. 3.14.13 and Hor.4.11.35 above under 1-4 ATER / ATRATUS v'

Hor.2.13.262 et te sonantem plenius øureo,/Alcaee, plectro dura navis,/durø

lugae maln, dara belli!

Horace depicts Sappho and Alcaeus in the underworld. Sappho is plaintively singing of her

countrywomen and Alcaeus is celebrating more grandly with his golden (aureo) plectrum

the hardships of the sea, the terrible hardships of exile and the hardships of war. Apollo

and the Muses are traditionally portrayed with golden lyres?, ¿ls are bards of great ski11.8

t (tqg¿) p.¿oo
2 ...nescius aurøe /fallncis!...
3'aurae seems to G in tension with 13 uurea' (Nisbet and Hubbard 1970p.77)
¿ (tggo) p.ztz
s ìxpuoén 'E)rnís:' S.O.f. 158;'¡puoér¡ rlytera'Pi.P. 3.73i'aurea dicta' Lucr.3.l2i'aurea
Copia' Hor. Epíst. 1.12.28-29
e (rszg) p.roo
7 See Prop. 3.3.14 and Hor.4.3.17 above under i.
8 ,...cithnia crinitus lopas / personat øurota, ocuit quem maximus Atlas'' (Aen. 1.740-741)-
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Thus Horace probably makes reference to Alcaeus' golden lyre because he wishes to

emphasise his status as a master bard.l Minaedo views the golden lyre both as a phallic

symbol, like the lignum caducum in the first half of the poem2 and as a symbol of

immortality; 'the golden plectrum shines imperishable amid the fînal darl¡ress.'3

Ylor.4.2.23z ... et viris animumque moresque / øureos educit in astra nigOque /
invidct Orco.

pindar laments the young hero who has been snatched from his weeping bride, extolling

his strength, courage and golden (aureos) virtues to the stars and begrudging them to black

Orcus. Here the colour word aureus is picked up by the gleam of the stars and Horace

creates a contrast between the golden mores of the hero and the blackness of the

underworld which enfolds him.a The implication is that Pindar will make the hero's virtues

shine even in the blackness of death. According to Tarrant, metaphors of light to denote

fame and dark for failure or obscurity are cha¡acteristic of Pindar's style.s It is also possible

that this colour image owes something to Bacchylides who draws a similar contrast

between golden renown and the dark cloud of death'6

I.5.2 AURUM

i) Weatth: Positive

Cat 64.44z sedes ...lulgenti splendent auro atque AI&etltrø.

Peleus'palace is bright with gold (auro) and silver. See on this line above under 1'3'2

ARGENTUM.

prop.3.l7.37z ante fores templi crater antistitis auro/libaturn fundens ín tua

sacra mcrum

l,the golden plectrum is the symbol of the master-poet'^Quinn (1980) P.224. 'aureo auten

plectro" propter dignitatem carminis'. Porphyrio (Meyer 1874)'

5';.,";r; rír¡ t*rri, meo/te triste lignum te caducum/in dominí caput intmerentìs.'w' 10-12

3ltotz¡ pzu
aòee furrner on nigro Orco below under 1.33 NIGER/NIGRAI'IS iii.
S Witn-pin¿. the äeøphor of light is very frequent in one usage, as applied to the radiant

distinction or farne of a person oi object...órdroi and cognate words a¡e by contrast used to

convey the disgrace of obscurity, failure, neglect, or
6'èr roû naplà B<o¡ròv àprordpxou atòs / N
d[v]Oea, I ypvoàlav odtav no)rúQavrou èv at
raì Srav Oavdroto livdveov uéOos raÀúr'þr¡t -l

xOévros àoQaÀeî oùv cïoar.' Ep. 73 (12).58-66 s

Pat. Anth 7.251 which is quoted io tne discussion I
NIGRANS iii.
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A difficult sentenco because of the lack of a finite verb in this couplet. Shackleton-Bailey

suggests that stabit or erit should be understood.l If this is the case, then the sense of the

couplet is that a priest will stand in front of the doors of the temple, pouring out wine onto

Bacchus'sacrifice from a bowl with a golden (auro) ladle.

lJror. 4.2.392 ...quamvis redeant in aurum / tempora priscum'

No-one greater than Caesar shall be bestowed upon the world, although the centuries return

to the ancient age of go[d(aurum).The expression goes back to Hesiod.2 Horace also

employs a similar phrase in the Epodes.s

ii) Wealth: Negative

Cat.64.10}z quanto saepe magis fu189re expalluit øuri

Ariadne grows paler than the gleam of gold (auri) when Theseus fights the Minotaur. This,

at first glance, seems an odd image, almost an oxymoron, for paleness seems to imply loss

of colour, whereas fulgor auri bnngs to mind both coloura and brightness. Catullus

employs a similar image in c. 81 where he compares the pallor of luventius' lover to that of

a gilded statue.s Quinn explains the comparison with gold in c.64by saying that it is meant

to recall the yellow colour of olive-skinned complexions when frighæned6 and indeed

yellowness and paleness are sometimes associated by ancient writers.T It is even possible

to find other instanc es of palleo and its cognates being used to describe gold or vice-versa.8

Even so, the conjunction of words for pallor and brighûress (fulgor) is very unusual-

prop. 1.8.39: hanc ego non auro, non Indis flectere conchis,/ sed potui blandi

carminis obsequí.

t (rqso) p.193
z ,¡ptfoeov pèv npoínorc yéuog ¡repdnorv rivgpoíncov I àQdvarot no{r¡ocv 'O)rú¡rnrc

6oísar' ë¡ovres.' (OP. 109-110).
3'iuppiter-itto pio, lecrevit lítora genti,lut inquinavit aere tempus øureum;' (16.63-&>

4 f'oi- t¡e colour of gold see Tib. 1.1.1 where he gives it the epithet fulvus.
5 ,lwspes ínøurata páttidio, statua' (v. 4). See Cat. 81.4 below under 1.23 INAURATUS.
ø eg73) p.3t7

tus insîat nq ue pallor luteus' Hot' Ep' 10'15-16; lurüa
queecumque luroris de corpore eorum/ semina Mta fluunt

ia rerum/ mu eorum denique míxtø,/ quac contage sua

pallorìbus omnia pin[unt.' (Lluc.. 4,332-335). Also compare Ùop.4.7.82 below under 1.37.1

PALLEO / PALLESCO.
8 See the instances which Fordyce gives (1961 p.371); these include Ov.Met. 11.110 and Stat.

Silv. 4.7.15.
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propertius did not persuade cynthia to remain by means of gold (auro) or Indian pearls but

with his poems. An additional colour element is suggeste dby concha; not here the conch

shell which is associated with purple (like the concha of 3.13.6 below) but the pearl or

mother of pearll, creating a gold/white contrast.

Prop. 3.5.3: nec tamen inviso pectus mihí carpitur auro,/ nec bíbit e ygryru'
divite nostra sitis

propertius says that his heart is not consumed by lust for hateful gold (auro), nor does his

thirst drink from cups adorned with gems. Here the glitter of the gold is reinforced by the

allusion to gems in the following line.

prop.3.13.5: Inda cavis aururn mittit fo_rmica metallis,/ et venit e Rubr-o concha

Zryã¡* toäo,/ et Tyros ostrinos praebet- Cadmea colores/ cinnamon et malti pastor

oãaris Arabs:

The Indian ant sends gold (aurum) from the caves of the mine, the conch shell of Venus

comes from the Rèd sea, Cadmean Tyre offers purple hues and the Arabian shepherd the

rich scent of cinnamon to storm the hearts of women. Women's lust for luxuries is a

common theme in Propertius: compare Prop. 4.5.21above under 1.5.1 AURATUS /

AUREUS iii. As in Propertius 4.5 there is a gold/purple contrast between aurum and the

purple hues (ostri nos colores) which Cadmean Tyre sends; the references to the conch

shell, the Red sea and cinnamon also contribute to the colourful effect of the passage- For a

full discussion of these lines in their context see further Chapter 5, section 5.1.

prop. 3.13.48/ 49t 502 aurutn onùtes victa iam pietate colunt. / øuro pulsa fídes,
ourö urnolia iura / aurum lex sequitur, rltox sine lege pudar'

In the present day piety is vanquished and everyone worships gold (aurun); gold (auro)

has caused faith to be banished and with gold (auro)justice is on sale; gold (aurun) rules

the law and rules chastity when the law has gone. In this continuation of his theme of

gold's power to colrupt (see the entry above) Propertius extends the picture from women to

the whole of mankind, employing the word for gold four times in the space of four lines.

For a full discussion of these lines in their context see furttrer Chapter 5, section 5.4.

prop. 3.13.55: te scelus accepto Thracis Polyrnestoris øuro / nutrit in hospitio

non, Polydore, pio.

1 Butter and Ba¡ber (1933) p. 166; Rothstein (19?tl) vol. 1 p. 114
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The crime of Thracian Polymestor who was bribed with gold (auro) was nurturing

polydorus with impious hospitality. This exemplum of gold's power to corrupt will be

picked up by the reference to the golden bracelets of Eriphyla in the following couplet: see

Prop. 3.13.57 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iii'

Prop. 4.1.81: nunc pretium fecere deos et (fallitur øuro / Iuppiter)...

Now people make the gods a means of gain and Jupiter is falsified for gold (auro).L

prop.4. 5.53: 16rgtn spectato, non quae mnnus afferat aurum!

A bawd advises Propertius' mistress to look to the gold (aurum), not to the hand which

brings the gold (aurum). Here Propertius emphasises the attraction which gold has for

women by the placement of aurumat the beginning and end of the line.

Prop. 4.7.472 te patiente meae conflavit imaginis aurum

Cynthia's ghost accuses Propertius of permining his new mistress to melt the gold (aurum)

of her image.

Hor. 1.31.6: ...non aurutn aut eþlt Indicum

Horace does not pray for Indian gold (aurum) nor ivory. This allusion to gold is picked up

in the following stanza by the picture of the merchant greedily draining his wine from

golden chalices; see Hor. 1.31.10 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iii'

IIor. 2.16.8: non gØAniLneque pJ¿lpþlg ve-/-nale neque øuro.

Otium cannot be bought with gems, purple, nor gold (auro). Horace here combines three

symbols of wealth; their colour and brilliance emphasize their powerful appeal which,

however, is not powerful enough to purchase otium. The motif of gleaming picks up from

v. 3 where the stars no longer shine ffulgenf) sure for sailors.2 The impression conveyed is

that,like the stars, the gleam of gold and gems also cannot be relied upon.

Hor. 2.18.362 ...nec satelles Orci / callidum Promethea / revertt øuro captus---.

I According to Butler and Barber this is the most plausible inærpretation of -these 
lines if the

manuscripiis accepted as coffect (1933 p. 328). However Inany believe that the text is cotrupt at

this point; see Shackleton-Bailey's discussion (1956 p.221'1.
2 See Hor.2.16.3 below under 1.21'1 FULGEO i.
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Orcus' servant could not be bribed by gold (auro) to bring back crafty Prometheus- This is

an exemplurn of the powerlessness of gold against death which forms part of Horace's

rejection of wealth; see the first lines of this poem above under 1.5.L AURATUS /

AUREUS iii.

Hor. 3.3.492 aurum irrepertum et sic melius situm,/ cum teTa celat, spernere

forrtor

Juno prophesies that Rome will be stronger at rejecting undiscovered gold (aurum),which

is better placed when the earth conceals it, than at snatching everything for gain' Once

again, the idea is the corrupting power of gold and here Rome's ability to withstand the

temptation of gold is seen as evidence of her moral superiority and right to be mistress of

the world"l

Hor. 3.5.2 Sz auro repensus scilicet acrior / miles redibit. flagitio additis / dnmnum:

irqw amissos colerei lana refert medicøta @
Regulus, in his speech to the senate, comments sarcastically that a soldier ransomed with

gold (auro) will be all the keener to fight. He is of course implying the opposite and

hammers home his argument by drawing a parallel with dyed wool which cannot return to

its original colour. Thus in this stanza we have three colour elements; the colour of the gold

is picked up by the purple (fuco) of the wool whose original colour (colores) was,

presumably, white. The association of the bright colour of dye or paint with comrption and

moral degeneracy is not exclusive to Horace but seems to have been part of the Roman

psyche.2 As André comments, 'la teinture des laines était un symbole de la perte de cette

pureté naive des premiers âges.'3

Hor. 3.16.92 øurum per medios ire satellites / et penumpere amnt sØca potentius /
ictu fulmineo:...

Gold (aunrnr) loves to go make its way through the midst of guards and break through

rocks, being more powerful than the thunderbolt. This is an allusion to the legend of.Tnus

visiting Danae as a golden shower which Horace employs as Nt exemplum of the tenible

po\¡/er of wealth.a

l wiuians (1969) p.,H
2 On this theme see fu¡her Chapær 5, section 3 below'
3 (1949) p.253.
4 Williams (1969) p.100
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Hor.3.24.482 gÉnruø;. et lapides. aururn et inutile,l summi matertetn malí

Horace exhorts the Romans to send their gems and precious stones and useless gold

(aurum),the root of all evil, to the Capitol or into the sea. Once again the gtitær of the gold

is reinforced by the allusion to gems and precious stones'

iii) Moral \ilorth or Merit

Cat 107.3 i quare hoc est Sratum tnobis quoquet carius auro / quod te restituis'

Lesbia, mi cupido.

Catullus æ|ls Lesbia that it is a pleasure to him more precious than gold (auro) that she

restore herself to Catullus who desires her.

Prop. 3.23.72 non illas fixum caras effecerat aurutn:/vulgari buxo sordìda cera

fuft-

It was not golden (aurum) fittings that made Propertius' tablets precious to him for they

were only dirty wax on common boxwood. In this couplet Propertius sets up a contrast

between the golden fittings of other people's tablets and the dfuty (sordida) wax on his

own. However there is also a suggestion that Propertius' tablets were a similar colour to

that of gold, for the materials from which they are made (cera and bwus) are the source of

colour adjectives which can be used to describe yellow objects.l The implication may be

that propertius' tablets were metaphorically 'golden' because of what could be written on

them.

prop. 3.23,212 quas sí quis mihi rettulerit, donabítur auro:

Anyone who returns propertius' tablets to him will be rewarded with gold (auro). Here

propertius reiterates the idea (implicit in vv. 7-8 above) that the contents of his tablets are

more precious than gold.

iv) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Hor. 4.9.1 4z non sola comptos arsit adulteri / crinis et aurum vestibus illitum /
mirata regalisque cultus / et comítes Helene l-acaena

Spartan Helen was not the only woman to burn with passion, marvelling at her adulærer's

trim locks, the gold (aurum) embroidered on his clothing, his regal train and comrades.

1 See Anore Q949) pp. 157 and 159 respectively
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This perhaps owes something to Apollonius' description of Medea's passion for Jason"l

Also compare Ovid's description of Scylla when she sees Nisus in his purple robe2 and

Propertius' description of Tarpeia watching Tatius'3

1.6. CAERULEUS / CAERULUS

i) Sea and Sea Deities

Cat.36.112 nunc o caeruleo creata ponto

Catullus calls on the daughter of the azure (caeruleo) seato witness the consummation of

Lesbia,s vow to throw into the fire the writings of 'the worst of poets'. This grandiose

sounding phrase is'an allusion to Aphrodite and her birth from the sea foam and contribuæs

to the tone of mock solemnity. Compare Aeneid 12 where, as witnesses to the covenant

between him and Latinus, Aeneas calls upon many different gods including'the powers

which hold sway over the blue sea'.4 In Greek poetry epithets for blue are not applied to

the sea until quite late. According to Edgeworth, Homer uses t'¡epoetôris of the sea rather

than epithets for blues and Irwin6 comments that Simonides was the first to call the sea

rcudyeos.7 In Latin literature the use of caeruleu.s to describe the sea appeafs as early as

Ennius.B The colour blue is sometimes associated with Venus in pictures; see for instance

the painting of Venus on a sea shell where the surrounding sea is a vivid blue'g

Cat.64.7z cøerula verrentes abiegnis aequora' palmis'

The Argonauts sweep the azure (caerula) plains of the sea with oars of fir. Note how

Catullus emphasizes the colour word by placing it first in its line and separating it from its

noun; the word which follows it, veftentes, suggests the sea being churned up and

1 Arg. 3.1015-1024.
z-ii* vero faciem dcmpto nudaverat ærg/ purpurcusque ølhl stratis insignia pictis / terga

premebat equi spurnnttäãque ora regebat/ v¡i sia, vix ianae virgo Niseia compos / mentis erat:"

(Met. 8.32-36)
à See Prop. 4.4.20 below under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAWS i'
+fáit¡iqiî ¡tustiosque voco, quaeque aetheris atti/religio et quae cæruleo sunt numina ponlo:'

(w. 181-182)
s 0992) p.111.
6 e974> p. 103
z òi.oíioä, ft.62.4 (page 1962). see also Bacchylides Ey, t3 (12)'lu-25 (Snell-Maehler 1970)

-ã-Àpoiooius (4.843) ïno m¡¡ employ this colou¡ epithet of the sea-

8 Ann. ft.384-5 (Vahlen 1963). For the quote see the following entry'
s S"" Na,ú*i (19ì3) p.7. Catullus however would cerøirùy not have viewed this particular

picture for Ling Oaæi it as fourth style (1991 p' 152)'
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anticipates the description of the white foam of the waves in w- 13-14.1 The colour term

picks up from auratatnin v. 5 which is also the first word in its line.2 Here Catullus has

obviously been influenced by Apollonius' description of the departure of the Argonauts

which utilises a, Eteatdeal of colour in its description of the sea being churned up by the

ship.r Ennius also makes a similar use of colour in his description of the departure of the

Roman fleeta and Tibullus and Virgil in their turn will employ variations of this colour

motif.s

Prop. 2.9.152 cum tibi nec Peleus aderat nec caerula mater

on the day that Achilles died neither Peleus nor his sea-blue (caerula) mother werc pfesent.

Tibullusc and Horace? also luse caeruleus of Thetis, and in Pindar, the epithet rcuavónlotcos

is applied to her.8 This colour torm is the last in a series which is employed in this vignette

of Briseis'mourning over Achilles'corpse: see further Prop- 2.9.t0 below under 1'8'2

CANDIDUS i., Prop. 2.9.L2. under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAVUS ii.

prop. 2.26a.16.. et tibi ob invidiam Nereides increpitarent,/ cawlidø Nesaee,

caerula Cymothoe

White Nesaee and azure (caerula) Cymothoe in their envy would have called reproaches

upon Cynthia if she had become a sea nymph. Homer mentions the Nereids Nesaee and

Cymothoee but does not give them any epithets. Here the word caerulø, complemenæd as it

1 See Cat.64.14 below under 1.8.1 CAI'IDEO /CANDESCO'
2 See Cat. 64.5 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i'
I [[*p - oi tre" xa\ ëvoa reÀctvd x{*ev dÀ.pr¡ /ôetvòv ¡roppúpouoa ne ptooevé<ov

F¿;¿i 
- 

åvôpôu,. I orpJir. 
-' I ,ñ, ùe ¡riqr oÀrïi eTre)ra vr¡òs toúons I reúyea. ¡rarpal

6. atèv êreura(vovro xé)reugor,/ àrpanòç ô e6{oto''
joY in color,

rale Pulsum.'
he conrast

sinum' (Tib.1.3.37-
aerula cano,l et
secabant.' (Aen.

ur sequence with the contrast between gold'

dolphins are his addition to the colot¡r

cluster.
âlro,tß ad Haernnium Nereis Pelea quondan/vectø est lrenato cøo¡uls pisce Tlwtis' (1'5'46)

7 ,.....næ maîer domum cøerula te revehet.' (Ep. 13.16). See further Camps (1967) p' 105

8 ,ruayontrdrcoto naî6q noyr(as / Oénos Bratdv' Pae. 6.83-4 . (Kober 1932 p.7l).

However, as Kober d"monsttates, oth"t deities who have no link with the sea are also described

with ruav-hur(ibid.).
e tt. t8.+ç+1 (Buter&Barber 7933 p.234).
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is by candida, stggests the colours of the sea.l These colour words, like purpureus and

aureus in the third couplet2, contribute to the pictorial quahty of the scene3 and lend a touch

of frivolity to Propertius' protestations over Cynthia's plight.

Prop. 3.7.622 in me caeruleo fuscinø sumpta deo est.

The drowning Paetus says that the azure (caeruleo) god has taken up his trident against

him. The blue god with the trident is obviously Neptune; Ovid also employs caeruleus of.

him in the Metamorphoses.a This use of colour picks up from v.56 where the water, which

is closing over Paetus' head, is describe d as niger.s

ii) Other

prop. 2.l8c.3lt32t an si caeruleo quaedam sua tempora fuco / tinxerit, idcírco
caeiula forma bona est?

propertius asks his mistress whether the fact that another woman stains her temples with

a^ne (caeruleo) dye automatically makes azvre (caerula) beauty fair. Propertius is

complaining about the artihcial adornments that his mistress uses to improve her looks. The

idea of a woman staining her forehead with blue dye is an exaggeration for the sake of

ridicule but it is also meant to recall the barbarous customs of the Britons.6 For the Roman

mistrust of exotic dyes see the discussion under section 3 of Chapter 5.

prop. 2.28b.402 unaratis fati nostros portabit amores/cøerula ad infernos

velificata lacus.

propertius informs Cynthia that the same blue (caerula) boat will carry their loves, sailing to

the pools of Hell. Caeruleus is similarly an epithet for Charon's boat tn the Aeneidt and in

t 'Sie sind candida und caerula, entsprechend der Farbe der Welle und des Wellenschaumes.'

(Rothstein 1924 vol.l P.377).
2 See Prop. 2.26a.6 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i.
3 Hubbard (1974) p.167.
4'cøeruleus fraîer iuvat auxiliaribus undis.' (Met. 1.275)
s See Prop. 3.7.56 below under 1.33 MGER / NIGRANS ü.
6 'nunc etiam infectos demens imilare Brítanrøs,l ludis et externo tincta nitore caput? ' (w. 23'

24). These lines a¡e discussed under 1.34.3 NITOR. 'Omnes vero se Britattni vitro inficiunt, quod

caïruleum fficit colorem atque hoc horribiles suttt in pugna aspectu;' (Caes. B.G. 5.14)
7 'cøe¡ulesm advertit puppin ripaeque propinquat.' (6.410)
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Theocritus it is given the epithet rcudyeos.l The dark colour of the boat complements the

blackness of the funereal bird in the previous couplet.2

prop. 4.2.432 caeruleus cucumis tumidoque cucurbita ventre / me notat et iunco

brassica vincta levi;

The god Vertumnus says that his statues are distinguished by the blue-green (caeruleus)

cucumber and other vegetables. The cucumber is lividus in Columella3 and virídis in

plinya but caeruleus ls the colour epithet used of it in the Copas The blue-green of the

cucumber is reinforced by the green of the other vegetables and plants in this couplet This

is the second colour cluster in the poem which is employed of Vertumnus; in w. 13-16

Propertius associated Vertumnus with the purple hues of grapes and berries.6

I.7 CAESIUS

Cat. 45.72 caesio veniam obvius leoni.

Septimius says that he is willing to come face to face with a caesius lion if his love is found

wanting. Caesius here is usually translated as green eyed.7 This term, as Edgeworth

asserts, is probably a result of Catullus' misunderstanding of the meaning of yÀaurctdorv.8

This Greek word, which in Homer and Hesiod meant'glaring' or'fîerce- eyed', had by

Catullus'time shifted its meaning to light blue.e As Aulus Gellius says; hosrris autem

veteribus caesia dicta est, quae a Graecis yÀauxrîms ut Nigidius ait, de colore caeli,

quasi caelia .'Lo Caesiu.r is elsewhere employed only of peoplell and thus the use of the

colour word here helps to personify the lion, contributing to the whimsical tone of the

poem. It is in keeping with the extravagant imagery of Acme'spurpureus mouth'l2

1 '¿)t).,Í Fry û.pnd.faoa, ndpot0' ènì vîa raretrOelv I rvavé'av xaì oruyvòv åel

nopg¡rflc ra¡rdvrov' (17 '48-49 Gow 1952)

toliens descendere caelo,/nígraque funestum concinit omen avis.' (vv. 37-

like caerula, is placed in an emphatic position at the beginning of the

r below on these lines unc 1.33 MGER/NIGRANS iü.
3 to.¡89
a N.tt. 19.23.65
s,sunt et mora cruents et lentis !¿!g racetnis,/et pendet iunco cøeruleus cucwnis.' (vv. 2l-22)
6 See these lines below under 1.26'1. LIVEO.
7 Fordyce (1961) p.205
8 As in the y)raundo¡v )ré<ov of Il. 20.172, Hesiod Sc. 430.
e Edgeworth (1987) p. 135
ro 2.ze.tg
11 See André (1949) p.179.
12 See Cat.45.l2 below undet 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
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1.8.1 CANDEO / CANDESCO

Cal64.l4: tortaque remigio spumis inçgygif unda,/ emersere freti candentí e

gurgite vultus / aiquoreae 
-manstrum Nereides admirantes'

The waves, churned up by the oars of the Argo, grow white with foam and the Nereids lift

their faces from the whitening (candenti) waters of the sea to observe this marine monster"

This is an important moment for it is the first ship which has sailed on these waters and the

frst time that peleus sees Thetis . Candenti picks up on incanuít in the previous linet and, in

its turn, wilt be echoed by gurgite cano lnv. 18.2 Ltke albicans in Catullus 63.873, the use

of a participle here rather than an adjective enhances the picture of water which is gradually

growing white. In addition, the word aequoreae in the following line echoes both aeqwrin

v. !2+ and caerula aequora of v.7 .s This repeated use of. aequor and its cognates reminds

the reader of the contrast between the blue sea and the white Eail of foam which the Argo is

leaving in its wake.6

Cat. 64.452 candet ebur soliis

Ivory gleams (candet) on the thrones in Peleus'house. See Cat. 64.M above under 1.3.2

ARGENTUM.

CaL64.3182 ante pedes autem candentis mollia lanae/vellera virgati custodibant

cal.athisci.

At the feet of the parcae lie the baskets full of gleaming white (candcntis) wool with which

they weave men's fates. Candentis,lnconjunction with mollia, emphasises the whiteness,

purity and softness of the wool. The effect is further enhanced by the placement of

candentis, mollia and lanae together at the end of the line and the predominance of nasals

and liquids in these words. It may be that, as in JuvenalT, the whiteness of the Fates' wool

is meant to signify the auspicious nature of their prophecies8; compare Seneca where

1 See Cat.64.13 below under 1.24 INCANESCO.
2'nutricum tenus exstantes e gurgite cqno.'
3 See above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.
4'quae simul ac rostro ventosum proscidit aequor'
5 See Cat. 64.7 above under 1.6 CAERULUS / CAERULEUS i'
6 As quinn says, 'Note how this pa.ssage is frlled with sound, motion and colour...all in three

lines and all in the colou¡s of white foan (incanuit) and the blue expanse of ocean (aequor).'

(1959 p.2)
i,...poitquam parcae meliora benigna/pensa manu ducunt hilares et staminis øIbi/lanificae.'.'
(12.s-66)
I EUis, citing Realinus and Mayer (1889 p. 333)
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Lachesis spins white yarn with a lucky touchl and contrast Horace 2.3.L6 where the Fates

spin the black wool of death.2 The white wool complements the colour of the Fates'

gowns3 but its beauty also serves as a contrast (note autem v. 318) to the rather grotesque

picture which has gone immediately before; the Fates with bits of wool clinging to parched

tips.a

prop. 2.18b.5: quíd mea si canis aetas candesceret annis

propertius asks Cynthia what would happen if his youth became white (candesceref) with

the grey hair of old age. Compare Tibullus 1.10.43 'liceatque caput cøndescerc canis.S

Prop. 4,7.352 Lygdamus uratur - candescøt lammina vernae - / sensí ego' cutn

insiãiis fallida vina bibï

The ghost of Cynthia exhorts that iron plates be made white hot (candescat) io torture the

house slave who conspired in her death. Candesco and its cognates are frequently used in

Latin literature to describe the white glow given out by hot objects.6 Candescør is picked

upby paltidain the following line; through the slave's treachery Cynthia drank wine which

struck her pale.

Hor. 1.2.312 ...tandem venias precamur / nube candentís umeros amictus / augur

Apollo;

'Come at last we entreat you, prophetic Apollo, veiling your radiant (candentis) shoulders

in a cloud'. In this poem in praise of Augustus Horace calls upon Apollo, amongst other

gods, to come to the aid of the falling empire. The brightness of Apollo's shoulders is

appropriate for a god who was known as ÕoîBos. Although Horace ultimately identifies

Augustus with Mercury, there is a sense in which Apollo, and all the other gods Horace

invokes, are identified with or embody Augustus'qualities. Thus Apollo was Augustus'

patron and he made great efforts to have himself identified with the god.7 Apollo's bright

l,candida de níveo subtemino vellere sumit/fetici moderanda manu,.' (Apocol. 4.1.6).

2 See above under 1.4 ATER/ATRATUS ii. Ellis (1889 p.333) also compares Mart. 6.58.7-8; si

mihi tanificae ducunt non pulla sorores / stamina.."
3 See Cat.64.308 below under 1.8'2 CANDIDUS ii'
4 ,laneaque aridutis haerebant morsa labellis,/ quae prius in levi fuerant exstantia frlo:' (vv. 316-

3r7)
5 Butler and Barber (1933) P.221
6 e.g. Luc. 1.490; Hor. Ep. L.l5'36; Ov. Met. 2.230.
7 Commager (1962) p. 187
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(or white) shoulders, placed in contrast with Jupiær's red hand which is the hand of

destructiont and the red bloodiness with which Mars is associated2, symbolise the hope

a'd healing he brings with him.3 Apollo's white shoulders are also placed in contrast with

the dark cloud which conceals them; this image goes back ûo Homer where gods sometimes

veil their shoulders in mist.a Note how the word order mirrors the sense wtth candentis

umeros placed between nube and amictus. Thus Apollo's bright shoulders are literally

concealed in the cloud.

I.8.2 CANDIDUS

i) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Cat. 13.4: ...non sine candídø puella

Catullus invites his friend Fabullus to dine with him on condition that he will bring with

him a good-looki ng (candida) girl. Candidus is used here as a synonym for beautiful or

pretty (as Quinn says 'rather like our blonde'5) and there is no strong colour effect in the

line"

Cat. 35.8: quamvis canilídø milies puella / euntem revocet ...

Catullus urges his friend Caecilius to resist the entreaties of his good-looking (candida)

girlfriend. See the entry immediately above.

Cat. 61.108t candído Pede lecti

Catullus appears to be talking of the shining white foot (candido) of the bridal couch. This

is the first of Catullus' marriage hymns and the lines immediaæly preceding this have been

lost but we know from the opening line of the stanza6 that this is part of a stanza

addressing the marriage bed. Candido pede mostprobably refers to the foot of the couch

which presumably is white because it is fashioned from ivory like the marriage couch of

c.64.7 The other alternative is that Catullus is alluding to the whiæ feet of the bride for her

L '...rubente dertera sacras iøculatus arces / Ierruit urbem' (w. 24). See on these lines below

under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
2 See Hor. 1.2.39 below under 1.13 CRUENTUS.
3'...the god appears not as the wa¡rior of the fourth Roman Ode, but as the augur of the

Carmcn-saecifare,presiding deity of Rome's revival.' (Commager 1962 p.187)
a e.g. It. 15.308. See further Nisbet and Hubba¡d (1970) p.29"
s (tqzg) p.134
6'o cubile quod omnibus' (v. 107)
1 'pulvinar iero divae..geniale locatur / sedibus in m¿diis, Indo quod dente politum' (w. 47'48)
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feet are given the colour epithet aureolus in v. 160.1 With either sense the reference to a

white foot increases the erotic element of the stanza; compare the entry immediaæly below

which also employs candidu.r in association with the feet of a beloved object. For a full

discussion of this colour image see Chapter 2, section 5.2.

Cat.64.l62z candída permulcens liquidis vestigia lymphis, / U¿fplfS.gve tuum

consternens veste cubile.

Ariadne envisages herself washing Theseus' gleaming white (candidn) feet and spreading a

purple coverlet on his bed. In Homer the feet of heroes are often described as shining.2

This colour adjective also has a further dimension, for Ariadne's reference to Theseus'feet

as candida is a way of indicating the strength of her desire for him.3 Compare Catullus

68.70 (below under ii.) where he employs the adjective to describe Lesbia when they meet

to consummate their love. In 64.162 Catullus gives added emphasis to candida by

separating it from its noun and drawing it forward to the beginning of the line. There is a

colour contrast with purpureainthe following line which is also placed at the beginning of

the line and separated from its noun.4 This contrast of white with red or purple is one of

many in c.64 and, as O'Connell has demonstrated, these purple/white colour clusters

become increasingly ominous as the poem progresses.s

Cat.86.1: Quintia formosa est multis.mihi candídø, Ionga/recta est:...

Catullus evaluates Quintia's charms. To him she is not really beautiful or desirable, only

good-looking. Part of her good looks is the fact that she is candid"a 'blonde' or 'fair'' Thus

candidnin this case is a deprecatory term, having here connotations of an appeal that does

not necessarily go beyond the physical, similar to the use of the term in c.13.4 or 35.8

above or Prop. 2.3.9 below. It is not emotionally charged as it is in 64.162 or 68-70.

Prop. 2.3.92 nec me tam facies, quamvis sit cøndída, cepit

1 See this line above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv'
2 Cf. the formulaic phrase noool 6' unò Àrnapoîorv èôrioaro xaÀà néôrÀa in Il. 2.44,

10.22.
3 O'Connell (1977) p.751.
4 See Cat. il.163 below under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
s'purple and white begin as a picturesque contrfst and end as elements in a scene of tragic
p^tnoi' (lg7i) p.255. Õompare Cat. 64.308 below under ü and Cat. il.235 below under iii.
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Propertius says that it was not Cynthia's face that won him, even though it was fair

(candida).A standard colloquial usage of candidu.r but the simile which follows is out of

the ordinary; see Prop. 2.3-lO above under 1'-2.2 ALBUS i'

prop. 2.9.102 nec non exanimem amplectens Briseis Achillem / candída vesana.

verberat oro *u; /ri ao*¡""m lavit'tluterens caprtva cruentumJpropositum fløi¿ in
Simoente vadis.

Briseis, holding the dead Achilles, beats her fu (candida) cheeks with frenzied hand and,

although a captive, sorrowfully washes the bloody body of her master which has been

placed in the yellow shallows of Simois. The scene goes back to the lliadbutHomer uses

the word rca)rds in association with Briseis instead of a word for whitel and indeed

throughout the ltiad the epithet rca).).rncípr¡oç is regularly applied to Briseis.2 Thus

propertius is employing a colour adjective in place of a word for beauty and this choice

appears to be a deliberate one for this is the first of a series of colour words employed to

describe this scene.3 Note that Propertius places candida at the beginning of the line with

vesanadirectly after it; the contrast between Briseis' loveliness and her frenzied anguish

emphasises the horror of the deed. There is also a strong colour contrast between candidn

and Achilles' bloodstained (cruentum) body in the following line.a Employing the

whiteness of beauty in scenes of blood and brutality is a common device amongst Greek

and Roman poets; see the discussion on Cat.64.364 below under 1.35 NIVEUS i"

Prop. 2.16.242 candída tarn foedo bracchía fusa viro

If men at Rome weren't wealthy, Cynthia would not have her white (candida) arms

entwined about such a foul man. Candídus here picks up on canus in the previous couplet;

girls would grow grey in the house of one lover if they were not seduced by riches.s

White arms were a traditional sign of beauty; ).euroÍLevos is a common epithet for

1 ,Bpror¡Tç ô' äp' ënerr', tréÀq ¡¡puoén 'Aôpoô{tn, /. ós lôc lldrporÀov

o.Ooiyfriro, ò{¿r **0, / åpô' "¡ïO xupévr¡' Àry' _èroirue, Xepoì ô' t¡ruooe /

"r¡é.J r, ùô, ¿r,ailv 
"o..plv t6è ratà npóo<ona.' Il. 19.282-5 Erikdraws this parallel

(Lgí2p.l36). Although i{omer'doesn'r employ a word for white in this passage he does compare

Briseis to golden APhrodite.
2 e.g. It. L.184,346. See further Kober (1932) p'3'
3 See Prop.2.9.11 below under 1.13 CRUENTUS'
a ft ir inieresting that Quintus of Smyrna also employs a similar contrust in his poem on the

f¿i of Troy altñough th:e blood in this case is Briseis' own; '...èr 6' &na)rolo / orlOeos

"trtoi¿.o*i. ¿ra 
- 

"1.¿avvà 
äe poev / oervo¡réver¡s' Öa{r¡s K€v ènì y)rdyos otpo

¡éaogar / $o(vtou '' (3.554-557).
3,n*^quo*'venales essenl ad munus amicae,/atque una fieret cønø puella domo;' (w. 2l-22).

See thèse ünes below under 1.9.2 CANUS.
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goddesses and women in Homer.l Here the contrast between Cynthia's beauty and the

foulness of the man she is embracing is emphasised by the placement of. foedo between

candida and bracchia, the word order reinforcing the sense. It is interesting to compare

Tibullus' allusion to candentes lacerti 1.82; in a similar vein Tibullus is advising girls to

embrace their young lovers and not to think about profrt'

Prop. 2.22a.5; sive aliquis molli diducit candída Sestu / bracchia...

If some actress draws apart her white (candida) arms with a soft gesture, Propertius falls in

love with her. For white arms see on entry immediaæly above.

Prop. 2.22a.8: candídø non tecto pectore si qua sedet

In the theatre Propertius looks to see if any fair (candida) woman sits with an uncovered

breast.

Prop. 2.26a.162 candída Nesaee, cqerula Cymothoe

White (candida) Nesaee and sea-blue Cymothoe would have chided Cynthia in envy if she

had become a sea nymph. Candidus, the usual epithet for beauty in Propertius, here also

suggests the foam of the sea; see on Prop. 2.26a.16 above under 1.6 CAERULEUS /

CAERULUS i.

Prop. 2.28c.512 vobiscum est fiopef, vobiscum candida Tyro

Propertius lists all the beauties with Pluto in Hell, among them fw kandida)Tyro. There

seems to be no especial reason for the epithet; in Homer she is given the epithet

eùna'ré.peta.3

Frop. 2.29b.302 heu quantum per se candida. formn valet!

Fropertius, seeing Cynthia sleeping, exclaims 'How powerful is a fair (candida) forrn

unadorned !'. Candida here suggests the gleam of unclad skin which, to Propertius, is even

more seductive than when Cynthia is dressed in a purple tunic.4

L tt. r.55, od. 22.227.
2'huic tu cønilentes unrcro suppone lacerlos,/ et regum flwgnae despiciantur opes.' w, 33'34.
3 od. tt.z35
4 '...non illa mihi formosior umquam / visa, neque ostrína cum fuit in tuníca' (w. 25-26). See

below on these lines under 1.36.1 OSTRINUS.
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prop. 2.32.582 uxoretn quondam magni Minoís, ut aiunt,/ coftupit torvi candída

forma bovis;

It is said that the snowy (candida) form of a fierce bull seduced great Minos'wife. This is

the first of two mythologic al exempla of women's unchaste behaviour ciæd by Propertius.

In this context candidus (which Propertius usually employs of women's beauty) suggests

the beauty and seductive power of the bull. Note how Propertius places candida

immediately after torvi ina kind of oxymoron, contrasting the beautiful appeÍìrance of the

bull with its savage nature. Virgil also employs a term for white, niveus, in his description

of pasiphae's bull in the Eclogues.L In Latin literature candidus, niveus and related terms

are regularly employed of animals such as sheep and cattle2 just as in Greek Literature

dpy<ís is applied to cattle.3 However in this context the colour word may also owe

something to wall paintings as Philostratus describes a painting of this story in which the

bull is depicted in white.a

Prop.3.11.16: aurea cui postquam nudavit cassida frontem,/vicit victorem

candídø formn virum.

When penthesilea, the leader of the Amazons, was killed and her golden helmet was

stripped from her brow, her bright (candida) beauty conquered her conqueror' On this

colour image see Prop.3.11.15 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv"

prop. 4.4.4O2 candí.daque in saevos inguina versa canis?

Tarpeia does not wonder that Scylla's white (candida) groin was transformed into fierce

hounds. Virgil also employs this colour epithet of Scylla in the Eclogues.s Here, as in

2.16.24 and2.32.58 (above), Propertius employs candida, with its implications of beauty

and femininity, in contrast with an image of savagery or foulness.

Prop. 4.8.32: (Teia) candída, sed potae non satis unus erit

Teia is farr @andidn) but when she is drunk one lover will not be enough'

1 'Pasiphaen níveí solatur afitare iuvenci.' (6'46)
2".g. ifiU.l 3.4.67,Aen. 4.61. See also Hor.4.2.59 below under 1.35 NIVEUS ii.
3'Cätd" a¡" ulto dpy<ís..ùecause their coat is glossy' (Irwin 1974 p.215)' gives two

instances of åpyds'apptieO to cattle where she ieels the word is employed Yith-l -ch¡onatic
.""* ipi. O.'iZ.Ag,'ii. 6, 574-575) bur points out that on one occasion (Il. 23.30) the word

must mean sleek or fat rather than white (1932 p.l4).
4 Im. 1.16.4.9
5 ,euid loquar aut Scyllam Nisi, quam fama secuta est / cønìlído succinctam latrantibus inguina

monstris' (6.74-75).
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Hor. 1.13.9i uror, seu tibi candídos / turparunt urneros immodicae mero / rime...

Horace says that he burns with jealousy if a quarrel, violent through use of wine, has

marred Lydia's fat (candidos) shoulders. The beauty of Lydia's white shoulders is placed

in contrast not only with the redness of the wine but also the marks of violence which are

inflicted on them.l For similar contrasts between beauty and savagery compare

Prop.2. 1 6. 24, 2.32.58 above.

Hor.3.9.22 Donec gratus erarn tibi/nec quisquam potior bracchia cøndidøe/
cervici iuvenis døbat,/ Persarum vigttí rege beatior-

'While I was pleasing to you and no more favoured youth flung his arms about your white

(candidae) neck I flourished richer than the king of Persia'. This poem consists of a

dialogue between two estranged lovers; the opening words are spoken by the male. Here

the mention of Lydia's beautiful white neck adds to the wistful tone of the youth's speech.

Hor.3.15"62 m.aturo propior desine funeri/inter ludere virgines/et stellis nebulam
spargere candídís"

Florace tells the wife of Ibycus, now that she is drawing near to the fitting time for death, to

stop playing among the maidens and casting a cloud over the shining (candidis) stars. The

adjective candidus is equally applicable to the stars2 and to the beauty of the maidens which

is being marred by the presence of Ibycus' wife. The shining whiteness is placed in

contrast with the darkness of the nebula; note that this word is placed between stellis and

candidis,liærally amongst the stars. For a full discussion of this colour image in its context

see Chapter 6, section 3.2"

IIor.4.1.27.. iUic bis pueri die/numen cutn teneris virginibus tuum/laudantes
pede candìdo / in morem Salium ter quatient humum

Horace tells Venus to go to the house of Paulus: there twice a day boys and tender

maidens, in celebration of Venus'ruIe, shall beat the ground with their white (candido) feet

in Salian triple time. This appears to be in imitation of Greek literature where feet,

especially the feet of dancing Bacchants, are often described by the adjective )teurcós.3 The

l See also Nisbet&Hubbard (1970) p.l74f.
2 Compare splendens stella candi.ila Plaut. Rld. 3; candida sidera Lacr. 5.1210.
3 e.g. E. Ba. 863, Med. 1164, Cyc. 74, (Kober 1932 p.4\
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colour adjective implies that the feet are barel; possibly bare feet were a requirement of the

dance. For the erotic overtones of. candidi feet see above on Cat 61.108 and Cat. 64.162.

The implication is that it is more fitting that the goddess of love be worshipped by these

youngsters than by Horace.

ii) Divine Power

Cat. 64.308: ...y¿sfis / candída pUfpAruL talos incinxerat ora,/ at roseae niveo
residebant vertice vittae

The shining white gaments (candida) of the Fates, fringed with purple, come down to their

ankles, while rosy ribbons adorn their snowy heads. Here the contrast of whiæ and purple

is very striking; both words are placed together at the beginning of the line and the image is

reinforced by the colour contrast roseae niveo in the following line.2 In Plato's Republic

the Fates are also clothed in white3; in Catullus whiæ not only forms part of the Fate's attire

but they spin with white woo1.4 This association of the Faæs with shining white is a sign

of their power and is appropriate for the gloriousness of the life they are about to foretell.

The purple however adds a more ominous note for it suggests the blood of Achilles'

victims.5

Cat.68.702 quo mea se molli candí.da diva pede/íntulitet tila fulstüsry in
Iimine plantam

Catullus, in his reminiscences about the time when he and Lesbia met at Allius'house to

consummate their love, envisages the moment when Lesbia placed her gleaming foot on the

polished threshold; in his eyes at that moment she was a'shining white (candida) goddess'"

Here, as with the bride in 61.1606, Catullus concentrates upon the significant moment of

stepping across a threshold, suspending the moment in time and turning Lesbia into a

goddess.? The adjective candida contributes to the idealisation of Lesbia. Although the

word in this context has its usual connotations of beauty, it is a beauty that goes beyond the

mere prettiness of the candidae puellae of 13.4 and 35.8 above. The idea of shining that is

1 Kober (1932) p.4
2 See Cat. &.309 below under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
3 'Ouyarépaç rts 'Avdyrls Moípaç )teu¡¿et¡rovorloas' (10.14 = 6l7c)
4 See Cat. 64.318 above under 1.8.1 CANDEO /CANDESCO.
5 See Cat.64.308 below undet t.40.2 PURPUREUS ii.
6 See this line above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
7 As Brenk says, this is an instance of 'the epiphanic divinization of the beloveú the equation

of the beloved with the divine.' (1987 p.125)
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an aspect of this word is ptayed upon by the reference to Lesbia's foot as fulgens in the

following linet and also perhaps by the allusion to the trito limine, the'polished'

threshold.2 As Brenk points out, there is a parallel between these lines and a line from

Callimachus which describes Apollo knocking at the door with his beautiful foot3 but

Callimachus does not employ any words for colour or shining in his line. Brenk shows

however that in ancient literature there has always been a strong association between

shining and the epiphany of a goda and words for shining arrc sometimes used to denote the

divine grace which is bestowed upon humans's

Cat.68.1342 quam circumcursans hinc illinc saepe Cupido/fu|ggþg| crocina

candídus in tunica.

Cupid is depicted hovering about Lesbia shining brightly (candidus) in a saffron tunic'

Cupid's appearance and dress indicates Catullus'hope for marriage with tæsbia.6 Cøndidus

in this instance both suggests the fairness of Cupid's skin against the saffron-coloured

clothT and heightens the impression of brightness suggested by the verbfulgeb¿f. Mantero

suggests that the term is meant to suggest the brightness of the nuptial torch-8 It is also

likely thar by employing candidtts here Catullus is harking back to the candida diva of v.

70e, for in both instances the term is employed in a way which idealises Catullus'

relationship with I-esbia. As in v.70, the colour image here has great force for there are

three words related to colour or shining clustered at the beginning of the line.

Prop. 2.3.242 cøndídus argutum sternuit omen Amor?

propertius asks Cynthia if bright (candidus) love sneezed a shrill omen at her birth. The use

of this adjective to describe the god of love is reminiscent of Catullus 68.134 above. In

propertius the use or. candidu.l picks up from v. 9 where it is employed in a different sense

to describe the beauty of Cynthia's complexion'10

1 See Cat.68.71 below under 1.21.1 FULGEO ii.
2 õo*pal'" Catullus' use of rasilis in c.61.161 to describe the th¡eshold which the bride is

.t"ppiíg u"-ss (see Cat.61.160 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv).
ã Ëäf- õ¡ ¡ou rà orlperpa xaÀQ no6l oolflos åpdooet" Ap. 3 (Pfeiffer L949 vol'2)
4 e.g. Homeric Hymns; h.Cer. 188-190, h. Ven. 172-5 (Brenk 1987 p' 125)'
s e.g. Aen. 1.588-593.
6 See Cat.68.134 below under 1.12 CROCINUS.
TCompare Prop.3.l7.29 and Hor. 1.18.11 below.
s (rqzs) p. tgr
9 See Cat.68.70 above.
1o See Prop. 2.3.9 above under i.
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Prop. 3.17.292 candída laxatis onerato colla c¿Døþß

Bacchus' white (candida) neck bows beneath trailing clusters of ivy berries. There are

many references to Bacchus'white skin in both Latin and Greek literaturp. In the Bacchae

pentheus jeers at Dionysus because of his white skinl and in lTibullus] 3.6 the epithet

candidus is applied to Bacchus who is given the title Libefl; also compare Hor. 1.18.11

below. As with niveus Adonis in 2.13b3, the whiteness of skin seems to imply beauty and

a certain femininity. Note also that the whiteness of Bacchus' neck is placed in contrast

with the ivy and its berries: in both the Tibullus and Horace passages there are similar

contrasts between the whiteness of the god and the green of ivy or other leaves.

Hor. 1.18.112 non ego te, cøndíde Bassareu,/ invitum quøtíam, nec varüs obsita

þpfldiþÆ-/ sub divum raPiam,-

'I will not, fair (candide) Bassareus, rouse you against your will nor bring into the open

your emblems concealed with leaves of many kinds.' In this ode to Bacchus Horace

promises the god that he will not profane his riæs by sunendering to excess. Candíde here

is both a term of addressa and an allusion to the whiteness of Bacchus' skin as it is in Prop.

3.17.2g above. Like Tibullus and Propertius, Horace contrasts Bacchus' whiteness with

greenness: in Tibullus and Propertius the greenness is suggested by ivy, in Horace by the

leaves which surround his mystic emblems.

iii) Favourable Omen

Cat. 8.3: fulsere quondam candídí tibi soles

Catullus employs the image of the bright (candidí) suns to depict his past happiness with

Lesbia. Here, shining rather than colour is dominant; candidus is associaædwithfulsere

and is used as an adjective for the sun. The word's chromatic sense is also in evidence

however, for white was considered propitious. Compare Callimachus'expression )reuxr\

1 ')*eurl¡v 6è ¡poràv èr napaor<uflg' (v. 457); "Beautiful' deities like Bacchus and

'beautifui' men like Adonis, Daphnis, etc., are called ÀeurdS.' (Kober 1932 p.2)
2'Candide Liber, ades sic sit tibi mystica yitris/ semPer, sic kdq!, tempora vincta feras:'
(3.6.1-2). Noæ the contrast between the whiæ skin of Liber and the green of vifis and hzdera.
3 '...cui níveum quondam percussit Adonem' (v. 53). See on this line below under 1.35

NIVEUS i.
4 compare Ep. 14.5; 'cønilide Maecenas occidis saepe rogando' -
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,ipép* which he uses metaphoricallyl; in Latin literature Ennius employs candidumlumen

in a similar fashion.2

Cat. 8.8: fulsere vere cøndíd¡ tibi soles'

Catullus repeats the image of the bright (candidi) suns to emphasise the happiness of his

past relationship with Lesbia. See above.

Cat,64.2352 fungytrgru yntennae deponant undique vestem,/ cøndídøque intorti

sustollant veln rudentes

Aegeus tells Theseus to take down the funeral sheets from his mast and on his twisted

ropes raise white (candida) sails. These sails indicate the successful completion of his

mission and the colour word candidus is obviously here associated with good fortune. Note

that, as with many colour terms in this poem, the word is placed in a dominant position at

the beginning of the line; in this way, the contrast with the adjective lunestam in the

previous line is emphasised. This adjective describes the first set of sails which Aegeus

hangs on Theseus' mast, sails which have previously been described as dark red or

purple.3 We have here a purple/white contrast4, one with more ominous overtones than the

one in w. t62-163.s

Cat.68.1482 quare illud satis est, si nobis datur unís/quem lapíde illa dies

candídíore notat.

Catullus comes to the realisation that he and Lesbia were never actually married and he

states that he will be satisfied if she just gives to him the days she marks out with a whiter

(candidiore) stone. Here Catullus is alluding to the practise of marking lucky or good days

on the calendar with white stones.6 This is the third and last instance of candidu.s in c. 687

and it signals a significant change in Catullus' attitude to his relationship with Lesbia'

'Whereas in the two previous instances Catullus was thinking in absolute and idealistic

1 ,...n<Í[v]rc ö, etXcv otqry dvgpoinor / oeo{ r< ).eur,.àS ripérpaS ènlo'ravrat'Iatnb'

l9l.l7 (Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 1)
z 326 (Vahlen 1963)

3 ut luctus nostraeque incenüa menlis / carbasus

o )' See on these lines below under 1'19

FERRUGO.
4 O'Conneu agrees (1977 P'751).
5 See Cat. &.162 above under i.
6 Co^pr" Hor. 1.36.10, Marr. 12.34.5-7 (Ellis 1889 p. +Z_a). ÇAlimachus also employs the

.*li"*ii* l]r.oe Àeuxòy to denote a holiday (t et. 178.2 Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 2)

7 For the other two see 68.70,68.134 above under ii'
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terms, his use of the comparative form of candidus here indicates his willingness to

compromise.

Cat. 107.6:...o lucem cøndídíore nota!

Catullus calls the day that Lesbia comes back to him as a day with a whiter (candidiore)

ma¡k. This appears to be a direct allusion to 68'148 (above)'

prop. 1.17.262 at vos, aequoreae formosa Doride natae / candíd.ø felici solvite

veln choro:

propertius, apparently in a storm at sea, exhorts the sea-born daughters of lovely Doris to

unfurl the white (candida) sails of his ship and give it a prosperous escort. Here, as in Cat'

64.235 (above), white sails are a sign of good fortune, Note how Propertius, like Catullus,

emphasises the colour of the sails by placing the colour term at the beginning of the line and

separating it from its noun. The reference to the sea-nymphs in the previous line suggests a

blue/white contrast similar to the one at 2.26a't6't

Prop. 2.l5.lz O me felicem! O nox mihi candida! "'

propenius was blessed and the night was bright (candida) for him because he spent it with

his mistress. Nox candida is an oxymoron, playing on two meanings of candidus; 'happy'

and 'bright'.

Prop. 4.1.672 Romn, fave, tibi surgit opus, date candída cives / omína"'

propertius asks Rome, for whom his work is created, to look favourably upon him and for

her citizens to give him favourable (candidn) omens. A use of candida where its

metaphorical meaning predominaæs"

prop. 4.6.712 candí.da nunc molli subeant convivia luco;/ blanditiaeque fluant per

mca coll.a rosne

'[,et the whiæ-robe d (candidn) company enter the pleasant grove and ca¡essing roses steam

round my neck.' With these lines Propertius turns from war to a panegyric of peace.2 The

candida conviviaare banqueters, for white was traditionally worn on festal days.3 There is

1 See this line above under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS i'
2'beUa satis cecini...' (v. 69).
3 Anrrsrong (1917) p. 36. See also Hor. Serm. 2'2'61'
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a colour contrast with the redness of the roses in the following line, flowers which also

have strong associations with peace and festivity.l

Hor. 3.7.12 Quid f'l.es, Asterie, quem tibí candí-dí / primo restituent vere Favonìi

Horace asks Asterie why she weeps for her husband for, at the arrival of spring, the bright

(candidi) zephyrs shall restore him to her. Candidus or albus,employed in association with

a wind, usually indicates that it is a'clearing'wind i.e. it dispels the clouds from the sky;

compare Hor. 1.7.15 where albus is employed in a similar fashion of the South Wind-2 As

in 1.7, the colour term also carries overtones of 'happy'or'favourable'. In addition, the

term candidus also suggests both the beauty of Asterie and the brightness of the

approaching spring.3

iv) Landscapes

Prop. 1.20.38: roscida desertis petlyL sub arboribus,/ et circum irrtguo surgebant

litia- prato / candída purpureis mixta papaveribus.

Hylas comes to a water meadow where there are dewy apples hanging from lonely trees

and white (candida) lilies mixed with purple poppies. The story of Hylas' abduction is also

related by the Hellenistic poets Apollonius and Theocritus but, although they both mention

the landscape, neither of them employ the same plants or colours as Propertius.4 For the

whiteness of lilies see Prop. 4.4.25 above under 1.3.1 ARGENTEUS and Prop. 3.13.30

below under Chapter 5, section 5.3. Note how the candida lilia arc placed in contrast both

with the (implied) redness of the apples and the purple poppies: to emphasise the colour

contrast Propertius separates the two colour terms from their nouns and places them at the

beginning of v. 38. This is a white/red (purple) contrast beloved by Roman poets and

propertius employs it here for a number of reasons. Firstly the bright colours, in

combination with the apples and the references to moisture5, enhance the seductive qualities

I For the redness of roses see Hor. 2.3.16 above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii. For their

association with peace compare Prop. 3.3.36 in chapter 4, section 6.3'iii.
2 Above andet 1.2.2 ALBUS iii.
3 For tenns for white employed of the spring compare Call' Cer. 122.
4 Apollonius just refers vaguely to an 'èpcròv þíov ' (1.7224). Theocritus describes the

surrbundings bf Oe pool in more detail but emphasises the lush, green fo]iage¡ '...TdXo ôè

rpdvav è-vdr¡oeu I ipévq èv Xojpq ne pì ôè epÚq no)ùrà neQrker, I xudveóv r€

xlÀrôdr.ov ¡ç)ropdv r' àôíavrov / xaì 0dÀÀovra qétrrva xaì et)trtevì¡5 &ypoons.'
'(tg.Zg-¿Z 

Cow tqSZ). However in Id. ll Polyphemus woos Galatea with white lilies and the

ica¡tet poppy; '...ëqepov ô¿ ror fl rpíva leurd / Ìì ¡rdrr,ru' ánaÀàv êpuopù

nÀcrayolvt' ëxoroav ' (vv. 56-57 Gow 1952).
5 'umida' (v. 34),'roscida' (v. 36), 'irriguo' (v. 37). See further Murgatroyed (1992) p.92.
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of the lush, fruitful landscape. Hylas is attracted by the colourful flowers and lingers to

pick them, leading to his downfall. Secondly, the colours and the choice of flowers presage

Hylas' death at the hands of the water-nymphs. Thomas points out that the colours of the

flowers are the same as the colours of the toga praetextø, the toga of boyhood and when

Hylas picks them he destroys them and moves into the adult phase of his life.l Lilies and

poppies are both employed in association with death in Roman poetry 2 but there is also a

tension between these two types of flowers: lilies are suggestive of Hylas' innocence while

the purple poppies carry more erotic overtones.3 Ovid will depict a similar scene in the

Metamorphoses where Proserpine gathers violets and white lities in a meadow just before

Pluto sees and abducts her.4

Several scholars have noted that poppies do not normally grow near water.5 Bramble thinks

that the inclusion of poppies in the landscape may add to the unreal atmosphere of the

scene.6 There may be something in this: the presence of poppies gives a certain artificiality

to what is otherwise a wild and untamed landscape.T This hint of artifice may be because

propertius is deriving his description in part or full from a painting of an idyllic landscape"

philostratus gives several descriptions of paintings in which flowers surround pools of

water8 and although he doesn't specifically mention poppies there are suggestions that in

these scenes the painter is trying to depict a dream-world-e

prop. 3.16.3: candída qua geminas ostendunt culmina turris

propertius has been summoned at midnight to go to Tibur where the white (candida)hills

display twin towers. Candida culminais probably a reference to hills with whiæ buildings

L J9i7) p.35.
2Thomas (1977> p.35, Murgatroyed (1992) p.93.
3 On tnis see the- discussion of Cat. 61.188 in Chapter 2, section 5.3 and Prop. 3.13.30 in

Chapter 5, section 5.3.
a Vigoro dant rami, Tyrtos humus umida flores:/ perpetuum ver est, quo dum Proserpiru luco /
tudit- et aut violas aut canil¡do lilia carpit' (5.390-392)
5 Bramble (1974) p.9O;Murgatroyd (1992) p.93 n.42.
6 Tvitl its un¡eal, artihcial atmosphere, the garden here is reminiscent of the allegorical

landscapes of later Latin poetry' (1974 p.90). Murgatroyed agrees; 'he may have been aiming at

an otherworldly nuance' (1992 p.93n.42).
7 Propertius says that the apples-trees a¡e 'lonely' (deserfis v. 36) and 'uncultivated' ('nullae

pendebant d¿bita curae'v. 35).
8 Im. 1.9.3,1.23.2.
e Conan (1987) p.166
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on them.l The colour term suggests the gleam of white buildings in the dark: compare

Horace's use of the term to describe the gleaming rocks of Anxur.2 In view of the reasons

for Propertius'summons (Cynthia wishes him to come to her) the term candida may also

have an affective value; Tibur is dear to Propertius because candida Cynthia is there.3

Hor. 1.9.12 Vides ut alta stet nive cøndí.dum / Soracte, nec iam sustineant Qrut
silvae lnborantes, gclaque /flumina constiterint acuto.

'you see how Soracte gleams white (candidum) with deep snow, nor can the labouring

forests sustain the weight, and the rivers stand frozen with a sharp frost.'In the first stånza

of this famous poem Horace creates a very evocative vignette of winter. According to

Nisbet and Hubba¡d, the f,rrst two stanzas of the poem are modelled on an ode by Alcaeusa;

however although Alcaeus refers to rain, a storm and frozen rivers, there is no mention of

snow or whiteness.5 In Horace's poem the motif of whiteness is emphasised by being

carried over into the second line with the picture of the trees bowing under the snow's

weight and also into the third line with the picture of the rivers frozen over with frost.6 The

snow and the whiteness contribute to the feeling of stillness and silence; like the simile of

falling snow in ltia¿ 12.278-286, the effect created is of a hushed and frozen world.T

It is generally accepted that in these lines Horace is drawing parallels between winter and

old ages and the whiteness of the snow could equally apply to the white hair of an old

persone; an impression which is increased by the image of the bent tfees in the following

line. The connection between whiteness and old age in this poem is finally confirmed in v.

I7 by canities which is placed in contrast with the greenness (virenti) of youth-I0 If the

l Butler&Barber (1933) p.302, Camps (1966) p.129.
2'impositum saxis late candentibus Anxur" (Serm, l'5.26>
3 Compare 1.8b.3f illi carus ego et per ftLe carissima Roma'. For candidus used of Cynthia see

2.3.9, 2.16.24, 2.29b.30 above under i.
¿ (rgzo) p.116.
s fr. 338 (Lobel and Page 1955)
6 There is much disagreement among critics on the meaning of these lines as there is on almost

every image in the póem. Vessey, fôr insunce, argues that geluque flumina acuto refeß la the

frozén rivutets of water on the leaves of conifers (1985 p.29f.)
7 Lattimore (1951) p. a3
8 Witkinson (1968) p. 130, Commager (1962\ p.272. (It is worth noting however that some

critics disagree with this connection e.g. V/est, 1967 p. 11).
9 Compare 4,13.12 where Horace uses the phrase capitis nives f.or the white hair of an old

woman (discussed below in Chapter ó, section 3.3'i.)
Io 'donec vírentí cønìtìes abest / rnrosa...' See Hor.1.9.17 below under 1.9.1 CANITIES and

compÍue Hor. 1.4.4 above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO/ALBICO.
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trees in v.2 areconifers or in leaf, as has been suggested by some criticsl, then there is a

white/green contrast even in the first few lines of the poem which is restated more strongly

in v. 17. This colour contrast however has a certain ambiguity for, as Striar has pointed

out2, the term candidus also has a connection with youth as well as old age for, associated

as it is with the beauty of women, it anticipates the young girl of the fînal stanza.3

Hor. 3.25.102 ...non secus in iugis / exsomnis stupet Euhias-/ Hebrurn prospíciens

u-ä*io"dídam / Thracen ac põde barbaro / Ius¡atam Rhodapen...

Horace compares his poetic response to the banks and groves of Tibur to the feelings of a

sleepless Bacchante who is amazed as she looks over Hebrus, Thrace whiæ (candidam)

with snow and Rhodope trodden by barbarian feet. The scene is set at nighta when the

glimmering whiteness of the snow would stand out. In the Bacchae therc is also an

association between the Bacchants and the cool white snow of Mt. Cithaeron.5 In Horace's

poem the white snow adds to the feeling of loneliness and isolation; compare Catullus' use

of terms for white in c.63 to convey the isolation of Attis.6 As Williams says, the

landscape on which the Bacchante gazes is wild and lonely and well conveys the

strangeness of poetic inspiration-7

v) Other

Cat. 39.1: Egnatius, quod cøndídos habet dentes,/ renidet usque quaque"'

Catullus makes fun of Egnatius' flashy smile, alleging that he smiles so much because he

wants to show off his gleaming white (candidos) teeth. Candidus here suggests not only

the whiteness and cleanness of Egnatius' teeth but their brilliance, further emphasised by

renidetin the following line. The punch line will be that this brilliant whiteness is produced

by a fitthy practice.

l Both Vessey (1985 p.207) and Quinn (1980 p.141) a¡e of the opinion.that the úees are

conifers. Striar argues'¡hut'onw cìuld just as-easily refer to leaves or immature green fruit
(1989 p. 207f.).
2 (1989) p. 211 n.18.
3 ìnunc' ei latentis proditor intimo / gratus puellae risus ab angulo' (w. 2l-22)
4 'this is the sense of exsomnis' Williams (1969) p. 130
5'{ixo Kroarpôv' èxtrrrtjy, lv' oünore i )teuxfiç âveloav xrdvos eùcy<15 BoÀa(. (vv.

ffi1-662)
6 nive v. 70, albicøntis v. 87. On the latter see above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO and on

UoO, see Uétow in Chapter 3, section 4.3.ii. For the use of landscape as a symbol of poetic

inspiration see Chapter 4 on Prop' 3.3.
t eg69> p.130
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Cat. 80.2: quid dicatn, GeIIi, quare rosea ista labella / hiberna fiant candidíorø
nive

Catullus innocently asks Gellius why his once rosy lips have become whiter (candidiora)

than the winter's snow. The answer to this is that it is because he is indulging in unnatural

practices. As Curran points outl, the reader expects the conventional explanation of a

lover's pallor and is given a shockingly literal reason; Gellius'lips are stained with semen.2

The whiæness of snow was proverbial: the phrase 'whiter than snow' or variations of it are

employed both in Greek and Latin literature but usually to describe the colour of horses"3

Here Catullus applies the expression to lips, setting up a colour contrast between the rosy

lips in the previous 1ine4, signifying health, and the white lips which have more sinister

connotations. The adjective rosea also brings to mind the picture of roses set against the

white snow of winter, in itself a beautiful image. As Quinn suggests, these initial lines of

the poem create a sham lyricism which the following lines shatter.S It is unusual for

Catullus to employ candidus with any negative overtones6 but, by employing the

comparison of winter and the snow, Catullus emphasises white's connection with coldness

and death"

1.8.3 CANDOR

Prop. l.2.l9z nec Phrygium falso traxit cøndore marinm / avecta externis
Hippodnmia rotis:/

Hippodamia did not seduce her Phrygian spouse with false brilliance (candore). For

Propertius falsus candor is that which is produced by jewels and silks. Curran points out

that candor is the last of a sedes of words in vv. 15-19 which have association with

brightness.T The motif of brightness is also continued into the following couplet where

t (tqoo) p.2A rr.
2 'et emulso løbra notata sero.' (v. 8).
3 As far as Greek poetry is concerned Kober states 'The expression À<uxórepos )Gdvos is found

comparatively frequently í (tg3Z p. 10). See for instance Il. 10.437 where it is employed to

describe Rhésos' horses. Virgil employs variations of the expression O describe horses at two

points in the Aeneid (3.538, 12.84).
4 See further on this below on Cat. 80.1 under 1.42 ROSEUS.
s (tszg) p.415.
6 39.1 above is an exception. It is, perhaps, because candidus is such a positive term in
Catullus that he can emþtoy the word in these two poems (39 and 80) to lull the reader into a

false sense of security.
7 The lines faidy glitter with references to brightress of one sort or another. Heavenly

lumina¡ies are alluOed to in four of the proper names: Phoebe 15, Castor 15, Pollux 16,
Phoebus 17. Many have roots signifying lighc Leucippis 15, Phoebe 15, Polluc¿m 16,

Hilaira ('shining') 16, Phoebo 17, Phrygium (Phrygo tlvn', phryktos torch) 19. Finally there

a¡e the Latin words succendit ('inflame') 15 and candore 'fairness' 19' (1975 p.7).
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propertius says that the heroines of old did not owe their beauty to jewels but their

complexions were as pure as the colour in Apelles'paintings.l In such ways Propertius

illustrates his point to Cynthia that brilliance and splendour are part of nature and do not

have to be purchased; however for the ironic twist in this argument see the discussion on

this poem in Chapter 5, section 3.

Prop.
desün

1.20.452 cuius ut accensae Dryades cøndore puellae / miratae solitos
ere choros

The Dryads, fired by Hylas'brilliant beauty (candore), cease their accustomed dance.

These lines appear to be modelled on ones from Apollonius about the abduction of Hylas2

but Propertius uses candor in place of Apollonius' term for red.

Prop. 2.25.412 vidistis pleno teneram cøndore puellam, / vidistis løtW ducít
uterque @bü

'you see a delicate girl of the whitest complexion (candore) and another of dusky hue;

either hue attracts.' Propertius comments on the variety of female attractiveness. Here

candoris not being employed as a general synonym for beauty but alludes to the fairness of

complexion that was so attractive to the Romans and in the next line Propertius places this

in contrast with a darker beauty which he finds equally attractive. Note candidus'

association with delicacy and softness (teneram)-

Prop. 3.24.82 et çplø. est totiens roseo collatus Eoo / cum tibi quaesitus candor
in ore foret:

Fropertius æ|ls Cynthia that although her complexion was compared to the rosy dawn, the

radiance (candor) in her face was contrived. Here there is a certain tension between candor,

usually associated with whiteness, and the red of roseus in the previous line3 but

Fropertius is probably alluding to Cynthia's pink and white complexion which he described

so graphically in2.3. as' fpÅgg puro Lacte natant folia'.a Postgate comments (somewhat

1 'sed facies aderøt nullis obnoxie æøøiÅl quatis Apelleis est çplot in tabulis.' (w. 2l'22)
2 '...röv ôè o¡1<ôòv eioevdr¡oev / rcÍÀÀe'r ral y)rure pfiotu èpe u0d¡re vov 

. Xap(reoorv.'
(l.l22g-1230). V-alerius Flaccus will develop the motif of Hy.las' candor even further; 'stagna

iãga quas; íuce micant. ubi Cynthia caelo i prospicit aut medii transit rota candída Plwebi/ tale

iubar dffinàít aquis;...' (3.558-560).
3 See Prop.3.V4.7 below under 1.42 ROSEUS.
4 O. 12) See further on Prop.2.3.10 above ulrrder 1.2.2 ALBUS i. Hubbard comments on the

image in 3.24 '[Propertius] uses here only, a trick that t

for vividness two quite different details the conjunction
disappears if one substitutes general terms for particular
e*träuagaot praise to your complexion, when it was all due to make up'. The disüibution
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literally) on these \ines'candor, the clear bright whiæ of the skin which sets off the roseus

color...The candor would be produced by white lead'.l On Propertius'disapproval of

falsus candor see 1.2.19 above.

1.9.1 CANITIES

Cat.64.2242 canítiem teta atqne infuso ptilvere foedans,/ inde inlecta vago

suspendam lintea mnlo

Aegeus tells Theseus that, as he is going to fight the Minotaur, Aegeus will frrstly soil his

grey hair (canitiem) with earth and then hang dark sails on his swaying mast. Canitiesherc

has pathetic effect, reminding us that Aegeus is an old man.2 As with many colour terms in

this poem, Catullus positions it at the beginning of the line for maximum impact3; he also

creates a contrast between Aegeus' white hair, the dust which is defîling it and the dark

purple sails in the following line.a The irnage perhaps owes something to lliad24 where

priam soils his head and neck with dungs but Homer does not use a colour word to

indicate priam's age, using rather the term yépuv. According to Edgeworth this is the first

occurïence of canities in Latin literature.6 By employing a colour teûn here Catullus creates

a link with the two other colour wolds in this poem which are used to describe the hair of

the head. This colour image looks back to v. 63 where Ariadne is so grieved by Theseus'

desertion of her that she doesn't bother to keep her mitra on her golden headT and it will be

echoed by v. 350 where mothers acknowledge Achilles' exploits by releasing their

between two clauses of the pink and white of Cynthias complexion corresponds to the

distribution of the gifts in Horace Odes 4'8J'ff" (1974 p. 158)
t (f SS¿) p.192. Butler and Ba¡ber (1933 p. 320) compare Ovid 'sciris et inducta cøndorem

qiotrrít'creta:/ sanguine quae vero non rubet, arte rubet.'(Ars. Am. 3.199-200). This is in
öõ"turt to lrope.tiui pictui'e of Cynthia in 1,4.; 'ìngenuus color et multis decus artibus, et quae

/ gaudia sub tacita ducere veste libeÍ.' (vv. 13-14)'
2ìwhite is associated with the sorowful olcl age of Aegeus' O'Connell (1977) p.751. The

association of white hai¡ with old age goes back to Greek literature with the use of the

formulaic phrase yipds noÀrdy (ee. Þi. I. 6.L5, E. Ba. 258; see further Kober 1932 p.50).

3 Compare 64.762, 9.308, &.235 above uncler 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i, ii and iü respectively.
4 fo. tne colour of the sails see the discussion on 64.227 under 1.19 FERRUGO. Compare the

colour contrast a few lines further on between the purple sails Theseus will set out with and the

white sails he will raise on his return (9.n5 above under 1.8.2. CANDIDUS iii).
5 '...åp+l 6è noÀÀl i rónpos ëtu reQaÀf r€ raì aùXévt rolo yépovtoç' (w. 163-5)

ø eg92> p. 118
7 ,non Ílai!. retinens sgbtilem vertice tnitranl. See further on this colour image below under 1'20

FLAVENS / FLAWS i.
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dishevelled hair from their grey heads.l In all three instances the suggestion is that the

deeds of heroes such as Theseus and Achilles are bought at a tenible price.

Prop. 1.8b.46: ista meam norit gloria cønitiem-

Fropertius says that the glory of Cynthia's decision to stay will know his grey hair

(canitiem) i.e. it will stay with him until he is old.

Hor. 1.9.172 ...nec dulcis amores / sperne puer neque tu choreas / donec virenti
canitíes abest / morosa...

Horace advises Thaliarchus not to spurn, as a youth, sweet love nor dances so long as

crabbed old age (canities) is absent from the one who is in the bloom of youth. Canities

here is employed as a synonym for old age but Horace highlights its chromatic sense by

placing it immediaæly after virenti which literally means 'green', establishing a green/whiæ

colour contrast. Certain lines from Theocritus in which there is the same contrast between

the white of old age and the green of youth may have inspired Horace.2 In Horace's lines,

the use of white in association with old age echoes the beginning of the poem with candidus

employed to describe the white snow of winter and it is interesting that, even in this initial

image, there are faint suggestions of a white/green contrasl3 It is the view of Cameron that

the green/white conttast in y. 17 is the central paradox of this poem from which all other

oppositions (youtlr/old age, summet/winter etc.) are derived-a

Hor.2.11.82 ...fugit retro/levis iuventas et decor, arida/pellente lascivos amores/
canitíe facilemque somnutn.

Smooth youth and beauty are fleeing away from us with dry old age (canitiø) driving out

wanton love and easy sleep. This poem is on Horace's familiar themes of the briefness of

life and enjoying the present. As in the previous entry, the primary meaning of canities is

'old age' but its chromatic value is still apparent because of the presence of contrasting

colour words in the poem. In this poem, Holace places the white of canities in contrast

L'cutn incultum cøno solyent a vertice crinenf See further on this colour image below under

1.9.2 CANUS.
2 ...¿r,ò xporciqcov neÀ<í¡reooa lnd.vreç y¡paÀéot, raì ènroxepò è9 yCvuv ëpnet I
Ieura(yory ó xpóuoç. norely n ô<î âç y<íuu yÀopdv. (14. 68-70 Gow 1952). Nisbet and

Hubbard also draw this parallel (1970 p.123).
3 See Hor. 1.9.1 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv.
¿ (rqsg) p.149
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with the spring flowers and reddening moon in the following stanza.l In the third stanza he

echoes this contrast by another allusion to grey haulr (canos capillos), setting it against the

redness of the roses which have been placed in it.2 Thus Horace skillfully interweaves the

whiæ of old age and death with the redness of spring, life and youth.

I.9.2 CANUS

Cat. 61.15 5z usque dum tremrtlwn movens / canø tenxpus anilitas / omnia omnibus

annuit.

Catullus tells a bride that she should allow her husband's house to care for her until grcy

(cana) old age, causing her head to Íemble, nods yes to everything. The idea of love lasting

until old age is a common motif in Roman poets and appears in both Propertius and

Tibullus.3 Here the conventional image of grey hair is in tension both with the golden hair

of the young bride, suggested previouslya and her golden feet in the following stanza.s For

a full discussion of this colour image in its context see Chapter 2 below under section 5.3.

Cat 64.18: mortales oculis nudato corpore Nyrnphas / nutricum tenus exstantes e
gurgite cano

Mortals behold the ocean nymphs rising as far as their breasts above the white (cano)

waters. E gurgite cano echoes candenti e gurgite inv. 14; both colour adjectives qualify

gurges and are used to describe the white foam created by passage of the ship through the

sea.6 Baehrens thinks that the phrase is also meant to suggest the whiteness of the nymphs'

breastsT and, although the adjective cunus is not normally employed of skin8, the allusion

| 'non semper idem flgúUy- est honor / vernis, neque uno Luna rubens nitet / vultu...' (vv. 9-

10). See further on fhese lines below under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
2'rySg/canos odorati cøpillos' (w. 14-15). See further on these lines below under 1.9.2

CANUS.
3 '...nos, Delia, amoris / exemplum canø sirnus uterque coma,' (Tib. 1.6.85-86). Compare Prop.

1.8b.46 above under 1.9.1 CÃNITIES an<l the use of canus in Prop. 2.13b.40,2.16.22,2.18b.5
below.
4 The colour of the bride's hair is suggested by the allusion lo the aureae coflwe of the torches

in v. 95. On this see Cat. 61.95 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv and below in
Chapter 2, section 5.2.
5 See Cat.61.160 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv and below in Chapter 2, section

5.3.
6 See 64.14 above under 1.8.1 CANDEO / CANDESCO. It also picks up on the cognate verb

incanuit in v. 13 (see below under 1.24 INCANESCO). Canus is a not uncornmon epithet for
the foam of the sea; compare E;nln. Ann. 478 (Vahlen 1963), Luc. 2.767 and see André (1949

p.67).
7 (1s85) v.2 p.367
8 Neither the Oxford Latin Dictionary (1968 p. 268) nor André (1949 p.64ff.) list any instances

of canus used in this fashion although André does state that sometimes canus and candidus a¡e

inærchangeable (p. 67 ff.).
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to the nakedness of the nymphs in the previous line may call to mind the white gleam of

their wet skin.

cat 64.3502 saepe fatebuntur gnatorLtm in funere- nuttres / cum incultum cano
solvent a verrtce' crinem / putriãaque infinnis variabunt pectora palmis-

Achilles' exploits will be acknowledged by mothers at the funerals of their sons when they

release their dishevelled hair from their grey (cano) heads. As O'Connell points out, canus

here is paralleled by putridn and infirmis in the following line, emphasising the helplessness

and infirmity of the mothersl and underlining the violation of the natural order which is

brought about when the young die before the old. Thus this image casts a certain irony on

the clarafacta ofAchilles which the Fates claim to be prophesying.2 The image also echoes

Aegeus' soiling of his grey hair in his grief at Theseus'departure; see 64.224 above under

1.9.1 CANITIES.

Cat.66.702 sed quamquam me Lloclte premunt vestigia divum / trW autem cønae

Tethyi restitttit

When the light comes, Berenice's lock, which all night has been trampled by the gods, is

restored to white-he aded (canae) Tethys. Tethys, the wife of Ocean, is here metonymy for

the ocean and this passage in a stylised, Hellenistic fashion describes the journey of the

constellation from heaven to the horizon. The reference to white hair is most probably an

allusion to Tethys' age. Unfoltunately the Callimachus'poem on which this is modelled

ha.s too many lacunae at this point to be certain whether Callimachus mentioned Tethys at all

but Lycophron refers to her as ypaîau.3 Canus is also used to describe the foam of the

sea4 and is thus doubly an applopriate epithet for Tethys-s

Cat.68.l24z suscitat a cørto volturiwn capiti:

Protesilaus was dearer to Laodamia than a late-born grandson who drives the vulture from

the grey (cano) head of his glandfather and foils the plans of the avaricious relative. The

phrase canutn caputis a commonplace, appearing frequently in comedy.6 Here however it

t egrr) p.754
2'irlius egregias virtutes claraque facta' (v' 347)
3'lpaïav lrivevvov 'Qyévou Tyrr¡víôa.' Alexandra 231
4 Compare Cat. 64.18 above.
scompare Ovid Met.',..et ad cønatn descendit in aequora Tethyn/Oceanumque senem..'(2.509
-510) where he plays on the two meanings of canus in his description of Tethys.
6 e.g. Plaut. Cøs. 518, Mer. 305, As. 932.
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is given new life, for the motif of whiteness and the bird motif are both taken up in the

following couplet with the picture of the snowy-white dove in which its mate rejoicesl and

the grey head of the grandfather is contrasted further on with the golden head of

Laodamia's husband2 which in its turn is echoed by the saffron tunic of Cupid who is

flying around Lesbia.3 These images are all metaphors for Catullus'feelings about Lesbia

and his poetry4 and by employing interrelated colour imagery Catullus strengthens the

connections between them.

Cat.95.6: Zmyrnam canø diu saecula pervoluent'

catullus tells cinna that generations will go on reading his Smyrna until they are grey-

haired (cana).

Cat 108.12 Si, Comini, popttli arbitrio tua cana senectus / spurcata impuris

moribus intereat

Catullus speculates about what would happen if Cominius' grey (cana) old age, soiled with

his filthy practices, should come to an end by the will of the people. Here the usual

venerable associations of white hair are countered by the adjective spurcata, setting up a

contrast between light and dark. The motif of darkness will be echoed in v- 5 with the

allusion to the black throat of the raven.S

Prop. 2.13b.402 hoc iter ad lapides canø veni rnemores'

Fropertius tells Cynthia that when she meets her death she should come, grey haired (cana),

to his memorial stones and be bufied with him. The grey of Cynthia's hair is set in contrast

with the bloody tomb of Phthia in the previous couplet'6

Prop. 2.L6.22: atclue una fi.eret cøna puella domo;

L ,nec tanturn níveo gavisa est ulla columbo / compar...' (vv. 125-126). See further below on

these lines under 1. 35 NIVEUS ii.
i iut se*el es flavo conciliata viro' (v. 130). See this line below under 7.20 FLAVENS /

FLAWS i.
3 ptgebat crocína candidus in tunica' (v. 134). See further below on this line under 1.12

CROCINUS.
4 Janan (7994) pp. 135-138
5 See Cat. 108.i above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii. Horace also has a fondness fm

employing words such as sorditlus in contrast with words for white or shining: compare 4.11.35

above under 1.4 ATER/ATRATUS v.
6 'nec minus haec nostri notescet fanu sepulcri,/ quam fuerant Pthü bustø cruenta viri.' (w.

37-38).
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A girl would grow grey (cana) in the house of only one lover if men at Rome were not

wealthy. Canain this line is picked up by candida in the following couplet, employed of

Cynthia's arms which are entwined about a rich lover.l

Prop. 2.18b.5: quid mea si cøttís aetas candesceret annis

propertius asks Cynthia what would happen if his youth became whiæ with the grey (canis)

hair of old age. See on this line above under 1.8.1 CANDEO / CANDESCO.

Frop. 2.18b.18: et canøe totiens osculct ferre comae.

Aurora was not ashamed to heap kisses on Tithonus' grey (canae) locks. In contrast, in the

Homeric Hymns Tithonus' npôrar no).tai cause her to shun his bed.2.

Prop. 4.9.522 funiceo canss stamine vincta comas:

The priestess of the Bona Dea who forbids Heracles entrance to the grove has her grey

(canas) locks bound with a scarlet rjbbon. Note how Propertius places both colour words at

the front of the line, emphasising the contrast between them. This line has echoes of

Catullus' picture of the Fates who have their snowy hair bound with rosy ribbons3 ; in both

images there is the same suggestion of a frail exterior containing a hidden power. See also

on this line below under 1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS.

Hor" 1.4.42 nec prata canís albicant pruinis.

Spring has come and the meadows are no longer white with hoary kanis) frosL On this line

see above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.

Hor.2.11.L5z et re;g/canos odorati capillos,/dum licet, Assyriaque nardo/
pplgruS. uncti?

Horace tells his friend to stop wolrying about the future and instead to recline with him

under the trees drinking wine, their gley (canos) locks garlanded with fragrant roses and

perfumed with Syrian ointment. The motif of grey hair is picked up from v. 8.4 Perfumes

and roses were of course common at feasts. In this context Horace emphasises the

t See Prop. 2.l6.U above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i'
2 S.ZZg.See alsoButler and Ba¡ber (1933) p.222.
3 'at ros"ae niveo residebant vertice villae' (64.309). See on this line below under 1.35

NIVEUS i.
4 See this line above under 1.9.1 CANITIES
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fragrance of the roses but the idea of colour is also present, for roses in Roman poetry were

invariably red and elsewhere Horace vses purpureu,s and puniceus to describe them.l This

hint of red echoes rubens in the previous sranza2 and in its turn it is echoed by the allusion

to drinking (red) wine in v. 17. The image of red rosss on grey (or white) hair has certain

similarities to Catullus' depiction of the Fates with rosy ribbons on their snowy hair.3 As

with the Fates, who wear bright ribbons in their hair like young girls, the picture of roses

on grey hair has a certain incongruous and pathetic air.a Roses are associated with youth

and the grey hair is a reminder that the roses, like everything else, will fade and decay-s

1.10 CEREUS

Hor. 1.13.22 Cum tu., Lydia, Tetephi/cervicem roseam', cerea Telephi/Iaudas
bracchi.a.

Horace tells Lydia that when she praises Telephus' rosy neck and cerea atms he grows wild

with jealousy. There is some disagreement as to whether cereus is used chromatically

her.e. It can sometimes be employed with the sense of 'yellow like wax' and applied to

things such as fruit6 but yellow is not appropliate in this context.T. The Oxford Latin

Dictionary cites this line under the defrnition 'like wax in texture' but they give no other

examples of cereus with this sense.8 André, on the other hand, says that hele cereu.s

means 'blanc comme la cir.e (raffinée)'9 and argues that in this line cerea is contrasted with

roseatnand, as we have seen, red/white colour contrasts were not infrequently employed

in descriptions of youth and beauty.l0 Both the non-chromatic and the chromatic sense of

1 See Hor. 3.15.15 below unrler 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i, Hor.4.10.4 under 1.39 PUNICEUS /
PUNICUS. See also the note on Hor. 2.3.16 above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii.
il...n"qu" uno fug rubens nitet/vultu...' (vv. 10-11). See further below on these lines under

1.43.1 RUBEO.
3 See Cat. &.3U) below under 1'35 NIVEUS i'
4 quinn'the juxtaposition 'ros¿ c&nos', is designedly ironical'(1980 p.220).
5 Com^ager'Yet, as is the case with nearly all
conspiracy is moral as well as sensuous: these

244)-. Compate Horace's reference to tlìe nimiun

2.3.i6 aboîe uncler 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii). fy

tlre transitory pleasures of life; 'ac veluti folia ta

natare vittes,/iic nobis, qui nunc nagnwn spi
(2.1s.5r-54).
6 e.g. Virgil CoP. 18, Mart. 10.94.6.
z Ài ¡."¿ie points out, yellow appliecl ro the skin was usually a sign of ill-health (1949 p' 158)

s (1968) p.302
9 André itS+V p.157) gives no other instances of cereus employed in this way but cites

instances where terms fõr white such as albus at d candidus are used of refined wax (e.g. Pliny

21.49.84, 22.55.116). See also Nisbet an<l Hubbard who support this interpretation and cite some

instances of cereus employed with the sense 'white' (1970 p' 171f')'
10..g. Prop, 2.3.10 above under 1.2'2 ALBUS i'
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cereLts may be present here but the position of roseam and cerea, placed in contrast in the

middle of the line, would seem to indicate that Horace is employinE cerea with its chromatic

sense uppermost. The colour allusion in this line will be picked up by Horace's tse of color

in v. 51 in rcference to tho pallor of his own skin a¡d candidus in v. 10 which is employed

to describe the colour of Lydia's shoulders.2

1.11.1 COLOR

Cat.64.902 autave distittctos educit verna colores

Catullus makes a compalison between the odours of Ariadne's maiden bed and the various

colours (colores) which a spring breeze brings folth. Compare the Propertius entry

immediately below. As Quinn comments, this simile is a Homeric one3; it has strayed from

its original point of compadson (smell) and introduced the new element of colour. Although

colour does not seem to have much connection to the point of the simile, the colours of the

earth were commonly linked with reds and purples4, a colour which heightens the erotic

overtones of the compalison and which will later be picked up by Ariadne's rcference to

spreading a purple coverlet on Theseus'bed.s

Prop. 1.2,92 a.spice qu,os sum.tnittat hum,u.s fonnosa colores

As part of his lecture against expensive clothing, Propertius tells Cynthia to look to nature

and the colours (colores) which the lovely earth brings forth. The colours of the earth,

associated with reds and pulples as in Cat. 64.90 above, echo the purple of Cynthia's

costly robe in v. 2.6 For a full discussion of this colour image in its context see Chapter 5,

section 3 below.

Prop. 1.2.222 sed .facies aclerat nu.l.lis obnoxia gemmis./qt'tal,is Apel.leis est color
in tabulis.

Propertius states that the complexions of the mythical heroines of old were beholden to no

jewels but were like the hues (color) in the paintings of Apelles. Apelles was lenowned for

1 See this line below under 1.11.1 COLOR.
2 See this line above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
3 (tgz:) p.¡to.
4 Fordyce (1961p.291) compares Ykgil 'ante novis rubeant quanx prata coloribus' (Georg. 4.306)

and Tibullus 'quam cilo purpureos deperdit terra colores' (1.4.29).
5'purpur"n.ve tuunx consternens veste cubile' (v. 163). See further below on this line under

1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
6 'et tenuis Coa. vesÍe ntnvere sinus'
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the colouls in his paintingsl: for a detailed discussion of the significance of the reference to

Apelles see Chapter 5, section 3 below-

Prop. 1.4.13: ingenuus color et multis decus artibus..-

Propertius praises Cynthia's natural colouring (color) and grace in many arts. Later on, he

will contradict himself and state that Cynthia's radiant complexion was all a sham.2

Prop. 1.6.62 mutatoque Sraves saepe colore preces.

Cynthia's altered colour (colore) and urgent entreaties keep Propertius from going with

Tullus on his travels.

Prop. 1.15.39: qu.is te cogebat mullos pgll47 colores

propertius asks Cynthia who compelled her to become pale with many shifting hues

(colores). This is one of the tricks which Cynthia employs to make Propertius believe that

she cares about him. Note how Plopertius places both colour words together at the end of

the line, heightening the faint suggestion of oxymoron in the image. See also on this line

below under I.37.1 PALLEO / PALLESCO.

Prop. 1.18.17: an quia parva damus mutato signa colore

propertius asks Cynthia if she scorns him because he gives small sign of his passion by

changing colour (colore).

Prop. 2.18c.262 turpis Rontnno Belgicus ore color.

propertius tells Cynthia that Belgian colour (color) is shameful on a Roman head. Here he

is referring to a type of hair dye; comparc Maftial's reference to Batava spuma.3

prop. 2.25.422 vidistis plen.o teneram candore puellam, / vídistis .fy.scam" ducit
uterque color;

'you see a delicate girl of the whitest complexion and another of dusky hue; either hue

(color) attracts.'See Prop. 2.25.4I above under 1.8.3 CANDOR'

Prop. 3.13.72 et Tyros ostri.n.os praebet Cadmea colores

1 nin. N.Ft. i5.36.9i
2 See Prop. 3.24.8 above under 1.8.3 CANDOR.
3'fortior et tortot seryat vesica capillos/et mutat Latias spumn Batava comas.' (8.33.19-20).

Camps also draws this parallel (1967 p.l4l).
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Tyre offels puryle hues (colores) to overcome the rcsistance of women. On this see Prop'

3.13.5 above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii'

Prop.3.24.7: et color est totiens roseo collatus Eoo/cum tibi cluaesitus ca.ndor

in ore .foret:

Propertius tells Cynthia that although her complexion (color) was compared to the rosy

dawn, the r.adiance in her face was contrived. On these lines see Wop.3.24.8 above under

1.8.3 CANDOR.

Prop. 4.3.28; diceris et m.acie wtl,tum tenuasse: sed opto / e desiderio sit color
iste meo.

Lycotas' face is reputed to be thin and drawn but Arethusa prays that his pallor (color)

comes from longing for her.

Hor. 1.13.5: tutn nec mens nüh.i nec color / certa sede manent..-

When Lydia praises Telephus, Horace's senses no longer remain in their fixed site, nor

does his colour (color) stay unchanged. Horace's shifting colour is complemented by

Telephus'pink and white complexion; see Hor. 1.13.2 above under 1.10 CEREUS.

Hor.2.2,lz Nullu.s a.rgen.to color est ava.ris / abdito terris....

There is no lustre (color) for silver hidden away in the greedy earth. See this line above

under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.

Hor. 2.4.3.. ...prius itxsol.en.tem / serva Briseis niveo colore / m.ovit Achil'l'em

In former times the slave Briseis moved proud Achilles with her snowy-white complexion

(colore). See on this line below under 1.35 NIVEUS i.

Hor.2.5.1.22 ... iatn. tibi. I.ividos / di.stinguet Au.tutrutus racemos /purp,llrn varius
colore.

Holace tells an eager lover to stay his hand from the unripe grape and wait until

multicoloured Autumn paints the darkening clusters with a purple hue (colore). See on this

line below under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.

Hor.3.5.27: .-.neque am.issos colores /lana re.fert medicata .@/nec vera virtus,
cutn senrcl, excidit,/ curat reporti deterioribu.s.
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Its lost h¡ules (colores) cannot return to wool steeped in purple dye, nor does true courage'

when once it has been lost, care to be restored to inferior men. On this colour image see

Hor. 3.5.25 above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii.

Hor.4.8.7z...divite me scilicet artium/quas aut Parrhasius protulit aut Scopas,/
hic saxo, Iiquidis íIIe cohrtbus

If Horace werc rich in the works of art which Scopas produced in stone or Pat'rhasius in

liquid colours (coloribus) he would give such gifts to his comrades. Parrhasias was a

painter of the fourth century 8.C., famed for drawing outlines and his realistic depiction of

scones.l Diodorus Siculus ranks him with Apelles in his skill in blending colours. 2

Hor. 4.10.42 nwtc et quj color est p4nig-2g&. .flore prior rosae / mutatus...

Horace tells Ligurinus that he will repent of his cruelty toward Horace when that colour

(color) which is now superior to the blossom of the crimson tose has faded. For the

association of fading colour with aging compale below on 4.13.17. On the comparison

with the crimson fose see this line below under 1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS.

Hor. 4.13.17.: qu.o fugit Venus, h.eu', quove color?...

Horace asks the aging Lyce where her grace and coloul (color) have fled. This is a reversal

of the usual conceit, for it was normally the courlesans who caused their lovets' colour to

depart; see for instance Hor. 1.13.5 above. This expression forms part of a complex series

of colour images in this poem: for a full discussion of this colour image in the context of the

others see below under Chapter' 6, section 3.3.iii.

t.tl.2 col,oRo

Cat.Il.7z sive qu.ae septe,n.8enl.i.ttus colorøt / aequora Nihts

Catullus envisages himself journeying to the plains which the seven mouth Nile discolours

(colorat). According to Foldyce this is an allusion to the alluvial deposits of the river to

which other writerc such as Virgil also make reference.3

1 Ptny N.ø. 35.3ó.65, 35.36.67
2 "AneÀ)r¡s fl IlappcÍoroç oi roîs ègnerptrôg xerpa¡révorç XpoSpam npoayayduteg

eis dxpdratov rìv (oypastxr\v rëyvr1v ' (26.1). See also Pollitt (1990) pp. 153-156.
3 'et virìdem Aegyptum nigra .fecundat harena' (Georg. 4.292). See further Fordyce (1961)

p.126.
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prop. 3.13.16: .fel,ix Eois lex funeris un,a m.aritis / qu.os Aurora suis rubra colorøt
equis!

propertius blesses the unique funeral law of husbands of the East whom fed Aufora

darkens (colorat) with her horses. Colorat here is employed of the skin colour of the

Indians; compafe Prop.4.3.101, Cic. de Orat.2.14.60, Sen. Ep. 86-8, 108.4'2 Forafull

analysis of this image in its context see Chapter 5, section 5.2'

I.I2 CROCINUS

Cat. 68.13 4z quam circutncursans h.inc illinc saepe Cupido / Íulgùg¿ crocina
candidus in tutnica.

Cupid is depicted hovering about Lesbia shining brightly in a saffron (crocina) tunic. This

word, accor.ding to Mantero3, makes its first appearance in the poetry of Catullus and it is

likely that it is Catullus' way of suggesting his desire for marriage with Lesbia.a It is true

that ltt.terts rather than crocin.¿¿s was the colour most directly associated with marriages but

there is evidence that lu.teLrs and crocinu.s / croceu,ç 6 were closely related shades; for

instance in the Eclogu.es Virgil \ses croceils as an adjective for the colour word lutwn'1

Furthermore, in the Metam.orph.oses, Hymen, the god of marriage, is dressed in a croceus

tunics and in the Aenei.dEdgeworth argues that Aeneas' gift to Dido of Helen's veil, which

is embroidered with a pattern of croceus acanthuse, suggests the possibility of marriage

between them.10 See also above on this line under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii.

1.13 CRUENTUS

prop. 2.9.llz et dom.in.ttm lavit nraerens captiva cruentum, / propositum .flavis itt
Simnente vadis

Bdseis, although a captive, sorrowfully washed the bloody (cruentwn) body of her master

which had been placed in the yellow shallows of Simois. The horrifying sight of Achilles'

l below under 1.14.2 DECOLOR
2 Fordyce (1961) p.126.
3 e9i9) p. 183
4 Mantero agrees (1979) p. 190
5 See the instances below unrler 1'28 LUTEUS.
6 Crocinus and croceus are cognate words; according to the OxÍord Latin Dictionary both are

derived from tlre Greek xp<íros (1968 pp. 460-461).
7 'iafix tror"o nutabit vellera. luto' (4.44)
8 'Inie per intmcnsunx croceo velatus anüctu / aethera digreditur Ciconuntque Hynrcnneus ad oras /
tendit...) (10.1-3). Note that croceus is employed here, a word which is cognate with crocinus.
9'et circunttextum croceo velanrcn acantho' (1.99). This irnage is repeated 

^¡" 
v. 771.

r0 0992) p.37.
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bloodstained body is placed in contrast not only with the yellow shallows of the riverl but

also with Briseis'fair cheek in the prcvious couplel2

prop. 2.13b.38: nec minu.s h.aec nostri notescet famn sepulcri,/ quam fuerant Pthü

busta cruentø viri.

The fame of Propertius' tomb shall be known far and wide no less than was the bloody

(cruenta) tomb of the Phthian hero. This is another reference to Achilles and by employing

the epithet cruentus here, Propertius emphasises the contrast between the sort of fame

which is earned by bloodshed and his own renown, earned by very different means.

Prop. 3.11.34: et lotiens n,osto Memphi cruentø malo

In his poem on the fatl of Cleopatra, Propertius addresses Memphis which has been so

often bloodstained (cruenta) with the misfortunes of Rome.

prop. 4,L.962 GaIIus a.t, in. casti.s dutn credita signa tuetur,/ con.cidit ante aquil.ae

rostra cruenta suae:

Gallus, while in the camp defending the standards entrusted to him, fell dead before the

bloodstain ed (cruenta) beak of his eagle-standard. Gallus is one of the sons of a Roman

matron whose desire for money leads to her sons going off to war and dying in battle-3 It is

significant that Pr.opertius employs the image of the cruenta rostra here for the image recalls

the pu.nica rostra of 3.3-32 which were also linked with the destructive power of war; see

below on rhis line under 1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS and Chapter 4, section 6'3.ii.

prop. 4.l.ll2: ídem. Agarn.entnoni,ae .ferrutn cervice puellae / tin.xit. et Atrides vela

cruenta dedit;

The seer Calchas stained his sword in the throat of Agamemnon's daughter and the son of

Atreus set forth with bloody (cruen.ta) sails. The image of Iphigeneia's white neck staining

the sword goes back to Euripides.4 In Propertius' lines cruenra picks up on tinxit and

reinforces the bloodiness and horror of the deed.

prop. 4.5.68: vidi ego ru.goso tassim concrescere collo / sputaque per dentis ire
cruenta cavos

1Prop.z.g.lzbelow uncler 1.20 FLAVENS /FLAVUS ii.
2 See Prop.2.9.10 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDIIS i.
3 Camps (1965) p. 66
4'4aoyrÍvo¡ treuxl¡v (:oveúov rîs tatrarnr,5pou ôÉpnv.' (IA 875)
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propertius saw the cough clotting in the wrinkled throat of the bawd Acanthis and the

bloodstaine d (cl.tenta) spittle seeping through her hollow teeth.

Hor. 1.2.39: acer et Mauri peditis cruentum / vulttts in hostem

Mars' delight is in war and in the fierce countenance of the Moorish foot soldier when he

faces his bloodstain ed (cruentum) enemy. The red bloodiness with which Mars is

associated forms a contrast to the white brilliance of Apollol and echoes the red/white

contrast at the beginning of the ode.2

Hor. 2.8.162 ..et Cupido, / semper ardentis acuens sagittas / cote cruenta.

Barine's wiles provide much amusement for: Cupid who is forever sharpening his blazing

arrows on his bloodstained(cru.en.ta) stone. The fiery arrows and the bloodstained stone

complement each other and plovide a contrast with the cool radiance of the lying Barine.3

lJror.2,l4.l3z .frusffa cruento Marte carebimus

In vain we shall escape from bloody (cruento) Mars and the other hazards of life for a

common death awaits everyone. This use of red will be echoed in the last stanza of the

poem by the picture of wine staining the pavement.a The picture of bloody Mars is also

placed in contrast with the black liver of the underworld in the following stanza.5 It is

interesting that the only colour elements used in this poem are all employed in association

with liquids - the blackness of water and the redness of blood and of wine.

| 'nube cøndentís unrcros ailxictus / augur Apollo' (w. 3l-32). See above on these lines under

1.8.1 CANDEO / CANDESCO.
2 'Iam satis terris Afuß atque dirae / granlinis misit Pater et rubente / dextera sacras iaculatus

arces / terrui.t urhetn' (w. 1-4). See below on these lines under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
3'.,.secl tu, simul obligasti/perfidum votis caput, enitescis/pulchrior multo...' (vv. 5-7)' See

below o¡r these lines under 1.16 ENITEO/ENITESCO'
4'...et uJ,grc-/tínget pavimzntum superbo,/pontificum potiore cenis.' (vv. 2ó-28). The stain of
wine is reminiscent of blood and thus of death but here it is also associated with the festivity
of tIe pontiffs banquets, a syrnbol of life.
5 See Hor. 2.t4.17 above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii.
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Hor.3.2.1Lz sponsus lacessat regius asperum/tactu leonem, quem cruenta/per
m¿dias rapit ira caedis.

The maiden is afraid that her royal bridegroom may provoke the lion, harsh to the touch,

whom a bloodthirsty (cruenta) rage drives through the middle of the slaughær. The use of

cruentus in association with the lion is reminiscent of epic, for in both Virgil r and Homer 2

words for blood are employed in similes about lions.

t.l4.l DECOLORO

Hor.2.1.352 ...quod mnre Dauniae/non decoloravere caedes? /quae caret ora

cruore nostro?

Horace asks what sea has Italian slaughter not discolowed (decoloravere) and what coast

does not know their blood. Here he is speaking of the terrible carnags caused by the civil

warc- Caedes suggests the redness of blood, a suggestion which is reinforcedby cruore in

the following line while the velb decoloravere emphasises the unnaturalness of the situation

when clear water runs red with blood. This is not the only time that Horace and his fellow

poets make use of the 'blood in water' motif: see Hor. 3.13.7 below under I-43.2

RUBER and the discussion of this motif in Chapter 4, section 6.4.

1.14.2 DECOLOR

Prop. 4.3.10: hi.benüqu.e Getae, pictoque Britannia curru,/ 4;1¡6 et Eoa decolor
Indus aqu.a.

Arethusa sends a letter to her husband whom the wintry Getans, Britain of the painted

chariot and the swarthy (decolor) Indian burnt by the Eastern wave have all beheld. The

image of the Indian burnt brown by sun or sea is a not uncommon one in poets such as

propertius and Tibullus; compare Prop. 3.13.16 above under l.II.2 COLORO and see the

discussion in Chapter 5, sections 5.1 and 5.2.

1.15 EBURNUS

prop. 2.t.92 sive lyrae cannen digitis percussit ebunús,/ miramur, facilis ut
premat arte manuß;

When Cynthia strikes a tune from her lyre with her ivory (eburnis) fingers, Propertius

marvels at the skill with which she applies her dexterous hands. IJerc eburnus functions as

L Aen. 9.341, 12.8.
2 od. zz.4oz, z3.4B
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a synonym for candidus in its use as an adjective for the whiæ skin of beautiful women and

boys; comparc Prop. 2. 16.24 and 2.22a.5 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i. The word is

rarely employed in this sense before Ovidl which suggests that Propertius is employing the

adjective here because it implies an association between Cynthia's fingers and the ivory

from which plectra and the lyres of courtesans were sometimes made; see Prop. 3.3.25

and Hor. 2.11.22 below.

Prop. 2.13.212 nec mihi tunc .fulcro sternatur lectus eburno,/ nec sít in Attalico
nxors tnea nixa toro.

Propertius tells Cynthia that when he dies he does not wish a bed with an ivory (eburno)

foot be spread for him nor his colpse rest on a couch of cloth of gold. For the ivory feet of

ceremonial couches comparc the wedding couches of Catullus c. 61.108 and 64.48 which

are discussed in Chapter 2, section 5.2. In Propertius the ivory is placed in contrast with

the cloth of gold which Attalicus is supposed to have invented.2 The coupling of gold and

ivory is a commonplace in the poets, especially in contexts of the rejection of wealth: see

Prop. 3.2.12 and Hor.2.18.1 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iii. and Hor'

1.31.6. above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii'

Prop. 2.24a.132 et cupit ira.tum. ta.l.os me poscere eburnos,/ quaeque nitent Sacra
vilia dona Via.

The rapacious Cynthia angers Propertius by demanding dice of ivory (eburnos) and such

worthless gifts as glitter along the Sacred Way. Here the sheen of the ivory is picked up by

the verb nitent in the following line; see these lines below under I.34.1 NITEO ii.

Prop. 3.2.12:
au.ratas i.nter

Proper.tius' house is not supported by Taenarian columns, nor are there vaulted roofs of

ivory (eburna) with gilded beams between. On these lines see above under 1.5.1

AURATUS / AUREUS iii.

Prop. 3.3.25t dixerat, et pl'ectro sedem mihi monstra.t eburno

r 1Am.3.i.7, Met. 3.422). ^lbe Oxford Latin Dictionary lists two fonns of the adjective;

ebiurneus and eburnus. Under the definition 'white as ivory' for eburneus it gives instances from
Ovid and o¡e from the CIL, Tor eburnus it only gives the Propertius instance (1968 p. 584).
2 Butler and Ba¡ber (1933) p. 213

quod
ebunm

non Taenariis domus est mihi fulta columnis,/ nec camera
ffabes
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Apollo, in a dream, speaks to Propertius and points out the way to him with his ivory

(eburno) plectrum. Propertius employs the ivory plectrum as a mark of distinction and a

symbol of authority: for a full discussion of its significance see Chapter 4 below under

section 6.3.i.

Prop. 3.9.15: Phidiacus signo se luppiter ornat eburno;

The Juppiter of Phidias is distinguished by an ivory (eburno) statue. This is part of a long

list of painters and sculptors whom Propertius praises for their varied gifts. For the ivory

and gold statue of Zeus at Olympia see Pollitt-l

Prop. 4.2.5: haec nrc turba iuvat, nec templo laetor ebunto:

The god Vettumnus says that he takes pleasure in the throng milling lound him and does

not rejoice in an ivory @burno) temple.

prop. 4.6.8: spargite me lymphis, cartnenque recentibus aris / tibia Mygdoniis libet
ebuntø cadis.

'Sprinkle me with water and by the newly built altar let the ivory (ebu.rna) pipe pour forth

libation of song from Phrygian vessels.' In these lines the ivory of the flute is associated

with the solemnity and ritual of a religious ceremony.

Hor.2.11.222 quis deviwn scortum eliciet domo/Lyden? ebunm dic age cwn
Iyra / mntu.reL..

Horace asks who will lure the elusive tart Lyde from her home and bids her make haste

with her ivory (eburna) lyre. Nisbet and Hubbard comment that the ivory lyre, like the

name Lyde, is 'an exotic touch'.2

}f,ior.3.27.41: vana, quae porta. fugiens eburna / somnium ducit?---

Europa, transported to Crete by the treachetous bull, asks if some insubstantial phantom

has brought a d¡eam as it flies through the ivory (eburna) gate. The allusion to the ivory

gare which issues false dreams goes back to Homer (Od. I9.562ff) and Virgil also makes

t (tqso) p. 58f.
z (tgzs) p. t77
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use of the ivory gate in the sixth book of the Aeneid, emphasising its whiteness and

sheen.l

I.16 ENITEO / ENITESCO

Cat. 6l.2lz Íløjdis velu.t enitens / myrltw Asia ramulis

Catullus compares the bride of his marriage hymn to an Asian myrtle shining (enitens) with

flowery branches. In this poem Catullus regularly associates words for shining and words

for flowers with the bride. Here he combines the two, as he does again in v. 186.2 The

allusion to the white flowers of the myrtle suggests the white gleam of the bride's skin. For

a detailed discussion of this image in its conæxt see this line below under Chapter 2, section

5.1

Hor. 2.8.6 z .-.sed tu, simu.l. obligasti / perfidum votis caput, enítescis /
pulchrior...

Horace tells Barine that as soon as she has bound her treacherous head with promises she

shines forth (eni.tescis) even lovelier. The superhciality and falseness of outward radiance

seems to have been a literary motif among these Roman poets; compare Ovid who uses

radio in a very similar fashion3 and see Prop. 3.24.8 above under 1.8.3 CANDOR and

Hor. 1.5.13 and 1.14.19 below under 1.34.1 NITEO ii. As when Horace employs the

word of Pyrr.ha in 1.5, herc enitesco gives the impression of a surface glitter which is not to

be trusted.¿ This is placed in contrast with the black tooth in v. 3 which Horace thinks

Barine should acquire when she swears falsely-s

| ,altera candentí perfecta nitens elephanto' (v. 895). Virgil's emphasis on the sheen of the gate

reinforces the suggestion that its visions are not to be Íusted; for a similar use of words for

shining comp¿ìre-Èor.2.8.6 below under 1.16 ENITEO/ENITESCO and Hor. 1.5'13 and 1.14.19

below undei t.¡¿.t NITEO ii. Significantþ, this shining whiteness can be associated with that

of t¡e temple of Apollo at 8.720 on whose threshold Augustus is sitting @dgeworth 1992 p.

113).
2'ore fløjd-ulB nifens' See on this verse below under 1.34.1 NITEO i.
3 'argutos habuit: radiant ut sidus ocelli,/ per quos mtntita est perfitla saepe tnihi.' (Am- 3'3.9-

10)
4 'Barine's fair surface (enitescis, 6), like Pyrrha's, conceals a darker reality which not the smallest sign

(dente nigro, 3), betrays to her unwa¡y lovers.' (Commager 1962 p. 149). Horace makes a similar

use of tlie cognate worrl nitidus in Sernt. 2.1, this time in reference to poetry; 
".4uid, 

cum est

Lucilius aususl primus in hunc operis contponere carmina ntorem,/ detrahere et pellem, nitidus qua

quisque per ora / cederet, introrsunx turpis"" (w- 62-65).
5'dirtr-si ni.gro fieres vel uno/turpiorungui'. See below on this line under 1.33 NIGER/
NIGRANS v.
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I.I7 ERUBESCO

prop. 3.14.202 inter quos Helene nudi.s capere arma papillis / fertur nec fratres
erubuísse deos.

Propertius praises the women of Sparta and compares them to Helen who, it is said, with

breasts exposed carried arms and did not blush (erubuisse) in the presence of her divine

brothers. Even though erubuisse is negated here it still suggests redness which is placed in

contrast with the whiteness of Helen's nudis papillís in the previous line. The red/white

contrast contributes to the erotic insinuation of the couplet, the whiteness of the exposed

flesh picking up on the snowy white flank of the Spartan girl in v. 1 1 .1 It is this sort of

colour usage which helps to undermine the ostensible message of the poem. For a

discussion of the way in which Propertius uses colours in this poem see below in Chapter

5, section 5.6.

prop. 4.11.42: me neque censurae legem mollisse neque ulla / labe mea vestros

erubuisse .focos.

Cornelia swears to her husband that the censor's law was never relaxed for her nor did their

hearth redden (erubui.sse) with any sin of hers. The image of the hearth growing red with

guilt is reinforced by the wotd labes which liærally means a spot or stain.

Hor. 1.27.152 ..-qua.e te cumque dom.at Venus,/non erubescendís adurit/
ipnibus...

Horace tells his drinking-companions that, whatever passion masters them, it scorches

them with a flame for which they need not blush (erubescend¿s). The use of a word for red

here picks up on the allusions to blood and wine in previous stanzas2 , the frequent use of

words associated with redness increasing the atmosphere of violence and passion which

attends this symposium. The word for flames (ignibu.s) also suggests redness which makes

non eru.bescendis ign.ibus almost an oxymoron.

1.18 EXPALLESCO

Cat. 64.1002 quanto saepe nngis .fu.llore expalluít auri

|'gyrum pulsat equis, níveu.m latus ense revincif' See further on this line below under 1.35

NIVEUS i.
2 'verecundumque fucttrJtll sønguineìs prohibete rixis.' (w. 3-4); 'vino et lucernis Medus

acinaces / imnxane qua.ntum discrepat' (w. 5-6); 'vultis severi nrc quoque suftßre / partem Falerni?'

(vv. 9-10)
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Ar.iadne grows paler (expalluit) than the gleam of gold when Theseus fights the Minotaur.

For a discussion of this line see above under 1'5.2 AURUM ii'

1.19 FERRUGO

CaL 64.2272 inde infecta vaSo suspendam lintea mnlo,/ nostros ut luctus
ioit ãrq", incendiî-mentis / õarbasus obscurata dicet ferntgíne Hibera.

Aegeus tells his son that he will hang dyed sails upon his wandering mast so that the linen,

darked by Spanish r i¡st (ferrugine) will betoken the fire of grief in his heart. As Fordyce

comments, ferrugo is a puzzling terml; André lists the word under three separate chromatic

headings - 'rouge', 'noir' and 'vert'.2 Some interpret the term here as 'black' or blue'3 but

both André and Edgeworth think that it is meant to suggest a red or purple colour, albeit

one of dar.k hue.a Simonides also describes a purple sail in his version of the story but this

is used to indicate Theseus' safe return rather than disaster.5 Catullus' description of the

sail places emphasis on the dyeing process (infecta),creating a colour contrast between the

dar.k purple dye and the implied whiteness of the undyed linen (carbasus).6 This contrast

between dar-k and light is reinforced by the reference to the bright fl;res (incendia) which are

burning in Aegeus' heart. The purple/white contrast echoes others in the poemT; see v. 49

andy. 163 below under 1.40.1 PURPURA andI.40.2 PURPUREUS i respectively.

I.2O FLAVENS / FLAVUS

i) Hair

Cat.64.632 ttott fbvo retinens subtilem vertice mitram,/ non contecta levi velatm

pÉgIW ami.ctlt,/non tereti stroph.i.o la.ctunrts vincta papilla"s

Ariadne, in her distress at Theseus' departure, does not retain her finely-woven head-dress

on her golden (flavo) head, doesn't keep her bosom veiled by the light robe nor her fair

breasts bound by the smooth band. Golden hair is typical of gods and heroes in mythology

I (1961) p.304
z 1t949) p. 107ff.
3 Goolrl (1989) p. 153, Quinn (1973) p.329
4'L'expression infecta...Iintea (v.225) semble indiquer plutôt des voiles de couleur par opposition

aux bl-¿ncher, -äir c'est une teinte foncée (obscurata, v.227), comme la pourpre de Yitg., Aen.

Xl, JJZ, repr'ésentée pu ferrugo.' (Anclré 7949 p.107). Rlgeworth draws a parallel between these

lines ancl Aen. 9582- ('feVrugine clarus Hibera' ) which he translates as brilliant with red Iberian

rlye' (1992 p.l26f; see also p.232).
5-'qorvíreov iotioy úypôr / neQup¡réuov dvOet np{uou / êprOaÀéos' (fr. 550a Page 1962)
6 For the colour of linen see Prop. 4.11.54 above under 1.2.2 ALBUS ii.
7 O'Connell (1977) p.751
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and epic.l Fla.vu.s here is equivalent to the Greek tavOós which is regular{y employed as an

epithet for the hair of men and women in Homer2 and which Hesiod uses as an epithet for

Ariadne in the Theogony.3 Aliadne's golden beauty is complemented by the whiteness of

her exposed breasts, a whiteness which is suggested by the word pect¿¿s and further

emphasised by the adjective lactentis which gives the impression of colour as well as

plumpness.4 Her gold and white colouring and her fine clothes serve as a contrast to her

disarray. The line about Ariadne's golden hair is imitated by later writers with some

variations.5

Cat. 6¿1.98 z ...itt f'Iavo saepe hospite suspirantem!

Ariadne often sighed for the golden-haired (flavo) stranger (Theseus). Compare the

Argonatúica where Medea would have given her soul to Jason for the love which shone

from his golden head.6 Theseus' golden hair complements Ariadne's; see above.

Cat. 64.35 4z namque vel,u.t densas praecerpens messor aristas / sole su.b ardenti

fløventía demeti.t arva

Achilles' slaughter of the Trojans is compared to a harvester who lops thick ears of corn

and mows down golden (flaventia) helds under the blazing sun. Columella also used the

word to describe grain ripe for harvestT and the term and its cognates are frequently

employed in association with Ceres.8 As Fordyce points out, the idea of comparing

slaughter ro haruest probably comes fuom lliad II.67ff but in this simile the sole point of

comparison is plenitude.e Catullus' addition of the colour wordflaventia, a word that is

fiequently used of hair colour, recalls the heads of the Trojan heroeslO and another point of

1 Annstrong (1911) p.43
2For instance, Achilles 11.1.197,23.141, Menelaus lL 3.284,434, Agarnede II. ll.'740. See

also the numerous listings in Kober (1932 p. 56).
3'¡lpuooxd¡rr¡s ôè Aroivuoos tav0lv 'AprcÍ6ur¡v' (v' 947)
4 See Cat. 64.65 below un<ler 1.25 LACTENS / LACTEOLUS.
5 'numquan illam post haec oculi videre suorum / purpureas flavo retinentem vertice vittas'
(Cirls 

-510-5 
l7);'itque erat e sonxno, tunica velata recincta,/nuda pedem, croce&s inreligata

comas' (Ovid Ars. Ant. 7.529-530)
6 'roîos dnò {avooto xapria'ros Aìoovíôao I orod.nrev ëpts riôeîav t àrò OÀ.(i.ygt..''

(3.1017-1018)
7 'sed cum ltxa.turis flavebit ntessis aristis' (10.311)
8 tiu. t.t.t5, virg. Dir. 16.
I 1196r) p.320
10 For thè use of the cognate adjective flavus of the golden hair of gods and heroes see Cat'

&.63, &.98 above and 66.62, 68.130 below. Tibutlus also employs a comparison between grain

anrl the golden hair of the heacl; 'rura ferunl nxesses, calidi cum sideris aestu / deponit flnvøs
annua terra conuts.' (2.1.47-48).
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compal'ison is established. Catullus'image is also more vivid and sensual than the one in

the ltiad for it not only employs a colour word but other words which appeal to the senses

such as ardenti, a word suggesting heat and light, and densis which denotes the thickness

and heaviness of the grains of corn.l The feelings of richness and fertility that these words

evoke serve to highlight the destructive waste of Achilles' slaughter of the Trojans.

Cat.66.62t ... sed nos quoque lUlggremgÅ- / devotae fløví verticis exuviae

Berenice's lock says that it wants to shine in the sky as the consecrated spoil of a golden

(flavi) head. The colour word is an addition of Catullus not employed in the Callimachian

original.2It picks up on.ful,gerem.u.s in the previous line and aurea in line couplet before3,

the last in a sequence of words for gold and shining.

Cat. 68.130: ut semel es flavo cottciliatcL viro.

Catullus, addressing Laodamia, tells hel that she exceeded the strong passions of doves

after she was married to her golden-haired (flavo) husband. On the golden hair of

mythological figures see on 64.63 above.

Prop. 4.4.20 vidit ha.renosis Tatium proludere campis / pisl[gque per flavas anruT

levare iu.bas:

A line with various interptetations. Tarpeia is watching Tatius practice for battle on the

sandy plain. He raises his picta armn through the fl.avas iubas. Most commentators agree

thatpicta armais probably an embellished shield (although Palmer replaces armawithfrena

'embroidered bridle rein' on the grounds that anna occurs in the next linea). Flavas iubas

could either refer to Tatius' helmet plumes made of yellow horse hair (as Cycnus' are in

Ovid)s or the tawny mane of the horse on which Tatius is riding.6 Thus flavus here would

be equivalent to the Greek {au8ós which is employed of hotses at lliad9.407 and 11.680.7

1 Compare Aen. 7.720-21 where similar words are employed; 'vel cum sole novo densae torrentur

aristae / aut Hernù canryo aut Lyciae fløventihus arvis"
2 'qcÍeoì¡v èv noÀÉeoory dpíO¡nog ,i¡qta yévor¡rat / raì pe ple uireros xaÀòs Èyò

ntróraplos' (fr. 110.61-62 Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 1)
3 See above on 66.60 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i.
4Builer&Barber (1933) p.345. King comments that Tatius' picta armn, like the litora picta of
7.2.13, suggest refinement and sophistication; 'Tatius represents for her ffarpeia] a refinement that

Romulus does not offer.'(1990 p.235).
5'...non haec, quam cernis, equínis/fulvø iubis cassis neque onus, cava parnla, sinistrae/auxilio
mihi sunt:...' (Met. 12.88-90)
6 Shackleron-Bailey agrees with Rothstein in interpreting the line in this way (1956 p, 235).
7 See further Kober (1932) p. 57.
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This colour term picks up on the sand in the previous verse which is frequently described

by epic poets such as Virgil by words for yellow.l Such details contribute an epic ring to

the scene.

Hor. 1.5.42 cui fløvøm religas comam/simplex munditiis?...

Horace asks Pyrrha for which youth she ties back her yellow (flavam) hair in simple

elegance. Nisbet and Hubbard point out that the name Pyrrha, derived as it is from the

Greek nûp, 'suggests a girl with reddish-yellow or auburn hair'.2 For fair hair as a sign of

beauty see above on Cat. 64.63. Pyrrha with her golden hair and the simple way she

affanges it3 is not to be trusted, an idea which will be picked up by aurea in v. 9.4

Hor.2.4.l4z nescias an te generutn beati / Pbllidis flavae decorent parentes:

'For all you know the parents of your blond ffiavae) Phyllis are rich and will do you, their

son-in-law, credit.' Horace addresses Xanthias who is in love with the slave girl Phyllis.

Nisbet and Hubbard point out that the name Phyllis suggests dark green leaves and thus

makes a colour contrast with.flavae.5 It is interesting that of the three poets only Horace

employs this colour term of the hair of ordinary women (as opposed to that of goddesses

and heroines). Propertius does not employ this term at all of women's hair, preferring to

describe Cynthia's hair by the colour adiective.fulvus which some commentâtors have felt

is an indication of his dislike for artificial hair colouring.6 Thus Horace's use of this term

in association with 'courtesans' such as Pyrrha (above), Phyllis and Chloe (betow)

suggests their 'artificial' and manipulative natures. Phyllis' unnaturally fair hair is a sign

that she has ptetensions.T

Hor. 3.9.192 si flava excutitur Chl.oe / reiectaeque patet ianua Lydiae ?

'What if fair-haired (ftava) Chloe is thrown out and the door thrown open to rejected

Lydia?'This poem consists of a dialogue between two estranged lovers who are becoming

1 See ttre formulaic fuIva harena at Aen. 5.374 and Edgeworth's discussion of the phrase (1992

p. 131).
2 $glO) p.74. See also Kiessling-Heinze (1968) p.32 and Putnam (1970) p.252.
3 See further N & H (1970) P. 75
4 On this line see above unrler 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
s (tszs) p. r¡
6 See Prop. 2.2.5 below ttttder 1.22 FULVUS.
7'ttre giri's blond hair suits Xanthias better than her own name or servile status" Nisbet &
Hubbard (1978) p.73
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feconciled; these lines are spoken by the male. As in 2.4.14 above, Chl

suggesting greenness, is in contrast to the colour epithet flava. Chloe's fair hair

distinguishing characteristic as Lydia's white neck was in v. 2.r

lltor. 4.4.42 ...expertus fidelem / Iuppiter in Ganymede flavo

Horace compares Drusus to the eagle to whom Juppiter gave dominion when he found him

faithful in regard to fair-haired (flavo) Ganymede. This is an allusion to the legend that

Ganymede, son of a Trojan prince, was carried off to Olympus by an eagle because of his

ourstanding beauty. Ganymede is called tav0ds (the Greek equivalent) in the Homeric

Hymn to Aph.rodite2; the epithet is appropriate both in regards to his beauty and to his

subsequent divinity. Thus the epithet flavus contributes to the stylised, epic ring of the

passage.

ii) Rivers

C3¡t. 67.332 flavus qua.m molli praecu.rrit flu.mine Mella,/ Brixia Veronae mnter
amafn meae

The golden (flavu.s) Mella with its gentle stream flows past Brixia, the beloved mother-city

of Catullus' Verona. Flavu.s is commonly used as an epithet for rivets, usually because of

the colour of their sand, and in Greek literature both €au0ríç and ¡puoéoç can be employed

in this fashion.3 In the Catullus line however there may be an additional reason for the

epithet as the river name Mella corrcsponds to the Latin for honey which is also given the

epithet .fl,avu.s.a Catullus lays emphasis on the colour word by separating it as far as

possible from its noun and placing it at the front of the verse. Note also the predominance

of 'f and 'm' sounds that give the line a soft lyrical quality in keeping with the beauty of

the image. These lines form a lyrical intellude in this otherwise biting, satirical poem.

Prop. 2.9.12: et dominnm lavit m.aerens captiva cruentum, / propositum flavís in
Simoente vadis

I See above on Hor.3.9.2 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
2'î ror pèv {a.v}òv favu¡rriôea ¡rr¡néra ZeìtS lripnaoev ôv örà x¿ÍtrÀoS...' (vv.

202-203)
3 For.flavus ernploye<l of rivers compare Aen. 7.31 and see Prop.2.9.12, Hor. 1.2.13, 1.8.8,

2.3.18 below. For parallels in Greek lirerature see Kober (1932) p. 58 and p.65.
4'...nrcIlis dulci fktvoque liquore' (Lucr. 1.938)i '...de flavís Attica mella favis' (Ov. Med. 82)
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Briseis, although a captive, solrowfully washed the bloody body of her master which had

been placed in the yellow (flavis) shallows of Simois. Flavis is a commonly accepted

correction for the MSS tradition.fluviis.l In Homer it is the Scamander, not the Simois,

which is given the alternative name ¡dvOos because of the yellow colour of its waters but,

as Enk observes, the two rivers are said to flow together2 so it is not surprising that

Propertius uses this colour epithet of the Simois as well. This colour term is the third out of

four employed to depict Achilles' death: the yellow of the river is placed in contrast with

Achilles' bloodstained body3, Briseis'fair cheeka and Achilles' sea-blue mother.5 The

frequency of colour words in this vignette gives rise to the speculation that Propertius may

have been thinking of a painting of this scene when he wrote this poem.

Hor. 1.2.132 vidim.us fløvum Tiberitn retortis / litore Etrusco violenter undis / ire
deiectutn monutnenta regis templ.aque Vestae

'We saw the yellow (flavum) Tiber, its waters flung roughly back from the Etruscan shore,

proceed to throw down the King's Memorial and Vesta's shrines.'Horace is describing the

portents which accompanied the upheaval following the civil war. Flavus is a common

enough epithet for the Tiber6 but in this context the word could also refer to yellow hair

since Horace goes on to personify the river as a god (uxorius amnis 19f.) who is wreaking

havoc because of the complaints of his wife.7

Hor. 1.8.8i cu.r tim.et fl.avum Ti.berim tangere? cur olivum/sa.nguine viperino/
cautius vitat....

Horace asks Lydia why her lover Sybaris rides no more amongst his soldier friends,

fealing to swim in the yellow (flavum.) Tiber and avoiding wrestling oil with as much

caution as if it were viper's blood. For.flavus as an epithet of the Tiber see 1.2.13 above.

Quinn suggests that in 1.8 the epithet may have overtones of 'muddy'; Sybaris, now he is

in love, does not want to get himself dirty.s As with 1.2.13 above, there may also be a

1 On this see Shackleton-Bailey (1956) p. 80
2 Enk cites // 5.774 (1962 p. 137).
3 See Prop.2.9.11 above under 1.13 CRUENTUS.
4 See Prop.2.9.10 above uncler 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
s See Prop. 2.9.15 above under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS i.
6 e.g.Aen. 7.31, 9.816 and Hor. 1.8.8 following
7 quinn also makes this point (1980 p. 123).
s (tgSO) p. 139. Compare Ytug. Cat. (13.23-26) wherc flavus is associated with the muddiness of
the Tiber.
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suggestion of personification in this use of the epithet, reinforced by the verb tangere.The

yellowness of the Tiber is echoed by the colour of the olive oil and both are contrasted with

the redness of the viper's blood in the following line. In this poem Horace employs colour

terms in association with the activities which Sybaris is trying to avoid: compare Horace's

use of lividus in v. 10 under 1.26.2 LIVIDUS.

Hor. 2.3.18: cedes coemptis saltibus et domo / villaque flavus quam Tiberis lavit;

Horace tells Dellius that when he dies he will leave his purchased pastures and the estate

which the yellow (flavus) Tiber laps. The yellow Tiber is the last of a series of colourful

images. Along with the (green) grass (v. 6) and pastures (v. l7), white poplar (v. 9)1 and

(red) roses (v. 14) it is representative of the colour and gaiety of life which is placed in

contrast to rhe dark threads (ftla atra) of the three sisters (v. 16).2 However the swiftly-

flowing river, like the too brief blossoms of the rose in the previous stanza, is also a

reminder of the tlansience of 1ife.3 After Horace mentions death, all colour departs from

the poem.

iii) Other

Prop. 2.16.442 sed quascumque ti.bi vestis, quoscumque sm.aragdos./ quosve dedit

flavo lumine chrysol.ithos

Propertius wishes to see all his rich rival's gifts to Cynthia perish; these gifts include

clothing, emeralds and topaz with their yellow (flavo) light. The yellow colour of the topaz

is contrasted with the gleen of emelalds (smaragdos) in the previous line.a Tibullus

employs a similar yellow/green contrast (gold with emeralds) to express a related

sentiment.5 This is a typical instance of Propertius' and his fellow poets' association of

gaudy colours with the conuptions of wealth and civilisation; see further Chapúer 5, section

3.

1 See Hor.2.3.9 above u¡nder 1.2.2 ALBUS v.
2 See Hor. 2.3.16 above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ü.
3 Comrnager makes this point about the lympha fugax of v. 12; 'Several times Horace
imagined time's passing in tenns of flowing water, whether in random phrases ltke fluunt tempora
and adfluenlis annos, or in the structure of whole poems such as the Ode to Postumus. The
laboring stream, trembling along in its devious course, suggests the transience of all human

efforts...' (1962 p. 284).
4 Both Lucretius (2.805) and Tibullus (2.4.2'7) ernploy the colour adjective viridis of emeralds.
5 'o quantunx est auri pereaÎ potiusque snmragdi./ quant fleat ob nostras ulla puella vias.' (1.1.51-

2)
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I.zI.L FULGEO

i) Happiness / Good Omen

Cat. 8.3: fulsere quondam candidi tibi soles.

Catullus employs the image of the suns shining (fulsere) brightly to depict his past

happiness with Lesbia. Fulgeo is employed in association with candidus to contribute to the

atmosphere of brightness and happiness. See also on this line above under 1.8.2

CANDIDUS iii.

Cat. 8.8: fulsere vere candidi tibi soles.

Catullus repeats the image of the suns shinin g (fulsere) brightly. See immediaæly above.

Ca¡t. 64.442 ...fulsentí solen.dent au.ro atou.e arpento.

Peleus' dwelling is bright with gleaming (fulgenri) gold and silver. Fulgenti is one of the

words that contributes to the impression of the brilliance of the palace and contributes to the

happy glow of the golden age. See on this line above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.

Cat.64.387: saepe pa.ter divum templo in fulgente revisens

In the golden age, the father of the gods visiæd his gleaming (fulgente) temple in person to

celebrate the festal days. Commentators such as Ellis and Merrill interplet fulgente

figuratively as an indication of opulence and say that Catullus is thinking of the splendid

temple of Jupiter at Olympia.t This may be the case but the translation 'shining' is just as

appropriate hele for it picks up on the image of Peleus' palace as full of light (see Cat.

64.44 above) and contributes to the impression of the brilliance and happiness of the

golden age.

Hor.2.16.3z ...sim.ul atra nubes / condidit l,una.m neque certa fulgent / sidera
nautis;

The sailor prays for peace when dark storm-clouds have hidden the moon and the stars no

longer shine out (fulgent) sure for sailors. Fulgeo is commonly employed in Latin literature

for gleam of stars2 and the verb can be used of the light of the moon3 which is also

1 EUis 1t880) p. 341; Merrill (1893) p. 161
2e.g. Ennius Ann. fr. 29 (Vahlen 1963); Lluc¡..6.357
3 'nox erat et caelo futgebat Luna sereno' (Hor. Epod. 15.1)
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mentioned in v. 3. For sailors there was good fortune when stars and moon were shining

for they were aids to navigation. The shining stars are set against the darkness of the atra

nubes in a dark/light contrast; see further above on Hor. 2.76.2 undet 1.4 ATER /

ATRATUS iv.

ii) Divine Power

Cat. 66.9: idem me ille Conon caelesti in lu.m.ine vidit / e Beroniceo vertice
caesariem / fulgentem clare...

The same Conon who identified all the stars also saw in the heavenly light the lock from

Berenice's head shinin g (fulgentem) brightly. The lock shines because it has been made

immortal and is now a constellation. As with other colour words in this poem, there

appears to be no equivalent for.fu.l.gentemin the Callimachian original.l In the opening to

his version of the poem it is noteworthy how much Catullus places emphasis on words for

light and shining. The enjambment of fulgentem clare emphasises the radiance of the lock

and these wolds for shining echo both caelesti lumi.ne in v. 7 and the reference to the

flaming brilliance of the sun in v. 3.2 For Catullus' fondness for using words for shining

in his poems see 64.44 above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM,2.5 and 61.186 below under

1.34.1 NITEO i and 66.94 and 68.71 below.

Cat. 66.61: ...sed nos quoque fulgeremus / devotae fl@j verticis exuviae

Berenice's lock says that it wants to shine (fulgeremus) in the sky as the consecrated spoil

of a golden head. Once again there is no real equivalent in the Callimachus poem for this

term; Callimachus merely says that the lock will be numbered among the many stars.3

Cat. 66.942 ...comû. regia .fiam., / proximus Hydrochoi fulgeret Oarion!

A tine which is difficult to understand because of the obscurity of the previous line and

because the equivalent lines in Callimachus are extremely fragmentary. The general sense

seems to be that if the lock could become royal once again (i.e. if it could revert to its

1 'Tl p€ Kóyoy ëPleri¡ev èv 'tiÉpr tòv Bepeuírr¡s I póorpvyov ôv xeívr¡ nâotv
ëo¡xe eeoîs' (fr. 110.7-8 Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 1). Verse 9 is missing but there is no indication
from y. 8 that Callimachus would have continued with a description of the shining lock.
Callimachus' v. 8 seems equivalent in sense to the second half of Catullus' ninth verse, omitting
a description of the lock altogether.
2'.flsflrugu- ut rapidi solis nitor ohscuretur' See below on this line under 1.34.3 NITOR.
3 For the Callimachian fragment see above on Cat.66.62 under 1.20 FLAVENS/FLAVUS i.
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former life) Orion would be welcome to shine (fu.lgeret) next to Aquarius (i.e the stars

could change their courses).l This is Catullus' third use of fulgere in c. 66 and it is

employed in the final line of the poem.

Cat. 68.71. quo mea se molli candi.da diva pede / intulit et trito fulgentem in
limine plnntam

Catullus depicts Lesbia as a shining white goddess who, with soft tread, places her

gleaming (fulgentem) foot on the polished threshold. The image of the gleaming foot

emphasises the significance of Lesbia's crossing of the threshold. In addition, it carries

with it overtones of desirability which go back to the lliadwhere Hera prepares to seduce

Zeus by binding beautiful sandals on her gleaming feet.2 This is the fourth time that

Catullus employs a word for colour or shining in association with the feet in the long

poems: see Cal 61.160 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv, Cat. 64.162

above under'1.8.2 CANDIDUS i and Cat. 65.6 below under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS. For a

full discussion of the image see Cat. 68.70 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii.

Cat.68.1342 quam circutncu.rsans hinc illinc saepe Cupido /fulgebøt crocin.a
candidus in ttuticct.

Cupid is depicted hovering about Lesbia shining (fulgebat) brightly in a saffron tunic. Gods

are often depicted as bright, but here the brightness has an additional association with

happiness and good omen. As Mantero points out,fulgebaf picks up on Lesbia's/øIgentetn

plantam of v. 71 (above).3 For detailed discussions of the significance of this image see the

line above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii and 1.12 CROCINUS.

Hor.2.12.8:...unde pericul.um./fulgens contremu.it domu.s/Saturni veteris;...

Horace proclaims that he does not wish to sing of savage themes; themes such as the

tr{umph of Helcules over the Giants at whose threat the shining (fulgens) house of ancient

Saturn shook with terror. Words for shining are applied to the homes of gods from Homer

onwalds.4 In this poem Holace plays on the term, employing it a second time when telling

1 Fordyce (1961) p. 340f., Ellis (1889) p. 381
2'noooì õ' únò Àrnaooîqru èôfoato xaÀù nÉôr)ta'' (14.186).
z egtg) p. 191
4'...âr,' aÌyÀíeuroc 'Otrúpnou' (Il. 1.532); '...ëv0a 6¿ of r)tutà 6r,ípara pévOeor

Àí¡rvr¡ç lygtloea uaouaípovra r<reú¡atat...' (II. 13.21-22). See further on the image of the

lurninous palace in the discussion on Cat. 64.44 above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM,
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of the subjecr he does wish to sing of: he would rather sing of the shining eyes (fulgentis

oculos) of his beloved than Satum's shining house (see Hor. 2.12.15 below under iii.).

iii) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Prop. 2.1.52 sive illam Cois futgentem incedere +cogis+ / hac totum e epç veste

volumen erit;

If Cynthia walks gleaming (fulgentem) in Coan silk, Propertius makes Coan cloth the

subject of his entire book. Here fulgeo is used to describe the brilliant purple colour that

Coan cloth was usually dyed.t The word also suggests Cynthia's beauty and the powerful

attraction that she has for Propertius.

Prop. 4.3.51: nam m.ihi q_uo Poen,ß nunc 2 WW fulgeat ostris / crystallusque

m,eas ornet a.qu.osa man.us?

Arethusa whose soldier husband, Lycotas, is missing asks herself for what pulpose purple

now shine s (futgeat) for her with its Punic dye or clear crystal adorns her hands- As in

2.1.5 above, here .fulgeo is used to describe the gleam of purple. This couplet is full of

words for colour and shining;.ful,geat is picked up by aquosa crystallus in the following line

and purpura is reinforced by Poenis ostris. These are obvious symbols of wealth and

Butler and Barber conclude that the woman is lamenting the futility of the luxury with

which she is surrounded.3 While this is true, it is also the case that the gleaming attire

signifies Arethusa's attractiveness for which she has no use now that her husband is

absent.

Hor. 2.12.152 ..rne voluit dicere lucidwn/fulgentís ocu.los...

Horace says that the Muse has commanded him to speak of Licymnia's brightly shining

(fulgentis) eyes. Shining eyes were a sign of loveliness and those in 1ove.4 Compare the

shining face of Lesbia in Cat. 2.5 below under I.34.I NITEO i and the Sappho fragment

which is quoted under this enttY.

Hor.3.28.14: ...quae Cniclon/futgentísqu.e tenet Cycladas et Paphum./iunctis
visit oloribu.s ;

1 pnt (tgoz) p.15
2 Although the OCT reads ter, most other editors read nunc which makes more sense.

3 (rq¡¡) p. ¡¿r
4 See further Nisbet and Hubbard (1978) p. 195 who cite the ð¡r¡rara ¡rappaípoura of
Aphrodite at Il. 3.397.
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In her final song, Lyde will sing of the one who occupies Cnidos and the gleaming

(fu.lgentis) Cyclades and visits Paphos with her team of swans. These places are of course

associated with Venus. The Cyclades are called.fulgentes on account of their marble which

was of an extreme whitenessl ; compare Horace's reference to nitentes Cycladae at l.l4.I9

below under 1.34.1 NITEO ä. Fulgent¿s is doubly appropriate because, employed in

association with Venus, it has overtones of sexuality and attractiveness. This enables

Horace to move naturally to the final line of his poem which is about the delights that he

and Lyde will enjoy during the night'2

Hor.4.11.52 est hederae vis/m.ulta, qua crinis religata fulges;

Horace tells Phyllis that there is a great abundance of ivy in his garden and that when she

has bound her hair with it she will gleam (fulges). As Commager says, 'Phyllis is

associated with light and growth; grcen ivy is the natural setting for her gleaming beauty'.3

For the use of words fot green and shining together see Hor. 1.4.9 below under 1.34-2

NITIDUS. The suggestion of gleaming is picked up in the following line by argento inv.

6; see further on this line above under 1'3.2 ARGENTUM.

iv) Renown

Hor.3.2.182 Virtus repu.l.sae nesci.a sordidae/inta.m.inatis fulget honoribus

True worth, that does not know disglace at electoral defeat, shines ffulget) with untarnished

glory. As in 3.16 below,.fulgeo has primarily a metaphorical meaning here. However

Horace also plays upon its literal meaning, contrasting it with the sordida, 'dirtiness' of

electoral defeat and associating it with the wotd intatni.natus whose litefal meaning is

'unspotted' or 'unstained'. For a similar contrast of sordidus with words for shining and

colour see above on Hor'. 4.I1.6 under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM and Hor. 4.1I.35 under 1'4

ATER/ATRATUS v.

Hor. 3.3.43: ..- stet Capitolium /fulgens triumphatisque possit / Roma ferox dare

iura Medis

1 See Edgeworth's comtnents on niveam Paron of Aen. 3.126 (1992 p.43 and n.95).
2'dicetur merita. Nox quoque nenia.' (v. 16)
t tlgeD p.303
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In her prophetic speech about Rome's future, Juno says that as long as the ruins of Troy

remain uncultivated and wild, the Capitol will stand gleaming (fulgens) and fierce Rome

will give terms to the conquered Medes. According to Juno this is one of the conditions of

Rome's greatness; the Romans must not rebuild Troy. The Capitol is employed as a symbol

of Rome's destiny and fulgenç is used both to suggest the gilding of the roofl and is

employed in a wider, mofe metaphorical sense to sum up Rome's splendour and richness'

Horace places the gleaming Capitol in contrast with the wild and lonely wastes of Troy.2

For a similar effect compare virgil's description of the site of Rome3 and see Properlius'

use of niteo ofthe senate house of his day which he places in contrast to the crude one of

old.a

Hor. 3.16.312 ...segetis certa .ficles m.eae /fulgentem imperio fertilis Africae /fallit
sorte beatior.

Horace's assured lot of his humble farm makes him happier than the dazzling (fulgentem)

govelîìor of fertile Afiica, though the governor is not aware of it. The patticiple fulgens is

here employed predominantly in a metaphorical sense of illustrious'but on the literal level

the idea of glitteling picks up on the reference to gold earlier in the poem's

v) Other

Prop. 4.10.212 pi@, neque inducto fulgebøt panrut pyrory:

Romulus' shield was not embellished and gleaming (fulgebat) with an overlay of golden

br.onze. Hete.fulgere is employed to describe the gleam of the bronze embellishments. It is

obvious that such adornment suggests the corruptions of wealth and civilisation for it is

contrasted with the simple rusticity of Romulus' actual attire; he wears a wolf-skin helmet6

and a belt from a slaughtered ox.7 This is another instance of Propertius' association of

brightness and colour with conuption: see Chapter 5, section 3 below.

1 quimr (1980) p,248
2 ùun, pìianü' pàr¡disque busto / insultet arnrcntunx et catulos ferae / celent inultae...' (vv- 40-42)

3 Àrn. 8.341-348. For the quotation see Prop.4.1.5 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS /

AUREUS ii.
4 +.t.tt below unrler 1.34.1 NITEO i.
5 ,oururn per nrcdios it'e satellites' y.9. See further onthis line above under 1.5-2

AURUM ii.
6'et galea hirsuta compta lupina iuba.' v. 20
7'praeltebant caesi balfea lenta boves.' v' 22
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Hor. 1.7.L9z molli, Plan.ce, m.ero, seu te fulgentía signis / castra tenent seu dettsa

tenebit / Tiburis utnbra tui...

Horace tells plancus to dispel life's troubles with gentle wine, whether the camp gleaming

(fi,tlgentia) with standards holds him or the thick shade of his own Tibur. Livy also

employs.fa lgeo ofthe gleam of standards from afarl and Nisbet and Hubbard suggest that

the word in Horace is meant to suggest the glitter of the silver eagles.2 The glitter of the

camp signifies the attractions of military service3 which are placed in an artistic contrast

with the dark shade of the Tiber, emphasising the distinction between the active life and the

life of leisure.4 This dar.k/light contrast echoes the contrast in v. 15 between the white

South Wind and the dark clouds5 but in v. 19 Horace adds a third colour element with his

allusion to the (r'ed) wine with which Plancus will chase away his troubles'

I.2I.2 FULGOR

Cat. 64.1002 qttanto saepe ma.gis fulgore expall'uit auri

Ariadne gfows paler than the gleam (fulgore) of gold when Theseus fights the Minotaur

For a discussion of this image see on this line above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii'

Hor.2.1.192 iam. fulgor aïm.orunx fugaces /terret equos equitwnque vultus.

Horace imagines himself listening to Pollio's account of the battle of Pharsalus; he

envisages the flashing (fulgor) of the weapons startling the nervous horses and horsemen's

faces. As we have seen with Propertius 4.10.21 and Horace I.7.I9 above, fuIgeo and its

cognates can be employed to describe the gleam of weapons as can similar verbs such as

ra.dio andmjto.6In typical Horatian fashion, in this passage the imagery of shining is

L ,Hasdrubal ...procul signa legionum fulgentia plenosque hostiunt campos vidit' 28.74.10

z Og'lO) p. 10á. They quote Cicero; 'cunt aquilanr illqry argenieatn cui ille etiam sacrariunt

domi suaà fecerat sCirem esse praenrissam.' (Cat. 2.6'13)'
3 quinn (1980) p. t36
a Ñi.rct àn¿ úuù¡atO (1970) p. 103. For the association of sharle with leisure and the pastoral

life see prop. 3.3.1 'vis'us eíatît nnlli recubans Heliconis in untbra' and the discussion of this

line below in Chapter 4, section 6.1.
5 See Hor. 1.7.15 above utder 1,2.2 ALBUS iii.
6 Compare Livy 'rnicantes .fulsere gtadii' (1.25.4) and Lucretius who employs fulgor and

renidesco in a depiction of a mcrck battle; 'praeterea flwTnae legiones cum loca cursu / camporum

coitp,Ient belli simulacru cientes,/.fAlgg. ibi-ad caelum se tollit totaque circum/aere renidescit

te¡is supterque virum vi / excitur pedibus sonitus...' (2.323-3Zi). See also Prop. 4.1.27 below

under 1.41 RADIO.
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contrasted in the following stanza with a word associaæd with darkness, sordidus, used of

the captains who are begrimed with dust.l Such vivid details help bring the scene to life.

I.22 FULVUS

Prop. 2.2.52 fulva com'a est lonSaeque ,nnnus .-.

propertius lists Cynthia's charms, the first of which is her fulva hair. According to

Wagner2 this is a coloul betweenflavus (Eav}ós) and rufus (rvppós); Goold translates it

as 'auburn' .3 Flavus is far more common as an epithet for haira but it is noteworthy that

propertius does not employ the term. He prefersp/v¡¿s which is rarely employed in Roman

poetry to describe the hair of beautiful women although Virgil uses it twice in the Aeneid

for the hair of men.5 Goold quotes Carter on this line; 'Propertius stands alone among the

poets of his day in his praise of the.fulva coma and his opposition to the flava coma ...or

artificially coloured "golden" hair which was the fashion of the time.'6

Hor. 4.2.602 vitulus... qua notann. duxit, niveus videri / cetera fulvus.

Horace tells Iulus he must sacrifice ten bulls and ten cows in honour of Augustus' return;

his own contribution will be a more modest one - a tender calf which is tawny (fulvus) all

over, apart from a snowy white crescent on its brow. The image of the calf ends this

recu.satio in which Horace declines to sing of Caesar's return, contrasting his humble poetic

talents with Iulus' ability to do justice to the theme. Commentators have long puzzled over

the significance of the sacdfices, especially Horace's lengthy description of his calf which

many see as otiose and out of place.T On the surface level the disploportionate nature of the

sacrifices is a metaphor for the contrast between Iulus' talents and Horace's but this

explanation does not really account for the loving detail with which Horace dwells on his

| 'audire flutgnos iam videor duces / non indecoro pulvere sordidos' (w. 2l-22). Compare Hor.

3.1.40, 3.14.13 and 4.11.35 above unrler 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS v'
2 euoted by Enk (1962) p. 49. See also André who classifies this usage of fulvus as 'jaune

fonìé e reúeß rouges' anå shtes 'Pour les cheveux, fulvus, corre,spondant à un degré foncé et

rouge du blond, éqiivaut à une seule des nuances de flavus' (1949 p.134)
¡ (tqqo) p. t25
4 See the instances unrler 1.20 FLAVENS/FLAVUS i above
510.562,11.642; See also Ov. Met. 12.273, Pont.3.2.74 where it is also employed of men.

o (rggo) p. r24T.
7 See Commager's discussion (1962 p.gf.).
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own 'humble' saclifice.l Quinn suggests that dwelling on the final image in a poem is a

technique to secure a slackening of tension at the conclusion.2 Commager goes further,

pr.oposing that in his description Horace 'may glance as well at a familiar literary

distinction , the tener vitulus insinuating his own tenuis spiritus, and lulus' herd suggesting

an almost pinguis mode.'3

In view of the speculation as to why Horace devotes seven lines to his description of

the calf, the colours that he gives to the calf must be considered carefully. Are they mere

decorative detail or do they have some deeper significance? Horace places much emphasis

on the calfs colours for.fu.Ivu.s is the last word in the entire poem and it is contrasted with

the niveus crescent on the calfs brow which is described with great attention.4 It was far

more usual for saclifices to the gods above to be predominantly whites; according to

Armstrong thele were but two exceptions to this rule, one of which was the fulvi calves

which were offered to Vulcan6 and there is also evidence that such cattle were also offered

to Mars.7 It is thelefore possible that the calf is fulvtts because Horace is offering it to

Mars, an appropriate god for the occasion of a triumph. On a deeper level, Putnam sees a

connection between this colour term and the allusions, earlier in the poem, to the 'golden

customs' which Pindar praises and the 'golden age'which Augustus will restote to Rome.

As Putnam comments:

pindar's poetry may have the power to lead "golden customs" to the stars, and

Augustus' political genius may bring us back into a time of "ancient gold" but

1'First the calf is immecliately eye-catching...The poets graphic offering, in other words, is
visually appealing an<l shapely.' (Putnam 1986 p. 60f.). Commager (1962 p. a3l and Toll (1955

p.162) also make colilnents on this.
z (rsgo) p.303
3 G962) p. 65. For the use of adjectives such as tener io define a literary style see the

discussion on Prop. 3.3.1, Chapter 4., section 6.1. The colour adjective niveus can also be

employed in such contexts; see Prop. 3.3.39 and Hor.4.2.59 below under 1.35 NIVEUS i and ii
respectively.
4 For a discussion of this see Hor. 4.2.59 under 1.35 NIVEUS ii.
5 Sometimes a white spot on the forehead would be enough; 'If a white animal could not be

obtainecl, chalk might õover the obnoxious red, or a white spot on the forehead would suffice'
(Armstrong l9I7 1.35). This may be the case with Horace's sacrifice but why can't he obtain a
totally white animãl and why is so much emphasis placed upon the fact that the rest of the calf
is fulvus ?
6 1gli) p. 33. The calf was fulvus probably because this colour was a suitable sacrifice to the

fire-go{. In the Horace lines the comrection between fulvus and fire is strengthened by v' 57

wheie the calfls brow is associated with the fìres of the moon; 'fronte cwnatos imitatus iS!,if /
tertiunx lunae rqferentis ortunx' (vv. 57-58).
1 'bove^ album Marti inmtolavil et centum fulvos' (Pliny N'FL 22.5.8.)'
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Horace's poetic offering also reproduces both heaven's brightest nocturnal body

and the colour of gold.l

Hor. 4.4.14: ...fulvae mntris ab ubere / iam lacte depulsum leonem

Horace compares Drusus to a lion who has just been weaned from the rich milk of his

tawny (fulvae) mother. Fulvus is a common epithet for lions according to Andró, especially

in Virgil.2 There is also an instance of Pindar employing the equivalent Greek term Ëav0ós

of a 1ion.3 Thus the use of the adjective contributes to the 'high style' of these lines. Here

Horace applies the word not to the lion itself but to its mother; Quinn thinks that the detail

with which Horace dwells on the mother is intended as a compliment to Livia.a

I.23 INAURATUS

Cat. 81.4: h.ospes ínaurata pallidior statua

Catullus refers to his rival for Juventius' affections as a man who is paler than a gilded

(inaurata) statue. The comparison to gold is similar to c. 64.100 where Ariadne's paleness

is compared to gold and gives this line a mock epic rings. For a discussion of gold used as

a comparison for paleness see above on Cat. 64.100 under 1.5.2 AURUM ii. For a

discussion of the significance of the pallor of Juventius' friend see this line below under

7.37.2 PALLIDUS.

Prop. 1.16.3: cui.us ínøuratí celebrarunt lim.ina currlts

The house door recalls a time when gilded (inau.rati) chariots thronged round its entrance.

The chariots are gilded because they are triumphal.6

I.24 INCANESCO

CaL 64.13. tortaque remigio sputn.is íttcønuít unda,/ emersere freti. candenti e

gurgite vultus / aêqu.oreae monstruin Nereides admirar,tes.

t (tqso) p. oz
2'Ce sens fof .fulvus as dark yellow to reddish brown] est fréquent dans les descriptions

d'animaux, principalement pour le lion (plus de 2O ex. depuis Lucr. V,901, dont 5 chez Virgile)'
(7949 p.733)
3'ðntoeey 6è xeî¡rar opco<râv /¿ì)tonércov {cv0òs )téov' fr.222 (Bowra 1947)
¿ (rggo) p.305
5 As quinn comments, 'ostensibly the high style' (1973 p' 416)
6 Ent (tg+e) p. 137 who cites Hot. Epod. 9; 'io Triumphe, tu m.oraris øureos / currus et

intactas boves?' (vv. 2l-22).
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The waves, churned up by the oars of the Argo, grow white (incanuit) with foam and the

Nereids lift their faces fi'om the whitening waters of the sea to obserue this maline monster.

As Ellis comments, the image of oars making the water grow white goes back to Homer.l

This does not mean however that the image is a perfunctory one for Catullus, on the

contrary he emphasises it by employing the image of white water two more times in the

space of six \ines (candenti e gurgite v. L4, e gurgite cano v. 18).2 Quinn suggests that

the combination of the colour word, linked as it is with grey hair and the word torta, gives

the impression that the waves are being twisted into curls by the action of the oar.s.3

Catullus also uses colour to personify in c. 61 when he employs the colour adjective aureus

of the curls of the maniage torches; see 61.95 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS

iv.

I.25 LACTENS / LACTEOLUS

Cat.55.17i nunc te lacteolae tenent pu.ellae?

Catullus asks his friend Camerius if the milk-white (Iacteolae) girls detain him. Catullus

seems to feel that, like Caecilius in c. 35, Camerius is too much distracted by candidi

puellae.a Thus Quinn's assertion that this term means 'fair-skinned' or'blonde'5 seems

reasonable but it is interesting to speculate as to why Catullus chooses to use this wotd

rather than the more usual candidu.s. This is a difficult task however given the corrupt text

of this poem and the fact that lacteol,u.s, a diminutive of lacteus, is an exceedingly rare word

in literature. Furthermore, althou gh lacteus can be used of human flesh6, there seem to be

no other instances of the diminutive applied to human beings.T Nevertheless, Catullus' use

of the cognate word la.ctens in c. 64 to describe Ariadne's breasts (below) and his

application of another colour adjective, rosetts, to the nipples of the'milk white'girlss

1 '...oi ô' èn' èp<r¡rà / i1óp.evor )teúratvov ilô<op teotîs èÀdrqotu. (Od. l2.l7l-2 ) (Ellis

1889 p.285)
2 See rhese lines above under 1.8.1 CANDEO / CANDESCO and 1.9.2 CANUS respectively.
z 0gt3) p.303
4 'quamvis candí.da milies puella / euntenx revocet...' (vv. 8-9).
s egtz) p.252r.
6 Apuleius employs it of the skin of little boys; 'illos teretes et lq,cteos puellos diceres tu
cupidtnes veros...' (10.32). See also A¿n. 8.660; 10.137 and André (949) p.40.
7 André lists only the Catullus instance under tle diminutive lacteolus (1949 p. 257) as does the

Oxford Latin Dictionnry (7968 p.99-5).
8'en hic in roseis latet papillis.' (v. 12). See this line below under 1.42 ROSEUS
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implies that lacteolus was more erotically suggestive than candidus. This is fitting for girls

whom in v. 10 Catullus describes as pessimne puellae'

cat.64.65i non tereti strophio lnctentís vincta papillas

Ariadne, in her distress at Theseus' departure, doesn't keep her plump, white (Iactentis)

breasts bound by their smooth band. As André comments, the participle here has the sense

of ,white like milk' as well as 'full of milk'.l The chromatic significance of hctens is

enhanced by the contrast with Ariadne's golden hair which is in similar disanay.2

prop. 4.2.142 prirut mihi variat liventibus uva racemis,/ et comn lactenti spicea

.fruge tumet;

The god Verrumnus says that it is for him that the first grape changes colour with its

purpling clusters and the spiky ear of corn swells with its milky (Iactenti) fruit. In this

instance the primary meaning of lactens is 'fullof milk'but its chromatic element emerges

in the contrast with the purple grapes in the previous line and the red cherlies, plums and

grapes in the following couplet (see the entry immediaæly below).

t.26.1 LrvEo
prop. 4.2.132 prim.a mihi variat líventíbus uva racetnis,/ et com.a lactenti spicea

.fruSe tumet;

The god Vertumnus says that it is for him that the first grape changes colour with its

pur.pling (Iiventibus) clusters and the spiky ear of corn swells with its milky fruit. Liveo is

not an especially strong colour tem; according to André it usually denotes a sombte blue or

grey which gtadually acquired pejorative overtones.3 In this instance however it is

employed with its colour sense uppermost as an epithet for ripening fruit and carries no

pejorative sense. This solt of use is not unique to Propertius for Horace also employs the

cognate adiective of grapesa and Ovid will use it of a type of plum's The idea of the

changing colours of summer and autumn is continued into the next couplet with the

description of fruits such as chenies, plums and mulberries reddening6 and the contrast

t e()+g) p.40; see also O'Connell (7977) p. 750'
2 See above on 64.63 under 1.20 FLAVENS /FLAVUS i'
t egqÐ p.174
a See 2.5.t0 below un<ler 1'26.2 LIVIDUS'
5 'prunaque non solum nigro liventìø suco' (Met' 13'817)
6ín¡, ¿itrx cerasos, hic ãutwnnalia pruna/cernis et aestivo m.ora rubere die;' (vv. 15-16)' See

on these lines below under 1'43.1 RUBEO'
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with the milky ear of corn (see the entry immediately above)' Note how all the colour

words in this clustef (liventibus, l,acenti, rubere) are verbs or verbal derivatives: this

contributes to the sense of the colours being in flux, changing as the fruit gradually ripens'

prop. 4.7.65.. haec sua mnternis queritur lívere catenis/bracchia"'

Andromeda complains that her arms are turning blue (livere) from her mother's chains' The

use of liveo indescriptions of bruises on the body is very commonl' so much so that any

sense of colour is almost lost through cliche, although in this instance there is a faint

suggestion of colour contrast between Andromeda's (white) arms and the blue bruises'

propertius also employs the noun livor at 3.8 to describe the bruises on his neck left from

his brawl with Cynthia.2 Compare also Hor. 1.8.10 below under I'26'2 LIVIDUS'

I.26.2 LIVIDUS

cat. 17.11; livídíssímø mnxim.eque est pro.funda vorago

catullus expfesses a wish that one of his fellow citizens fall head over heels into the marsh

where the mud is blackest (lividissùnn) and especially deep' As André points out' this term

which is employed elsewhere of the waters of hell, carries in this context the same

overtones of disgust and revursion.3 Note the use of the superlative which will be picked

up by two other colour adjectives in the lines following which are also in the super'lative'a

The use of superlative colour adjectives reinforces the extreme emotions of the poem'

Hor.1.8.10z...nequ,eiam.lívídasestatarm,is/bra.cch,ia...

Horace asks Lydia why her lover, Sybaris, no longer displays his arms bruised (livida)

from weapons drill. The contrast between Sybaris' bruises and the colour of his arms

should be minimal as Sybaris is a male and would not normally be expected to have the fair

1 'Mais I'emploi de loin le Plus fréquent (le 1/4 des exemPles) se râPporte à une modification de

la couleur de la Peau humaine.. .Il s'agit d'abord, et d'une façon générale, de I'effet coloré d'une

pressron
2'in nto

sur un Point du corps' (André 1949 P. t'72).

rso aequales videant ntea Yulnera collo:/ m'e doceat livor mecunt habuisse mzam.' (w

2l-22). In this Poem there is a similar contrast between the bruises and Propertius' white neck

for a few lines further on he emPhasises that he has the traditional pallor of an elegiac lover;

'semper in irata Pallidus esse velin' (v. 28). See further on 3.8.28 below under 1.37.2

PALLIDUS).

^ 
lgoÐ-p.'173ï. See for instânce Aen. 6.320 and Edgeworth's comments on it (1992 p' 13'7)'

4see below on Car. 17.14 under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i and Cat.t7.l6 under 1.33 NIGER/

NIGRANS i.
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skin of a woman but by employing an image which was common amongst elegiac poetsl

Horace is probably implying that Sybaris has the pallor of a woman or an elegiac lover'

This colour contrast picks up on the one in the previous stanza between the yellow Tiber,

the olive oil and the viper's blood2, creating a colour cluster linking the unpleasant activities

which Sybaris is trYing to avoid.

Hor. 2.5.102 tolle cupidinem / imm.itis uvae; iam tibi lívídos / distinguet Autumnus

racemls / plry¿rcP. va.rius colore'

In an elaborate simile, Horace compares the young Lalage to a gfape not quite ready for

plucking. He tells her eager lover to stay his hand from the unripe grape and wait until

multicoloured Autumn paints the darkening (Iiviclos) clusters with purple. The comparison

between the stages of a woman's life and that of a grape has its tladition in Gleek erotic

poetfy; it may go as fal back as Alcaeus3 and it also appears in an epigram in the Greek

Anthol.ogy 4 but, in neither case, afe colour terms employed in the simile' As with Prop'

4.2.l3s,Iividus is used here for the transitional colour of fruit ripening in multicoloured

(varius)Autumn; this is placed in contrast with the purple hue which it will achieve 1ater.6

Hor. 4.9.33: totve tuos patiar labores / impune, Lolli, carpere lívídas /
obliviones...

Horace will not allow envious (Iividas) forgetfulness to prey undisturbed upon Lollius'

many exploits. Here the use of li.vidu.s is almost entirely figurative with little of no

suggestion of colour. According to André this was quite a common use of the tefm'7

L.27 LURIDUS

Prop. 4.7.22 lurídaEte eviclos e.ffugit umbra roSos

t see above on prop.4.7.65 under 1.26.7 LIVEO. Compare also Am. 1.7.41 and l'8.98 where

ovid describes the ¡roises or pa.ssion left on the (whitÐ skin of his mistress. As André points

out, this was a favourite elegiac theme (1949 p' 172)'
2 See Hor. 1.8.8 above under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAWS ii'
3 rr. tt9.9-t6 (Lobel and page 1955). As this poem is so fragmentaty it is unclear to whom

Alcaeus is refeming.
tt'rO"g oùx èiér.ro*s' ör' fis ora(rutrri, ncpené¡r-rlmr./ pr\ þ0ouÉoqs ôoûvar xàv

ppoxt, 
" t¡s. oraoi6os.' 1S.ao+i. Al¡o compare Theocritus 27.10 and see further Bertrnan (1989

il 1'àZr.l, iiessling-Heioïe irqOgjp. 181 and Nisr et ancl Hubbard (1978 p. 84f.) on this motif'

5 See above under 1.26.1 LIVEO.
6 See on Hor.2.5.12 below under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i'
t qlõ+õ> p. t74f. e.g. Søt. Silv. 1.3.103 'Iiventem satirøm nigra rubigine turbes' '
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Ghosts do exist after all and a pale (Iurida) shade vanquishes and flees the pyre' André says

that luridu.s is 'un jaune sans éclat' which is often used together with or to replace words of

the pallere family.l As he points out, it is usually employed of horrific, ugly or ghastly

things and frequently associated with death. Ovid likewise applies the term to a ghost2 and

to a colpse at a funeral.3

Prop. 4.11.8: obserat herbosos lurid'a porta roSos'

When the ferryman has received his toll, the pa\e (Iurida) gate closes on the grassy funeral

pyre. Lu.rid¿¿s is the last of three colour words which Propertius employs in the space of

seven lines to describe the undelw ofld (nigraa...fu.scaes..Iurida). Note that, as in Virgil's

description of hell, all are of dark or dingy hue.6 Thefe may also be an implied contfast

between the dingy colour of the gate and the green grass of the funeral pyre, for green of

coufse, has associations with life and vitality.T However the reading herbosos is much

disputed, some favouring umbrososs which would reinforce lurida rather than form a

contrast with it.

Hor. 3.4.742 m.a.eretqu.e partu.s .ful.m.ine lurí.dum / m.issos ad orcum;.'

Earth mourns for her children, hurled down to murþ (luridwn) Orcus by the thunderbolt.

This is one of a series of illustrations of vis which is cited by Horace. [Tibullus] also

employs this colour tetm of Orcus.9

Hor. 4.13.102 ...refugit te, quia turidí / dentes te, quia rugae / turpant et capitis

ui&s-.

Horace tells the aging Lyce that Cupid disdainfully flies past her, because yellow (luridi)

teeth, wrinkles and the snows of her head disfigure her. Here the morbid associations of

luridus selve as a contrast with viren.tis in v. 6 which is employed to describe the youth and

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(1949) p.r37
;in ¡ocii^ Ceycis abit sumptaque .figura/Iurídus, exanimi similis'..' (Met

'lur:idaque &rsuro portabat m¿mbra feretro.' (Met' 14'747)

See Prop. 4.17.2 below under 1.33 NIGER / NIGRANS iii'
'te licet òrantem fuscøe deus audiat aulae:' (v' 5)

Edgewortlr (1992) P. 23

See the iustances below unrler 1.50.2 VIRIDIS ii'
Butler and Barber (1933) P. 380

'dives in ignava luri.ilus Orcus aqua.' (3.3'38)

11.653-6s4)
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vitality of Lyce's successor.l The yellow of Lyce's teeth is complemented by the 'snows'

of her head; note how lu.ridi and nives are both placed at the end of their respective lines.

For a full discussion of this colour image in its context see below in Chapter 6 under

section 3.3.i.

I.28 LUTEUS

Cat.61.102 huc veni, niw Serens /luteum pede soccum;

Catullus exhorts Hymen (the god of marriage) to approach, wearing aluteum slipper on his

snow-white foot. Luteus was the traditional colour of marriage2, interpreted by most

scholar.s as a yellow-orange shade.3 Note how Catullus gives emphasis to the colour

word, placing it first in the final line of the stanza. In addition, the yellow slipper is placed

in contrast with the snowy whiteness of Hymen's foot.a The image of Hymen's yellow

slipper will be echoed later on in the poem by the golden feet of the bride.s For a full

analysis of this colour cluster see the discussion of these lines in Chapter 2, section 5.1.

Cat. 61.1882 uxor i1 thalatna tibi est,/ ore .ftroridulo. nitens,/ alba parthenice velut /
luteumve Wpaver.

Catullus compares the bride's radiant face to a whiæ chamomile ot a luteum poppy. This is

the second of the white lluteus contrasts in this poem; note how once again Catullus

emphasise s lu.teus by placing it first in the final line of the stanza. Edgeworth thinks that

here luteu.s is best understood as pink or red rather than yellow. He argues that poppies

were usually red and that the contrast of the poppy with the white chamomile is meant to

signify the contrast of colours on the bride's face, normally, in Roman poetry a contrast of

red against white.6 Edgeworth's arguments have some merit for these lines but when the

word luteus first appears in this poem (v. 10 above) it denotes an orange-yellow shade. It is

quite possible that the term luteus encompassed both these colours without the Romans

| ...iue virentis et / docÍae psallere Chiae / pulchris excubat in genis.' (vv. 6-8). See on these

lines below uncler 1.50.1 VIREO / VIzuDO.
2 Plin. N.H. 21.22.46
3 quinn (t973 p.266), For<lyce (1961 p.2a} and Ellis (1889p.212) anongst othersstate that the

brùal veil anrl shoes were á yellow shade; however Edgeworth toys with the idea that the bridal

apparet may have been a colóur other than yellow (1992 p.25ó). For a discussion of Edgeworth's

argu-ent see Cat. 61.188 following and Chapter 2 below under section 5.1.
4 See Ot.9 below un<ler 1.35 NIVEUS i.
5 See Cat. 61.160 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
ø 0ggz) p.256r.
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being awarc of any discrepancy. For a full analysis of the significance of this image see the

discussion of these lines in Chapter 2, section 5'3'

t.29 MrCo

Cat. 61.2002 iUe pulveris Africi / siderumque mícantíum / subducat numerum
jäit,/q"i vestri iu*"rorc volt/multa milia ludi'

Catullus compares the joys of the newly-wedded couple to the number of the African sands

or of the glittering (micantium) stars. The verb micare is regularly employed of stars; see

the two instances below and compare Ov. Metamorphoses 7.100-l The use of stars as an

image of infinity goes back to Homer where the numerous Trojan watch-f,rres are compared

to the stafs which appeil 'conspicuous' or 'bright' against the shining moon'2 Catullus

also makes use of the image of stars in c.'7 aS a comparison for the number of kisses he

will give to Lesbia3 and he employs a similar contrast in this poem between the heat of the

desert sands4 and the cool remoteness of the glittering stars.

Cat.64.2062 quo motu tell.u.s a.tque h.orrida contremuerunt / aequora concussitque

mícønlía sidera tnundlts,

When the ruler of the gods assented to Ariadne's request, the earth and terrible waters

trembled and the firmament shook its glitterin g (micantia) stars. In Homer, Zeus' nod

makes Olympus tremble5 but it is Catullus who adds the image of the glittering stars,

possibly in imitation of Ennius6 or LucretiusT . Like the reference to the golden stars in

Book 2 of the Aeneid, the suggestion is that the stars are above human concerns'8 The

glittering stars ar-e placed in contrast with the blinding darkness of Theseus' mind in the

following line.e

Hor. 1.12.462 ...mícat inter omnis / Iulium sidus velut inter ignis / luna minores

|'postera depulerat stellas Aurora ilicgilÍg-s.:'
zi,oç o' 6r, èv oùpavo) äorpa QaervÌ¡v riu0ì oeLrrjur¡v lÞaiver' dprnpenCc"'' (/'' 8'

55s-556)
á"Air- quo^ tinum vídent amores:' (w. 7-8)

4 Uu"* ^oC 
is iacet Cyrenis / oraculum lovis inter

aestuosi / et
s ¡t. r.szg-s¡o
6;jui caelurn versat stetlis .fulgen:trihus aptunr' (Ann fr. 29 Vahlen 1963)

1 ino* cum suspicimus magni caelestia mundi / templa super stellisque micantibus aethera ftxum'

(5.1204) Ellis also clraws the parallels with Homer and Lucretius (1889 p'3160'
{;...¡rrií aurea sidera clanrcr.' (v. 488). On this see Edgeworth (1992) p. 41'

9'ipse autenx caeca mentenx catigine Theseus' (v' 207)
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The Julian constellation shines Qn.ica.t) amid all others just like the moon amid the lesser

lights. As Fraenkel points out, the luliwnsidus is the first direct allusion to Augustus in the

poem.l V/ith this simile the reader is probably meant to recall the white star of Castor and

Pollux earlier in the poem, identifying Augustus more closely with them'2

1.30 MINIUM

Prop. 2.3jrlz ut Maeotica ni¿ minío si certet Hibero,/ utque rosae puro lacte

nanfi.folia

Propertius compafes Cynthia's complexion to Maeotic snows striving with Spanish

vermilion (tn¡nio)or rose petals floating amid pure milk. For a full discussion of these lines

see above on Prop. 2.3.l}under I.2.2 ALBUS i. The comparison has similarities with a

fragment from Ennius where a woman's blush is compared to milk and purple mingled.3

Propertius has extended the metaphor by introducing snow and roses'

1.31 MUREX

Hor. 2.1.6.36: ...te bis Nfro /murice tincta.e /vestiunt lqnae:...

Grosphus is clothed in wool twice dipped in African purple Qn'r'trice) along with all the

other trappings of wealth; Horace however has other gifts that Fate has not granted to this

wealthy man. 'Double dipped' purple was especially costly, according to Pliny.a This

reference to purple is obviously meant to recall Horace's pronouncement at the beginning of

the poem that gems, purple and gold cannot buy otium.s Nisbet and Hubbard think that the

words murice and tinctae both have faintly ironical overtones in this context; murice

because it 'literally refers to a malodorous shellfish'6 and tinctae because it'is capable of

bearing a suggestion of contamination'.7 This is worth considerin8, for Horace's use of

the wotd lanae in these lines suggests the natural state of the undyed wool and can be

associated with Horace'S comment in 3.5 that wool once dyed with purple cannot return to

t (tqsÐ p.296
2 See aboìe on Hor. 7.12.27 tndet L2'2 ALBUS iii'
3let simul erubuit ceu lacte et purpura nüxta' Ann. fr.352 (Vahlen 1963)

a'nu¡" successit dibapha ryria, quai in libras denariis mille non poterat emi.' (N'H. 9.63'137)

5 See Hor. 2.16.7 below under 1.40.1 PURPURA'
o ffOlSl p.269. Compare Maltial; 'tinctis murìce vestibus quod omni/et nocte utitur et die

Philaenis/non est onthitioto nec superba:/ delectatur odore, non colore" (9'62)

1 ¡b¡d.
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its lost state.l Virgit also employs the words murex and laena in his description of Aeneas'

purple cloak in Book 4 as a sign of his oriental effeminacy when living at Carthage.2

I.32 MURREUS

prop. 3.10.222 re& inter pocula currat,/ et crocino naris mufieus ungat onyx.

At Cynthia's birthday part), let night take its course amid the wine cups and the casket of

yellow (murreus) onyx anoint the nostrils with the scent of saffron. Muneus3 is a rare

colour word. According to André (who cites this line) it describes the'couleur de myrrhe'

and is thus 'un blond pâle'a while the Oxþrd Latin Dictionary defines it as a reddish-

brown.5 It seems best to interpret the word here as 'yellow'for, according to Pliny, the

most valued onyx was the colour of honey.6 Murreus however is not always used as a

colour term for it can also mean 'scented like myrrh' and this is how some editors inætpret

the term here.7 Certainly this is one meanin g of murreøs in this context but the reader is

also prepared for the chromatic element in the word by crocinus'saffron' which also

suggests yellowness. Thus crocinus and murreus both have associations with yellowness

and perfume which Propertius exploits here.8 These words contribute to the sensual

atmosphere of the poem; the yellow, with its overtones of voluptuousness9, is set against

the suggestive darkness of the night'

Hor.3.L4.222 dic et argutae properet Neaerae/murreum nodo cohibere crinem;

Horace bids his slave to tell clear-voiced Neaera to hurry up and fasten her yellow

(murreu.m) hair in a knot. As with the Propertius instance above, murreus here is

I vv. 2''t-28. Tlese lines are discussed with Hor. 3.5.25 above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii. Compare

also Horace's use of the tenns in a similar context in Epist. 2.2.; 'Gemmas, mnrmo\ ebur,

iyrrhena sigilla, tabellas,/argentunx, vestis Gaetulo murice tinclas / sunt qui non habeant, est qui non

curat habere.' (w, 180-182).
2'...Tyrioque ardebat murice laena/demissa ex um¿ris, dives quae munera Dido/ fecerat.." (w'

262-2e).
3 Botlr Butler & Barber (1933 p. 287) and Camps (1966 p. 103) agree that murreus here comes

from murra 'myrrh' rather than murra the mineral - murreus is used by Propertius to describe

the mineral ar 4.5.26.
¿ Gg+g) p. 16o
s (tgos) p.7147
6 'probaitur quam maximt nrcIlei coloris, in vertices mnculosi atque rcn tralucidi.' (N'ä'

36.12.67)
7 Goold, for instance, translates murreus onyx as'the jar of perfume' (1990 p.293)'
8 Butler and Barber (1933) p.287; Camps (1966) p. 103
9 See Daoa (1919) p.24r.
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suggestive both of colourl and of perfume2 and contributes to Neaera's aura of youthful

sensuality.3 This is placed in contrast with Horace's swiftly whitening hair a few lines

further on; see on Hor. 3.14.25 above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO'

1.33 NIGER / NIGRANS

i) Beauty / DesirabilitY

Cat. 17.16z adservanda nígerrimís diligentius uvis

Catullus says that a certain girl ought to be watched more carefully than the blackest

Qtigerrimis) grapes. Both Homera and Hesiods describe grapes as black at harvest time'

Thus Catullus' description of the grapes as black indicates that they are ripe and ready for

plucking6 and perhaps suggests the sensual dark eyes which were a mark of beauty (see

below). This is the third of three superlative colour wolds in this poem; see above on Cat.

17.11 under 1.26.2 LIVIDUS and below on cat. 17.I4 under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i.

Cat. 43.22 nec bello pede nec nígrís ocellis

Catullus ironically grcets the mistress of the Formian bankrupt as one who has (amongst

other deficiencies) neither a pretty foot nor black (nigris) eyes' Black eyes as a mark of

beauty go back to Greek literature where they were given the colour epithet pdÀaç.7

Compare also the two instances below.

prop. 2.12.23: quj capu.t et digitos et lum.in.a nígrø puellae / et canat...

proper.tius asks who will sing of the head, fingers and black (nigra) eyes of his girl if he is

destroyed by Cupid's darts. The word that Propertius employs for eyes lumina (literally

,lights,) has the effect of an oxymoron when combined with n.igra.For lumina nigra :ursed

in a diffelent sense see Prop- 4.3.14 below under iii'

1s
e
1

, ists

in the Horace line as it does in Prop. 3JO22
îCo*p.. the sexy Pyrrha who also ties back her .flavam coÍlurm (Hor. 1.5.4 above under 1'20

FLAVENS / FLAVUS i.).
a ¡¡. tgs6z
5 Scut. 294,300
6 Euis (1889) p. 6a.
7 G iou"r' <iggz p. 26) who cites Bacchylides 16.17-18 and Anacrcont' 7l '12'
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Hor. 1.32.11 (twice): et Lycum nígrís oculis nígroque / crine decorum'

Horace speaks of the lyre of the Lesbian citizen who was accustomed to sing of Bacchus,

the Muses, Venus, Cupid and Lycus beautiful for black (nigris) eyes and black (nigro)

locks. The Lesbian citizen is of course Alcaeus. Like dark eyes, dark hair was a sign of

beauty in Greek poetry; Kober cites references to the loveliness of dark hair from Sappho

and Anacteon amongst others.l However none of the references she gives are from

Alcaeus and there seem to be no allusions to dark hair or eyes in his fragments. Horace has

a similar reference to the beauty of black eyes and hair in the Ars Poetica.2 The beauty of

Lycus'hair and eyes make him a fitting subject for love poetry'

ii) Foul \ileather

Cat.68.632 ac velut in nígro i.actatis turbin'e nautis

Catullus likens Allius' help to a gentle breeze which comes to sailors tossed in a black

(nigro) storm. For the synonym a.ter tsed of foul weather see the instances above under 1.4

ATER / ATRATUS iv. Both niger and ater ateused as epithets fot turbo by Virgil3 while

Homer uses ¡ré\as and its cognates of both waves and water disturbed by the wind.a In

this context, niger also canies with it oveltones of misfortune and death.

Prop. 3.7.562 cum moribu.n.da níger clauderet ora liquor:

The drowning Paetus spoke his last words as the black (niger) water closed over his dying

lips. This image possibly owes something to phrases such as Od. 5.353 which describes

the dark sea covering Athena as she plunges into the waves.5 As in the instance from the

Odyssey, niger in Propertius is used of water churned up by a storm and the colour word

also canies with it the implication of death; the waters of the underworld are often referred

to as black.6 The reference to water is typical of Propertius' preoccupation with still and

flowing water in Book 37 and the negative overtones of this image suggest Propertius'

1 Sapptro 65.13 (Bergk) = 58.14 (L-P), Anacreont. 16.6-7,17.4-5 (1932 p.26).
z'spirtondunt nigris oculis nigroque capitto.' (v. 37). See also Eþist. 7.7.26.
3'...¡to turbine nigro /,ferret hiems culmumque levem stipulasque volantis.' (Georg. l'320'21);
'...torrentis aquae vel turbinis atri / nnre furens'..' (Aen. 10.603-4)'
4 il. l.&,23.693 Kober says that in Greek poetry ¡rÉÀaç when used of the sea generally

implies that it is disturbed (1932 p. 33).
5 '...¡rd)rav ö¿ É xOpa rcdÀur¡eu.' See also Arg. I.256-7.
6 e.g. Tib. 1.3.68, Ov. Met. 11.500.
7 See further Chapter 4, especially sections 4, 6.1, 6.3.ii and 6'4'
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ambivalent attitude to the sea which he associates both with triumph and overreaching

oneself.l Ovid makes use of a similar allusion to water when describing the death of Icarus

but uses viridis as the epithet for the water which is less effective'2

Hor. 1.5.7 i ...aspera / nígrís aequora ventis / emirabitur insolens

Alas for the youth now enjoying golden þrrha - soon he will marvel in surprise at waters

rough with black (nigris) gales. For the darkness of storm used as a metaphor for the

troubles of lovers and the tradition that lovers' vows were as variable as the wind; see on

prop. 2.5.12 above under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS iv. Note how Horace positions nigris

and ventis each side of aequora so that the word order mirrors the sense; the waters are

literally enveloped by the gales.3 In addition, the colour adjective nigris comes between

.flavam (v. 4) and attrea (v. 9), the two colour terms used to describe Pyrrha's golden

beauty.a The placement of the colour terms reinforces the idea that the girl's outward

appearance does not reflect her inner nature.

Hor. 3.27,232 aequoris nígri fremitum et trementis / verbere ripas'

In bidding farewell to Galatea who is about to go off on a voyage, Horace expresses the

wish that the wives and children of enemies be the ones to feel the roar of the black (nisri)

sea and the shores quivering from the blow. Williams says that this is an ancient form of

prayer in which the petitioner asks the gods to divert his or her own troubles to an enemy.s

Nigerpicks up on the allusion to the trcacherous black gulf of the Adriatic earlier on in the

poem (ater Harlriae sin.u.s v. 18); see on this line above under 1.4 ATER i ATRATUS iv.

iii) Death

Prop. 2.24.34: non labor Alcidae, non níger iIIe dies'

propertius says that nothing will change his fidetity, neither the labours of Heracles, nol'

that black (niger) day of death. A proverbial expression; see on Prop. 2.ll-4 above under

1.4 ATER/ATRATUS ii.

1 ,The sea, then, is at once the path over which Rome's destiny is to be realized, and, at the

same time, something vast and unstable which dulls the perspective of those who set forth upon

it.' (Nethercut 1961 P.402).
2'clauserunt vírides ora loquentis oquae.' (Ars Am. 2'92)'
3 Nisbet and Hubbard also draw attention to this (1970 p.76).
4 See on Hor. 1.5.9 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv'
5 (tgeq) p.138
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Prop. 2.27.102 neu subeant labris pocula nígra tuis'

Mortals are full of worries, amongst them the fear that black (nigra) cups will pass under

their lips. Pocula nigrarefers to poison which is ofæn given the epithet black in both Greek

and Latin literature.l

Prop. 2.28b.38: nígraque .funestum concinit omen avts'

The dark (nigra)bird sings an omen of doom when Cynthia is ill' The bird is black both

because it is associated with the darkness of night2 and because it is ill-omened; as Butler

and Barber point out, ovid in the Amores addresses the non albae aves who sing sad

omens.3 The black bird is complemented by the dark-blue boat of Hell (caerula ratis) inthe

following couplet; see Prop. 2.28b.40 above under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS ii'

prop. 3.12.332 nigrantísque domas a.nimarum intrasse silentum

odysseus was not harmed by entering the dark (nigrantis) halls of the silent ghosts'

Prop. 4.3.142 qu.ae m.ihi deductae .f!& omen praetulit, illa / traxit ab everso h't'm'ina

nígra rogo

Arethusa is so unfortunate in her marriage that the torch that gave the omen for her wedding

procession must have drawn its murþ (nigra) light from the ruins of a funeral pyre (ie' it

was really a torch of mourning). Nigra is used here both literally and metaphorically'

denoting the black smoke the torch produces, as well as signifying ill-omen'a Propertius

plays on the oxymoron of black light: the wedding torch is meant to cast light and

happiness as it does in Catullus c. 61s but here the torch casts dafkness and despair'

Prop. 4.l1^.2z panditur ad nullas ianua nigra preces

The black (nigra) gate does not open to teafs. This is obviously the gate to the underworld

which Propertius also calls lurida in v' 8'6

Hor. 1.24.18: nígro compulerit Mercurius 8re8t

1 See Hor. 1.37'27 above under 1'4 ATER/ATRATUS iii'
2'et ian Lunø negat totiens descendere caelo' (v' 37)
3 3.tz.z (1933 p.241)
4 Camps (1965) p. 80
5 See Ctrapter 2, section 5.2.
6 See tlis line above unde¡ t'27 LURIDUS'
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Horace tells Virgil that he cannot bring back to life their dead friend Quintilius whom

Mercury has marshalled to the dark (nigro) throng.

Hor. 4,2.232 ... et viris anim.umque moresque / au.reos educit in astra nigroque /
invidet Orco.

pindar laments the young hero who has been snatched from his weeping bride, extolling

his strength, courage and golden virtues to the stars and begrudging them to black (nigro)

Orcus. Compare Simonides' epitaph on the Spartans at Platea who 'threw around

themselves the dark cloud of death'.l Horace employs the same contrast between the

viftues of his hero and the darkness of death but he heightens the contrast further by placing

a.stra nextto nigro and by employing aureos of the virtues so that the line begins and ends

with colour words. For the similarity of this colour contrast to one of Bacchylides see on

this line above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS v'

¡¿or. 4.12,262 nígrorumque tn.etn.or, dwn licet, igniu.m. / mísce stultiam consiliis

brevem:

Horace tells Virgil to lay aside delay and eagerness for profit and, mindful of the dark

Qügrorum.) fires (of death), mix brief folly with wisdom. This is in the final stanza of a

poem about the return of spring (see on Hor.4.12.11 below under iv). As with Prop.

4.3.14 above, the use of niger to describe fire can be taken on a literal level as referring to

the black smoke which the funeral pyre produces but by employing niger to describe a

source of light, Horace creates an oxymoron which mirrors the tensions of the poem' The

idea that one must always keep the darker side of life in mind crops up constantly

thloughout the poem with the allusions to the awful crime and suffering of Procne (v.

5ff.), the dark hills of Arcadia (v. 11f) and the bitterness of care (v. 19f) striking

discordant notes in this celebration of spring. As previously mentioned, Porter draws a

parallel between the dark f,rres in this poem, the infernis tenebris of 4.1 .25 and the atrae

curae of 4.1 I.36.2

1 'äopeorov r)rÉos oíôe 4¡iÀl nepì natpiör OÉvres l¡<vdveov Oavcirou àp$ep<ÍIovro

vÉgos' ' (Pal. Anth. 7.251.1-2)
z(fggZt) p. 113. See furrher Hor,4.11.35 above under 1.4 ATER/ATRATUS v.
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iv) Landscapes

Hor. 1.21.72 vos laetam. .fl.uviis et nem.orum comn,/quaecu,nque aut Selido

iä,i¡äl ¿,igido / nigrß iut Erimanthi / sil'¡is aut viridis Cragi.

In this hymn to Diana and Apollo, Horace tells the maidens to praise'the one who delights

in streams and sylvan foliage which stands out on icy Algidus or the dark (nigris) woods of

Erymanthus or of green Cragus'. Such imagery is common in hymns to Diana; compare

Catullus c.34.1 Nigris is probably in imitation of the Greek pé)'ae which, according to

Kober, is often employed to describe the dark gfeen of foliage (she lists eight occurrences

of the epithet ¡re ).rípQurÀoe).2 Here nigris is contrasted with the lighter green of viridis.s

Both Nisbet and Hubbard and Quinn think that these colour epithets apply to both clauses;

,both mountains are green and their woods are dark'.4 Compare Ovid Atnores 2'6s and

]Hot.4.12.11 (below) where there are similar contrasts between dafk forests and green

grass. It is possible that there is a third colour element in the stuîza with gelido Algido

which suggests to the mind's eye an impression of gleaming white snow'6

Hor. 4.4.5 8z du.ris u¡ il.ex tonsa bipennibus / nígrøe feraci frondis in Algido

Hannibal, in a speech bemoaning the might of Rome, compares the Roman state to an oak

tree shorn of its boughs by axes on Mount Algidus which is prolific in dark (nigrae)

foliage; although heavily pruned the oak grows back even stronger' Niger' once again

employed in imitation of the Greek ¡reÀrÍ¡r$u).Ios, contdbutes to the epic ring of the stanza'

virgil employs a similar metaphor of the destruction of Troy but does not use explicit

colour terms in his descriPtion'7

Hor.4.l2.llz dicunt in tenero Sra.mine pinguiu.m/.custodes ovium carmina ftstula/
à¿iltiilq", clewn cui pecu.s et-túgri / coTles Arcadiae placent.

In the spring, the keepers of the fat sheep pipe songs on the soft gfass and delight the god

(pan) who holds dear the flocks and black (nigri) mountains of Arcadia' In this poem, as in

L ,montium domina ut .fores / silvarumØue virentium / saltuum4ue recon'ditorum / amniumque

sonantunt:' (vv. 9-12). on these lines see cat. 34.10 below under 1'50'1 VIREO / VIRIDO'

2 ltozz¡ p. z7
3 Èo. r sìrnilar colour contrast in Horace see 1.25.18 below under 1'38 PULLUS'

añaH-(1970) p.2lll.Similarly euinn 'rlark g een mountain foresß...green (lower) slopes' (1980

p.164).
:{'iàUï sub Elysio nigra nenms ilice .ftondet, / udaque perpetuo Srantine terra viret" (vv' 49-

s0)
ãéo*pr" Hor. 3.23; 'nanx quae nivali pascitur Atgitlo / devota quercus inter et ilices' (w' 9-10)

7 Aen. 2.626-632
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1.4 and 4.7,Horace contrasts the return of spring with the brevity of human existence and

reiterates the necessity of enjoying life while one can. As is the case with the two entries

above, the colour epithet nigri is employed of the dark green of Arcadia's forests' This

colour term is placed in contrast with the colours implicit in graminn and ovium, the lighter

green of grass and the whiteness of sheep. Niger occurs again in the final stanza with

Horace,s reference to the dark fires of death (see above on 4.12.26 under iü). It may be that

niger is merely employed here as a Graecism but it could also be argued that,like the sooty

smoke in the birthday poem immediately beforel, the use of the wotd niger in this spring

scene strikes a note of foreboding, preparing the reader for the mention of care and death'2

v) Other

Prop. 2.15.322 et citius nigros Sol ogitabit equos

The sun will drive dark (nigros ) horses sooner than Propertius will be able to transfer his

love to another. Since it is normally night that drives dark horses3 this is an impossibility.

Compare propertius'reference to the horses clothed in black ú"3.5.34 (above under 1'4

ATER / ATRATUS ü).

Prop.4.6.83: gaude, Crasse, nígras si quid sapis inter harenas: ire per

Euphraten ad tua busta licet-

'Rejoice, Crassus, if you are able to know anything amongst the black (nigras) sands, for

we can now cross the Euphrates to your tomb.' These lines are part of a poem celebrating

Augustus, triumph at the battle of Actium. Postgate thinks that Propertius calls the sands

nigras 'from the alluvial character of the soil'.4 Other editors interpret nigras harenas mote

figuratively as an allusion to Crassus' graves and Shackleton-Bailey suggests that the

phrase may be a reference to the mud thrown up by the rivers of the underworld'6

Hor. l.6.15z quis Martem tunica tectum adamantina/digne scripserit aut pulvere

T;;ir;¡;ígr"ü Merionen aut ope Palladis/Tydiden superis parem?

r On this see Hor. 4.11.35 above under 1.4 ATER i ATRATUS v'
2 li i, interesting that Bennett, in the Loeb edition, [anslates nigri colles as 'sombre hills' (1960 p'

331).
1-,ío^ Not aetherium nigris emcnsa quadrigis' tribl 3.4.17 (Enk 1962 p.223).
+ eegÐ p.zzz
5 Butler and Barber (1933) p.359, Camps (1965) p. 114
o (tqSO) p.?ABf. He cites S¡at. Theb. 4'521 and Yitg. Aen. 6'296ff'
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Horace, declining to sing the plaises of Agrippa, asks who could worthily te}l of Mars clad

in his invincible tunic or of Meriones black (nigrum) with Trojan dust or Tydides who with

pallas' aid is a match for the immortals. The answer, of course, is only Homer himself or a

poet with similar gifts; not Horace whose gift is too slender for such lofty themes' All three

characters appear in Homer and one would expect that the phrase pulvere Troico nigrum

was a rendition of an Homeric formula. This is not the case however for although Homer

describes Hector's corpse being dragged in the dustl and although in the Iliad both eatthz

and blood3 are black, no exact equivalent to this phrase can be found- Nisbet and Hubbard

say that this touch is un-Homeric as is the mention of Meriones in association with

Diomede.a Nevertheless it is interesting that Virgil employs a similar phrase in his

descdption of Hector's colpse in the Aeneid's

Hor. 2.8.3 z dente si nigro .fteres vel utto / turpior ungui

Horace tells Barine that he would ttust her now if, when she had bloken her vows' she had

ever been punished by becoming uglier by a black (nigro) tooth or even a single fingernail;

Barine however gives false promises and shines fofth even lovelier' on the undesirableness

and ugliness of black teeth compare Martial.ó Nisbet and Hubbard comment that'bad

teeth wefe a literary hall-mark of decayed courtesans'.7 The blackness (denoting Barine's

true inner nature) is contrasted with her surface glitter, suggested by enitescis in the

following stanza (see on Hor. 2.8.6 above under 1-16 ENITEO / ENITESCO)'

Hor. 3.6.4 z ... donec templa re.feceris / aedesque labentis deorum et / 'foeda nígro

sim.ulacra .fumo-

Horace terls his fe110w Romans that they will pay for their fathers' sins until they restore

the tottering shrines of the gods and their statues which are fouled with black (nigro)

smoke. In this poem, Horace deplores the lax moral standards that led to the impious deeds

and the disasters of the civil war. In this context the negative associations of the col0ur

I n. zz.+ottt
2 n. z.øgg etc. ; see Kober (1932) p'33
3 n. ¿.t+g etc.; see Kober (1932) p.29
+ 1r9zo; p. 88
5,raptatus bigis ut quondanr, ctterque cruenta/pulvere...' (2'272f.)' See also F'dgeworth's

discûssion oitltis phra-se (7992 p'15)'
6 ,Thais hahet nigros, nivìos Laicania dentes./ quae ratio est? enxptos haec habet, illa suos"

.43)
(1978) p.125

(s
7
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word niger are reinforced by its placement next to foeda, suggesting that the smoke is a

metaphorical sign of corruption as well as literally black. Note also how Horace, with his

usual skill, creates a word picture by placing simalacrabetween nigro andfuma'enhancing

the image of the statues covered in smoke'

1.34.1 NrTEO

i) Natural BeautY / Renown

ca| 2,5.. cutn desiderio meo nítentí / carum nescio quid lubet iocari

catullus says that Lesbia prays with her sparrow when it is preasing for his shining (nitenti)

object of desire to engage in some dear little frolic. For the association between shining

words and sexuality see the entlies above under 1.8'2 CANDIDUS i and l'2I'I

FULGEO iii and compafe Sappho who speaks of her longing to see the 'bright sparkle' of

Anactoria,s face.l Here the sexual implications of the word are further strengthened by its

association with de sider i u m.

Cat- 61.1g 6t uxor in tha.Iamo tibi est,/ ore .fl,oridulo- nitens,/ alba parthenice velut /
luteu.tnve Øpawr.

The bride is waiting for her husband in the chamber, shining (nitens) with a flowery face'

For the bride's association with flowers and radiance in this poem compare CaL 6I'2t

above under 1.16 ENITEO / ENITESCO. For the colour elements in this cluster see cat.

61.187 above under t.2.2 ALBUS i and Cat. 68.188 under 1'28 LUTEUS'

Prop. 1.2.62 naturaequ¿ decus m¿rca¡o perdere cultu,/ nec sinere in propriis

m.embra nítere bonis?

propertius asks cynthia why she ruins the gifts of nature with purchased elegance and does

not allow her limbs to shine (nitere) forth in their own glory. Cynthia's natural radiance is

placed in contrast with the ar"tificial gleam of her Coan silks and myrrh-anointed hair.2 For

a detailed discussion of the contfast between artifîcial and natural colouts in this poem see

Chapter 5 below under section 3-

t 'tâ15. <K>€ Botrtroítrrav ëpatov r€ Bâ¡ra / ràu¿Ípuvua trdunov iot¡v npoot'ínto' (fr'

16.17-18 Lobel and Page 195-5)
i"tau,ii-irrot ornato prãcedere, vita, capillo / et tenuis Coa veste fltavere sinus/ aut qui'd Orontea

crínß perfundere murra,/teque peregrinis vendere muneribus' (vv. 1-4)
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prop. 4.l.ll: curia, prut@lz. qu.ae nunc nítet alta senatu,/ pellitos habuit, rustica

cordn, Patres.

The Senate House, which now shines (nitet) on high with senators in togas, used to house

the city fathers who were robed in skins of beasts. Niteo here is used to suggest the brilliant

coloursl of the toga praetexta which was white with a purple border.2 It also, in a wider

sense, is one of the colour and shining words in this poem which helps to convey the

richness and sophistication of Propertius' Rome compared with the rough simplicity of

old.3 For the use of such words in this poem see on Prop.4.l.32 and 4.1.35 above under

I.Z.Z ALBUS ii,4.1.5 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS ii and 4.1-2'7 below

under 1.41 RADIO.

Hor. 2.5.182 non Chloris albo sic um'ero nítens

Lalage will be even more beloved than shy Pholoe or Chloris who gleams (nitens) with her

white shoulders. For a discussion of the use of niteo in this context see this line above

under 1.2.2 ALBUS i.

Hor.2.7.7i cum qu,o m.ora,ntem saepe diem m.ero/fregi coronatus nítentís /
malobathro Syrio caPillos-

In this poem Horace rejoices at the teturn of Pompeius, his companion in the civil war. He

recalls how with pompeius he often shortened the lagging day with wins, garlanded and his

locks glistening (nitentis) with Syrian nard. Hair glistening with ointment was one of the

extravagances of feasts and symposia.a This is an allusion to days long past for, as Nisbet

and Hubbard point oiut, niteo can be used for the sleekness of youth.s Compare Hor.

Z.ll.ß (above under 1.9.2 CANUS) where Horace's grey locks are garlanded with

roses. As with the references to wine and roses in c. 2.11, the allusions in c- 2-7 to (red)

wine and a garland (which is probably of red roses) introduce additional colour elements

into the stanza.

1 On the association between purple and words for shining see Hor. 3.1.42 below under 1'40'1

PURPURA.
2 Sebesta (1994) p.47
3 Compare Horace-'s use of the cognate word nitidus for a'city slicker' (ex nitido fit rusticus ) at

Epist. 1.7.83.
4'Nisber and Hubbard (1978) p.ll2. Compare Hor. 1.4.9 below under 1.34.2 NITIDUS.
s (tqzs) p. tt2
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Hor.2.L1.10z non semper idem fJoribus- est honor/uernis neque uno Luna rubens

"iiit 
n"ttu.: qu.id aeteinis m.¡norein. / consiliis animum fatigas ?

Why tire your mortal soul with plans for eternity when the spring flowers do not retain the

same glory and the blushing moon does not gleam (nitet) with a single face? Niteo, used

here to describe the light of the moonl, also carries with it associaúons with female beauty;

the moon is portrayed as a woman whose glorious complexion (rubens)2 will soon fade.

Note the association in Horace between shining and the season of spring ; this will also

occuf in 4.5.8 (immediately below) and 1.4.9 (below under 1.34'2 NITIDUS)'

Hor. 4.5.8 z lucem redde tuae, dux bone, patriae: /. instar veris enim vultus ubi

ìil,i I 
-øfub]populo, 

gra.ti.or it dies / et sol.es melius nítent.

Horace asks Augustus to return and bring back the light to his country; for when, like

spring, his face shines on the people the day goes better and the sun gleams (nitent) morc

brightly. Niteo forms part of the imagery of light in this stanza; see on this poem above

under 1.1 ADFULGEO.

ii) Artificial / Treacherous Beauty

Prop. 2.24a.142 et cupit iratutn talos me poscere eburnos./ quaeque nítent Sacra

vilia dona Via.

The rapacious Cynthia angefs Propertius by demanding dice of ivory and such worthless

gifts as glitter (nitent) along the Sacred Way. The reference to the Sacred Way suggests the

jewellers' shops positioned along this road.3 Here nitent not only picks up on the gleam of

the ivory dice but also the brilliance of a peacock-feather fan and a ball of crystal in the

prcvious couplet, other gifts demanded by Cynthia.a Thus niteo is employed here of the

artificial glitær of 'purchased elegance'.

Hor. 1.5.132 ...miseri quibus / intemptata nites"'

Horace tells pynha that those men for whom she shines (nites) untested are to be pitied.

The idea of pynha shining picks up from y. 9 where the trusting youth is enjoying golden

(aurea.) pyr¡ha.s As Quinn comments, the word nites'evokes the mistress-as-goddess

1 Cornpare Lucretius 5.705 'tunn potest solis radiis percussa nitere' '
2 See on Hor.2.11.10 below under 1.43'1 RUBEO.
3 Butler and Barber (1933) p.231
4 'et modo pøvonis caudae .flabetta superbae / et mnnibus dura frigus habere pila' (w' ll-12)
5 See Hor. 1.5.9 above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv'
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cliche,.r The term also suggests the sea with which she is first compared at v.1;Pyttha

shines like the calm surface of the sea which is often, in Roman poetry, compared to the

glistening of marble.2 As with Barine3, this surface glitter is deceptive for the seas will

quickly turn rough with black winds'a

Hor. L.14. L9z nunc desiderium curaque non levis,/ interfusa nítenÚís / vites

aequora Cycladns.

Horace tells a ship which is a source of love and weighty care to avoid the seas which rush

between the glisten ing (nitentis) Cyclades. Most commentators follow Quintilian in

believing that the ship is a metaphor for the state.S words for shining are applied to the

cyclades on account of their marble; see Hor. 3.28-14 above under I.2I.l FULGEO iii'

This, the concluding image of the poem' has worried many commentators for there does

not seem any especial reason to mention the cyclades apart from the fact that the area

alound them was noted for its winds.ó It may be that Horace employs this image as part of

the language of love with which he express his concern for the shipT for the gleaming

cyclades are elsewhere employed by Horace in a sexual context and the term nitentes is

frequently associated with the treachery and seductiveness of women' In some senses this

is a play upon the imagery of two other poems in Book 1. In 1.5'13 (above) Horace

advises the youth to be wary of Pyrrha's seductive gleam, associating her with the

treachery of the sea and in 1.19.5 Horace associates the slippery Glycera with Parian

marble.s

I,34.2 NITIDUS

Prop. 3.10.14: et nítídas presso pollice finge comas:

it also suggests the
of the shining surface of

3 See Hor.2.8.6. above unrler 1.16 ENITEO /ENITESCO'
4 See Hor. 1.5.7 above under 1.33 NIGER/NIGRANS ii'
5 See Fraenkel's tliscussion (1957 p. 154ff')'
o ["inn (1980) p.LÍ};Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) p' 188. Porphyrio explains the allusion thus;

,m'ria enim engustiore pericul,osíora sunt; nait ¡nde'et frem d[cuntur, quod semper ferveant id est

inqieta sint.' (MeYer 1874 P. 20).
i Ëo, io.tun ce,' deiideriur, *tri"tr is employecl by Catullus 

-in 
reference to Lesbia and in association

with niteo at 2.5 above under i. As Quinn nolei, cura is frequently used for the mistress in

Roman poetry (1980 P' 152).
8 See this line below unrler 1'34'3 NITOR'
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on her birthday Propertius tells cynthia to dress herself and arrange her shining (nitidas)

hair with her hngers. Compafe Horace's birthday poem 4'11, where he employsfulgeo of

phyllis' hair which has been garlanded with ivy.l In both cases the words for shining add

to the sensualitY of the scene.

Hor' L'4'9 z nunc decet aut virid'i nítí'dum caput impedire myrto / aut ÍJw terrae

quem ferunt solutae;

Spring has arrived and it is now the fitting time to garland glistening (nitidum) hair with

green myrtle or with flowers which the unfettered earth brings forth' Nitidus here has a

number of meanings; it refers both to the sleek, well-conditioned appearance of youthful

locks and to the gleam produced when perfume was poured on the hair at feasts' As we

have already noted, in Horace the word is frequently associated with spring, probably

because it is often applied to the gfowth of vegetation.2 Thus ttitidus, placed as it is after

virirJi,r.einforces the idea of the earth bringing forth new growth' See also on this line

under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS ii.

Hor.2.ll.L9z quam nec ferre pedem dedecuit choris / nec certare ioco nec dare
-u*rcn¡a 

I tu.deitem ttítiitíi virgínibus sacro / Dianae celebris die-

Horace wishes to sing of Licymnia for whom it is not unbecoming to tread a measufe in the

dance, to bandy jokes nor to extend her arms to the shining (nitidis) maidens while dancing

on the sacred day of much celebrated Diana. on a literal level, nitidis is most likely an

allusion to the gleaming attire the maidens have put on for the festival but may also refer to

the maidens, hair which was freshry washed for Diana's day.3 The word also carries its

usual overtones of youth and sexuality (note the use of the wotd luduttemwhich also has a

sexual implication). This may be in contrast with Licymnia whom Nisbet and Hubbard

think is an older woman4 but if so she still retains a certain measure of attraction for she has

shining eyes herself.5 Horace's attitude to her is very different from his attitude to the wife

of Ibycus whom he advises to stop casting her cloud amongst the shining maidens'6

1 See 4.11.5 above unrler 1'21.1 FULGEO iii'
2 õi¡ord LaLtin Dictíonary definition 5b (1968 p' 1181). Compare Lucr. l'252 'at nitidae surgunt

.fruges ranúque virescun't' , 5.783f. 'principio [enus herbarum víridemque nitorem/terra dedit""'

3 Nisbet and Hubbard (1978) P. f96
+ (tqzg) p. 195
5 See above on Hor. 2.12.15 under 1'21'1 FULGEO iii'
6 See 3.15.6 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i'
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Hor. 3.19.25: spissa te nítídum coma,/ pwp te similem, Telephe, vespero'/

tempestiva petit-Rh.ode:/ me lentu.s Glycerae torret amoHneae.

,Ripe Rhode seeks you Telephus - gleamin g (nitidum) with your abundant hair you are like

the clear evening star; myself a slow passion for my Glycera scorches'' Horace is

addressing a guest at an imaginary symposium. In this context the shining motif is further

enhanced by the comparison to the bright evening star and Horace cleverly carries the

imagery of light into the final line with the reference to his passion burning him' This is

meant to recall urit me Glycerae nitor from 1'19.5; see this line below under I'34'3

NITOR.

Hor. 3.24.202 nec dotata regit virutn /coniunx nec ttítído fidit adultero'

In the land of the Scythians no dowered wife rules her husband nor puts her trust in a

dazzling (nitido) adulterer. In this poem Horace contrasts the simple life of the Scythians

with the moral co¡ruption brought by wealth at Rome. Nitídus is employed in this context

llke niteo in 1.5.13 above - to denote a superficial glitter which was not to be trusted'

Horace of course is implying that dazzling adulærers afe common at Rome and he with pick

up the motif of shining in v. 48 with an entreaty to his fellow Romans get rid of their gems'

jewels and gold. Compare also Propertius 4-1.11above under l'34'I MTEO i' forthe

use of niteo to denote the sophistication of Rome'

1.34.3 NrroR

Cat. 66.3: J'l,amtneus u.t rapidi solis nítor obscuretur

The astronomer Conon perceived how the flaming brightness (nitor) of the scorching sun is

eclipsed.

prop. 2.18c.24: nun.c etia.tn in.fectos demens imitare Britannos, / ludis et externo

tinctu nítore caqut

Propertius asks Cynthia why she feverishly imitates the painted Britons and dyes her hair'

giving it a borrowed shine (nitore). The shine here is externus'outward' or 'superficial'

unlike in Prop. 3.10.14 (above under 1.34.2 NITIDUS) and Prop' 1'2'6 (above under

1.34.r NITEO Ð.
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Hor. 1.1.9.52 u.rit me Glycerae nítor / splenden.tis Pario m.armore @:/ uri.t Srata
protervitas / et vultus nimiutn lubricus aspici-

Horace SayS that Glycera's dazzle Qtitor) inflames him, Glycera who shines more than

parian marble; her pleasing impudence and her countenance excessively slippery to behold

inflame him also. Nitor in this context is employed as a synonym fot pulcher but Horace

also places great emphasis upon the literal meaning of the word by employing theverb uro

twice (bringing to mind images of heat and light) and by the comparison to Parian marble

which was renowned for its brilliant whiteness.l However, like Pyrrha in 1.5, Glycera's

surface glitter conceals a slippery and changeable nature; this is suggested by the adjective

Iubricus.2

Hor. 3.12.62 Liparaei ttítor Hebri,/ simul unctos Tiberinis umeros lavit in undis

Horace tells Neobule that she is distracted from her tasks by Cupid as soon as she sees the

dazzlingbeauty (nitor) of Liparean Hebrus after he has bathed his oiled shoulders in the

waters of the Tiber. As in the entry above, nitor is employed as a Synonym for pulcherbut

Horace once again plays on the literal meaning of the word with the image of Hebrus'

shoulders gleaming from oil-

1.35 NIVEUS

i) Femininity / FragilitY

Cat. 61.9: huc veni, níveo Serens / Iuteum pede soccum

Catullus tells Hymen to appfoach, wearing a yellow slipper on his snow-white (niveo)

foot. Niveus as an epithet for the foot is one of the many different words associated with

whiteness or shining (candidus, fuIgens, aureolus)3 which Catullus applies to the feet of

beautiful people or objects in his poetry. Although another word for white, candidus,is

elsewhere employed of the feet of the very masculine Theseus4 here the word niveus, with

its overtones of delicacy and softnesss, helps to feminise Hymen and identify him more

1 See Hor. 3.ZB.l4 above uncler 1.21.1 FULGEO iii. As Kiessling-Heinze. point out (1968 p.

92)-,-úoth pinrlar (N. 4.81) and Theocritus (6.38) also make use of comparisons with the

whiteness of Parian ma¡ble.
il tibr¡ru, brilliantly reinforces the image of mnrmor; Glyceras face is as dazzling as a marble

floor, and as treacherous' (Nisbet and Hubbard 1970 p'Vll)
1s"", ror insrance, Cat.6l.l08 and 64.162 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i, Cat.61.160 under

1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv, cat.68.71 under 1.21.1 FULGEO ii.
4 See Cat. &.162 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
5 Co pare [Virgil's] use of niveus intheLydia ; 'o fortunati.nimium multum4ue beati,/ in

qr¡fií ¡tto-ped"is iivei vestigia ponet/ aut rose¡s víri.ilem digitis decerpserit uvam' (w. 9-11).
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closely with the bride.l The picture of the delicate foot placed in its yellow slipper

establishes an atmosphere of eroticism2 right from the start of the poem; see further on

these lines in Chapter 2, section 5.1'

Cat. 63.g: etiam recente terrae sola sanguin.e maculans,/ níveß citata cepit manibus

Ieve typanutn

Attis, having emasculated himself and become in effect a woman' swiftly seizes the light

tambourine in her snowy-whi te (niveis) hands while the blood is still spotting the ground'

In ancient poetr], terms for white are often used of the hands of women or men who are in

some way 'effeminate'. In Greek poetry ¡eìp Àeurcd is used of Achilles disguised as a

woman3 and in Latin poetry propertius tses niveu,s at 2.13b-53 of the beautiful but

doomed Adonis and at 3.6.12 of cynthia's hands (both below). Thus niveis, praced first in

its line to catch the reader's eye, is the first clue that Attis has been transformed into a

woman. There is also an implied colour contfast with Attis' dripping blood in the previous

line, reminding the reader of the violence and horror of the deed. For a full discussion of

this colour image see chapter 3 below, sections 4.2.i and 4-2.ä-

Cat. 64.3032 qui postqLtatn níveís .flexerunt sedibus artus

prior to singing, the Fates affange their limbs on snowy-white (niveis) seats' on a literal

level the seats are white presumably because they are fashioned from ivory' like the

maniage couch in vy. 47-8. It is also possible however, that niveis is a transfened epithet

and is meant to suggest the whiteness of the Fates' limbs' unlike the snowy limbs of the

youthful Polyxena at 364, this whiteness denotes the fragility of old age like the Fates'

white hair at 309. This is the first of a series of colour epithets for white which Catullus

employs in relation to the Fates; he also employs candidus of their dress4 , niveus of their

hair (see immediately below) and candeo of the wool which they spin's

1 See the ¿iscussion of this below in Chapter 2, section 5.1.

2ðo*p." Tibullus; ,pauper ad occultos ¡urtin deducet amicos/vinctaque de níveo detrahet ipse

pede.' (1.5.65-66).
3 'Àdvoave 6, èv ruíparç Àuxopr¡ôíot FoÛuos:. 'A¡rÀ)teús, / eïpra I 1'e'. 6n)'o¡v

Èôrödorcero, raì *.oi' ieur4 / napeeurxåv xdpov e1¡ev...' Bion (Epith' Archillis et

Deidanæiae 15-17).
4 See Cat.64.308 above unrler 1.8'2 CANDIDUS ii'
5 See Cat. &.318 above under 1.8'1 CANDEO / CANDESCO'
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Cat. 64.3092 ...vestis / candi.da pryp!reg talos incinxerat ora,/ at roseae níveo I

residebant vertice vi.t:tae

The shining white garments of the Fates, fringed with purple, come down to their ankles,

while r.osy ribbons adorn their snowy (niveo) heads. Catullus tses niveus here, instead of

the more usual word canu.s, to describe the white hair of old age. Niveus is placed

immediately afær roseae,emphasising the red/white colour conftast and forming a chiasmic

colour contrast with the previous line.2 There is a certain grotesqueness to the picture of the

aged Fates wearing gaudy ribbons in their hair like young girls; as Harmon puts it, they are

dr.essed in'ironically gay party attire'.3 On another level, the contrastroseae niveo brings

to mind roses against snow4, the coldness of snow being suggestive of death while the

roses are linked with youth and vitality. This, as well as adding to the irony, is possibly

meant to suggest the contmst between the fragile old age of the Fates and the hidden power

which they cany; comparc Prop. 4.9.52 above under 1.9.2 CANUS.

Cat. 64.3642 cwn teres excelso coacervatum aggere bustwn / excipiet niveos

nerutlsae virpinis artus.

Achilles' tomb, rounded into a high mound, shall receive the snowy (niveos) limbs of a

slaughtered virgin. Note the placement of the word niveos immediately before perculsae,

emphasising the contrast between the brutality of the deed and the fragile beauty of the girl.

perculsae is also suggestive of the blood accompanying slaughter, as is madefient

employed in relation to Polyxena a few lines further on.5 Thus these words, placed

together with niveos, create a subdued red/white contrast: compare the Electra where

Agamemnon holds his daughter over the altar and slashes her fair cheek6 and Prop.

4.I.ll¡which describes rhe same scene (above under 1.13 CRUENTUS)' This red/white

1 V reads roseo niveae i.e. 'snowy white ribbons on rosy crests' but the correction roseae n¡veo

is generally accepted; see Ellis (1889) p' 331f, Fordyce (1961) p' 315f'
2 See Cat.64.308 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii'
z egtz) p.324

a (above

ca This Pic as

s f remind may

as
6'...ëu€' únepreívas nupâs /Àeuxl¡v 6ripl OrY<ívls win

poins oot" treur<js inclicates not rnerely beauty in women but their helplessness and need of

protection (1974 P. l2l).
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contfast echoes the others which catullus employs earlier in the poeml, but in a brutal and

more shocking waY.2

Prop. 2.13b.53: testis, cui níveum quondam percussit Adonem venantem ldalio

vefüce durus aPer;

Propertius calls Venus to witness the fact that it is right to mourn for a lover who has

perished. He cites her grief at the death of snowy-white (niveum) Adonis who was struck

down by a cruel boar while hunting in the mountains. Here the colour adjective contributes

to the pathos of the scene; a word more often employed of women, it emphasises Adonis'

beauty and vulnerability in contrast with the durus aper wh\ch struck him down' It is likely

that, as Enk suggests3, Propertius is using niveus in imitation of Bion's' poem on the death

of Adonis. Bion not only employs \eurcós to describe the whiteness of Adonis' sidea but

uses ¡rdveos:, the Greek equivalent of niveus, to describe both Adonis'flesh5 and his

breast.6 Bion also makes use of the image of Adonis' white flesh to heighten the brutality

of his slaying, in the two latter instances placing the white flesh in contlast with the blood

which flows over and discolours it. Compare also Virgil who employs niveus of the dead

Pallas at his funeral to heighten the pathos of the scene by drawing attention to his youthful

beauty.T

Prop. 3.3.39: contentus níveís semper vectabere cycnis,/ nec te fortis equi ducet

ad arma sonus.

1 See Cat.64.49 uncler 1.40.1 PURPURA, Cat. &.163 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i, Cat'

64.227 unrter 1.19. renniiCO, Cat. 04.¡ó8 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS ii and Cat'64'309

immediately above.
2 As Curran comments, 

,The contrast between Polyxena's "sn9wy limbs" and her blood, drenching

Achilles' tomb, providËs a shocking climax for w-hat otherwise might seem- to Pe ?.purely
flecorative use of coto.. itttougtrouî ttre poem Catullus has been pairing red and white; now we

see that this is not mefe o*a,át"nt but a preparation for the final and most powerful statement

of the color contrast.' (1969 p. 190)
z çtSoz¡ p.201
4 'reîrar ra)ròs "Aôovts- èv tipeor ÉlPò' òôóvn' / Às!5O leuxòv òôóun tuneísì"''

(Epith. Adonis 7-8)
5 ,...rò ô¿ oi uÉÀav eip<rar atua / xtovdas: ra'rà oapxóç...' (Epith. Adonis w' 9-

10)
6;áUOì ô¿ vw uéÀay otpo ndp' òpQaÀòv diopeîto, / otrjoea 6' èrc Flpôv

öoryíooero. roì OÏúr,ò ¡ta(oì / ¡tdve ot rò ndporoev 'Aôojvrôt nooôúoovto '' (Epith'

Adonis vv' 25-7) 
et ora/ ut vidit te pecîore vulnus / cuspidis

' (Aen. ll.3g-41)' discussion of this image

a similar fashion ts the whiteness of Adonis'

has marred it.
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The muse calliope tells Propertius that he will always be content to ride on snow-white

(niveis)swans and the galloping of the war-horse will not lead him to atms. As swans were

attached to Venus' chariotl, this is Propertius' way of saying that he will be happy to

confine himself to themes of love in his poetry rather than attempting martial epic. Here

ni,veis,with its associations of purity and softness, is employed to highlight the contrast

with the heavy galloping of the war horse in the following line' There is also a suggestion

of a colour contrast with the redness of blood, introduced ln v. 42 with the image of the

gfoves of Helicon stained with warfare; soe the discussion of these lines in chapter 4'

section 6.4 below.

Prop. 3.6.122 ornabat níveas nullane Semttur manus?

propertius asks the slave Lygdamus if he saw his mistress cynthia without any jewel

adorning her snow-wh\te (niveas) hands. This and other observations which Lygdamus is

asked to make are signs of cynthia's distress at Propertius' supposed unfaithfulness;

cynthia is too upset to adom her beauty. For white hands/arms as a sign of beauty compare

cynthia's candidn bracchia in 2.16 24 (aboveunder 1.8'2 CANDIDUS Ð'

Prop. 3.14.11: Syrum pulsat equis, níveum latus ense revincit

The Spartan maiden tramples the course with her horses and girds her sword to her snowy-

white (niveum.)flank. In this poem Propertius praises the austere and rigorous training of

Spartan girts. The image of the girl's white sides not only suggests her nakedness but also

emphasises the contfast between her femininity and the harsh training that she is

undertaking. In addition, the girl's naked flank, in combination with the sword which is

placed against it, gives strongly erotic connotations to the couplet' undermining the

ostensible message of the poem.2 Propertius also employs erubesco with similar overtones

later on in this poem; see P[op. 3.14.20 above under 1.17 ERUBESCO'

Hor.2.4.32 ...prius insolentem / serva Briseis níveo colore / movit Achillem;

Horace tells Xanthias that his love for a slave girl should not be a source of shame to him'

citing the story of the slave Briseis who in past times moved proud Achilles with her

1 ov. (Met. 10.708)
2ór, tti* see Nerhercut (1933) p, 1843 and section 6 of Chapter 5 below
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snowy-white (niveo) complexion. This is the first of a series of mythological exempla

which Horace gives of love between slaves and heroes. For the whiteness of Briseis' skin

compare prop. 2.9.10 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i. In the Horace Lines niveus, with

its overtones of vulnerability, serves as an effective foil for insolentem Achillern. However,

as Nisbet and Hubbard point outl, in reality white skin in slaves was unusual, a detail

which belongs to the fantasy world of epic. Therefore it is quite probable that Horace

mentions this detail in mocking contrast to Xanthus' choice of partner.

Hor.3.27.252 sic et Europe niveum doloso / credidit tauro latus et scatentem /
beluis pontum mediasque fraudes / pgilúI audnx.

Horace uses the departure of his fi'iend Galatea on a sea voyage to tell the story of Europa.

Europa entrusted her snowy (niveum) form to a crafty bull and, although formerly bold,

now blanched at the deep teeming with monsters and the treachery in its midst- For a

similar scene see Prop. 2.26a in which Propertius compares the shipwrecked Cynthia to

Helle who was carried across the ocean by the golden rcm2 it is possible that, like the

vignette of Helle, Horace's description of Europa on the bull may be inspired by some

contempofary painting. The colour tetm niveus makes Europa appeaf all the more

vulnerable in the face of the dangers of the sea and Horace emphasises the word's

associations with youth and innocence by placing it in contrast with the guile of the bull

(note how doloso is placed immediately after niveum).In addition, Horace plays on the

motif of whiteness with the use of palluit inv- 28, implying that snowy-white Europa

becomes even whiter when confronted with the sea-monsters.

ii) Other

Cat. 58b.4 i non Rhesi níveae citaeque bigae

In a flight of exaggerated fancy, Catullus denies that his metamorphosis into creatures of

mythology, amongst them Rhesus' swift and snowy (niveae) pair of horses, would aid him

in some quest. As these lines are part of a fragment, it is uncertain what this quest is but it

is possibly the search for his friend Camerius as some editors insert the line into c. 55.3

1 'there is something implausible about a slave-girl's snowy complexion' (1978 p' 69ì. For a

similar note of mockery in the same poem see Hor. 2.4.14 above under 1.20 FLAVENS /

FLAVUS i.
2 See Prop. 2.26a.6 above uncler 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i.
3 e.g. Goold (1989) p. 100
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The whiteness and swiftness of Rhesus' steeds was proverbial; Homer describes them as

whiter than snow and swifter than the wind.l catullus'rine is almost a direct rendition of

Homer's and contributes to the 'mock-epic' ring of the passage.

Cat.64.240: ...ceu pulsae ventorum fl'amine nubes / aereum niveí m'ontis liquere

cacwnzn

Aegeus, instructions left Theseus' mind like clouds driven by a blast of wind leave the airy

top of a snowy (nivei)mountain.In this context niveus is employed with the literal meaning

'snow-covered'2 but this colour term may also be meant to pick up on the candidavela of

v.235 which Theseus fails to raise on his return'3

Cat.68.125znectantu'mníveogavisaestullacolumbo/compar...

Catullus compafos Laodamia's passion for her husband to that of a dove for her snowy-

white Qtiveo) mate. For the whiteness of the dove and its association with venus and

sexuality see Cat. 29.8 abov e undet 1.2.2 ALBUS i and Prop' 3'3'3I-2 which is

discussed below in Chapter 4, section 6'3'ii'

Prop. 2.19.262 qu,a .formosa suo Clitumnus fl'umina luco / integit' et níveos abluit

unda boves.

propertius will join cynthia in the country and will hunt where the clitumnus protects its

lovely stfeam with its gfoves and washes clean the snowy white (niveos) cattle' The cattle

of critumnus were renowned for their whiteness which was celebrated by many authors

including Virgil.a This image, and indeed the theme of the poem' is reminiscent of

Tibullus who often employs n.iveus to describe things associated with the countryside such

as wools and sheep6. The idyllic nature of the scene is perhaps enhanced by the similarity

I 'roû 6ì ratrtríorous lnnous: Tôou ï\öè peyíorous' / )*euxdrepot f$jyis' Oeíetv ô'

dud¡rororv óuoîor'' (I/. L0.436-437)'
äê"*p*, nor. ¡.2¡.q; 'nam quae nivali pascitur Algido/devota...' , virg. Aen. 7'674-676i 'ceu

duo nubigenae cumveítice ,riti, ab alto-/descenduit Centauri Homolen othrynque nivalen/

Iinquentes cursu raPido;'
3 See Cat. &.235 above under 1'8'2 CANDIDUS iii'
+ Cror|. 2.146. See other instances cited by Enk (1962 p'268)
5 'et nlr"n n Tyrio murice tingit ovenx'' (2'4'28)
6'caesus et niveae candidus agnus ovis'' (2'5'38)
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of these cattle to the white cattle of the sun-god; their extreme whiteness is mentioned by

both Apolloniusl and Theocritus2 in depictions of pastoral landscapes.

y¿or. 4.2.592 vitulus... ftonte curvatos imitatus ignis / tertium lunae referentis ortutn

/ qua notam duxit, níieus videri / cetera ÍfuJ¿s--

Horace tells Iulus he must sacrifice ten bulls and ten cows in honour of Augustus' return;

his own contribution will be a more modest one - a tender calf which is tawny all over,

apart from a snowy white Qúveus) mark on its brow, the shape of which is similar to the

clescent fires of the moon at its third rising.3 For a general discussion of the significance

of Horace's sacrifice see Hor. 4.2.60 above under 1.22 F:ULVUS. The significance of the

crescent moon can only be guessed at and most commentators do not try to explain it.

Commager suggests rather tentatively that Horace's lengthy description of the crescent

emphasises Horace's rcluctance to identify himself with the sun in any forma and Putnam

thinks that the rising moon links the calf, and by implication Horace's poetic gift, to the

processes of the natural world.s

There is more certainty about the significance of the colour term. As mentioned under

FULVUS, white was an appropriate colour for sacrifices to the heavenly deities and it is

also possible thar ni.veus has a significance similar to Prop. 3.3.39 (above under i) where it

is used in association with swans to denote a poetry which is 'softer' than the harshness of

epic. It is interesting that in Horace's description of the calf there is a curious juxtaposition

of words denoting opposites: those associated with warmth and heat (ignis,fulvus) and

those linked with cold and snow (Itma.e,niveus). This could reflect Horace's attempt to

1'...où6é ns- dev /ruauÉr¡ ¡retà tfor ôéPas, nâoar 6è y¿Í)tarn /ei6<ípevar'

xpuodoror re pdaor xuôrdaqroy.' (Arg. 4.976-8). See further Phinney (1967) p.1'49

â"ä¡,¡,o. ö aû perà roîor ôuoiôexa pouroÀéovro / ïepoì 'Heltiou / xporìv ô' ëoav

1úre rcúrvot làpy1orat...' (25.129-731 Gow 1952)

3 porphyrio interprets lhe cumatos ignis lunae as a description of the calfs horns; 'vitølum, quo

vomnT ioluturus sit, dicit cornua habere tertiae lunne

1874 p.125) but Quinn (1980 p. 303) and Commag as

a descìiption of the mark on the calfs brow. Their

compariion to the moon implies whiteness which le
niveus.
4 'perhaps the disproportionate attentiolì he gives to the calfs moon-shaped spot a\9 emphasizes

Horace's reluctance to associate hirnself witn me sun in any form. His sacrif,tce, like his modest

poìiii* in the crowd, marks him as one content with merely the reflected glory of lullus'- or

äny other poet's - lofty, and perilous, attempt to Pindarize.' (1962) p' 65

5 'fn" .p"rter at the end makes a p :ring that is as solid as it is colorful. He can do

this becãuse he imitates not another inimitable genius, whose resources are beyond his,

but nature herself, the young bull mirroring the very rising of the moon" (1986 p' 61f')
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compromise between the expectations placed upon him and the sort of poetry he wants to

wr1te.

1.36.1 OSTRINUS

prop. 1.14.202 illa neque Arabium metuit transcendere limen / nec timet ostríno,

Tulle, subire toro

'She (love) is not afraid, Tullus, to cross an Arabian threshold nor to steal into a couch of

purple (ostrino).In this poem Propertius illustrates how much mole powerful love is than

wealth. That purple was powerless to remedy ills was a common theme amongst the

Roman poets: Lucretius states that cares do not turn back from the bright sheen of the

purple robel and Tibullus asks himself what is the use of lying on a purple couch when one

is still unhappy.2 Note how Propertius associates purple with the exoticness of an Arabian

threshold. The term he uses, ostrinus, seems especially to carry exotic overtones, for the

word's derivation ftom ostrea, shellfish, is a reminder of the manufacture of purple in Tyre

(see 3.13.T below). According to most commentators, an Arabian threshold was one made

fi.om onyx3 so the purple colour may be complemented by the honey-colour of this

material.4 These bright colours aLe, in their turn, picked up by the allusion to multi-

coloured silks in the following couplet.s

Prop. 2.29b.262 obstipui: non illa mihi formrtsior umquam / visa, necque ostrtna

cum .fu.it in tunica

propertius was amazed, for Cynthia had never seemed lovelier to him, not even when she

was drcssed in her purple (ostrina) tunic. In this poem Propertius views Cynthia in bed and

(presumably) naked; a few lines further on he exclaims at the power of her candidaforma.6

This is another instance of Propertius' preference for natural colours over aftificial ones:

compare prop. 1.2.6 and2.24a.l4 above under I.34.I NITEO i and ii respectively.

Prop. 3.13.72 et Tyros ostrtnos praebet Caùnea colores

I '(curae)...neque ¡ulgorem reverentur ab auro / nec clarum vestis spleniorem purpureøi' (2'51-52)

2 ;quid. iyrio- rec'ublr, rcro sine antore secundo / prodest cum fletu nox vigilanda venit?' (7.2.75'

76)
3 Rothstein (1924) vol. 1 p. 149; Enk (1946) p.123
4 For the colour of onyx see Prop. 3.l0.ZZ above under 1.32 MURREUS.
5 'et miserunx toto iuveiem vertori cubiti: / quíd relevant variis serica textilibus?' (w. 21-22)

6 See Prop. 2.29b.30 above under 1'8.2 CANDIDUS i'
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Cadmean Tyre provides purple (ostrinos) dyes to stofm the hearts of virgins' On this see

Prop. 3.13.5 above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii'

I.36.2 OSTRUM

Prop. 4.3.51: nam míhi quo Poenis nunc palp!ru fulSeat ostrts

A wife whose soldier husband is absent asks herself for what purpose purple with its Punic

hues (oslris) shines for her. Here the colour ostrumis reinforced by the adjective Poenis

which, related as it is to the colour adjective p uniceus, also suggests a red dye'1 See also on

this line above under l.2I-I FULGEO iii.

Hor. 3.29.152 mundaequ.e pa.rvo sub lare pauperum / cenae sine aulaeis et ostro /
sollicitatn. explicuere .fron.tem-

Often a change is welcome to the rich, and a plain meal under the lowly roof of the poor,

without canopies and purple (ostro), smooths the troubled brow.

I.37.I PALLEO / PALLESCO

Prop. 1.L.22: et facite i.ll.a meo palleøt ore magis!

propertius invokes the aid of magic to make Cynthia's face paler (palleat) than his own, i'e'

to get Cynthia to fall more deeply in love with him than he is with her. The pallor of people

in love may go back to Sappho who speaks of herself in love as x).copo'répa noías which

many scholars interpret as 'paler than grass'.2 It is elegiac poets such as Propertius who

turn this into a required characteristic of the lover and it is noteworthy how much more

often propertius employs pallere and its cognates than either Catullus or Horace-3 Indeed

Ovidwilllatercomment'pal.l.eat omnis awgilxs: hic est color aptus amanti''4

Prop. L.9.l7z necdu,m etiam palles, vero nec tangeris igni:

rOx¡ord Latin Dictiona.ry e968) p.l52l. See the instances under 1.39 PUNICEUS/PUNICUS

below.
2 fr. 3 interpretation see n

howev ation that SaPPho

within of Plants' (P'67)'

but it time the line was

Irwin e third century A'D' interpreted Sappho's line as

,.eie..iog to rhe pallor 65). Compare also Theocritus 2.88 where a

maiden"speak* oi t¡" U€u XPòs Pèv óUoÎs èyíue'ro

noÀ)rcÍxt 0<Í4¡cp' (see . 53). As Gow suggests, this pallor may be as

much due to ù" sight of her lover as to the magic she is performing.

3 He accounts for 13 out of ttre 18 instances in this concordance'
4 Ars Am. 1.729
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Propertius tells Ponticus that, although he is in love, he is not yet even pale Qtalles), nor

touched by real fir'e.

Prop. l.l3.7z perditus in quadam tardis pallescere curis / incipis"'

Gallus has fallen at last for one girl and, wretched, begins to grow pale (pallescere) with

belated cares. This picks up from I.5.2I where Propertius tells Gallus of his own pallor

which is caused by his love for Cynthia (below under I.37 -3 PALLOR)'

Prop. 1.15.39: quis te cogebat multos pallere colores

Propertius asks Cynthia who compelled her to become pale Qtallere) with many shifting

hues. This is one of the tricks Cynthia employs to make Propertius believe that she cares

about him. According to Camps, the expression pallere multos colores is a variation on the

colloquial Greek idiom nayroôanà r\qíet ¡pt5¡ra'ra which actually alludes to blushingl

and Enk cites examples from Horace and Catullus to demonstrate the variety of colours

with which pallorcan be identified.2 The placement of the colour words together at the end

of the line suggest that propertius is highlighting the contradiction between these two tems,

possiblyasawayofindicatingCynthia'slackofsincerity.

Prop. 4.7.822 et numquatn Herculeo nulnine pallet ebur

cynthia,s ghost tells Propertius to inscribe a cenotaph for her where, by the will of

Hercules, ivory never loses its colour (pallet). The place where he is to do this is Tibur

whose patron god was Hercules and whose air had the reputation of preserving the colour

of ivory.3 When ivory discolours it turns yellow, thus in this context pallere is the

equivalent of .flav e s c er e.4

Prop. 4.8.9: talia demissae pallent ad sacra puellae

t (tqot) p. sz
2'Cot.e¿lOO anct Hor. 3.10.14 (below under 1.37.3 PALLOR) and Hor. Epod' 7.15 (1946p'

13s).
3 Butler anrl Balber (1933) p. 365 who cite Mart' 8'28'12'
a óãÀp-" Ov. Am. z.s.lB-+O; 'aut quod, ne longis flavescere possit ab annis,/ Maeonis

Assyrium .femina. tinxit ebur'.
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Gir.ls who are sent down to rites involving the serpent in the sacred cave at Lanuvium turn

pale Qtaltenf) from fear. The association of fear with pallor goes back to the lliad whete

xXopóç is used to describe fearful people or fear itself'l

Prop. 4.8.54: pølluerantque ipso labra soluta mero'

The meaning of this line is difficult. The phrase palluerant labra is clear enough;

propertius, lips turned pale (pailuerant) in fear at Cynthia's unexpected entrance. Ipso labra

soluta mero "lips loosened (or drunk) with wine'is open to various inteqpretations, which

are discussed by Camps.2 If ipso has concessive force, as both Butler3 and Goolda take it

in their translations, then the idea is that Propertius lips grow white with fear even though

they are stained with red wine.

Hor.3.27,282 ...et scatentem./beluis potxtwn mediasqu'e fraudes /palluit audax'

Europa, although formerly bold, now blanched (palluit) at the deep teeming with monsters

and the treachery in its midst. For a discussion of this passage see Hor' 3'27 '25 above

under 1.35 NIVEUS i.

T.37.2 PALLIDUS

cat 65.6: n.amqLte mei nuper Lethaeo gurgite fratris /pallídulutn mnnans alluit

unda pedem

Catullus, speaking of the death of his brother, says that the creeping wave of Lethe's

stream has recently washed his pale (pa.ltidulum.) foot. The pallor, of course, is the usual

pallor of death but Catullus' use of this word as an epithet for the foot is a little startling for

elsewhere he employs bright and positive colour terms of the feet to impty beauty or sexual

desirability.s It is also notewofthy how much emphasis is placed on this term, for not only

is it in the diminutive, giving a sense of heightened emotion, but it is separated from its

noun by a line,s length and placed at the beginning of the pentâmeter. This serves to fix it in

the reader's mind, highlighting its contrast with the redness of the maiden's blush in v.

l See Irwin (1974 p.62) who cites 1/. 7.479, 8'77, 17'67 etc'
z lgos) p, t32r.
z Ggtz) p.319
+ (rqqo) p.423
s Sì. uúon. on Car. 61.160 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv, 64.162 under 1.8'2

CANDIDUS i and 68'71 under 1.21.1 FULGEO ii'
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24.r Seventeen lines separate these two images but they are associated by means of the

veth manar¿ which is employed in both lines.2 This is a contrast of death against life; see

further on Cat. 65.24 below under 1.43.3 RUBOR'

CaL 81.4: praeterquam iste tuus moribunda ab sede Pisauri / hospes inaurata
pallidíor statua

Catullus refers to his rival for Juventius' affections as a man from the dying town of

pisaurum who is paler Qtallidior) than a gilded statue. For the comparison to gold see on

this line above under 1.23 INAURATUS. Here pallidior picks up on maribundn' implying

that the man is unhealthy as his town.3 The paleness also suggests dissipation; compare the

poem preceding this one in which Gellius has white lips through indulging in unnatural

practices.4

Prop. 3.8.28: semper ùt irata. pøllídus esse velim.

proper.tius says that he would always wish to be the pale (pallidøs) lover of an angry

mistress. This line is interesting for its succinctness and word order. There are no words

for lover or mistress, both ale implied - it seems that the tetm pallidus has become so much

identified with the figure of the lover in Propertius that it has become a synonym for it'

pa¡irlus is placed immediately afær irata to emphasise the contrast between the state of the

lover and that of his mistress. Thus here the word pa.Ilidus implies a passive, almost

feminine role.

prop. 4.3.412 ...cu.ri.s et pallídø nuffix / peierat hiberni temporis esse moras-

Ar.ethusa's nurse, pale @altida) with anxiety, swears falsely that Arethusa's husband is

delayed because it is winter.

Prop. 4.5.722 ... et imm.u.ndo pøllíd'a mitra situ

When the bawd Acanthus died, one of the only adornments she had at her funeral was a cap

which was discolortred (pa.llidn) by filthy neglect.

| 'huic nanat trisîi conscius ore rubor"
2 Wiseman also thinks that Catullus deliberaæly links the corpse's pate foot and the girl's red

face by means of the vetb manare. (1969 p. 18)
3 Gartison cornments that even in modern times this town has been said to have an unhealthy

climate. (1995 p. 155).
4 See Cal 80.2 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS v.
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Prop. 4.7.362 sensi ego, cwn. insidüs pøllí'da vhm bibi-

Cynthia says that she knew that it was Lygdamus who caused her death when she drank

the wine which was pale (pallida) fiom poison. There is a degree of dispute about this line.

Butler and Barber iîterpretpallidavinaas 'wine that strikes the pallor of death to them that

drink'l and it is the case that a number of comparable uses of pallidus and its synonyms

support this interpretation.2 Shackleton-Bailey, on the other hand, thinks that this is less

natural than the idea that pallida referc to the discolouration of the wine caused by poison

and suggests that the word may also carry funereal associations like niger.s The colour

term may well carry both implications and, in addition, Propertius is perhaps playing upon

the oxymoron of 'Pale wine'.

Hor. 1.4.13z pøllída Mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas/reSumque
turris...

pale (pallktct) Death with impartial foot knocks at hovels of the poor and at towers of kings-

This line marks the turning point of Horace's ode on the coming of spring: after describing

the renewal brought by the season, Horace introduces a grim reminder of human mortality.

Instead of the more usual atra mars Horace depicts death as pale like a corpse4, picking up

on the colours of the first stanza with the picture of the meadows white with hoary frost.S

In v. 13 however, the motif of whiteness is repeated in a grimmer and more negative way

and pallida, placed first in its line, creates an abrupt and dramatic contrast to the Sreenery

and flowers of the previous verses.6

I.37.3 PALLOR

prop. l.5.21^z nec iatn pøllorem totiens mira.bere nostrutn

t (tgg¡) p.362
2 à.g- iitullus ,num te carminihus, num te pøIlentibus herbis / devovit tacito tempore noctis

onrí?,(1.8.17-18); Horace '...quodíi/pallerenî casu, biberent ercsangue cuminum'' (Epßt. l'19-77-

18)
3 (1956) p.250r.
¿ Ñirt*i *¿ gutu-¿ (1970 p. 6'l) cite Tibullus where pallida is used as an epithet for the

glrosts of the underworìd; 'illic percussisque genis ustoque.capil.lo/errat ad obscuros pallìdø turba

iorur., (1.10.37-38). Quinn citei the pallentis uru s of Aen. 4.26 (1980 p' 129).

5 See Hor. 1.4.4 above under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO'
6,paleness shrouds the colors of the preceding stanza like snow mantling foliage.'(Commager

1962 p.268) On rlre use of green iñ tnese lerses see Hor. 1.4.9 below under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS ii.
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propeftius tells Gallus that if he continues making ovefiures to Cynthia he will not so often

be amazed at Propertius' own pallor (pallorem)-

Prop. 2.5.30: hic tibi pøllorí, Cynthia, versus erit'

The devastating verse that Propertius will write about Cynthia's fickleness will make her

pale (pallnri).

Hor.3.10.14: o quamvis
amnntiutn / nec vir Pieria

te munera nec preces / nec tinctus viola pøllor
sa.ucius / curvat...

neque
paelice

Horace asks his latest love Lyce to spare her suppliants, although she is moved neither by

gifts nor prayers nor her lovers' pallor (paUor) tinged with the colour of violets, nor her

husband's passion for a pierian mistress. After the fashion of Propertius, Horace depicts

his lovers in a state of elegiac paleness. The allusion to the viola however, is a new

element. Williamsl translates the word as 'purple' as does Quinn2, both on the grounds

that Lyce's lovers are blue with the cold as a result of waiting outside her door- According

to pliny however, there were three shades of violet including a yellow shade3 and it is the

case that therc ar.e morc instances in Roman liærature of pallor described as or compared to

yellow than to purple. Holace elsewhere uses the colour epithet luteus of pallor( and

Catullus compares Ariadne's love-pallor to the gleam of gold.5 Neither interpretation can

be entirely ruled out, but the fact that Horace's only other use of violais to describe purple

dye6 and that a colour term for purple is derived from the substantiveT lends more weight to

the idea that a shade of purple is implied here-

1.38 PULLUS

Hor. 1.25.182 laeta Etod pubes hedera virenti / gaudeat pullø magís atque myrto,/

a.ri.tlas .frondis hiemi.s soda'Ií / dedicet Euro.8

I eseÐ p.tt
z (tgSO) p. ZøZ; See also Commager 'The violet hue of his face (14) is calculated,

uùàrsm¡täa¡ly, to impress upon iyce the extent of his sufferings. ' (1962 p' 129)'

3 'violis hono's proxinius, earunque plura genera, purpureae, luteae, albae...e sativis mnximn

auctoritas luteis.' (21.14.27)
4 ,o quantus instat nnvitis sudor tuis / tibique pallor luteus' fngd' 10.15-16' This is employed

of thä pallor of fear rather than love but compare Tibullus 'sed nimius luto corpora tingit amor'

(1.8.s2)
s ø.tOO (above unrler 1.5.2 AURUM iÐ'
6 'lana Tarentino víolas imitatu veneno.' Epist. 2.1.201
7 See André (1949) p. 196 on violaceus'
8 The O.C.T reads llebro not Euro but the reference to the East wind seems to fit in better

with the rest of the poem; see below on this line in Chapter 6, section 3.1.
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Horace tells the aging Lydia that soon she will complain that merry youths delight more in

green ivy than dark (pulla) myrtle, dedicating withered leaves to the East wind, the

companion of winter. In this stanza, Horace employs the metaphor of garlands composed

of different types of leaves to denote three different stages of life. Most editors give the

translation 'green ivy and dark myrtle' but Nisbet and Hubbard's interpretation of atque as

,than'l makes sense when the contrast between the colours is taken into account. Thus

virenrtis employed for the freshness of youth2, pulla for more sombre middle age. A third

chromatic element is provided by the reference to the dry and colourless leaves of winter.

For a detailed examination of the significance of pulla and of the stanza as a whole see

Chapter 6, section 3.1.

1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS

Prop. 3.3.322 et Veneris dotninae volucres, mea turba, colum'bae / tinSunt

Gorþoneo purticø rostra lacu;

proper.tius dreams of the grotto of the Muses where the doves of Venus dip their red

(punica) beaks into the Gorgon's pool. The poet is led to the grotto by Apollo who instructs

him to keep to love poetry rather than try his hand at epic. The doves of Venus are symbolic

of love and of love poetry and they dip their bills into the Hippocrene, the stream that was

the symbol of poetic inspiration. There are two colour elements in this couplet for doves are

traditionally white in Roman poetry3 and Propertius contrasts their whiæ plumage with their

red beaks. It is interesting that Propertius places great emphasis on this detail, reinforcing

the red motif by the adjective Gorgoneo (which reminds us of the Gorgon's blood) and the

verb tingunr which often canies overtones of staining or dyeing. For a detailed examination

of the significance of the doves' red beaks and the adjective punicus at this point in the

poem see below in Chapter 4, section 6-3-ä-

Prop. 3.13.28: il.l.is m.unu.s era.n.t decussa C)¡donia ramo,/ et dare pwúceís plena

canistra nbi.s

The gifts of the country folk of old to their women were simple things such as Cydonian

quinces shaken from the bough and baskets full of crimson (puniceis) bramble-berries. In

t (tgro) p.298
2 See Ho.. t.25.11 below under 1.-50.1 VIREO / VIRIDO'
3For example, Cat. 68.125 (above under 1.35 NIVEUS ii ). See also André on the whiteness of

ttre- Oóue Ag+g p.339) and rhe discussion on Prop. 3.3.32 in Chapter 4 below, section 6.3.ii.
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this line not only the adjective suggests redness but the noun it agrees with as well, for

rubutnis probably cognate with ruber.r Puniceus, according to Armstfong, rwas so called

because scarlet dye was manufactured chiefly in Carthage.2 Although Lucretius also

employs puniceus of berries3, the word in this Propertius poem has an additional

significance for it is meant to remind us of the osffinos colores from Cadmean Tyre in v.

7.a Inthis way propertius highlights the contrast bet'ween the expensive, artihcially created

colours that modern day mistresses require and the natural colours of the earth which used

to satisfy the golden age women. In this passage the rich colour of the crimson berries is

complemented by the colour of the quinces which were a golden fruit and these colours are,

in their turn, set against violets and lilies and birds of bright plumage.s For a detailed

discussion of the colours in this passage see Chapter 5, section 5'3 below'

prop. 4.9.272 devia pu.níceae velabant limina vittae,/ putris odorato lu.xerat igne

casa

Scarlet Qtuniceae) garlands veiled the secluded portals of the shrine of the Bona Deawhile

the dilapidated hovel glowed with fragrant fire. The colour puniceus seems to have had a

special religious significance: according to Armstrong, 'The infulae worn by priests and

victims, and hung upon temples, trees, or other consecrated objects, were often of white

and scarlet'o and in v. 52 (below) the priestess has a headband of the same colour. The

bright colour. of the garlands is echoed by the glow of the fire in the next line7 while the

fire's fragrance and the descriptions of luxuriant shade and singing birds in the following

couplets create an atmosphere which is both sensuous and sacred.

Prop. 4.9.522 puníceo canas stami'ne vincta conuts:

I Oxford Latin Dictionary (1968) p.l@
2 e9t7) p.7
3 ì...rt quà, nun, hiberno tempore cernis / arbuta puniceo ,fieri mntura colore' (5.940-941)

4 On t¡èse see Prop. 3'13.5 above under 1.5'2 Ä RUM ii'
5 hurc viotas tondere nutnu, nunc nüxfa referre / titia vimineos lucida per calathas,/ et portare suis

vestitas Í*ø¡t ut uvas / aut variant pluntne versicoloris avem.' (vv' 29-32).

ø 1gtl) p.z
I Àá""øi"g to Armstrong, there was a special fire (in the form of lightning)

and the scarlet fillets of the Bona Dea rittal
umbra tegebat avis.' (w. 29-
a if Housman's emendation of

both Butler and Ba¡ber (1933 p' 372) and
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The priestess of the Bona Dea who fofbids Hercules entrance to the gfove has her grey

locks bound with a scarlet Qtu.niceo) ribbon. Armstrong thinks that the headband of the

priestess of the Bona Dea was of white and scarlet but for 'poetical reasons', perhaps to

heighten the contrast with the priestess' grey hair, only one of the two colours was

mentioned.l See also on this line under 1'9'2 CANUS'

Hor. 4.10.42 nunc et qui color est puníceae flore prior rosae / mutatus"'

Horace tells Ligurinus that he will repent of his cruelty toward Horace when that colour

which is now superior to the blossom of the crimson Qtuniceae) rose has faded' This

change, like the down upon Ligurinus'cheeks and cropped hair2, signals the transition to

manhood. In Latin literature the complexion of maidens and youths is more often described

as roseus3 but here Horace's use of a red of deeper hue suggests the passionate feelings

which Ligurinus inspires in Horace and looks back to the purple swans of 4'1 where

Horace is trying to come to tefms with his own mortality.4 Significantly, the rose is

associated with transience as well as beauty; compare Hor.2.1l'15 above under 1'9'2

CANUS and Hor. 3.15.15 bel0w under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.

1.40.1 PURPURA

Cat.64.492 Indo qu.od dente WlilUn/ ti.ncta tegit roseo conchyli purpura fuco-'

The marriage couch of Peleus and Thetis which is embellished with Indian ivory is

covered by a purple cloth Qturpura) whichhas been dyed with the shell's rosy stain' Purple

cloth, a symbol of wealth and status, also covers the marriage couch in c. 61'5 In c' 64 the

purple of the cloth is placed in contrast with the whiteness of the ivory in the plevious line

and both colour elements arc further enhanced by the suggestion of shining present in the

word politu.rz. This is the first of the series of contrasts between purple or red and white in

this poem and it is the most intense with seven words relating to colour or shining in the

t (tqtr) p.2 andn.9
,ì¡lwrîoro tuae cum veniet plurna superbiae,/et, quae nunc umeris involitant, deciderint com'ae'

(vv. 2-3)
à For instance, Hor. 1.13.2 below under 1.42 ROSEUS. See however Aen' 11'819 'purpureus

quondnm color ora reliquit.'
,4 s." +.t.to below unãer t.40.2 puRpuREUS i. Ligurinus is also the love object in this

poem.
3 See ot.tos below under 1.48 TYRIUS. Purple cloth is also mentioned as one of the wedding

gifts in Sappho's 0"..üpiion of rhe ¡ryedding of Hector and Andromache; see the note on Cat'

&A4 above under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
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space of two lines. The colour imagery reaches its height in v. 46; in this line a colour

cluster of great intensity is created by the use of three words that refer to purple (roseo,

conchyli, purpura) placed rogether in the middle of the line with two words related to dye

(tincta, fuco) placed at the beginning and end.l It is by techniques such as these that

Catullus directs the attention of the reader onto the coverlet prior to describing the scenes

which are depicted upon it.2 The colour of the coverlet also prepares the reader for the

violence and passion which is about to be described for it has a strong association with

blood. As Harmon has observed, the purple and ivory of the marriage couch calls the mind

the famous simile in which the blood gushing from Menelaos'wound is compared to ivory

which has been coloured PurPle.3

Prop. 4.3.51: nam mihi quo Poenis nu'nc purpurø .fulgg,gt ostris

Ar.ethusa whose soldier husband, Lycotas, is missing asks herself for what purpose purple

Qturpu.ra) now shines for her with its Punic dye. See on this line above under l-2I.I

FULGEO iii.

Hor. 2.16.72 otium bello .furiosa Th.race,/ otium Medi pharetra decori,/ Grosphe,

non gemfl.i; neque purpura ve-hmle neque gutrQ'

'Thrace raging in war and the Parthians embellished with quivers both pray for otium,

Grosphus, which cannot be bought with gems, purple Qturpu.ra), nor gold.'Like the gold

and gems, Horace is using purple to signify the powerlessness of wealthl see Hor- 2-16.8

above under 1.5.2 AURUM ii. In addition, the colour here has strong links with authority

and power. Reinhold thinks that Horace, on the political level, associated the colour with

parthian kingsa and the word thus picks up on Medi of the previous line. As Quinn points

out5, the colour was also much employed by the Roman state and the word also leads us

naturally into the third stanza with the reference to the lictor consularis.6

1 As O'Connell puts it, 'In the final line all the words but the verb work toward conveying the

pu.ptr of the coierlet; it is as if tlle words themselves weave together various shades of dark

rcd' (1977 p.749)
2 eoi* ,The elaborately poetic diction focuses our attention on the bedspread in preparation for

the switch from story 1 to story 2.' (7973 p. 309)
3 n. +.t+o-t+a e973 p.lz)

(1e70) p. a8
(1980) p.230
,non enint gazae neque consularis / suntmavet liclor miseros tumultus / mcntis...' (w. 9-11)

4

5

6
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Hor. 2.1.8.82 nec Laconicas m.i.h.i. / trahunt honestae purpurøs clientae:

Horace,s house is not a gleaming palace nor for him do distinguished women trail robes of

Laconian purple Qturpu.ras). This poem is on the traditional theme of the superiority of the

simple life over the life of luxury and indulgence. Purpureas picks up on the reference to

gold and ivory in the first verse; see Hor.2.18'1 above under 1'5'1 AURATUS /

AUREUS iii.

Hor.3.1.42t quodsi dolentem nec Phrygius lapis/nec purpurarutn sidere clarior

/delenit usus 
-nec Falerna/vitis AchaemeniLmque costutn

Horace asks why he should exchange his life for one of wealth since neither Phrygian

marble nor the wearing of purple Qturpuraru.rn) brighter than a star nor Falernian wine nor

persian balsam soothe a man in distress. Once again Horace associates purple with a wealth

which is ultimately futile. Note how he emphasises the reflective qualities of the purple

cloth by the comparison to the stars.l Brightness or sheen was a characteristic of purple in

ancient literature; Greek writers regularly used nop$úpe os to suggest sheen rather than

colour2 and Roman writers often associated words for purple with verbs of shining such as

.fulgere.3 In these lines this brightness is further enhanced by the allusions to marble and to

wine (which also picks up the colour of the purple cloth). The brightness of purple

however is still not powerful enough to alleviate the blackness of care (atra Cura) which

Horace has mentioned in v. 40.a For variations upon this topos in Propertius and other

poets see Prop. I.14.20 above under 1'36'1 OSTRINUS'

Hor. 4.13.l3z nec coae referwtt iam tibi purpurøe / nec cari lapides tempora.-.

Horace tells Lyce that now she is aging, neither Coan purple Qturpurae) nor costly jewels

can for her bring back times that have gone. This is another variation upon the idea that

purple has no power to alleviate human ills and once again the gleam of the cloth is

enhanced by the reference to jewels in the following line. As we have seen in Propertiuss,

Coan cloth seems to have been especially favoured by high-class couftesans such as

r For similar comparisons see the Argonautica where Jason in his purple cloak is compared to

the rising sun (1.25) and to a glearning stat (7'774)'
2 Irwin (1974) p. 18, Kober (1932) p.96
3 e.e.tri. q.6ti an¿ Prop.2.1.5, 4.3.51 (both above under 1.21.1 FULGEO iiÐ.
a Sãe Hor. 3.1.40 above un<ler 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS v'
5 ¡;; ; prop.2.1.5 above under 1.21.1 FULGEO iii, Prop. 2.29b.26 above under 1.36.1

OSTRINUS.
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Cynthia. In the Horace poem however Lyce's purple robe makes a grotesque colour

contrast with her yellowing teeth and greying hair, mentioned in the previous stanza.l For

a detailed examination of this colour image in its context see Chapter 6, section 3.3.ü.

I.40.2 PURPUREUS

i) Sexuality

Cat. 45.122 et dulcis pueri ebrios ocellos / illo purpureo ore suaviata

Acme kisses her lover's drunken eyes with her purple Qturpureo) mouth. Purpureus is an

uncommon epithet for the mouth; Horace and Ovid use it this way only rarelyz , roseus

being the more usual term.s Similarly in Kober's study of colour terms in the Greek poets4,

only Simonides appears to use nopSúpe o9 of the mouth.s It is possible that Catullus uses

this word in imitation of Simonides and, as Lwin suggests for the Simonides fragment, that

the term is meant to describe 'sheen or iridescence, the apparent mixture of light and dark

on a changing surface.'6 However it could also be the case that Catullus employs

purpu.reuswith its full chromatic value to suggest an aroused state and heighæned emotion.

There is an interesting association between this colour term and ebrios which brings to

mind purple's association with wine and grapes.T Thus Acme's purple mouth suggests the

stain of wine but Acme is figuratively rather than literally drunk - she is drunk on

Septimius.

cat.64.163z candida permulcens liquidis vestiSia lymphis, / purpureave tuunx

consternens veste cu.bile-

Ariadne envisages herself washing Theseus' gleaming white feet and spreading a purple

Qturpurea)coverlet on his bed. For the association of purple with heroes compare the lliad

wherc Agamemnon canies a purple cloaks and the Argonautica where Jason's purple cloak

is descr.ibed in great detail.e Thus Theseus' purple coverlet signifies his heroic status but it

also carries more suggestive oveftones. The purple coverlet on Theseus'bed recalls the one

I See Hor.4.13.10 above under 1.27 LLIRIDUS.
2 Hor. 3.3.12 (below under iii), Ov, Am^ 3.14.23 'illic purpureís con'datur lingua Inbellis'
3 See Cat. 63.74, 80.I below under 1.42 ROSEUS'
a 0gzz) p. gs
5'ìop4upéou ànò ordparos /ieîoa Qovàv napOÉvos' . fr.585 (Page 1962)

o (rgz¿) p. rg
7 See, for instance, Hor. 2.5.12 below.
8 'nopQrlpe o v péya Þâpos ëXov èv ¡erpì naXeir¡' (8.221)
e t.rzs-lzg
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on peleus' and Thetis'marr.iage couch and hints at Ariadne's anticipated sexual union with

Theseus.l In combination with candidus in the previous line which suggests Theseus'

desirability2, the image canies strongly erotic overtones'

prop. l.3.4lz nam modo purpureo fallebam stamine somnum

Cynthia says that she tried to keep awake while waiting for Propertius by spinning with

purple Qturpureo) thread. Spinning, of course, was a natural occupation for a Roman lady;

compare Hor.3.15.15 below. The colour of the thread is mentioned probably because

purple was expensive and is characteristic of Cynthia's well-known taste for luxury and

extravagance3 but it may also have a connection with Cynthia's sensual nature for, a love

charm in the Greek Anthology is hung upon a thread of purple wool4 and the Cupids have

purple bow strings.s

prop. 1.20.38: roscida desertis pplgl sub arboribus,/ et circum irriguo surgebant

Iili.a^ prato / candida purpureis mi.xta papaveribus'

Hylas comes to a water meadow where there are white lilies mixed with purple Qturpureis)

poppies. In this context, as with the simile of the blushing bride in Catullus c. 616, the

purple poppies are suggestive both of sexual union and of death, of Hylas' ravishment by

the water nymphs and of his death at their hands. In contrast with the white lilies they

heighæn the sexual tension. Further on the contrast with the white lilies and on the passage

as a whole see Prop. 1.20.38 above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv.

Hor. 2.5.122 tolle cupidinent / imm.itis uvae; iam tibi lividos / distinguet Autumnus

racemos / purpureo varius colore.

Horace tells Lalage's eager lover to stay his hand from the unripe grape and wait until

multicoloured Autumn paints the darkening clusters with purple Qturpureo). Horace also

employs this colour term of grapes in the Epodes.T In Lalage's case' as in the two

1 Compare Theocritus 15.125 where the bed on which Adonis will lie with Aphrodite is to be

"our."d' 
with 'purple covedets as soft as sleep' ('nopSrfpeot 6è rdnr¡res dvo ¡raÀar<r'írepot

tínyr,r'' Gow 1952).
2 See Cat. &.162 above unrler 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i'
3 see Prop.

p Horace; 'h a?e

p erm- 2.8.7
4 '.Ptxì
5 'xaì noì,\oìrs tóre xe poìv èn' r\rgéor ¿0'

ápr<6<ívîs.' (5.194.5-6)
6 See the rliscussion of 61.184-188 in Chapter 2, section 5'3'
7 'ut gaudet insitiva decerpens pira/certantem et uvam purpurøe' (2.19-20)
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instances below, purple is used to signify the fitting time for love. In a similar fashion,

Ovid will give Amor the epithet purpureull Nisbet and Hubbard compare the Sappho

fragment in which a girl (or possibly a bride) is likened to an apple reddening on the top of

a bough.2

Hor.3.l5.l5z te lanae prope nobilem/tonsae Luceriam,, non citharae decent/nec

.flos purpureut ,ãÍo, / nec'poti vetulam faece tenus cadi'

Horace tells Chloris that, as she is old, the wool shorn near celebrated Luceria befits her

rather than the lyre, the purple Qturpureus) blossom of the rose and wine jars drained to the

dregs. As Quinn points out, these three objects usually make their appearance at parties3

and the colour of the rose is picked up by that of the wine in the following verse. As in

Hor. 4.10a, the red rose is intimately associated with youth and beauty but the flower and

its colour also suggest impermanence.5 This purpureus flos is placed in contrast with the

dull wool which it is now Chloris' lot to spin. For a detailed discussion of this colour

image in its conæxt see Chapter 6, section 3.2 below'

Hor. 4.1.10: tempestivius in domwn / Pauli purpureís ales oloribus / comissabere

Maxi.mi,/ si torreie iecu.r quaeris idnneu'm:

Horace tells Venus that, rather than visit him, she should, more fittingly, be carried by

purple Qtu.rpureis) swans to the house of Paulus Maximus, if she seeks to inflame a

suitable heart. Paulus Maximus is a more suitable candidate for Venus because he is

younger than the aging Horace. There has been a great deal of controversy about the

concept of purple swans; many commentators and translators choose to reject what they see

as an outlandish image and render purpureis as 'shining'6 following similar uses of the

Greek nopgúpeog.7 However, when one takes into consideration that these are mythical

swans and that they belong to Venus, the goddess of love, the idea of purple swans

r Ant. 2.9b.34, Ars Am. l'232'
2'oto, rò ylurú¡raÀov êperloercr ä*puj èn' üo6qi' 105a.1 (1978 p' 86)

¡ (tqao) p.272
4 See Hor. 4.10.4 above under 1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS'
5 Compare Tibullus 'quant cito purpureos deperdit terra colores' (1.4.29)
6 - 

(Bennett 1960 p.283);'øke your silver swans to him' (Shepherd

1 image says 'quomodo dicitur, cum albi sint potius? sed sic

p etae adsuerunf'." (Meyer 1874 p.122)'
7 See above on Cat.45.12
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becomes less unlikelyl, especially when Horace's use of the word elsewhere in passages

about love and sexuality is taken into account (see the two instances above). It is difficult to

believe that the purureis ales oloribøs would not make the Roman reader recall the flos

purpureus rosae which, in a similar situation, was denied to the aging Chloe'

ii) Destruction

Cat. 64.308: ...v¿slis / ca.n.dida purpurea talos incinxerat ora

The shining white garments of the Fates, fringed with purple Qturpurea), come down to

their ankles. For the tradition and significance of the Fate's whiæ garments see Cat. 64.308

above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii. The addition of purple strikes an ominous note for the

colour suggests the bloody trail left by Achilles2 and the sacrifice of Polyxena before

Achilles' tomb.3 Thus the two contrasting colours of the Fates' dress reflect the

ambivalence of the glorious deeds that they are about to foretell.

¡¡or.2.12.3: nolis longa.ferae bella Numnntiae/nec durum Hannibalem nec

Siculum mare / Poeno purpureum sanguine mollibus / aptari citharae madis

Horace tells Maecenas that there are stories that Maecenas would not wish to be adapted to

the soft measures of the lyre, stories about the long wars of fierce Numantia, harsh

Hannibal and the Sicilian sea purple (purpureum) with Punic blood. All these stories are

about death and destruction and so are unsuited to lyric poetry whose main theme is love.

As Nisbet and Hubbard point ouf4, purpureum in combination with mollibus would

normally suggest luxury to the Roman reader but here it is associated with blood. In Greek

literature, according to Kober5, the association of blood with purple began in the Homeric

poems6 and lasted throughout Hellenistic times: this association was probably what gave

rise to the Greek expression nopgúpeoç ïdvaros.7 In Roman literature, Virgil depicts the

l Bottr Edgeworth (1992 p.216) and Schoonhoven (1978) also take the view that there is no

reason why purpure¿s heie cannot be øken chromatically. Edgeworth's reasoning is that these are

imaginary 
-swani 

and therefore can have wings of any colour one wishes. Schoonhoven's argument

is based on comparisons from ancient art.
2 'non illi quisquam bello se co4feret heros,/ cum Phrygii Teucro mnnabunt sanguine <campi,>'

(w. 343-3M); 'testis erit mngnis virtutibus unda Scamnnlri,/ quae passim rapido dffin'ditur
He¡esponto,/ cuius iter caesis angustans corporum acervis / alta tepeÍaciet permixta .flumine C.g!,.fu.'

(w. 357-360)
3 See Cat. &.3& above under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
4 (tqzs) p. 186
s 0gzz) p. gt
6 '...oípot. ôè xOòu / ôeúero nopÖupdrp...' (//. 17.360-361)
1 e.g.It. 5.83, 16.334, 20.477
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dying Rhoetus vomiting folth his 'purple life'l and in the Metamorphos¿s Ovid frequently

uses both purpureus and puniceøs of blood.2 Horace places much emphasis on the colour

of the blood here, for Poen.o which modifies sanguine, gives rise to the colour adjective

poenicus Qtunicus) which denotes a dark red colour.3 Note how Horace places the three

colour words together at the front of the ling emphasising the play of colours.4 The topos

of blood in water goes back to the lliad; for a discussion of this see Chapter 4 below,

section 6.4.

iii) Power

Prop. 3.19.222 tu.que, o Minoa venumdata Scylla ftgura / tondes purpurea reSna

paterna cotrul.

propertius, giving exempla of the power of lust over women, says to Scylla that with the

shearing of Nisus' purple Qturpurea) lock she sold her father's kingdom for Minos' beauty.

Nisus,purple lock of hair which contained his power was proverbial; it is also mentioned

by Tibulluss , Virgil6, and Ovid.7

Hor. 1.35.12: regumque motres barbarorum et / purpureí metuunt tyranni,/
iniurioso ne pede proruas / stantem columnam"'

In this hymn to the goddess Fortuna, Horace lists all the people who pray to her, including

mothers of barbarian kings and purple-clad Qturpurei) tyrants who fear that she will fling

down the standing piltar of the state with disdainful foot. For Horace's association of

purple with a style of rule which was un-Roman see 2.16.7 above under 1.40.1

pURpURA. In 1.35 pu.rpu.rei has an almost causal force for, immediately preceding

metuurtt,it implies that the tyrants have even more to fear because of their porwer. There is

also irony implicit in this line for, as Nisbet and Hubbard comment, normally tyrants are

feared.s

Hor.3.3.122 hac arte Pollux et vagus Hercules/enisus arces attigit igneas /quos
inter Au,gustus recumbens / purpureo bibit ore nectar'

| 'purpureann vonút ille anintam' Aen. 9.349
2 

".g. 
purpurtut 4.127, 10.213, I2.lll; puniceus 2'607, 4'728

3 See the instances under 1.39 PIINICEUS / PUNICUS above'
4 Nisbet and Hubbard also make mention of this (1978 p. 186)'
s t.+.e3
6 Georg. 1.405, Ciris 52
7 MeL 8.8
s (rgzo) p.392
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By the virtues of steadfastness and justice, Pollux and wandering Hercules won their way

to the fiery citadels and among them Augustus reclines and drinks nectar with purple

Qrurpureo) mouth. The detail of Augustus'purple mouth seems to some readers to sit oddly

with the gravitas of the passage. As we have seen with Cat. 45.72 (above under i), roseus

is a more common epithet for the mouth and when purpureus appears it usually does so in

the context of love-play. Various explanations have been given for the colour adjective in

this poem: porphyriol connects it with the purpureum lumen of youth which Venus sheds

upon Aeneas.2 Kiessling-Heinzes draw a parallel with the nopQúpeou ot'o¡ra of the

young maiden in the Simonides fragment.4 Others suggest that Augustus'mouth is stained

with nectar5 or that it is equivalent to the roseus os of deities and thus implies his divine

status.6 In spite of these explanations however, Gordon Williams goes so far as to label

Horace'S use of this image aS 'an error of taste and judgement'.7 With the purpureis

oloribus of 4.1.10, it is a use of purpureus which sits uneasily with the modefn rcader.

iv) Other

Cat.64.275t post vento crescente m.agis mngis increbescunt,/purpureaque procul

nantes a.b luce re,fiil'?ent

In an extended simile, Catullus compares the departure of the youth of Thessaly to waves

ruffled by an early morning wind; as the wind increases they crowd on faster and faster

and, floating from the purple Qturpurea) light, reflect it from afar. Presumably the light is

purple because it is dawn for dawn is 'rosy-fingered'in Homers and Ovid refers to sunrise

and sunset rs purpureum diem.e In catullus, this image could just be an Homeric

extension of the simile but, on the other hand, the purple light could anticipate the radiance

of the divine guests who are abou to arrive at the wedding. This appears to be the only

1 Meyer (1574) p.79
, ,....ro^qì, ipsa-decorant/ caesariem na.to genntrix lumenque iuventae /purpureum et laetos oculis

adflarat honores:' (,4¿n. 1.589-591)
¡ (tqos) p.264
4For tlre fragment see on Cat'45.12 above under i'
5 wiltiams (1969) p.42
6 quinn (1980) p.247
7 trgeÐ p. qz
8'¡oOoo<Íxtulos ìaís' It. 1.477, 6.175, 9.707 etc. See further Kober (1932) p.87.
g'purpur"urn rapido qui vehit axe diem' Fast. 3.518
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occasion in c. 64 when a word for purple or red cannot be associated in some way with

blood, although O'Connell does connect it with the menacing sails of Theseus' ship.t

Prop. 2.26a.52 qualem purpureís agitatam fl,uctibus HeIIen,/ aurea quam mnlli

tergore vexit ovis.

In his dreams propertius saw Cynthia shipwrecked and sinking in the waves like Helle

tossed on the purple Qturpureis) waves whom the golden sheep bore on its soft back. In

describing waves a,s purpurei Propertius is imitating Greek verse where waves and water

are often called nopgúpe o9, especially in Homer2; thus the adjective lends an epic ring to

the description. purpur¿rs is contrasted with aureain the following line; on this see 2.26a.6

above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i-

Prop. 3.5.322 purpureus pluvia.s cur bibit arcus aquas

When he becomes old, Propertius will explore the mysteries of nature such as why the

purple Qtu.rpureus) bow drinks up the rain-water. The purpureus arcus is the rainbow,

described as such in imitation of Homer who refers to it as the nopSupér¡u 1ptv.3 Kober

says of this, 'When nopgúpeoç alone is used of the rainbow, it must mean "varicolored",

since the yellow and orange in its centre are too vivid to be overlooked by anyone

observing the phenomenon. The translation "bright" is also possible, however.'4

Prop. 3.17.172 tlwn motJo- purpureo spument mihi dolía musto,/ et nova

pressanti.s in.qu.inet u.va pgles

Propertius asks Bacchus to let his vats foam with purple (purpureo) must and the new

grapes stain the trampling feet. Purpur¿rrs, associated as it is with grapess, is an obvious

colour epithet for must and the colour effect carries over into the pentametre with the image

of white feet being stained red by the juice.

I ,The bright purple of dawn is in itself an element of neutral significance-.It do€s,. however,

convey uí altirosì subliminal menace in its association with the sails of Theseus' ship' (1977 p.

7s2).
2'nopqúptov xo¡ra' Il. 1.481-2, 27.326, Od. 2'427-8, 11.243 etc. (Kober 1932 p'98)
3 tL tl.s+l (Edgeworth t992 p.227)
4 $%2) p.97r.
5 òee ftoi. 2.5.12 above under i, It is interesting fhat Tibullus employs candida as an epithet for

must in a very sirnilar scene; '¿¿rf ntihi servabit plenis in lintribus uvas / pressaque veloci

,ädø" musta pede.' (1.5.23-24). In this context the adjective could either refer to the gleam of

the liquid or to the fact that white grapes are being trampled'
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I.4I RADIO

Cat. 63.39 z sed ubi oris aurei SoI radíøtttíbus oculis

Attis wakes up when the golden-faced Sun surveys the world with its glittering

(radiantibu.s) eyes. Radio, meaning literally 'to radiate ligh¡'l , is a word often used of the

light of heavenly bodies such as moon and stars2 and to describe the light-reflecting quality

of armour (as in the Propertius instance below). Pliny employs it to describe the eyes of

cats in the dark.3 It is rarely used for light that is soft and gentle4 and, with the colour

adjective albus which is employed in the following line5, contributes to the impression of a

harsh, unforgiving landscape. For a detailed analysis of this colour image see the

discussion on c. 63 in Chapter 3, section 4.1.ii.

Prop. 4.1.272 nec rudis infestis miles rødíabat in armis:

In the ancient days of Rome, the rough soldiery did not glitter (radiabat) with threatening

arms. Theocritus also employs a shining term when describing the armed hosts of Ptolemy6

and Propertius employs the cognate noun radius in 4.6 for the glitter of arms reflected on

water.T This is one of the words for shining which Propertius employs in c. 4.1 to suggest

the glamour and sophistication of the Rome of his day; see further Prop. 4.l.LI above

under I.34.I NITEO i.

I.42 ROSEUS

Cat.55.122 qu.aedam inquit, nudwn reduc.../'en hic in roseís latet papillis''

There is a difficulty with this line because of the corruption of the preceding line but the

general sense seems to be that a girl, when asked by Catullus about the whereabouts of his

friend Camerius, exposes her chest and states that he is hiding between her rosy (roseis)

breasts. Aphrodite in the Ana.creont¿ø is desctibed with rosy breasts.8 The reference to

I Oxford Latin Dictionary (1968) p' 1571
2 'tgdistfi,t imagine lunae' (Aen. 8.23); 'radiant ut sidus ocelli' (Ov. Am. 3'3'9)
3 'nocturnorum animalium veluti .felium in tenebris futgent radiantque oculi ut contueri non sit'

(N.¡L 11.55.151)
4 Seneca Phaedr. 770 'et fulgor teneris qui radiat genis' is perhaps an exception.
5 See 03.¿0 above under 1.2.2 ALBUS v.
6 'noì,Àoì 6' innîes, no\ì.oì õ¿ ptu donrôtoirar' / ¡aIXo) ucouaípovtt oeoay¡rdvor

dp0ayÉpoutar.' (17.93-94 Gow 1952)
7 'arm.orum et radiis picta trenrcbat aqua' (v. 26)
8'poôCr,rv ô, únep6e ¡ra(ôv /ánaÀ¡S ë.vep'e 6erpîs I p.éya xû¡ra npôra tÉ¡rver.'

(s7.17-t9)
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breasts is also reminiscent of the Greek Anthol.ogy whete breasts are compared to golden

applesl or declared supelior to every flower2; in one such epigram an anonymous poet

wishes that he were a rose nestling amongst his mistresses' snowy-breasts.3 Copley

suggests that some sort of pun on Camerius' name is operating in these lines, namely that

Catneriumis another word for the strophium .4 For another suggestive use of colour in

this poem see Cat. 55.17 above under 1.25 LACTENS / LACTEOLUS.

Cat.63.742 roseís ut huic labellis sonitus <citus> abiit

As soon as Attis' speech of defiance issues from his rosy (roseis) lips, Cybele takes her

revenge. Attis' rosy lips, like his snowy hands5, are a sign of his youthful female beauty.

These touches, according to Sellar', help to establish a contrast between Attis' youth and the

passions which possess him.6 They also create a feeling of pathos as they remind us of his

vulnerability; in a similar fashion Attis is given the epithet tener in v. 88. For a detailed

discussion of this colour image in its context see Chapter 3 below, sections 4.2,i, ii and iü-

Cat.64.49r tincta tegit roseo conch]'Ii pllpllg .fwe-.

A purple coverlet dyed with the shell's rosy (roseo) stain covers the marriage couch of

Peleus and Thetis. See on this line above under 1.40.1 PURPURA.

Cat. 64.3092 at roseae niveo residebant vertice vittae

Rosy (roseae) ribbons adorn the snowy white heads of the Fates. For the red headbands of

priestesses, compafe Prop.4.9.27 znd 4.9.52 above under 1-39 PUNICEUS /

PUNICUS. For the image in general see 64.309 above under 1.35 NIVEUS i.

Cat.80.1: quid dicarn., Gelli, qua.re rosea ista labella/hiberna ftant candidiora
mve

L s.aol-z
2 5.5e.e
3 '.io< þ<íoov yeu<ípr¡v únonóp+upov, öôpa p€ xepoìu / drpoa¡rÉvr¡ ¡apío1 orri0eor

¡tovéorç.' (5.84-85)
A ,...a vulgar Greek word ra¡rcÍptov might well have been in use to designate the subcingulum ot

zonito *ii"h th. Greek and Roman woman wore as a support for the breasts.' (1952 p.296). See also

Quinn (1973) p.252.
5 See Cat.63.8 above under 1.35 NMUS i.
o (rgo:) p.370
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Catullus asks Gellius why his once rosy (rosea) lips have become whiter than the winter's

snow. Gellius' rosy lips signify his youth and desirability as well as perhaps suggesting his

effeminate sexuality; on this see Cat. 80'2 above under 1'8.2 CANDIDUS v'

prop. 3.24.72 et çplø. est totiens roseo collatus Eoo / cum tibi quaesitus candor

in ore foret:

Propertius tells Cynthia that although her complexion was compared to the rosy (roseo)

dawn, the radiance in her face was contrived. Lucretius also employs roseus of the dawnl

and in Tibullus it is Aurora's horses that are described as rosei.2 In Greek Literature, the

equivalent ærm þóôeog (and its cognates) are ofæn used to describe the rosy complexion of

beautiful gods and mortals3 and, as we have seen, þoôoôdKru).os 'rosy-fingered' is a

common epithet of Eos in Homer.a See also on this colour cluster above on Prop. 3.24-8

under 1.8.3 CANDOR.

Hor. 1.13.2: Cum tu, Lydia, Telephi / cervicetn roseøtn, cerea Telephi / Iaudas

bracchia...

Horace tells Lydia that when she praises Telephus' rosy (roseam) neck and waxy arms he

grows wild with jealousy. For the use of roseus as a conventional epithet for the beautiful

skin of goddesses and certain mortals see on the Propertius instance above and compare

Theocritus where Adonis is given the epithet 'rosy-armed''5 For a possible colour

compadson with Telephls' cereabracchia see this line above under 1.10 CEREUS.

1.43.1 RUBEO

Cat. 3.18: flendo turgiduli rubent ocelli-

Because of her bird's death, Lesbia's eyes are rcd (ru.bent) and swollen with weeping. This

is the image with which Catullus ends his dirge for Lesbia's spaffow and in some respects

it recalls the image of the guilty blush of the sad-faced maiden at the end of c. 65 (below

under I.43.3 RUBOR). In both instances catullus uses a colour word to draw attention to,

and increase the importance of, a seemingly inelevant observation- In c. 3 one begins to

L ,tentpore item certo rosearn Matuta per oras / aetherís auroram dffirt et lumina pandit' (5'656-7)

2''h";; precor, hunc illum nobis Aurora nitentem/Luciferum roseß candida portet equis''

(1.3.93-94)
ì lt i, used of Aphrodite at Anacreont. 55.22. and Helen at Theocritus 18'31'
4 See on Cat.64.215 above under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iv'
5 

"òy pèv Kúnprs ë¡er, ràv 6' ó Éoôdnaxus "Aõt¡vts:'' (15'128 Gow 1952)
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suspect that, in spite of his lamentations, Catullus is more concerned about his girl's

sorfow and the fact that it has spoiled her looksl than the bird's death.

Prop. 1.10.8: et mediis caelo Luna rubereÚ equis

Propertius could not tear himself away from Gallus and his misÍ:ess, even though the moon

with its horses was reddening (ruberer) in mid sky. In the Georgics Virgil employs rubere

to describe the reddening of the moon undor certain weather conditions2 but both Camps3

and Enka think that ruberet has no chromatic value in the Propertius line and means little

more than luceret 'was shining'. This may well be interpreting the line too liærally: it seems

more apt to take ruberet as 'blushing', the implication being that although even the moon

was embarrassed at the love-play of Gallus and his mistress, Propertius could not stop

watching! For a similar use of rubere in relation to the moon, compale Horace who speaks

of the moon blushing at the foul deeds of the witches Canidia and Sagana.5 See also Hor.

2.II.rc below where the participle ru.bens is employed of the moon. In each of these

instances Horace and Propeltius are playing upon the idea of the blushing moon and

crcating a subdued red/whiæ contrast.

Prop. 3.10.22 m.irabar, quidnam visissent tnnne Camenae,/ ante meum stantes sole

rubente toru.m..

propertius wondered why the Muses had paid him an early visit, standing before

Propertius' bed while the sun was reddening (rubente). Sole rubente indicates the light of

dawn which ru.bere and its cognates are often employed to describe.6 The Muses give the

signal for Cynthia's birthday and, as in 3.24.77, Cynthía is linked with the red light of

dawn. For Propertius' use of other words for colour and shining to contribute to the joyful

1 Menill (1893 p.8) comments that Clodia was renowned for the beauty of her eyes, citing

Cicero ,Lti. Z.t¿.t where she is given the epithet pocônrç and CaeI. 20.49 where Cicero speaks

of her .flagrantia oculorum.
2 'at si virgineum suffuderit ore ruboretn/ ventus erit: vento semper rubet aurea Phoebe-'

(1.430437)¡ (rqor) p. og
+ egqr¡r p.ga
5'...Hecatin yocat altera, saevam/altera Tisiphonen; serpentis atque videres/infernas errare canis,

LlrygUque rubentem / ne foret his testis post nutgna latere sepulcra.' (Serm. 1.8.33-36)
6 '...interea fax / occidit oceanumØue rubra tractim obruit aethra.' (Ennius Ann. fr.434-5 Vahlen

1963); 'auria cunt prinmnt genmantis rore per h¿rbas / ntatutina rubent radiati lumina solis'

(Lucretius 5.461-462)
7 above under 1.42 ROSEUS
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and sensual armosphere of this birthday poem see 3.10.14 above under I.34-2 NITIDUS

and 3.10.22 above under 1.32 MURREUS

Prop. 4.2.16; hic dulcis cera.sos. hic autwnnalia ptøø/ cernis et aestivo mora

rubere die;

The god Vertumnus describes the fruit around his feet, amongst them sweet cherries, plums

and mulbenies which redden (rubere) on summer days. Postgate says that rubere means

'being half ripe'l and quotes Pliny who states that the mulberry goes through three colour

changes2 while Ovid describes the mulberry both as nigra3 and purpureo colore'4 Thus

rubere, which covers the whole range of redss, describes the fruit in the process of

changing colour, a change for which vertumnus is responsible.6 This picks up on the

previous line where the allusions to cherries and plums suggest vatious shades of red'

These lines contribute to the colour cluster begun at v. 13; see on Prop. 4.2-13 above

under I.26.1 LIVEO.

Hor.1.2.22 iam sati.s terris nivis atqu.e dirae / gtødiais misit Pater et rubente /
dextera sacras iaculntus arces / terruit urbem

The Father (Jupiter) has sent enough tenible snow and hail upon the earth and, striking the

sacred hilltops with his reddening (rubente) right hand, has terrified the city. This is the

beginning of the famous ode in praise of Augustus as the one who has delivefed the state

from danger. Horace depicts the horrors of the civil war complete with awful portents of

bad weather and a threat that the age of the Flood might return.T The image of Jupiter's red

right hand is a very unusual one which appears to be without parallel in ancient literature

although most commentators believe that its source is Virgil's description of Jupiter in the

t (tgg¿) p.2oo
2 ìmor¡i 'sucus in carne yinosus, trini colores, candidus primo, ntox rubens, mnturis niger' '

(N.H. Ls.27.97)
\;...quoi iotnn'alba ferebat/ut nunc nigrø ferat contactu sanguinis arbor:' (Met' 4'51-2)

o;...1i"¿ríotto4r, ,oigrine radix/purpureo tinguit pendentia mara colore.' (Met. 4'126-7)

s;niUnii,,rbu eÍ"rubor engtotenidonc dani leur sens toutes les nuances du rouge.'(André

1949 p.77)
6 ,ver^tumnus was cleady the god of the changing seasons' (Butler and Barber 1933 p. 333).
j vv. 5-20. Earlie, "o--"oøt*s 

such as Porphyrio seem to have assumed that these lines

referred to the portents which accompanied the death of Julius Caesar' However the more recent

interpretation is that they denote the mood of weariness which was the product of the long

drawn out sufferings of the civil war. On this see Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) p' 17, Commager

(1962) p. 178 ff.
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middle of the storm clouds.l No one, however, has seen any particular significance in

Horace's choice of the colour tenn rubeo; like Fraenkel they tend to assume that the word is

just a variant of Virgil's coruscus.2 It is much more than this for the colour term, unlike

coruscus, recalls the colour of blood and thus brings to mind the carnage of the civil war.

In a similar fashion Virgil compares Aeneas to blood-red comets before he joins battle with

the Italiansr; in Virgil the colour terms have reference to the slaughter which is about to

come, in Horace it is the slaughter which has gone before. Horace's use of the participle

form of this verb is also worthy of mention for it suggests an ongoing process and, with

iam satis, contributes to the air of weariness produced by long years of turmoil. Note how

Horace dtaws a contrast between the redness of Jupiter's hand and the implied whiteness of

the snow and hail in the previous line. For a similar contrast of red and white in a life/death

context compare Hor. 3.13.7 below under 1.43.2 RUBER.

Hor.2.11.l0z non setnper idem.fløiþø est honor/vernis n-eque yno LUna
rubens nitet / vu.l,ta: quid aeternis minorem / consiliis animumfatigas?

Why tire your moftal soul with plans for eternity when the spring flowers do not retain the

same glory and the blushing (rubens) moon does not gleam with a single face? See above

under Prop. 1.10.8 for other instances of rubere employed to describe the moon' In this

context rnbens,lTkenitere4, helps to personify the moon as a blushingvirgo whose

colours will soon fade.s The colour word also picks up upon the hint of colour introduced

by the lefercnce to the flowers of spring in the previous line.

I.43.2 RUBER

Cat.22.7z novi umbili.ci, lora rubrø membranae

Suffenus holds his awful poetry in such importance that he writes it on the best quality

papyrus with new rods and red (rubra) tags for the wrapper. Thompson thinks that these

I'ipse pater media nimborum in nocte corusca/fulminn nnlitur dextra...' Geor' l'328f.
Kieisling-Heinze (1968 p. 12) also draw a parallel with Aía Sorvtrootepónav of Pindar O'

9.10.
2'rubente dextera seems to be a hne variation of Virgit's corusca dextra'(Fraenkel 1957 p.244)
'As can be seen from the zu:¡tcle coruscus in ihe Thesaurus, ruÍilus is occasionally used by

ancient grammarians to interpret coruscus...'(ibid. n'4)
3 'non secus ac tiquida si quando nocte conxetae / sanguinei lugubre rubent...' (Aen. 10.272f.)
4 See this line above under 1.34.1 NITEO i.
5 See also Nisbet and Hubbard (1978) p.172 and compare Catullus' use of rubor in 65.24

below under 1.43.3 RUBOR for the blush of a maiden'
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lora wercperhaps the vellum labels which were attached to the end of the role and gave the

titleoftheworkl;ifthisisthecasethenthereddyewouldbedesignedtomakeSuffenus'

poems stand out.2

Cat.67.46. praeterea addebat quendam, quem dicere nolo/nomine' ne tollat rubra

supercilia.

The house-door declines to give the name of someone with whom its mistress had an affair'

in case, it says, he raises his red (rubra) eyebrows. Scholars have produced different

theories on this allusion to the colour of the brows. Merrill3 and Ellisa suggest that the

word refers to the angry flush on the brow, the implication being that the door is afraid to

give the owner's name and risk his wrath. On the other hand the distinguishing feature of

red eyebrows could be a sly hint as to their owner's identity (a well known personality with

red hair.?) like the other clues in the lines following.s Garrison suggests that rubra

superciliamay have pejorative overtones, hinting that the adulterer was of lowly stock for'

in Roman comedy, red headedness indicated servile origins.6

Prop. 3.13.6: Inda cavis a.Lt.rlnn, m.ittit fonnica metallis,/ et venit e Rubro concha

Erycùm salo

The Indian ant sends gold from the caves of the mine and the conch shell of Venus comes

from the Red (Ruåro) sea to storm the hearts of women. For the way in which poets play

upon the chromatic meaning of the Red Sea's name see the discussion on Prop' 3'13'6

below in Chapter 5, section 5.1. See also the discusson of this passage above on Prop'

3.13.5 under 1.5.2 AURUM ii'

Prop. 3.13.16: felix Eois .funeris una mnritis,/ quos Aurora suis rubra colorat

equis!

Propertius blesses the unique funefal law of husbands of the East whom ted (rubra) Aurora

darkens with her horses. As we have seen with Prop. 3.10-2 (above under 1.43'l

t irooo¡ p.57
2 òornp.å Martial 3.2.11 'et cocca rubeøt superbus ín'dex"

3 (1s93) p. r77
+ iraao¡ p. a95
s'Ul,ir'iottn est, magnas cui l.ites.intutit otim/fatsum ry.epøci ventre puerperium.' (w' 47'

4g).,The door,refuses-io n^" him'but describes tti* Uottt by his appearance and his notorious

courtcase in such " ;"y as to mate his identity (presumably) obvious to the poet's

contemporaries.' (Godwin 1995 p. 201)'
o frésSl p. 148 iee for instance Plautus Ps' 1218, Ter' Hau' lo6l'
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RUBEO), ruber and its cognates are frequently employed of the dawn' For a detailed

analysis of this image in its context see chapær 5, section 5.2.

Hor. 1.35.322 .-.et íuvenwn. recens / examen Eois timendum / partibus oceanoque

rubro.

Horace entreats Fortuna to preserve the freshly raised army of young men who are destined

to be feared in Eastern parts near the Red (rubro) Sea's coast. In this context ruber is

employed to designate a geographical area and with no other colour words in its immediate

context it has diminished chromatic value; contrast Prop. 3.13-6 above. It is possible

however that Horace ends this stanza on rubro as a way of preparing the reader for the next

one which is about the terrible bloodshed of the Civil Wars.l For the association of ruber

and its cognares with blood compare :Hor. 1.2.2 (above under 1.43.I RUBEO) and the

instance immediatelY below.

vitro / dulci digne mero non sine
ida cornibus / Primis et venerem et
tibi / rubro sangu.ine rivos / lascivi

'O Bandusian spdng, brighter than crystal, wofthy of both sweet wine and flowers'

tomoffow you will be presented with a kid whose brow, swollen with its first horns,

marks out both love and battles to come; but in vain, for the offspring of the playful flock

will stain your cool stfeams with its ted (rubro) blood.' This colour image is a very graphic

and powerful one dus to a number of factors. The word order reinforces the sense: rubro is

placed between the two other words associated with blood (inftciet and sanguine) and

these three words afe sufrounded by a word for water, rivos, and the adjective which

agrees with it (gelidos),creating the impression of a pool of colour which is slowly

spreading into the water. The stream's brightness (splendi.dior) and coldness (g,elidos)

suggest whiteness2 and thus the warm, red blood is placed in contrast with the cool,

,white, stream in a classic red/white opposition.3 This colour contrast is reinforced by

I'eheu cicatricum et sceleris pudet/fratrumque"" (v' 33f')
2 Wn arô often associated in Roman poetry; it is significant that candidior

is a lor splendittior in v. 7. Gelidu,s can be associated with the whiteness

of fr for inïønce, Hor. 1.21.6 (see above on Hor. 1.21.7 under 1.33 NIGER

/ NIGRANS iv).
ãì"" 

"f* Quinn (1980) p.268 and compare Theocritus Ep' 1'5-6 'pio¡ròv ô' atu¿Ít<t xepaòs

rpdyos oûìos ó pards /reppívgou rptóyu,v Ëo¡atou àxpe¡r<íua.' (Gow 1952)'
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other words in these lines and its association with life and death is strengthened. The wine

and flowers in the second verse are associated with the joys of life but also with death for

wine is red like blood and flowers are a symbol of transience. In a similar fashion, the verb

inficio which is employed of the stain of blood also carries sexual implications; it is

employed by Ovid in similes which describe the redness of a blush staining a white face.l

Horace, of course, is not the only poet to make use of the image of blood in water in a

life/death context. For a detailed examination of the ways in which this motif is employed

by Roman and Greek poets see the discussion on Prop. 3.3.41-46 below in Chapter 4,

section 6.4.

1.43.3 RUBOR

Cat. 42.162 quod, si non aliud potest, ruborem / ferreo canis exprim.amus ore.

If he cannot get an impudent girl to return his tablets Catullus wishes to force a blush

(ruborem) from the hard face of the bitch.

spons ere mnlum / procurui-t casto virginis e

obl.íta.e ste locatu.m,/ du.m adventu mntris prosilit,
rono p r decursu / huic mnnat tristi conscius ore

rubor

When her lover's gift of an apple is revealed to her mother, a guilty blush (rubor) spreads

over the sad face of the maiden. This line is part of an extended simile: Catullus compares

Hortalus' words leaving his mind to an apple which falls out of a girl's lap when she jumps

up at the arrival of her mother. Catullus emphasises the blush by placing ru.bor last in the

line (and indeed in the poem) so that the impression of redness diffusing over the girl's face

lingers in the reader's mind. It seems odd that the girl is guilty and blushes about a gift

from her sponsus 'betrothed'for surely her mother could not object to a gift fiom an

approved lover. It is possible however that the girl feels self-conscious and blushes

because she is aware of the symbolism of the apple, associated as it is with life and

sexuality.2 In this way, the colour of the girl's face picks up on the redness3 of the apple

I Met. 3.183_185; 10.594_596
2 This association is made much of in the Greek Anthology e,g. 'rti píIq¡ pdÀÀto o€' où

ô' ei Fèu êrco¡oa Qr)r<îç ¡re, / 6eda¡réur¡, rîs ois nap0evÍr¡g pe'rd6os'' (5.79.1-2);

'ðUpo noÀun.roir¡roy únoxÀénrouoa reroúor¡ç, lov(vyír1v priÀcov 6ôxev è¡ror þoôéou /
gr¡Àurdp¡ ¡apieooa...' (5.290.1-3). Catullus himself links the apple with loss of virginity in
2b; see this fragment above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
3 For the redness of the apple see Sappho fr. 105a (L-P), Theocritus 7.117 and Pal. Anth.

5.290.1-3, quoted in the footnote above.
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which runs away fiom her just as the blush creeps over her face, out of her control-l

Catullus also places the maiden's blush in contrast with image of the pale foot of his dead

brother earlier in the poem; see Cat. 65.5 above under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS.

I,44 RUSSUS

Cat. 39.19 z dentem atque russarn defticare gingivam

Egnatius rubs his teeth and reddened (russam) gums with urine. Most commentators are of

the opinion that r¿¿ss¡¿s here refers to the redness caused by rubbing the gum in this manner;

the white teeth stand out in contrast.2 This is an exceedingly rare word and Fordyce asserts

its main usage is non-literary.3

I.45 RUTILUS

Cat. 63.83 z rutílam .ferox torosa cervice quate iubam'

Cybele exhorrs her lion to shake his ruddy (rutilam) mane fiercely on his brawny neck.

According to André, rutilus is a red or reddish yellow of an especial brilliance and

intensity.4 Here it is employed, instead of the more usual term fulvus, for the hair of a

lion.s The colour adjective is placed in a dominant position in the line and followed

immediately by the adjectives/e rox and torosa,emphasising the idea of a tenible force and

power that is about to be unleashed on the unsuspecting Attis. Catullus also places the red

mane of the lion in contrast with Attis' rosy lips in v. 74; see this verse above under I-42

ROSEUS and the discussion of these lines below in Chapter 3, section 4-2 äi-

I.46 SANDYX

prop. 2.25,452 illaque plebeio vel sit sandycís atnictu:/ haec atque iIIa mnli
vulneris wta via est.

Whether a woman is clothed in plebeian dress or robes of scarlet hue (sandycis), in this or

that way is delivered a cruel wound. Sandyx, used here by Propertius to suggest a

I Kaiser (1950) p.2
2 'to scour ttre gìm until it is red, suggesting that the process^ is as harsh as it is disgusting'

(Garrison 1995 p. 114). See also André (1949) p.84, Quinn (1973) p.271.
: (tqOt) p. 188. It is however employed both by Ennius (Sc¿n. fr. 219 Vahlen) and Lucretius

(4.7s).
¿ (tq+q) p. go
5 for .fulius used of lions see on Hor. 4.4.14 above tnder 1.22 FULVUS.
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sophisticated and refined elegance, was originally, according to André, a painter's term.l

Vir.gil also employs this term as one of the colours which will clothe the lambs in the

second golden age.2

I.47 SANGUINEUS

ldror. 1.27.42 ...verecundumque Bacchum / sønguíneís prohibete rixis.

Horace tells his drinking companions to protect modest Bacchus from bloody (sanguineis)

brawls. This, the only use of the adjective sanguineus amongst the three poets, is not

employed with a strong chromatic effect here although the suggestion of red is reinforced

by the teference to wine in the following line.3

1.48 TYRIUS

Cat. 61.1652 vir tuus TYrío in toro

The bridegroom, reclining on a purple (Tyrio) couch, is waiting for his bride. The couch is

covered with purple like the marriage couch of 64.47-49. Catullus employs the term Tyrius

rather than the more usual terms for purple to emphasise the status of the bridegroom and

because of the alliteration and word play on toro.Tynanpurple also had a connection with

blood which suggests the blood associated with the consummation of marriage. On these

points see the discussion of 61.164-168 below in Chapter 2, section 5.3'

Prop. 3.14.272 nec Tyríae vestes errantia lumina fallunt

In Sparta, there is no purple (Tyriae) cloth to lead astray the wandering eyes of lovers. For

Propertius'disapproval of the corrupting influence of Eastern purple see 3.13.5 above

under 1.5.2 AURUM ü. This image is set against the lascivious picture of the Spartan girl

in v. 11 who rides naked with her snowy white thigh exposed; see this line above under

1.35 NIVEUS i.

I.49 VERSICOLOR

Prop. 3.7.50: seu thyio thalama aut Oricia terebintho / est .fultum plumn
versicolore capu,t

t $g+g) p.292 pliny discusses how it is produced by mixing variouspigments; 'haec [cerusso] si

torreatur aequa parte rubrica admixfa, sandycem facif' (N.H- 35'23.40).
z'sponte sua sandyx pascentis vestiet agnos.' (Ec. 4.45)
3 'vino et lucernis Medus acinaces / inxmnne quantum discrepat:...' (w. 5-6)
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In a cabin of citrus wood or Orican terebinth Paetus pillowed his head on feathers of many

colours (versicolore). In this poem Propertius describes the taste for luxury which leads to

paetus, drowning at sea; like the costly timber, the cushions stuffed with multi-coloured

feathers are a sign of unnecessary expenditure.l Once again, Propertius is employing

bright colour in association with the themes of corruption and the ultimate futility of

wealth.2 This unusual colour word is also employed in 3.13 below, creating a link

between the two poems; on this see the discussion of 3.ß.25-32 in Chapter 5 below under

section 5.3

Prop. 3.13.322 aut variam. plu'mn'e versicolorís ave'n'

Propertius lists thè gifts of the country folk of old, amongst them dappled birds of rainbow

(versicoloris) plumag e. Versicoloris is a conjecture for the meaningless MS tradition

víri.coloris and suits vari.amwhich in a chromatic sense is employed of objects which have

two or more contrasting colouls.3 This is the last colour element in Propertius' rich and

colourful description of the golden age but, unlike 3'7 above, the word is not associated

with corruption. For detailed discussions of this passage see Prop. 3.13-28 above under

1.39 PUNICEUS / PUNICUS and chapter 5, section 5.3 below.

1.50.1 vrREO / VrRrDo

Cat. 34.10 z montium dom.ina u.t fores / silvarumqu'e virentíum / sal'tu'um'que

r e conditorttm / amniutnque s onante tn:

In the hymn to Diana, the goddess is called mistress of the hills, grren (virentium) woods,

secluded glens and splashing streams. As Fordyce points out4, such imagery is employed

in association with Artemis in the Hom,eric Hym.ns but the woods are called ortóevru

,shady' rather. than green.5 vireo,which can be employed in a non-chromatic sense6, could

mean little more than 'vigorous' or'thriving'here as there are no other colour elements in

I Butler and Barber (1933 p. 2:/9) draut a parallel with Cicero's description of verres _resting 
on a

cushion stuffed with roses;''pulvinus erat perlucidus Melitensis rosa førtus' (verr. 2'll'27)'
á-ðorrrp." l.74.Zl-22; 'rt n irrru* toto iuvenefl versqre cubiti: / quid relevønt yØij; serica

textitibus?, and_see Prop. 1.14.20 above under 1.36.1 OSTRINUS.
i O"lor¿ Latin Dictionary (1968) p'2013' See Prop. I'14'22 in the fooÍlote above'

4 (1961) p. 173
S 'ìoi Våp rg äô€ róla xaì oÜpeot oîpas èvaíp.ew, / Sóp¡nyyÉs

O.o'púoioi' r, òì,oluyaì 7 älo.* r€ ortdeyrc 6rxait¡y r€ nró\rs

s.t9-20)
6 Ox¡ord Latin Dictionary (1968) p.2010.

te Xopo( r€.

drvôpolv. ' (h. Ven.
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the stanza. On the other hand, Diana is associated repeatedly with imagery of green in the

Culexr Compare Hor. 1.21.8 below under l-50.2 VIRIDIS ii'

Cat. 64.2852 confestim Pettios adest, vírí.døntía Tempe, / Tempe, quae giJyae

cingunt super imPendentes

peneus, the river god, comes without delay to the wedding of Peleus and Thetis leaving

behind green (viridantia) Tempe which is surrounded by overhanging woods. On the

proverbial beauty and fertility of the valley of Tempe see Fordyce.2 According to Hamon,

peneus' visit is not part of previous accounts of the wedding but is an innovation on the

part of Catullus.3 Catullus makes much of Peneus' visit in his version, associating him

with fertility and growth; he employs words for green both here and in v. 293 below and

makes fi'equent refetences to trces of vadous types.4

Cat.64.2932 vestibulu.m ut mt¡lli velatu'm' .fronde vireret'

peneus brings many trees with him so that the entrance court of Peleus' palace, covered

with soft foliage, might grow green (vireret). Vireret is a deliberate echo of viridantía

Tempe,suggesting that Peneus is bestowing the beauty and fertility associated with the vale

of Tempe upon the marriage of Peleus and Thetis.5 There is however an ominous note in

the inclusion of the poplar and cypress amongst the trees which Peneus brings, for these

were associated with death.6

prop. 2.34b.78: tu canis Ascraei veteris praecepta poetae,/ quo seges in campo,

quo viret uva iugo.

propertius addresses Virgil who sings of the injunctions of the ancient Ascran bard, namely

in which fields the corn grows green (viret), on which hills the vine. The Ascran bard was

Hesiod whom Virgil imitates in the Georgics.T Here the colour word has very little

chromatic impact, meaning little more than 'flourishes'. It is notewofthy how infrequently

1 See vv. 106-115 'virìdetn muscum.'.luco virentí..'virídí herba"
2Fordyce (1961) p.312
3 g9i3) p.323
aì...no*qi, itte tulit radicitus attas/Íggos ac recto proceras stipite laurusJnon sine nutanti

pløsflolentaque sorore/flantnnti Phaethontis et aerea Øpres;L' (w. 288-291); 'Much importance

is attached to the lush greenness of the foliage which grows profusely in viridantiø Tempe, ftom

which Peneus brings his gifts.' (Harmon 1973 p.324).
S'Tlte dona of Chlron and Peneus express joy and at the same time give concrete expression to

the wish that the marriage flourish and be fruitful.' (Harmon 1973 p.32Ð.
6 See Harmon (1973) n. 44. For the relevant lines see the footnote above on Ø.285.
1 'Ascraeum4ue cano Ronmna per oppida carmßn.' (2'176)
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Propertius uses terms for green in his poetry, employing an explicit word for green only

here and in3.3.27 in reference to the cave of inspiration (see below under I-50-2 VIRIDIS

iiÐ.

Hor. 1.9.17: ....nec dulcis amores / sperne puer neque tu choreas / donec vírenti
canities abest / marosa...

Horace advises Thaliarchus not to Spurn as a youth Sweet love nor dances so long as

c.rabbed old age is absent from the one who is in the bloom of youth (virenti)- For green

used in association with youth compare Virgil's reference to green youth in the Aeneidt,

Hor. 1.25.17 immediately below and Cat. I7.14 below under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i. In

Horace 1.9, the chromatic aspect of the word is emphasised by being placed next to canities

in a green/white contrast. For a detailed discussion of this colour cluster see Hor. I.9.I7

above under 1.9.1 CANITIES.

Hor. 1.25.L12 laeta qu.od pubes hedera vírentí/gaudeat pfu magis atquemyrto,/

a.ri.das .frondis hiem.is sodal.i / dedicet Euro'2

Horace tells the aging Lydia that soon she will complain that merry youths delight more in

green (virenti) ivy than dark myrtle, dedicating withered leaves to the East wind, the

companion of winter. For the association of evergreen ivy with youth and vitality see the

discussion on Cat. 63.23 below in Chapter 3, section 4.3.i. and the discussion on Hor.

1.25.17 in Chapter 6, section 3.1. For the contrast with the dark myrtle see Hor- 1.25.18

above under 1.38 PULLUS

Hor. 2.5.5 z circa vírentís est a.n.imus tu.ae / carnpos iuvencae, nunc fluviis gravem

/ sol.antis aestu.tn, nunc in u.do / lu.dere cum vitulii salicto / praegestientis...

Horace, comparing an immature young girl to a heifer', says that her thoughts are on the

green (virentis)plains as she now relieves the fierce heat in the streams and yearns to play

with her comrades in the moist willow grove. This metaphor is based upon an epigram of

Anacreon but in the Greek poem no colour term is employed.3 In Horace's poem, the

colour word, along with.fl.u.viis and udo, creates a picture of a landscape which is lush,

|'Euryalus ,fornn insignis víridique íuventa' (5.295)
Z fne O.C.i rearls Hebro not Euro but the reference to the East wind seems to fit in betær

with the rest of the poem; on this see below in Chapter 6, section 3.1.

3'riv ôè Àerpôv<Íi T€. póorecr roÛSrÍ r€ ortptôoa naí(etS ' (ft. 72.5), Nisbet and

Hubba¡d draw this parallel (1978 p.78).
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fertile and attractive, conttibuting to the sensual overtones of the poem.l In addition, the

word, coming as it does at the beginning of the stanza, picks up on the idea of the girl's

immaturity.2 The girl's greenness will change to purple as she matures; see on IJor- 2-5-12

above under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.

Hor. 4.13.62 ...ille vírentís et / doctae psallere Chiae / pulchris excubat in genis./

importunus enim transvolat aridns / quercus et refugit te"'

Horace tells the aging Lyce that, in spite of her efforts to attract Cupid, he sets his gaze on

the beautiful cheeks of bloomin g (virentis) Chia who is skilled in playing on the harp; he

flies past withered oaks uncaring and shuns her. In this contextvireo, in its application to

Chia, cannot have a liter.al chromatic value; it would appear that Horace is using the term as

he does in the Epodes3 for its other meaning of 'blooming' 'fresh'.4 Horace however also

plays upon the chromatic element of the word by his use of the tree metaphor in the

following lines (Lyce is a withered oak and by implication Chia is a green sapling) and by

the comparison with the dingy yellow of Lyce in the next stanza. On this latter comparison

see Hor. 4.13.10 above under 1.27 LURIDUS and for a detailed examination of this

colour image in its context see the discussion of this poem below in Chapter 6, section

3.3.i.

I.50.2 VIRIDIS

i) Youth / SexualitY

Cat. l7.l4z cui cum sit vírídíssímo nupta flore pu'ella

A girl in the greenest (vi.ri.dissim.o) flower of her youth is married to an old man- In Greek

literature, ¡Àorpds can be employed of flowers in the sense of 'fresh' or 'vigorous'.5

According to euinn this image is a fusion of two idioms; flos aetatis and viridis in its

1 '...the picture of Lalage, excitedly sporting through the moist groves in the hearry heat, remains

".otil-Cimmager 
(lg6i) p.253. iompare the landscape of Hor. 1.23 (below under 1.50.2

VIRIDIS i). The g.eennesi, moisture and heat of 2.5 can be contrasted with the colourlessness,

¿ryness and cold óf t¡" withered leaves of 1.25 above which signify the loss of sexuality.
2 Ure woø suits the grassy fields, but it also suggests the sap of youth' Nisbet and Hubbard

(1978 p.82).
3 '...dumque vírent genua' (13.4)
a Cornpu.ã the Greek use of the word ¡)tcop<ís whose original meaning, according to hwin, is

'moist' 'fresh' (1974 P. 49)'
5 Helen 243-244, tfnigeneia at Aulis 1279. See Irwin's analysis of these images (1974 p.48'
4e).
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meaning of vigorous.l Note the superlative for emphasis, one of three superlative colour

words in this poem.2

Hor. 1.17.82 impune tutum per nemus arbutos./ quaerunt latentis et thyma deviae /
olentis uxores mnriti/nec vir¡dß metuunt colubras/nec Martialis haediliae3lupos

When Faunus visits Horace's farm, the wives of his smelly goats, wandering unharmed

through the peaceful grove, seek the hidden arbutus and thyme; their kids fear neither green

(viridis) snakes nor the wolves of Mars. Snakes and serpents are more often given the

colour epithets caeruleus or ater in Latin literature and in Greek literature, according to

Kober, the dragon or snake is usually given the epithet rcudveos:'4 According to André'

Horace was the first in Latin literature to employ viridis of snakes, writers such as Martial

and Statius later adopting this colour image.s The green of the snakes is suggestive, not

only of poison6 but also pelhaps a Íeacherous sexuality, an idea which is picked up by the

allusion to vitream Circen later on in the poem.7 Their colour is set against the lush and

peaceful green of the landscape, implied by the references to the afbute tree and thyme.

Hor. 1.23.62 nam seu mobil.ibu.s veris inhorruit / adventus folüs seu vírídes

rubum / dimavere ktcertae,/ et corde et genibus tremit'

Horace compares Chloe, who is shunning his advances, to a timid fawn which trembles in

heart and limbs if spring's approach has set the light leaves quivering or the green (virides)

lizards have pushed aside the bramble. Virgil also describes lizards as green in the

Ec1oguess and in Horace 1.17.8 above, snakes are given this colour epithet. As Quinn

comments, lizards coming out to sun themselves, like the breezes in the previous line, are a

sign of the approach of spdng.g Their greenness not only picks up on the colour of the

t ogtz) p. 150
2 ì." ôui. 17.11 above utder 1.26.2 LIVIDUS and 17.16 above under 1.33 NIGER/NIGRANS

1.
ã fn. O.C.f. reads Haediliae, the genitive of a proper name, but the correction haediliae kids' is

accepted by most editors; see Kiessling-Heinze (1968) p' 85'
+ ltlZZ> p'.72. Kober (1932 p. 114) lists-only one instance of a Nic'
Ther. 438i. Nisbet and Hubbarcl (1970 p. 220) say that the epithet and cite

pi;d. O. 8.37 ytrauroì ôè 6prÍrovres nut ttrey atlmit that this col rs the

snake's eyes. presumably if Horace were copying this image he would be more likely to use

glaucus than viridis.
5 e.g. Mart.7.74.2, STat. Theb. l.7ll, 2.279, 5.549 (1949) p' 340
6'põctora felle virent, lingua est srlffusa veneno;' (Ovid Met. 2'777)
7 See Hor. 1rl7,20 below under 1.51 VITREUS.
8 ,nunc etiam pecudes umbras et frigora captant,/ nunc u-írìdis etiam occultant spineta lacertos'

(2.8-9). Nisbet and Hubbard draw tlris parallel (1970 p.278)'
e (1980) p. t67
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leaves but also Chloe's name in the first versel which Commager points out is equivalent

to "green shoot".2 In addition, Ronnick suggests there may be an implied colour contrast

with rubwn'bramble' whose cognate adjective is ruber.3 Such imagery increases the erotic

element of the poem; lizards are themselves phallic symbols4 and they part the 'red'

brambles in a way which is suggestively sexual. For the erotic use of green in a landscape,

compare Hor. 2.5.5 above under 1.50.1 VIREO / VIRIDO'

Hor. 3.28.102 nos cantabimus invicem / Neptunum et vírídís Nereidum cotnas;

On the feast day of Neptune, Horace and Lyde will take it in turns to sing of Neptune and

the green (viridis) hair of the Nereids. For colour terms of the blue-green range employed

to describe sea-deities see above under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS i- and Hor.

l.l7.Z0 below under 1.51 VITREUS. Horace's use of viridis in this context could be in

imitation of Greek literature although there is some uncertainty about the meaning of the

Greek colour terms. According to Kober5, yÀaurcóç is used several times of sea-beings6

but the term may mean little more than'grey-eyed'. Similarly, ruauo¡aírls is frequently

employed to describe the hair of Poseidon in Homeí but Kober thinks that for the Greeks

of that period it was the equivalent of Éé).as.8 
'Whatever the origin of this usage of viridis,

it is taken up enthusiastically by Roman poets such as Ovid.g The focus on the nymphs'

hair contr.ibutes to the sensual tone of this poem as does the allusion to the gleaming

Cyclades in v. 14.10

ii) Lushness / FertilitY

cat. 63.30 t vírídem citu.s adi.t ldatn properante pede chorus.

The band of Gallae swiftly approach green (viridem) Ida with hurrying feet- This is

probably Catullus' rendition of one of the Greek epithets for Ida which is variously

L'vitas inuleo me similis, Chlgg'
Z egeÐ p. 238. See also Ronnick (1993) p. 156. For Horace's lse of green in reference to

yoi¡¡ 
"ôtnpare 

Hor. 1.9.17 anrl 1.25.17 above under 1.50.1 VIREO / VIRID6.
¡ (tgq¡) p. 155
a ¡b¡¿. p. 156
5 Oszz) p.45f.
6 See, for instance, Theoc. Id. 7'59, 21.55.
7 e.g. lL 13.563, 14.390 etc.
8 (tgzz) p.tt
e MeL 2.12, 13.960.
10 See on this line above uuder 1.21.1 FULGEO iii.
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referred to as 'woody' 'many-treed' or well-wooded'l but the colour term carries its own

associations, denoting a lushness and fertility which will turn out to be illusory. See the

entry immediately below and also the discussion of this line in Chapter 3, section 4.3.i'

cat.63.70i ego virídís algida ldae nive amicta loca colam?

Attis in the speech in which he laments his cruel fate, asks if he is to inhabit the icy, snow

clad places of green (víridis) Ida. In this line there is a powerful juxtaposition between the

green and the snow: the greenness brings to mind fertility and life, the snow coldness,

isolation and death. Note the placement of algidn next to viridis, emphasizing the difference

between Attis' dreams and reality. Green Ida has turned out to be a cold, inhospitable place.

For a detailed examination of this colour image in its context see Chapær 3, section 4.3.ä.

Hor. L.1.21:
sacrae.

nu.nc víríd.í mem.bra sub arbuto / stratus, nunc ad aquae lene caput

There are those whose delight it is to drink wine with their limbs stretched out under the

verdant (viridi) arbute tlee, or by the sacred source of a gently murmudng stream- In this

poem, Horace describes the many different ways that men decide to live their lives; he

contrasts this scene with one of the busy life of a soldier. The arbute-tree is an evergrcen'2

The colour term has reference to this but is also employed along with the murmuring stream

to cleate an impression of a lush and peaceful landscape. Virgil also places the green arbute

tree in a similar landscaPe.3

Hor. 1.4.9 i nunc decet au.t virí.dí nitidum caput impedire myrto / aut .@ terrae

quem .ferunt sol.utae;

Spring has arrived and it is now the fitting time to garland glistening hair with green (viridi)

myrtle or with flowers which the unfetteled earth brings forth. Virgil also alludes to green

garlands but does not specify the plant they are made from.4 The green myrtle, like the

flowers, are signs of spring and the renewal of life. The green, the glistening hair5, and the

1 e.g. Hom. 1/. 2l'449, Theoc. 17.9'
2 quinn (1980) p.120
3 ùurrorì .foriei et sonxno mnllior herba,/ et quae vos rarg 

^v!?idß 
tegit arbutus umbra/ solstiuftr

pecori at¡rønr,...' (Ec. 7.45-47). Compare also Lucretius 5'948ff'
tr,nrunrri principio ante oculos circoque locantur/inm¿dio, sacri tripodes vírìdesque coronae'

(A¿¿. 5.109-110).
5 See on 1.4.9 above under 1.34'2 NITIDUS.
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colours which the flowers call to mind serve as a contrast both to the prata canis albicant

pruinis of v. 41 and to pallida Mors of v' I3'2

Hor. 1.21.g2 ...aut geliclo prominet Atgido/nigris aut Erimanthi/silvis aut vírídís

Cragi.

Diana delights in the woods and streams which stand out on icy Algidus or the dark woods

of Erymanthus or those of green (viridis) Cragus. For viridis used in reference to

mountains compare Virgil3 and Cat. 63.30 above' For a fu|l discussion of this colour

clusrer see on :Hor.1.2t.7 above under 1.33 NIGER / MGRANS iv.

Hor.2.6.l5z iue terraru,m. m,ihi praeter omnis/angulus ridet, ubi non Hymetto/

mel,la decedutú vírídíqu.e certat / baca Venafto

Horace, praising the countlyside a¡ound Tarentum, Says that corÎef of the world smiles for

him beyond all othels where the honey does not give ground to that from Hymettus and the

olive vies with those from gleen (vi.ridi) venafium. Baca can be employed of other fruits

but the olive is implied in the allusion to Venafrum which was famous for its olive groves4

and the use of the colour term viridi which suggests the colour of the berry.s There is a

second colour element in the line with the referen ce to mella 'honey' which is usually

described as.flavus and thus suggests yellow or gold.6 The gold and green contribute to

the impression of a landscape which is rich and fertile. For a somewhat similar use of

colours compare the Metamarphoses where ovid describes yellow honey dripping from the

grcen oak tree during the golden age.7

iii) Inspiration / Fulfilment

Prop. 3.3.272 quo nov& ,n.Lt.scoso semita facta solo est./ hic erat affixis víridís

spelun.ca lapill'is

1 See on this line above under 1'2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO'
2 See on this line above under l'37'2 PALLIDUS'
Z;qiotiuo, eximios praestanti corpore tauros,/ qui tibi nunc virídís depascunt sumflul Lycaei'

(Georg. 4.538-539)
4 Nisbet and Hubbard (1978) P' 103
t a;tr" ifqgOi p.20g.'Compare Theocritus' reference to the 'green wild-olive' ('XÀt'¡prí

afiieio,às' ZS.it¡ although this probably refers to the tree as a whole.

6 e.g. Lucretius 1.938, Mart. 1.55.10.
7 'Tounqre de viridi stillabant ilice m¿Ila.' (1'112)
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In his dream of Mt. Helicon Propertius is directed by Apollo along a mossy path to a green

(viridis) groto with its walls lined with pebbles. The green grotto is the home of the

Muses. The colour word picks up on the moss of the path, creating an impression of a

landscape which is soft and fertile, appropriate for a place of inspiration. This is almost the

only time which Propertius employs this colour word in the whole of his poetryl and it is

significant that he uses it here of a place in which his poetic vision is renewed. Compare

Horace's reference to virentem Helicona in the Epistles.z For a det¿iled examination of this

colour image in its context see the discussion of these lines in Chapter 4, section 6.3'i

below.

Hor. 3.25.20 ...dulce periculu.rn est,/o Lenaee, sequi deum/ cingentern vírídí
tempora pampino.

'It is a sweet danger, O lord of the wine press, to follow the god, crowning one's forehead

with green (viridi) vine-tendrils.'In this poem, Holace praises Bacchus as a source of

poetic inspiration; these are his concluding lines. In a similar fashion Priapus is crowned

with green vine tendrils in the Priapea.s In the Horace lines a vivid word picture is created

with viridi...pampino literally surrounding tempora. Some commentators think that

cingentem qualifies deum4 and thus, as in 4.8.33 below, it would be the god whose

temples are crowned with vine-tendrils. However, as Quinn points out, this would render

the final line less effectives, for it would not then pick up Horace's comparison of himself

to a Bacchant in vv. 8-14. In this way the glistening white snow of the landscape upon

which the Bacchant gazes6 is placed in contrast with the vivid green of his vine-tendril

cfown.

Hor. 4.8.332 ornatus vírídí tempora pampino / Liber vota bonos ducit ad exitus.

poetry has made many immortal, including Liber with his temples decked with green

(viridi) vine-tendrils who brings vows to a happy outcome. On this colour image see the

entry immediately above.

1 He cloes employ vireo at 2.34b;78 (above under 1.50.MREO / VIRIDO) but without a' Ereat

deal of chromatic imPact.
2 '...et vatibus a.ddere calcar,/ ut studio m.aiore petant Helicona vírentetn.' (2'l'217-18)
3'mihi vírente dulcis uva pampino' (2'8)
4 e.g. \ù/illiams (1969) p. 729.
5 (tqso) p.286f.
6 See Hor. 3.25.10 above under 1'8.2 CANDIDUS iv.
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1.51 VITREUS

Hor. 1.17.202 hic in reducta valle Caniculae/vitabis aestus et.fíde Teia/dices
Iaborantis in uno / Penelopen vítreømque Circen:

Horace tells Tyndaris that in a secluded valley at his farm she will escape the heat of the

Dog Star and, in Teian strain, will sing of Penelope and glass-green (vitream) Circe

conænding for one man. Vitreus (literally 'like glass') is a difficult word to translate in this

context, for ancient glass differed from our own and the word probably carried ideas of

colour as well as brilliance. André thinks that the term was usually employed with a

chromatic value and he includes this line among the instances of vitreus denoting a

greenish-blue hue.1 This seems quite probable when one takes into account the use of

words for blue and grcen in descriptions of sea-nymphs in Roman poetry2 for, although

strictly speaking Circe herself ,was not a sea nymph, she has connections with the sea and

in this context may be identified with the sea-nymph Calypso.3 The term is also frequently

associated with water (see the entry immediately below) and thus is placed here in contrast

to the blazing heat of the summer's day. As Nisbet and Hubbard point out, the glitter of

ancient glass with its distorting translucency is a good analogy for the attractive but

treacherous Circe4 and its greenish hue picks up on the poisonous virides colubras of v. 8.5

Thus the image of glass-green Circe leads naturally on to Horace's main point; that his farm

is a refuge from the troubles and treachery of love.

Hor.4.2.32 Pindnrutn quisquis studet aemul,a.ri,/IuIe, cerati.s ope Daedalea/nititur
pentüs vitreo daturus / nom.ina ponto.

Horace tells Iulus that those who stdve to rival Pindar are (like lcarus) struggling on waxen

wings of Daedalian craft and destined to give their name to some glassy (vitreo) sea.

Vitru.m and its cognates are fiequently employed to describe water e.g. Vir. Aeneid7.759,

t 0g+g) p. 188
2 See ou Hor. 3.28.10 above under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i.
3 Nisbet and Hubbard point out that Circe was the daughter of an Oceanid and that Horace may
have conflated her attdbutes with Calypso's for Calypso was the one who was really contending
for Odysseus's love. (1970 p.225)
4 ¡b¡d. p.224. Kiessling-Heinze agree and draw a parallel with Publ. Syr. 189R 'Fortuna vitreø
est' and Stat. Silv. 1.3.85 'vifreae iuga perfida Circes' (1968 p. 87). Compare Horace's use of
words for shining to describe femmes .fatales such as Pyrrha in 1.5.13 (above under 1.34.1 NITEO
ii) and Barine in 2.8.6 above under 1.16 ENITEO / ENITESCO.
5 See above under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i.
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Col. 10.136.1 Here the word is little more than a synonym fot caeruleøs but, as with the

instance above, Horace is probably employing this particular term to suggest something that

is attractive but treacherous.

1 André (1949) p.188.
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ChaPter 2

Colour and Sexuatity: Catullus Poem 61

2.1 First View

Both c. 61 and the poem which follows it are unmistakably part of the genre of

wedding song - a genre which had a tradition going back at least five hundred years before

Catullus.l The earliest literary wedding songs of which we possess fragments belong to

Sappho although it seems likely that she did not create the genre.2 Within the genre there

were various types of wedding songs which were employed for different parts of the

ceremony; the two main types were the hymenaion and epithalamium.3 Although the

meaning shifted over time and the epithalamium eventually came to be used for wedding

songs in general, the hymenaion was originally the song of the chorus as they accompanied

the bride to the groom's house and the epithalamium was the song sung outside the bridal

chamber during the consummation of the marriage.a In c. 61 Catullus combines both forms

and includes an old Italian wedding tradition, thefescenninaiocatio which comprised ribald

jokes about the past life of the groom.5

Scholars' neglect of this poem is surprising considering that Catullus may have been

the one to have revived the genre of wedding song in Rome.6 The role of colour in the

poem has also largely remained unexplored although there have been some scattered

comments on its colourful effects. A detailed and systematic analysis of the colour images

in c. 61 reveals that they are not just employed for functional or decorative purposes but

have far more depth and complexity than this and reward closer examination.T Colours in

1 Wheeler (1930) p.207
the evidence for a tradition of wedding songs

ings go back to Homer (Il, 18.491- 496) and

is ¿so evidence that Alcman wrote wedding

u or ðpoprov 'waking song' and a
g'.

4 For a deøiled discussion of the two tems and the way in which their meaning changed over

the centuries see Robert Muth's 1954 article.
5 Fedeli (19s3) p.86
6 'we haìe thô 

^Uest 
possible evidence...that in Catullus' time the lyric epithnlamiutn was long

obsolete...Catullus' adiriration for Sappho, with whom the geme was particularly associated, makes

it more likely than not that he was 
-the 

innovator.' (\Viseman 1985 p. 115). See also Lenchantin

(1945) p.106.
ì C. ø^ would in many ways have been the obvious choice for a study of Catullus' use of

colours. It contains u gr.ut deal of Catullus' colour words and has some of the densest and most
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this poem perform a number of functions. They not only contribute to the mood of elation

in the poem and add to the strong visual drama of the wedding scene but, most importantly,

they are a key element in its powerfully erotic aünosphere. Focusing attention on the figure

of the bride, contrasting colour words contribute to her aura of innocence and sensuality,

heightening the erotic tension. As c. 61 is the first of the long poems, its use of colour

establishes their pattern of colour imagery. It will be shown how many of the colour motifs

of this poem are taken up and developed in subsequent long poems.

All this will be demonstrated in the course of this chapter. However before a detailed

colour analysis is undertaken some attention must be paid to previous scholars' studies of

c. 61 and to its literaty predecessors. In addition, there will be a brief examination of the

structure, themes and mood of the poem and how the colour imagery relates to them.

2.2 Previous Scholarship : Background of Genre

C. 61 is not a poem to which a great deal of attention has been paid; there has been

much more written on cc. 63 and 64 than c. 61. Many scholars seem to share the attitude of

Quinn who states that'The two marriage hymns (Poems 61 and 62) hardly call for the same

detailed discussion [as cc. 63,64 and 66].'1 Some treat the poem merely as a source of

information about Roman marriage customs or attitudes2 and, as Fedeli says, there are large

gaps in the commentaries on this poem.3 Few scholars of c. 61 have made more than

passing references to its colour imagery although several have remarked on Catullus'love

of colour effects and his use of them to enliven the conventional subject matter.a Only

Edgeworth has purposely examined c. 61 from a chromatic point of view but in his brief

memorable of Catullus' colou¡ images. However it is too long a poert for its use of colour to

be fully explored within the bounds of this thesis. In addition, the role of colour in c.61 has

o"uer t"atty been addressed while several schola¡s have already looked at the use of colour in c.

64 and discussed many of the interesting colour motifs; see Curran (1969), Harmon (1973) and

O,Connell (7977). For my own interpretation of the colours in this poem see the various entries

on c.64 in the concordance.
L 0972) p. 259
2 For example Gordon V/illiams (1958), Pearce (1974).
¡ (tqa¡) p. g

4 For example Fedeli 'A further ingredient typical of Catullus and added by the po€t to enliven

the conventional subject is his love for colou¡ effects'(1983 p.28); Tufte 'It [c. 61] is filled
with color and light - the nuptial wreath, the flame-hued wedding veil, the yellow bridal slippers,

the golden pine tórches, the glossy-leaved myrtle, the hyacinth flower, and the polished door of
the wedding chamber' (1970 P. 23).
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analysis he concludes that colour tetms are employed in this poem mainly for functional or,

at the most, decorative PurPoses.l

Discussions of this poem tend to revolve around Catullus' literary predecessors and to

what extent he has employed topoi fuom previous wedding hymns. This is difficult to

determine because there are so few wedding hymns surviving. Only one, Theocritus 18, do

we possess in its entirety; Sappho's Epithalami¿ survive in fragments of a few lines or less

and we only have one line of Callimachus'wedding song for Ptolemy and Arsinoe.2 On

the Roman side there is a parody of a wedding song in Plautus' Casina and a few other

vague fragments from neoteric contemporaries of Catullus.3 There are however extensive

lists of traditional wedding topics in rhetoricians such as Himerius and Choricius who

composed wedding orations. Although these rhetoricians were writing in the fifth to sixth

centuries A.D" they studied the wedding songs of poets such as Sappho and openly

imitated their content and form.4 From these, scholars such as Fedeli and Wheeler are able

to draw conclusions about the topoi of wedding songs and to what extent Catullus

employed them in c. 61. It appears from their examination of these sources that in c. 61

Catullus made much use of topoi;for instance the poem's natural inclination to dwell on the

bride5 and its emphasis on the importance of marriage for home, family and fatherland6

appear to have been characteristic of earlier wedding songs. Similarly, some of Catullus'

colour usage in this poem seems to have been traditional, such as his depiction of the colour

contrast on the bride's face.1

t GggZ) p. 11f. By functional Edgeworth means that the colour term refers to an element which

is essential üo the narrative, for eiample the colour words used of the bride's attire. By decorative

he means that the colour just adds an atûactive detail; he includes the simile comparing the bride

to the white parthenice and red poppy in this category (187f.). However, as will become clear in

the course of tnis chapter, t¡ese colour terns and the plants with which they are associated are

employed for much more than decorative effect.
2 io áO¿itioo, one of the fragments of Parthenius addresses Hymenaeus (Lenchantin 1945 p.106).

Parthenius came to Rome in 73 B.C. and had great influence on the neoteroi.
3 These include Calvus and Ticidas (Fedeli 1983 p. 15).
4 Wheeler (1930) p. 208 ff.
s ¡ø¡d. p.212
6 Fedeli (19s3) p.56rf.
7 ¡b¡d. pp.l22r.
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We must however treat this with a degree of caution since much of the evidence we are

relying on is second hand and written many centuries after Catullus.l In addition, the

tendency some scholars have to view c. 61 in this way, as a series of topoi, means that they

lose sight of Catullus' part in the creation of the poem'2 As Wiseman comments, when

discussing some passages from c. 61:

I think it is legitimate to use these passages as evidence for the poet's own

sensibilities. To attribute them solely to the generic conventions of the marriage

poem is merely to put the question back one stage. why did he choose to write a

maniage poem in the first Place?3

This is the attitude of mind which will be brought to the examination of the colours in the

poem; although their possible sources in the genre will be explored they will be treated as

deliberate choices on Catullus' part rather than an unthinking imitation of traditional

material.a rwe know for a fact that Catullus was not forced by the demands of the genre to

employ colours in the poem, for his other marriage hymn, c.62, contains not a single

explicit colour term while this poem is full of them'5

2.3 Distribution of colour Terms within the structure

There are nine uses of 'explicit'colour terms in c. 61 (niveus v- 9,luteus w. 10, 188,

aureus w. 95,160 (dim.), candidus v. 108, canus v. 155, Tyrius v. 165 and albus v'

1g7). There are over six6 instances of words relating to shining (eniteo v- 2I, splendidus v.

78, clarus y. 85, rasilis v. 161, niteo v. !86, mico v. 200). In addition, some of the plants

and flowers which are frequently mentioned add to the colour effect (amnracus v. 5, myrtus

I For instance Lenchantin comments that it is not really possible to tell whether Catullus'

prinary 1945 P'106)'
i-O*' s work on c.61. He does state that

Catullus edding songs (1983 p' 69) but

doesn,t really discuss what this poem tells us al attitude to marriage and love. As

røeri achówledges (1983 p. tll n. 5), Lieberg criticizes it on these grounds'

¡ (rqsÐ p. 115
¿ Ã-fínã.rer points out, certain elements like 'the reddish yellow color (luteus) of the bride's

veil, cannot have been inherited from the Greek tradition as they a¡e exclusively Roman (1934

p.197). Furthermore, as will be demonsüated, many of the 
"ol9T 

images in this poem can be

iiorcá with colour imagery in other poems of Catullus, especially the long poems'

5 Edgeworth also makes this point (1992 p. l0).
6 Ovi, six because colour terns such as aureus, candidus anÔ Tyrius also carry with them

overtones of shining.
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v.22, hedera v.34, hyacinthinus y. 89, vitis v. 103). Even words such asloridus w.21,

57, 186 (dim.), varius (v. 37) andflammeurn w.8, 115 have chromatic significance

when employed in this poem. Similarly fax w.77,94, ll4, flamma v' I7l and

praetextatus v. !75 make some contribution to the colour imagery of the poem; their

chromatic significance will be made clea¡ further on in the chapter.

The structure of c. 61 is a formal one, it is composed of distinct sections such as the

fescennine verses and the epithalamium. The poem can be divided basicallyl as follows:-

vv. 1-75 Address to HYmen

vv. 76-118 The wait outside the Bride's House

vv, 119-158 Fescennine Jesting

vv. 159-198 The Progress to the Bedchamber

vv. 199-228 EPithalamium

There is a great deal of colour in parts of the invocation to Hymen, in the wait outside the

bride's house and the progress to the bedchamber, whereas the Fescennine jesting and the

epithalamium proper have very few colour elements. The section which has the most

frequent and consistent use of colour elements is the highly pictorial scene outside the

bride's house which Fedeli sees as the core of the poem.2 The colour imagery comes to a

climax during the progress to the bedchamber with the colour cluster which describes the

bride's face as she waits in the bedchamber for her husband (w. 185-188). Other important

moments such as the bride's emergence from the house (w.lI4-115) and her passage over

the threshold (vv. 159-161) are also punctuated by colour clusters.

Within this structure there are elements of ring composition (a favourite Catullan device)

with the exhortation to close the doors of the house in the final stanza (v. 224) picking up

on the exhortation to open the gates of the house which begins the scene before the bride's

house (v.76).3 In addition, there is ring composition within some of the sections

1 Scholars are more or less agreed on the various sections of the poem but there is some

disagreement about where thoJe sections begin and end. For instance Fedeli thinks that the

ãpitñJr-i"- proper begins 
^! 

v: ?9 (t?9¡ p. 134) whereas Goold in his translation of the

poem has it starting at v. 184 (1989 p. 119).
ã'th" pro.rrsion of the deductio, with its realistic and pichresque details, constitutes the core of

the poem' (1983 p. 156)
3 r'øeu (1983) p.142. See also Haight (1950) pp. L2l-22.
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themselves, for instance a reference to 'sporting' (ludere) is present in the first and last

stanza of the epithalamium.t Catullus' colour imagery also displays elements of ring

composition with the final colour cluster in w. 185-188 echoing the initial cluster in w. 6-

10 and references to the light from torches framing the section in front of the bride's house.

These images will be discussed in greater detail further on.

2.4 Mood and Style of Poem: Contribution of Colour

As Wheeler puts it, c. 61 has a'mimetic-dramatic character', that is Catullus writes as

though he were taking part in it and assumes the role of master of ceremonies.2 Catullus

employs many devices to contribute to the realism of the scene and make the readers feel

that they are a guest at the wedding; for instance frequent use is made of imperatives and, as

Tufte points out, every strophe is directed at someone.3 Colour also has an important part

to play in this. The colours which are employed in the poem are mostly bright ones such as

the bride's orange veil, the purple cloth of the couch, the golden flames of the torches.

These are the sort of colours which an onlooker's eye would naturally light upon,

especially at night which is when the action of the poem takes place. The vivid colours also

add to the drama and the excitement of the poem.

Colour also contributes to the happy mood of the poem. C. 61 at times has a solemnity

of tone but that does not mean that the pleasures and joys of maffiage are not taken into

account. The poem is certainly the happiest of Catullus' long poems4 with words for

happiness and goodness appearing constantly throughout.s This happy mood is reflected

in the colours which Catullus employs; there is a preponderance of words for white, gold

and shining, in contrast to poems such as 63 where the emphasis is on darkness.6

rvv. 203 and 225 respectively (Lieberg 1974 p.2201.
2 Q%4) p.200
3 çtoto¡ p. z6
4 'The ione of the whole poem is one of joy, changing from the tumultuous rapture of
expectation in the opening lines to the deep secure sense of happiness, expressed in the closing

stranzas.' (Sellar 1863 P. 365).
5 e.g. Iaetus v. S,hilaris v. ll,bonus v. 19 (twice),bonus v. 44(twice),gaudium v. 110.

6 SJe t¡e analysis of c.63 in the following chapter, especially section 4.1 i.
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There is however a certain tension in the poem created by an underlying suggestion of

violence. The delicacy of the bride is placed in contrast with the fierceness of the

bridegroom as the bride is snatched from her mother's embrace.l The bride is reluctant to

leave her new home; she weeps and is ashamed.2 All this is in line with Roman marriage

customs3 but Catullus also uses it to focus attention on the bride's relinquishing of her

virginity and on the sexual union. The structure of the poem reflects the importance of this;

it finishes with the union in the marriage bed and the epithalamium outside the bedroom

door. Throughout the poem there is constant emphasis on the sexual with words such as

cupidus (w.32,54) and cupio (v. I97 twice) used and ludus and ludo often employed

with sexual overtones (w. 126,203,204,225).The frequent references to flowers and

plants also add to the erotic atmosphere, for instance the bride is ofæn compared with

flowers and the significance of this becomes clear in c. 62 when the maidens compare the

loss of virginity to a flower being plucked.a The colours in this poem have a major role to

play in its erotic atmosphere. As will be demonstrated, most of them are either used to

convey the desirability, beauty and innocence of the bride or are connected in some way

with the blood that is associated with the loss of virginity'

2.5 Putting the Colours to Work

Because this poem is divided into distinct sections the colours will be discussed section

by section. However the poem does operate as a whole, so sometimes the discussion may

run over the section divisions (which are to some extent artifîcially imposed) or make

reference to colour motifs in other sections. The discussion will also include other imagery,

such as the images of vegetation and fire, which works with and enhances the colour

imagery.

L 'tu ¡ero iuveni in manus / fufidry, ipse puellulanl dedis a gremio suae/ mntris"" vv' 56-59'

See also on these verses below under section 5.1.
2'tard¿t ingenuus pudar. quern tunen ragis audiens,/ flet quod ire necesse est,' vv. 79-81.

Compare tñe reluc-ønce of the maidens to relinquish their virginity in c.62.
3 see Williams (1958) p. 18 n' 13
a w. i9-ig,. For the ünès see below under section 5.2 in the footnotes on vv. 87-91.
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2.5.1 Address to HYmen (ru' 1'75)

The address to Hymen, the god of marriage, can be further subdivided into two parts'

In the first parr (the cletic hymn) the god is invoked (w. 1-45) and in the second part (the

èyxo5¡*ou) his functions are praised.l It is the first part which contains most of the colour

imagery.

The first three stanzas address the god. The first stanza is a simple identification of him,

the second describes his dress and the third his actions. Colour makes its appearance in the

second stanza with the poet's request to Hymenaeus to surround his brows with flowers

and take uptheflammeum:

cinge temPora floribus

suave olentis amaraci2

flgrue!ru caPe laetus, huc

huc veni, níveo Serens

luteum Pede soccum; (w' 6-10)

The words flammeum, niyeus and luteus create a burst of colour in this stanza which, in a

synaesthetic combination with the references to flowers and fragrance, con¡ibute to its

sensual overtones. In the fouowing stanza sound is introduced with the allusions to

Hymenaeu s' tinnula vox and his beating of his torch on the ground'3 The use of words

related to sensations and the frequent use of imperatives (cinge, cape,veni etc-) help to

l Fedeli (1983) p' 17 
rhe smell of the amaracus it is also likely

e of which was the marjoram (1956 p' 26) and
1968 P'112)' The
PlinY
flore albo

the white flowers of the parthenium or
blushing bride in vv 184-88 (see these lines

amaracus is the same as the parthcnice, then

its white flowers enhance the contlast between white and yellow in this stanza' The presence of

lhe amaracus in Oe bridal gadand seems ûo have been an innovation on Catullus' part; there is

no mention of it in previouJ wedding songs (Fedeli 1983 p'27)'
i-,ur¡rurq* hilari dià,/nuptiatia coicinenl/voce carmina tinnuln,/peile humum pedibus, manu/

pineam fuate tacdarn ' (w. 11-15)
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make the scene come alive before the reader - it is presented with vividness and

immediacy. Note that from the outset colours are associated with happiness; with the

command to take upthefl"ammeumCatullus employs the word lnetus.

Each colour element in the cluster also has its own associations and nuances and must

be examined individuallY.

The Latin word for bridal veil, flammeum, is of course derived ftom flammeus, the

adjective for fiery which Catullus sometimes employs in other poems.l In this poem' as

will be shown, the word retains its association with flame; it is identified with the flame of

the torches in the second section (w. 114-115) and Catullus continues the fire motif with

his reference to the flame of desire burning in the bridegroom's heart (v. 171).2 There is

some uncertainty about the bridal veil's exact colour; Pliny says it is luteus without

explaining exactly what colour luteus was (see the discussion below). Ellis defines the

colour of the bridal veil as a 'a reddish-yellow...like flame'3 and it seems reasonable to

suppose that the colour was similar to flame. Note how Catullus places flammeutn and

luteumfirst in their respective lines; the colour of the bridal veil dominates the stanza and,

to a certain extent, the Poem.a

Luteus is employed of Hymen's slipper. The colour term is an unusual one, only used

by Catullus in c. 61, not employed at all in Propertius or Horace's Odes.s Fedeli

comments that it is a word more common in prose than in poetry.6 Luteus to the ancients

was the marriage colour and the colour of women; Pliny says of. iti'Iutei video honorem

antiquissimum, in nuptialibus flammeis totum feminis concessum' (21.22-46). Most

scholars translate the word as 'yellow' or 'orange'but Edgeworth disputes this largely on

L'qui persaepe vago victor certanine cursus/flØWg praevertet celeris vestiSia cervo9' (&.340-

347): 'ÍlsruWtLut rapidi solis nitor obscuretur' (66.3)
2See Dana's study of the association between the yellow of the flammeum and-fre-(1919 p.

12ff.). She conclu-des that 'the two wer€ conn )ted in thought and...yellow was the chromatic

symbol of fite' (ibid. p.3Ð. It is interesting thaq ¡þs çslerrr _of the flammeum also seems to

hâve been associated by some ancient authors with the rosy blushing of the bride; see Luc¿n

2.360-362 and La Follette (1994) p. 55.
¡ (teaq) p.212.
4 See below in section 5.2 on w. 114-115
5 It is however employed once in his Epodes - ' O quantus instat navitis sudor tuis/ tibique

pallor luteus' (10.15-16).
o (tgs¡) p. z¿
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the basis of v. 188 where he feels luteus is meant to denote a shade of red or pink.l His

argument has some merit for v. 188 but in this line there are good reasons for thinking of

luteus as a shade of yellow. As Quinn points out2 , in the Aldobrandini Wedding fresco the

bride is definiæly wearing yellow shoes and a yellow-coloured object (usually assumed to

be theflammeum) is lying on the bed.3 Moreover, in v. 160 of this poem Catullus depicts

the bride with golden feet, possibly picking up on the colour of the shoes.4 In addition,

Catullus' use of crocinus in c. 68 suggests that he thought of yellow as the colour of

marriage.s According to Edgewo rilh, Iuteus was a colour which could denote a range of

hues from yellow to pink6 and thus it is quiæ probable that Catullus is using it in this poem

to denote two different hues without his audience being aware of any discrepancy.T

Niveus is employed of Hymen's foot which is placed in contrast with the yellow of his

slipper. It is interesting that in this poem Catullus applies colour words to feet three times

(also w. 108, 160 below); this emphasis on the feet (especially feet in slippers) increases

the erotic element of the poem. Fedelis states that in Catullus' time niveus w¿ts probably a

new creation for there is no mention of it before Rhetorica ad Herenníurù and Catullus. As

Fedeli points out however, it is a word which Catullus seems very fond of for he employs

I (Lgg2) p.256. Rlgeworth argues that the conúast between ¡he alba parthenice and the luteus

poppy i.^-"*t to-be ooe oiwhite against red for it is employed of the blushing bride. The

ir.ê'óf red/white contrasts to describe blushing women and the association of the poppy with

blood confinns this; see further below on v. 188 under section 5.3.
z egtl) p.266
3 For a reproduction of this painting see fig. 1 of_the .appendix. 

Müller daæs the painting to the

last quafte; of the fust century B.C. (1994 p.16). The inærpretation of the painting as a wedding

goes back at least to the seventeenth century
disputes about what sort of maniage it repres

thii as read. Müller rejecs this interpretation a

depiction of Phaedra and Hippolytus (iÞrd. p.16
cerrt¡¿ lrgure cannot be a bride 

-because 
sné is te rather than yellow Qbid. p.38)

does not-take into account the yellow cloth on frg. 1.1 in the appendix for a close

op- of t¡i.1. Müller does not offer an alternative for the presence of tbis object.
4 quinn (1973) p.266, Lenchantin (1945) p. 116
S,juam iirru^rirtons hinc illinc saepe Cupido/frilgcþø tocínø candidus in tunica.' (v. 134)

See furtner on the significance of this line above in the concordance under 1.12. CROCINUS.

OO"r po"t" also lidittre colour yellow with marriage; in Tibullus the bonds of marriage are

nava i'...utinnm strepitantibus aivolet alß /flavaque coniug-io -vinculn 
porîet Amor' 2'2.17-18).

See further Dana's siudy of the colour of the bridal veil which she argues 'can scarcely be

considered red.' (1919 P.l2).
6 (tggZ> p.260. See also Dana (1919) pp.9-12.
7 it i* quite possible that at night, and especially under the light of pitch torches, the colour of
the bridal veii changed and its reddish hues were emphasised.
8 (rqs¡) p. z
9 'a similiîudine sic: "Corpore nìveum canàoretq aspectu igneum adorem adsequebatur."' (4.M)
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it a total of eight times in his poetry.l Niveus, when applied to flesh, carries with it

connotations of delicacy and femininity.2 As most scholars point out, in describing Hymen

with snowy feet and in giving him aflammeum and lutei slippers, Catullus is giving him

the appearance of a woman. Some scholars go further and say that in using these words

Catullus is identifying him with the bride.3 This idea has a great deal of weight considering

that the bride also wears the flammeum and that the colour motifs of yellow and white are

later on applied to her.a

The colour imagery resumes nw.2l-25, this time in reference to the bride:

floridis velut enitens

m]trtus Asia ratnulis

quos Ham.adryades deae

ludicrum sibi roscido

nutriunt uftIore.

Catullus gives the name of both bride and groom (namque lunia Manlio v. 16) and then, as

is customary in wedding hymnss, shifts the focus immediately onto the bride as he praises

her great beauty. In accordance with his use of words for shining to describe people who

are desirable and beloved, Catullus employs enitens of the bride. Compare c. 2 where

Catullus refers to Lesbia as his 'shining object of desire'6; in both contexts there are erotic

overtones with the presence of words for 'playing' (ludicrum c. 61, iocari c.2).

Comparing the bride to plants or flowers was a topos of wedding hymns which goes

back to Sappho; it was said of her that she likened brides to applesT and to the tenderness of

roses.s Catullus compares the bride to a number of different plants in the course of the

2 See the discussion on the use of niveus in 63.8 below in Chapter 3, section 4.2 i.
3 e.g.Fordyce (1961) p.239, Quinn (1973) p'266
4 See vv. 2l-26, 108, 160, 186-188 below.
5'Praise of the bride and groom \ryas a regular feature of wedding compositions, both poetry and

prose, from the time of Sáppho. There was a natural inclination to dwell on the bride and this

is illust¡ated in Catullus.' (Wheeler 1930 p.272)
6 'cum desi.derio fti¿o ûilgútri/ carwn nescio quid lubet iocari' (w. 5-6)
7 '>anooOs flv dpa Flra Fèv etrdoar rìv rdpr¡v ' Him. Or. 9. 16 (Lobel and Page

1955
fr. 105b)
8 Micn. lø1. Or. ad Mich. Oxit. '... {ôer lan$ò r¡ norritpta ... þ<í6<ov ô' áppdrr¡n
napaprÍÀtrouoa ràs vupQeuopéuaç nap0évous '(Campbell 1982 f.1174;not listed in Lobel
and Page)
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poem; she has already been associated with the amaracus in v. 8 and here she is directly

compafed to the myrtle. In a similar fashion he compares Ariadne to a myrtle for her first

meeting with Theseus where the emphasis is on her innocence and chastity.l It is not

surprising therefore to learn that the myrtle symbolized virginity but it had a double

attribution - it was also sacred to Venus.2 The myrtle (Myrtus communis) is an evergreen

plant3, an appropriate choice in a poem which celebrates youth and vigour'a Its berries

produced a red juice and because of this virgil gives the plant the epithet cruentaí; it is quite

possible that the berries were associated with the blood of virginity. Here however Catullus

lays more emphasis on the myrtle's flowers (ftoridis is the first word of the stanza) and the

flowers of the myrtle were white6, a suitable colour for the innocence of virginity.T There

is also perhaps a physical point of comparison for the shining white blossoms suggest the

gleaming white skin and attire of the brides, picking up on the whiteness of Hymen's skin

in v. 9. Thus the colours of the myrtle contribute to the curious combination of innocence

and sensuality in this stanza. The evergreen leaves and gleaming white blossoms of the

myrtle suggest youth and purity and were associated with virginity but, on the other hand,

the myrtle,s link with Venus and its blood red berries, along with the reference to moisture

(umore) and the use of the word ludricrum,lend erotic overtones to the scene'

L ,hunc simul mine virgo

regia, quam odores

tãtnlui ¡n alebat'

quales Eurotae praecingunf tlumina myrtus

ãurove distinctos educit verna colores, (64' 86-90)
2 Foi Venus, association with the myrtle see Ovid Ars. Am. 3.53-54. See also Fedeli (1983) p'

3i-and especially n.55 where he diðcusses the duality of the myrtles associations'

3 Loewenfeld and Back (1978) p. 188.
+ Ç however the discùssion fu rc significance of the myrtle in Hor. 1.25.18 (Cbapter 6, section

3.1).
5 ,et lauri bacas oleamque cruenta myrta' (Georg. l,1W)..see also Sargeaunt (1920) p' 83' See

tn"-e;deo-p6otine in-iasnemsti (f9i9 voi.l) iñ which there is a myrtle witb large purplish

berries (fie. 206).
oloewenfeld and Back (197s) p.188. See also figs 206, 208 and 209 in Jashemski (1979 vol' 1)

myrtles in flower. Jashemski comments on the

employ to represent the myrtle flowers (p' 131)'

ssociation between virginity and the white
nap0évra / Ieuxdrpo$c ¡rrJpra"'' (Av'

te skin in 64. 162 ('candídø permulcens liquidis
ís to describ women in 13.4 and 35.8.
bloom at Pompeii which has white waxy

1979 vol 1). It is striking how well the white
of white tunic and Yellow veil.
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As stated previously, the rest of the address to Hymen (consisting mostly of the

èyrcoí¡¡ou) has few colour elements although there a¡e echoes of some of the colour motifs

already established.

In w. 31-35 Catullus compares the love which surrounds the bride's heart to the ivy
binding a tree:

ac domurn dominam voca

coniugis cupidam novi,

mentem atnore revinciens,

ut tennc hed¿ra huc et httc ,

arborem implicat errans.

Like the myrtle, the ivy is an evergreen plant and thus picks up on its associations of

greenness, youth and vigour. It also has berries described by poets as goldenl which is in

keeping with the emphasis on gold and yellow in the poem. According to Fedeli' it is

Catullus who first employs the simile of ivy round a tree in the context of love poetry.2

Horace takes up the image and uses it twice; each time he places emphasis on the sexual

implications of the metaPhor.3

The epithetfloridus is employed again in v' 57:

tu fero iuveni in mnnus

floridam iPse Puellulntn

dedis a gremio suae

matris, o HYmenaee HYmen,

o Hymen Hymenaee. (w. 56-60)

This time the word is applied directly to the bride. In combination with the diminutive of

puell.a the word once again suggests innocence and delicacy in contrastto thefero iuveni of.

| ,ipsaeque ascendunt ad suruna cacumina lentae / pinguntque øureolos viridi pallore corymbos,'

(Yie. Cut. L43-144). See also Theocritus 1.29-31'
z (rgs:) p. ¿o
3',...n i 'Daratis 

novo divelletur adultero/lascivis hederis amhitiosior.' (c.1.36.18-20)i 'arÍius

øtque hedera procera adstringitur ilex,/ tentis adhaerens bracchiis' (Epod. 15.56). Note that in the

lrrit instance Horace applies the adjective lascivus to the ivy'
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the previous line.l The association between the bride and flowers will be reiterated in the

hyacinth metaphor of w. 87-9I and Catullus will also again employ the adjectivefloridus

in his description of the bride waiting in the bedchamber for her husband (w. 184-188).

2.5.2 The \ilait outside the Bride's House (uu. 76-118)

With the words claustra pandite ianuae (v.76) Catullus switches to the scene before

the bride's house; it is as though he is flinging open the doors to reveal the scene within'

The emphasis in this section is very much on the visual (note the use of viden in v.77 and

later on in v. 94) and there are a great many colour elements:

clnustra pandite ianune.

virgo adest. viden ut lggg;.

splendidas quatiunt comas?

(w. 76-80)

Catullus immediately draws attention to the tight of the torches (splendidas cotruß'bright

locks'). Throughout the scene he makes repeated reference to it2, creating a vivid scene in

which the light of torches blaze out in the darkness of the night.l Allusions to torches are

common in descriptions of marriages; they appear in Hesiod ('lc. 275-6), in the Troian

Women (3lg-20) and in the Casina (S40). Catullus however gives an unusual twist to the

usual allusion by describing the flames of the torch as its hair, a metaphor which is drawn

from Aeschylus.a This personification of the torch not only gives new life to the topos but

also suggests the hair of the bride which was affanged in ritual locks.s The connection

between the bride and the torch will be strengthened when Catullus repeats the metaphor in

w" 94-95.

1

mr
ig
iu
also Merrill (1893) P. 100.
2 See vv. 94-95,114 below.
3 According to Fedeli, the time for the deductio was at night when the evening star was shining

in the W (1983 p.63).
4 Agam. ã06 'qroyòs pëyav nr,ly<^rva'; Prom. Vinct. lM4 'rupòs ,iu0rlxrrs p<íorpu¡1os'

Fedeli 1983 p.65)
5 'Both an arrangement with vertical spiral locks falling on either side of a cenEal part and a

high bun made up of horizontal sections of hair have been proposed' (La Follette 1994 p' 57)
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The motif of light is continued with the simile of the bright day in w' 82-86:.

flere desine. non tibi Au-

runculeia Periculum est,

ne qun femina Pulcrior

clarum ab Oceano diem

viderit venientem.

Once again the bride is associated with brightness. There is a reference to bright dawn in

one of Sappho's marriage hymnsl but the context is quite different; Theocritus'

epithalamium is closer in its description of the beauty of the bride Helen.2 According to

Fedeli this metaphor has a long history, going back to the motif in Homer of the sun who

sees everything.l Here again Catullus gives a twist to the usual allusion, this time by

reversing it - in his poem it is the bride who sees the dawn, not the dawn who sees her. The

mention of dawn implies that Catullus has momentarily leaped ahead in time to the morning

following the consummation of the marriage.

In the next stanza another flower metaphor is employed of the bride:

talis in vario solet

divitis domini hortul'o

stare Jlos hYacinthinus.

sed moraris, abit dies.

<prodeas nova nuPta.> (w. 87-91)

This time the flower is a hyacinth which is conspicuous amongst the other flowers in a

multi-coloured garden.a This is the fìrst appearance of the hyacinthus in Latins and the

1 ' .Eqnepe ndvra 4ép<ou öoa {alvoÀrs èoréôaq' Aüos' ( Lobel and Page 1955 fr.

104a.1).
t;'.qÁt dyréÀÀotoa xdròy ôréQav< npdotonov lnó'rvta Nú9, ¡ó r€ Àeuròv ëap

*.,UÀuor dvÉyros'/ ôôe raì á Xpuoéa 'EÀéva 6teQa{vet' èv rÍpîv'' (18'26-28 Gow

1952).

ymn bu
ecori, n

multae
, nullae optavere puellae' 62.394. Note that
in a darker and more disturbing way.

s Fordyce (1961) p.246
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Greek sources of this comparison are a matter of debate. Ellisl suggests that Catullus has

taken the image from the Odyssey where the curls of Odysseus' hair are compared to

hyacinth petals2 and it could be that Catullus had this simile in mind since, as we have

already mentioned, the bride's hair traditionally hung in locks. However the hyacinth is

also noted for the brilliance3 of its colour and this, surely, is the reason why Catullus places

it in a many-coloured garde n (vario hortulo) - it is the most colourful flower in a colourful

garden.a Although there is some uncertainty about the identity of the ancient hyacinths

poets mostly give it colour epithets denoting red or purple. Virgil gives it the epithet

rubensî and Ovid relates how it sprung from the blood of Hyacinthus as a purple flower

'brighter than Tyrian dye'.7 Thus it is likely that the hyacinth would suggest red or purple

to the Roman reader and, as many scholars have suggested, that the image is in some way

related to the Sappho fragment about the purple hyacinth trampled in the mountains.s

The hyacinth's connection with redness and with blood makes its signihcance more

obvious. It seems to symbolize sensual love in an Anacreon papyrus fragment9 and

Himerius speaks of Sappho binding Aphrodite's hair with hyacinths.lo The hyacinth, like

t (tssg) p.223
2'ìò, frÉ, 'Aor¡ua{1 oflxev, Aròs Èryeyauîa I pe(lovó' t' <iorôé<rv xal táooova,

rà6 ôè rdpr¡rog / oüÀas î^. xdpas, úaxrvOívqr dvOet óFoías:.' (6.229'231)
3 ' t for its fulgor ;' stramin¿

p Poilice floren/ se hYacinthi/ cui

n nM recessit' (Aen

4Both Fordyce (1961 p.246)and Ellis(1889 p.223) , implying

that it is its neignt wfich makes the hyacinth conspicuous. This interpretåtion however seems to

miss the point of Ìhe varius hortulus .

5 þhnte diff,rcile à déterminer, parce que les anciens gfoupaient sous ce seul vocable plusieurs

nuiiet¿r, et peut-être même, comme pour les violae, de familles botaniques différentes.' (André

1949 p.107)
6 ,... tåuri et suaye rubens hyacinthus' (Ec. 3.63). He also calls it feruugineus in Georg. 4.183'

a usage which André classes amongst the reds (1949 p' 107).
7 ,øñ dum vero meflnrantur Apotlinß ore/ ecce cruor, qui fusus humo signnverat lærbas,/ desinit

esse cruor, Tyríoque nitentior ostro/ flos oritu
purpureus' cib, n*, argenteus esset in,il,lis' le
'donc 

exister un rapport éotte ooe variété de la Q949
p. as caeruleus and niv¿

Îry 197) arc more difficult to account for although they could be

de nt varietY or sPeries'
8 'oïou rày ù¿Íxryoou èv oïpeor no{¡rcveç dvôpes/ ndqot xcraor<íBotor, ¡d¡rar ôé re
ndpQupov äv6os' (105c Lobel and Page 1955). Fedeli however disputes this on the grounds

t¡at 
''te 

wild hyacinth Eodden upon èv oIpeot...is quite different from the flower grown with

great care in twrtulo divitis doni¿i' (1983 p. 67f.).
í'4oBe pàs ô' ëXers npòs äÀÀt¡r / ÔpCvas, ô raÀÀrnpó[o]trne na{ôlt¡v Iral o€

oorei 
' 

rrevet...il.....t / nuçyôs¡ ëxouoa[ / ànrdlerv ' ot.].t....1...[/ tàs úartu[g(vas
âploúpai ttlia 

- 
Xllnprs èr )rendôv<ov /...1 '[Ja[o r]atéôr¡oev Tnnoue'' (fr. 346.1'2-9 Page

tg62)' In udditioo, in Theocritus 11.25-27 Polyphemus describes how he fell in love with Galaæa

when he saw her gathering hyacinth flowers on a hill
10 tr. t94 (Lobel and Page 1955).
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the red berries of the myrtle, suggests the blood associated with the consummation of

marriage in contrast to the pure whiæ flowers of the myrtle which signify virginity' Thus

Catullus' use of the flowers and their colours effects a skilful transitionl and Fedeli

suggests that this hyacinth simile jumps atread in time to the bride waking up after a night of

love.2 The allusion to bright day in the previous stanza tends to support this.

In the fotlowing stanza Catullus repeats the metaphor of the locks of the torch:

prodcas nava nupta, si

iam vid¿nr, et audias

nostra verba. viden? faces

aureas quatiunt cotturs:

prodeas nova nupta. (w. 92-96)

Catullus varies the metaphor by replacngsplendidm with aureas; as Edgeworth comments

here Catullus improves on the Aeschylean metaphor of the torches shaking their locks by

adding a colour adjective which suits the wedding context.3 However the colour adjective

implies more than this. The word suggests thelavus hair which was the ideal of male and

female beautya and the image recalls the Sappho fragment in which she describes a girl

having hair which is yellower than a torch.5 Thus the identihcation between the bride's

hair and the flames of the torch is strengthened.6

Catullus also echoes the simile of the ivy from w. 31-35:

lenta sed velut adsitas

vitis imPlicat arbores,

ímplicabitur in tuurn

complexum sed abit dies:

prodeas nova nupta. (w. 102-106)

1 Fedeli (1983) p.68 n.24
z lual¡ p.09
t ltooz¡ p. tt
4see the-entriesunderl.2O FLAVENS/FLAWS i in the concordance esp. Catullus 64.63,64.98,

66.62,68.130.
5 'd¡Àd fav}orépars ëxn[/ raìs ró]rars 6dröos' (98a 6-7 Lobel and Page 1955). On this

fragment see Hahn (1960).
6 Èor a simila¡ identification between a woman and a ûorch see Horace 4.13.28 which is
discussed in Chapter 6, section 3.3.iii.
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Here the plant and its colour are linked more directly to the bride for it is she who is

compared to the vine which will en¡vine the tree in its embrace.

The significance of the next colour element is uncertain because of the lacuna which
precedes it:

o cubile, quod omnibus

candído pede lecti (w. 107-8)

Cand.ido pede lecti is an intriguing reference but we cannot be absolutely certain what it

designates. Most scholars think that this stanza dealt with the topos of the ¡rcrcaptopdç of

the bed and thus they take the words together as a description of the ivory feet of the

couch.l This is extremely probable considering Catullus'description of the marriage couch

in c. 642 and it is possible that the lacuna contained a similar description of the purple

coverlet, as Wilamowitz conjectures.3 However it is also possible that the candidus pes

could refer to the white foot of the bride.a If this were the case the allusion would form a

bridge between Hymen's niveus pes inthe first section and the golden feet of the bride as

she passes over the threshold in v. 160. Indeed, even if candidus pes does refer to the

couch, like the aurae conne above it may well be meant to have some association with the

bride.

The sense of anticipation in this section is fulfilled when the bride emerges and the

boys raise their torches for the beginning of the deductio:

l Compare the prominent and elaborately decorated foot of the couch in the Aldobrandini Wedding

fresco (Appendix fig. 1.1) which could well be made of ivory.
2'pulvinaì-vero divae geniale locatur/sedibus in m¿diis, Indo quod dente politum/tincta legit

roseo conchyli purpura fuco.' (w' 4749)
? ,o cubile quod onmibus molle stravit amnribus veste purpurea Tyros, fulsit Indus eburnei

candido pede lecti.'(1924) vol2 p.283n.3
4 Fedeli (1983) p. sl
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tollite, <o> pueri, fg&r:

ÍlgruW,l¿u, video venire.

ite concinite in madum

io Hymen Hymenaee io,

o Hymen Hymenaee' (w. 114- 118)

There is an element of ring structure here as this rcference to torches picks up on the one at

the beginning of this section. Although there are no colour or shining adjectives employed

here to describe them, their flames are connected with the emergence of the tlatnmeum.

Once again, Catullus places emphasis on this colourful garment. As Fedeli puts it:

Catullus' love for colour elements is remarkable here as well as in other cases: the

detail of the bride's progression that impresses his imagination is the J'lammeum,

and he underlines it by saying: flammeum video venire.r

The referen ce to the flammeum also recalls the beginning of the poem where it was Hymen

who was dressed in the garment and it is significant that at this point Catullus resumes his

invocation of him, strengthening the association between the god and the girl.

2.5.3 Fescennine Jesting (vv. 119-158) / The Progress to the Bedchamber
(vv. 159-198 )

The section of the poem which deals with the fescennina iocatio is almost free of colour

elements, apart from the colour adjective canus used to describe the bride's hair afær she

has become an old woman. In keeping with the tone of this section this is mildly ribald for

the wife's white head nods yes to everything, including, it is implied, her husband's sexual

demands which were spoken of in w. 144-146:2

usque dum tremulum mnvens

canø tempus anilitas

omnia omnibus annuit.

io Hymen Hymenaee io,

io Hymen Hymenaee. (w. 154-158)

t (rqs¡) p. ss
2'nupta, tu quoque quae tuus/vir petet cave ne neges,/ni petitum aliunde eat"
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The colour adjective canus is in keeping with the frequent use of terms for white in the

poem and also serves as a foil both to the golden hair of the young bridel and to her golden

feet which a¡e described in the following stanza:

transfer omine cum bono

limen aureolos Pedes,

rasilemque subi forem

io Hymen Hymenaee io,

io Hymen HYmenaee. (w. 159-163)

The colour teÍÍn aureolus not only picks up on the golden locks of the torch but also

Hymen's luteus soccus at the beginning of the poem (v. 10). The word suggests the colour

of the bride's shoes and, derived as it is from auntm, carries overtones of value, conveying

the precious nature of the bride. This image may have been inspired by a Sappho fragment

in which a bride or girl is described as having good feet2 but it also owes something to the

epithet ¡puoonéôtì,os which is employed by ancient writers as an epithet for certain

goddesses.3 Here the emphasis on the bride's feet increases the erotic element of the

stanza.

Note that Catullus employs the diminutive form of aureus here; he also employs it in fr.

2b to describe the golden apple which was so desirable that Atalanta relinquished her

virginity.a As Fedeli has pointed out, c. 61 is characterized by an extensive use of

diminutives, especially in reference to the bride.s The diminutive not only suggests the

bride's beauty and desirability, but in combination with the sense of shining which aureus

1 Compare Anth. pal. 5.26 where the glossy locts of a young woman are placed in contrast

*itn n.i grey hair when she has aged. 
-The -sentiment 

is the same: love will continue even into

old age.
2'.orc ràv eünoôa vú¡rþav [' (103.5 Lobel and Page 1955)'

('naîôa Atòs ¡reYd)roto raì "HPI5
.69.1. . Sappho employs it of Dawn ('äpdroç

and Page 1955); also fr. 103.13.

nici aureolum luisse twluttt/ quod zonam soluit
in the concordance under 1.5.1 AURATUS /

AUREUS iv.
5 ,In c. 6l diminutives are frequent with regard to Juni4 and it is noteworthy that' ftom the very

hrst image of the young bride, catullus wants to emphasize her grace and delicacy by using a

stylistic device of affective language' (1983 p.33).
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and rasilesl convey, emphasizes the importance of the moment: the first time the bride

enters her husband's domus. Catullus'description of the bride crossing the threshold is

possibly an innovation on his part for the ceremony of warning the bride to cross the

threshold with care is never mentioned as p¿rrt of Greek ritual2 and thus it would not have

been alluded to in previous marriage hymns. Catullus places the same emphasis on crossing

the threshold in c. 68 where he makes similar use of colour and shining words to describe

Lesbia's entry into the house of Allius.3

In the following stanza, Catullus describes the groom waiting for the bride on a purple
couch:

aspice intus ut accubans

vir tuus Drío in toro

totus imrnineat rtbi.

io Hymen Hymenaee io,

io Hymen Hymenaee. (w. 164-168)

This is the only time in the entire poem that the groom is associated with a colour word and

thus Catullus' reasons for using the word must be examined carefully. Firstly Tyrio

contributes to the alliteration in this line and creates a word play with toro.In addition,

Tyrian purple was double-dyed and especially costlya and by using this term Catullus

emphasizes the status of the bridegroom. Here the word is applied to the couch on which

the groom is resting. There is some debate amongst scholars as to whether this is the

marriage bed or the banqueting couch5 but even if it is not the marriage couch, the use of

the colour term creates an association with the marriage couch of 64.47-49. Tyrian purple

had a peculiar sheen which Pliny compares to the colour of congealed blood6 and thus, like

the hyacinth in v. 89, suggests the blood associated with the consummation of marriage"

1 This word could be used either ûo describe the polished wood or metal of which the doorway

of a rich man was composed or,like the tritumlimen of 68.71 it could refer to theshininess
caused by years of use. (Ellis 1889 p.232)
2 Williams (1958) p. 16
3'quo mea se molli cøndída diva pedel intulit et trito fulw!trgfl in limine plantam/ innim
arguta constituit solea' w. 70-72. See further on these lines above in the concordance under
1.8.2 CAI{DTDUS ii.
4ltiny N.ø. 9.63.137
5 Quinn (1973) p.272f; Fedeli (1983) p. 111ff.
6 ' Iaus ei summa in colore sanguinis concreti, nigricans sspeclu idemque suspectu refulgens; unde

et Homero purpureus dicitur sanguis' (N.H. 9.62.135)
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The colour purple carries overtones of passion appropriate in a stanza which describes the

groom's desire for the bride. It is interesting to note how frequently purple and red are

employed by Sappho in contexts of love and marriage. Not only does she employ the image

of the purple hyacinth already mentioned but she describes Eros in a purple mantle (fr. 54),

the bride is compared to a red apple (fr. 105a) and on another occasion she is 'violet-robed'

(fr. 30).

There are faint chromatic echoes in the following two stanzas which continue the

purple motif. The reference to the flame of passion burning in the couple's hearts in vv.

169-17IL picks up on the image of the flammeum and suggests the reddish colour which is

associated with it. lnw. 174-176 Catullus addresses the praetextatus who assists the bride

into her husband's bed.z The praetextotus was a boy who \ilas still wearing the purple-

striped toga of youth, a garment which the bride has just relinquished.3

The finala burst of colour appears a stanza later with Catullus' description of the bride

waiting for her husband in the bedchamber:

iam licet venias, marite:

uxor in thnlamo tibi est,

ore floridulo nitens.

alba parthenice velut

luteumve papaver. (w" 184-188)

l'itti non rninus øc tibi/pectore uritur infiflIo/ flsarug sed penite magis'
2 'mitte brachiolum teres,l ptgetrg¿lçølg, puellulae:/ iam cubile adeat viri'
3 According to Sebesta the child's toga praetexta w^s a garment of protection. Its protective
power lay in its purple stripe which once again had an association with blood Q99a p. aT.
thus the tefm praetextafus both continues the motif of blood and reinforces the vulnerabilþ of
the bride who has just given up this gaflnent. See also Thomas' analysis of Prop. 1.20.38 under

1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv in the concordance. Thomas argues that the purple and white flowers which
Hylas picks signify the colou¡s of tbe toga praetextø and Hylas is relinquishing his boyhood in
picking them. (1977 p. 35)
4 The epithalamium which constitutes the final part of the poem (vv. 199-228) contains no real
colour elements although Catullus does compare the numerous delights of the married couple to the
glittering stars; 'ille pulveris Africi/ sidcrumque nicantium/ subducat numcrum prius,/ qui vestri

nunterare voltl multa milia ludi .' (199-203). This image continues the motifs of brightness and
light which have been such a feature of this poem; the flammcum, the flames of the torches,
the flame in the bridegroom's heart and the blazing stars are all associated with happiness and
with passion. See further on these lines in the concordance above under 1.29 MICO.
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This is the climactic moment before the husband goes in to the chamber for the

consummation of the marriage and before the epithalamium proper is sung; note how

Catullus begins the stanza by saying 'íam licet venias mørite'. The main colour elements

from various parts of the poem are brought together. There is an element of ring

composition here, for luteus and albus recall the colour cluster at the beginning of the poem

which described Hymen; as Edgeworth puts it, the colour combination has been transferred

from Hymen to the bride.l On the other hand niteo,floridus and even albus recall the

colour cluster of yy. 2I-25 where the bride is compared to myrtle. Floridus also ha¡ks

back both to yv. 56-57 where the tlorida puella is depicted in the clutches of the ferox

iuvenis and to v. 89 where the bride is compared to a hyacinth flower.

In this stanza the colours are employed to describe the bride's complexion which, as

stated previously, was a topos of wedding songs.2 Although luteus harks back to

Hymen's yellow slipper, the main contrast here is one of red against white for, as we have

already discussed, Iuteus could denote a range of hues and here it is employed of the poppy

which is usually considered a red flower.3 Catullus' choice of these two varieties of

flowers are not without significance. As Quinn points out, the parthenice is presumably

chosen because of the word's similarity with napOÉvog, virgin.a Thus like the myrtle, this

flower is associated with virginity and its association with albus reinforces the connection.

The poppy has more passionate overtones which Edwa¡ds comments on, saying, 'we shall

ponder deeply the presence of the scarlet flower as a simile for the ravished lips of the

bride'.S. In the ltiad the flower is used to represent the colour of b1ood6, a use which is

t eggz) p. tz
2 Fedeli (19S3) p.l22f. A typical example appears in the prose epithâlamium of the rhetorician

Himerius; Himerius in his piaise of the bride compares her complexion to the whiteness of milk
and her cheeks to roses (cited by Wheeler 1930 p. 213). Compare also Propertius' use of this

topos in his description of Cynthias beauty (Prop.2.3.10 in the concordance under 1.2.2

ALBUS i.
3 See Edgeworth (1992 p.256) who cites Pliny ('papav
genus est papaveris nigrun...terTiurn genus-'flore rufo'
(titia...candida purpureis mixta papaveribus 1.20.37 -8) n
addition Ovid describes the use of poppies as a forrn o
that when the poppy is called albis or niger it is on account of the colour of the seed (1956

p. 238 ).
+ egtz) p.274
s 0ggz) p. 184
6 'uft¡¿¿ ô' ós Érépoioe r¿Ípì pcíÀev, I r' èù rrino¿'/ xapnQ ppr0opeú¡ vor(r¡toi

r€ <iaprvfforv,/ t3s åréporo' fi¡ruoe rdpl nriÀr¡n þapw1év. ' (8.306-8). See also Edwards
(1992) p.183
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laær imitated by Virgil in Aeneid9.l The poppy, tike the hyacinth and the red berries of the

myrtle, is meant to suggest the blood associated with the consummation of marriage and the

erotic tension is heighæned by placing it in contrast with the virginal white parthenice.T\e

maiden's blush signif,res her dawning awareness and knowledge. As Catherine Campbell

Rhorer has pointed out in her discussion of the significance of red and white in Ovid's

Metamorphoses'Red is associated with pudor, that sense of shame that afflicts the

innocent whose eyes have just been opened to erotic reality'.2 In a similar fashion Catullus

in c. 65 describes the redness of a young girl's face when her lover's gift, a sexually

suggestive apple, is revealed to her mother.3 It is thus not surprising that Ovid, who is so

concerned with the loss of innocence and awakening sexual consciousness, later takes over

this type of imagery and develop it into an art form.4

2.6 Final Thoughts

C. 61 is a strongly visual poem and its imagery of colours blazing out in the darkness

of the night helps to draw the reader into the wedding scene and add to its sense of festivity

and excitement. In this poem the colours of happiness largely predominate - bright, clear

colours such as white and gold which are employed to highlight signiflrcant moments such

as the bride's passage over the threshold and the meeting of bride and groom in the

maniage bed.

Colour imagery in the poem is mostly concentrated around the figure of the bride-

Indeed, most of the colour images not directly employed of the bride can be traced back to

| ,volvitur EuryøIus leto, pulchrosque per artul it cruor inque umeros cervix conlapsø recumbit:/

putrpureus veíuti cum jlos succisis aVatol Languescit mariens, lassove pbpnwra collo/ demisere
'caput, 

pluvia cum Íorte gravantur.' (433-37). See further Edgewofh (1992> p.153 on this image.

z iqg6 p.79. Comp imagery of red anp white is employed in much the

.*, *äy; ,caniloi tonia Luna,/ et color in níveo corpore-purpureus,lut
iiveni piimum virgo r teneras ore rubente genas' (w. 29-32).

ms

of Catullus' (1992 p.202). See further on these

RUBOR..

SE

alternatives of innocence and experience, candor
broken by the rising blood of erotic self-consciousness.' (1988 p.2).
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her in some way. Catullus applies colour words to objects such as the torches and the

marriage bed in a way which personif,res and feminizes them (the torches' golden hair, the

white foot of the bed), recalling the bride and her beauty. The colour words which are

applied to Hymen at the outset (theflammeum,the yellow slippers) are, in the course of the

poem, transferred to the bride and along with them some of Hymen's aura of divinity.

Words for shining are frequently associated with the bride and she has the golden feet

characteristic of some deities.

All this contributes to the sense of the bride's attractiveness and desirability. This

brings us to the main role that colours have to play in this poem - their contribution to its

erotic element. Catullus employs colour in combination with motifs of vegetation, v/armth

and fragrance to produce the sensual atmosphere of the poem and he employs these in a

way that increases the sexual tension in the lead up to the consummation of the marriage.

Thus the colour of theflammeutn is linked to the flames of the torches and through them to

the flame of desire which is buming in the bridegroom's heart. The bride is associated with

a series of flowers that are either white or purple: the whiæ flowers represent her innocence

and purity and the purple flowers the loss of blood associated with the relinquishing of her

virginity. In some ways this is represented as a violent act for, although the happiness of

the married couple is stressed, the bride weeps and is reluctant to leave her old way of life.

It is interesting ttrat the hnal flower with which the bride is associated, the poppy, was first

employed in the lliadin a context of death and destruction. This is the only discordant note

in an otherwise happy poem; the discordant element will become more pronounced as the

long poems progress.

Catullus' use of colour in this poem is repeated in many of the other long poems but in

darker and more disturbing ways. The blush of the bride is echoed by the red blush of the

sorrowful maiden in c. 65, the association between flowers and blood is also present in cc.

62 and 63 and in c. 68 Cupid inherits Hymen's yellow tunic and the image of the bride on

the threshold appears again when Lesbia enters the house of Allius. In this way Catullus'
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use of colour in the long poems forms a continuum; the colour images acquire more

meaning and depth from each other's presence.
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Chapter Three

Colours in Conflict: Catullus Poem 63

3.X tr'irst View

In many respects c. 63 is the most interesting poem in the Catullan corpus, more

intercsting even than the poem which follows it, c.64.Its subject matter is unique in extant

Latin literaturel and it is uncertain why Catullus wrote this poem or from where he drew

his main inspiration.2 It is a strange, wild poem and many scholars have remarked on the

intensity of the feelings it projects and the skill with which this is achieved.3 A poem of

extraordinary richness and creativity, it encompasses a good deal in ninety three lines and it

is an inexhaustible object for study. Although, on a first reading, the colour images do not

strike the eyes as dramatically as in c. 64, Catullus makes use of colour motifs as skilfully

as he does in the larger poem; especially remarkable is the way in which he utilizes colour

contrasts and colour inversion.

As with the chapter on c. 61, before analysing the colour motifs in detail it will be

helpful firstly to examine previous scholarship on the poem and review its literary

predecessors. The structure of the poem will also be analysed in some detail and attention

paid to the relationship between the structure, mood and colour imagery of the poem.

3.2 Previous Scholarship / Literary Predecessors

When Elder wrote his article 'Catullus' Attis' in 1947 he was anxious to draw attention

to a poem which he felt had targely been neglected by serious scholarship; '...few have

seriously attempted to treat this poem as original poetry. Its fate too often has been: laudntur

1 As quinn says, it is þrhaps the most remarkable poem in Latin' (1973 p.282)"
2 As Guiuemin puts it 'pourquoi Catulle a-t-il choisi ce sujet oriental?'(1949 p. 150). There have

been ingenious (ãn¿ Otaliy unsupported) speculations that he became interested in the cult when

visiting 
-Bithynia (e.g.. Ellis 1889 p. 260; Menill 1893 p. 120). V/iseman has proposed the

theory that Catullus-wrote it as a hymn for perfonnance at the Megalesia(te8f pq. 198-206)and

Newman has suggested that he wrote it as a sort of pantomime (1990 pp. 343-36>.
3'...it is an exact and intense expression of a significant and moving theme, put in a form of
high technical excellence'@lder t9+l p.395); 'Catullus has imposed of his

consunÍlate art upon the disordedy and chaotic sensations, impulse

characterize human experience, to pfoduce a x)em which - to use a Coleridge

- "a more than usual ltate of emotion" coexists with a "more than usual order " ' (Small 1952 p.

16).
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et alget.'L Things however have changed since Elder's time. Shipton, writing forty years

later, commented that there had been a great deal of attention paid to the poem.2 Indeed in

the past fifty years a Ereatnumber of articles have be¡n produced on many different features

of this poem - on various aspects from its unusual metre3 to its animal a and mariages

imagery to its perceived autobiographical nature.6

Elder suggests one of the reasons for the neglect of c.63 before his time - Vfilamovitz'

idea that the poem was a translation of a lost Callimachian original led scholars to place a

low value on it.7 The translation theory was later taken up by others including Fordyce and

Bardon.s David Mulroy, in his article 'Hephaestion and Catullus 63', went a long way

towards discrediting Wilamovitz' view but the details of his argument need not concern us

much here.9 Even if Catullus' poem is a close rendition of Callimachus or some other lost

Greek poem (and on this point I am inclined, as Quinnlo is, to agree with Sellar that'no

translation ever written could produce that impression of genuine creative power which is

forced upon every reader of the Attis'Il) there is still a deliberate and conscious act

involved in his selection of words and phrases to replace the Greek. Thus, even in the act

of translating, Catullus would have to decide which Latin colour term best expressed the

Greek or whether to employ a colour term at all. In this regard it is interesting that in c. 66

t p.394
z 0ggl) p. 41/l

Ross (1969)
Sandy (1968)
Forsyth (1970); Sandy (1971)
Harkins (1959)
(1947) p. 394
Fordyce just assumes that it is not original ;'Its spirit is so Greek...that it seems certain that

Catullus was t¡anstating or adapting a Greek original which gave this turn to the Attis motif
(1961 p. 262).Budon accepts this view with some qualifications ;'...i1 faut considére oornme acquis
que Catulle a imité de près un modèle hellénistique: sans excessive servilité dans le détail, avec
fidélité dans l'ensemble.' (1943 p. 30). Even Small, who praises the Attis highly as a work of
creative imagination, says only that it is 'possibly an original com¡rosition' (1952 p. 3, my
italics).
9 Wilamovitz' argument is discussed in deøil by Mulroy; it is based on a fragment of
Hephaestion (12.3) which, in describing the development of the Galtambic mete quoted two
Galliambic lines and stated that 'iiorepov 6è âuartrtlpevov èrÀriOq ôtà rò noÀÀà roùs:
vearrépous eis rìv pr¡rÉpa rôv Oeôv ypágæ roúrql r@ F¿rpe '. The scholiast on
this passage comments 'rf xaì KdrÀ{¡ra¡og xéXpr¡rar.'(for the full text see Mulroy 1976p.
62). From this Wilamovitz conjectured that these were lines from a poem of Callimachus which
served as a model for some or all of Catullus 63. Mulroy, by revealing the logical
inconsistencies within the text, demonstrates that there has been an interpolation; removal of it
renders Wilamovifz' case unpersuasive.
10 (1973) p.283
11 (r863) p.369

3

4

5

6

7

8
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(which Catullus himself states is a translation of Callimachus) Catullus sometimes chooses

to insert colour terms which were not present in the original.l Therefore, even if c. 63 is a

similar exercise in translation, the use of colour may well be his own addition. It is idle to

speculate about whether Catullus translated a lost Greek original or the extent to which he

did so. As in the chapter on c.61, the attitude adopæd will be that Catullus employs the

colour terms as a detberaæ choice rather than in unthinking imitation.

This is not to say that examination of the poem's literary predecessors is not a

rewarding exercise. Wiseman has pointed out certain similarities in anitude between c. 63

and the fragments of the Eumenides, one of Varro's Menippean Satires, in which the

protagonist describes his adventures in the temple of the Great Mother.2 In her 1987 article

Shipton discusses the similarities between Catullus 63 and four Hellenistic epigrams3

which describe an encounter between a Gallus and a lion; the Gallus sc¿¡res the lion away

by beating his drum. When these works are examined carefully there can be found

interesting similarities in their use of landscape and in the way that the Galli are described;

these similarities will be mentioned later in the course of the detailed examination of

Catullus' use of colour in the poem.

Scholars who have written on the literary devices of the poem have in the main part

concentrated on its use of sound; on its unusual metre, its use of repetition, alliteration,

assonance and anaphora. It is true that this is a very aural poem, but in focusing on this

scholars sometimes neglect the poem's visual aspects and its use of colour. Those scholars

who focus on other aspects of the poem tend not to look at colour. A great deal of attention

has been paid to the poem's main simile4; another area of interest has been the animal

imagerys of the poem. There are a few scholars who do make interesting points about

Catullus' use of the visual in the poem. Sellar, writing in the 19th century, felt that the

pictorial environment of the poem served to intensify its passion and agony6; this idea was

l See, for instance, Cat.66.62 in the concordancp under 1.20 FLAVENS/FLAVUS i and Cat.
6ó.9 under 1.21.1 FULGEO ii.
z (tqss) pp.2M-206
3 Dioscorides 16, Alcaeus 21, 'Simonides'2 and Antipater 64 in Gow and Page 1965

e.g. Shipton (1986) ; Glenn (1973)
Sandy (1968)
(1863) p.370

4

5

6
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later developed by Schäferl and Traill2. Several other scholars have interesting discussions

about the reasons for Attis'rosy lips and snowy hands and some talk of the significance of

green Ida; their views will be examined in the course of this chapter. All of these scholars

however mention colours only in passing or to prove another point. No systematic study of

the colours has of yet been done.

3.3 Distribution of Colour Terms within the Structure

There Íue ten instances of 'explicit'colour terms in the poem (opacus w.3,32; niveus

v.8;viridis w. 30, 70; aureus v.39; albus v. 40; roseus v.74; rurtIus v. 83 and albico

v. 87). There are over twenty 'implicit' colour words, although it is difficult to fix on an

exact number because a few are somewhat marginal and subjective. The words which, it

will be argued, would give a strong impression of colour, light or darkness to the Roman

reader are nemus (w. 2, 12,20,32, 52,58, 79, 89), sanguis (v. 7) hederiger (v- 23),

radians (v. 39), nix (w.53, 70) and marmor (v. 88) (note that sanguis, nix and marmor

are themselves the source of colour adjectives). There are also a few words which,

although in themselves they do not convey a strong impression of colour or shining, have

chromatic significance in the context of this poem and in association with other colour

words (Iustro v. 40, noctis v. 4l umbrae v. 4I, flos w. 64, 66, virgulta v. 86). It is also

possible that SoI (v. 67) and si/vis (v. 3) contained some suggestion of colour for the

Roman reader; whether this is the case will be discussed later. Thus in the broadest possible

terms there are thirty two instances of colour, light or darkness within the poem.

The poem is very tightly structured - as Quinn says the narrative is highly

compressed and elliptical.3 At the beginning of the poem the reader is plunged into the

action: Attis castrates himself within the space of a few lines and no mention is made, at this

stage, of his background or motivation. His comrades appear and disappear without

explanation; no space is given to the extraneous or merely decorative. The proportion of

speech to narrative is very high - as Small has pointed out, the speeches contain the same

1 Es wa¡ zu zeigen, wie die seelische Bewegung des Gedichtes in der räumlichen ibren Ausdruck
fand: Heimat, Meeresstrand, Waldgebirge als die drei Stationen eines inneren Weges zwischen

liquida mcns und furor, die Sonnenhelle des Strandes und das Dunkel der Wälder als

Versinnlichung seelischer Zustiinde.' (1966 p. 100)
z (tgst) p.2t2r.
t 1gtt\ p.283
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number of verses as the narrative portions of the poem.l Indeed the simplest way of

viewing the structure of the poem is as alternations of nørratio and oratio with the final

prayer to Cybele tacked on at the end. This was suggested by Weinreich and is accepted by

most scholars.2

There is disagreement however about the turning point of the poem, the point at which it

becomes evident that Attis has lost control of his destiny and the mood begins to change.

Sandy sees it as v. 33 which is the simile comparing Attis to a heifer3; this view however

seems to be unduly influenced by his concentration on the animal imagery of the poem.

Small agrees with Weinreich's view that Attis' monologue (w' 50-73) is the climax of the

poem with the two other speeches symmetrically corresponding to each other.4 The most

interesting view however is that of Traill who modifies Schäfer's idea that v. 38 - abit in

quiete molli rabidus furor animi - is the turning point. Traill sees vv. 39-43, the

description of the sunrise, as the pivotal point of an elaborate ring structure.S Not only is

there a radical shift in subject matter and tone at this point in the poem (from the dramatic

narrative of Attis' plight to the epic realm of the supernatural6) but these lines are clearly

marked off by verbal repetitions; v. 44 repeats the ideas and vocabulary of v. 38.7

Traill's choice of yv. 39-43 as the pivotal point of the poem also makes sense when one

examines Catullus' use of colour imagery, for the first three lines of this passage have the

greatest concentration of colour words in the poem (six in three lines) and there is a cluster

of words for light and white at this point which is in contrast with the darkness of Cybele's

grove on either side:

sed ubi oris aureí Sol radiantibus oculis

lusffavit aethera album, sola dura, mare ferum

pepulitque noctis umhras vegetis sonipedibus (vv. 39 - 4I)

t $gsz) p. t
2 See Bardon (1943) p. 31, Small (1952) p.3-a
¡ (tqos) p. 395
a 1gsz) p. ¿.
s (tq3f) p.212t.. See also Shipton (1984 p.39) and Syndikus (1990 pp.81 and 89) who hold
simila¡ views.
ó Syndikus cornments 'Die Bedeutung dieses Wendepunktes des Gedichtes wird auch dadurch
unterstrichen, daß nur hier mythologische Gestalten eingeführt werden:' (1990 p. 89).
7 Snipton (1934)
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Here there a.re two explicit colour terms in successive lines, with nvo tems relating to light

(radiantibus, lustravit) reinforcing them and nocrts umbras placed in contrast.In these three

lines are brought together the motifs of light and dark which dominate the poem.

The other colour words appear in a reasonably even distribution around this focal

point; there are four explicit and seven implicit colour words before w. 39-41and four

explicit and eleven implicit after. The manner in which these words are distributed lends

support to Traill's, Schäfer's and Small's views that the poem has a ring structure. As

Small puts it, 'the poem as a whole achieves the perfection of a circle, turning back upon

itself in the second half to reëcho the images and motifs of the opening sections'.I This is

also true of the colours in the poem: nivem in v. 53 picks up on niveis from v. 8, viridis in

v. 70 echoes viridem in v. 30, roseis (v. 74) and rutilam (v. 83) recall sanguine (v. 7) and

albicantis (v. 87) picks up on album (v. 40).

In this poem there are no really dense colour clusters as there are in c.64.2 Next in

density after the pivotal colour cluster of yy. 39-41is the colour cluster in w. 86-89 with

one explicit and three implicit colour words. Sometimes an explicit and implicit colour term

appear together in the same or in successive lines (w. 2-3,6-7,32,70) but, unlike c. 64

in which certain colour clusters leap out at the reader's eye and make them pause, in 63,

with the speed of the poem and its 'racy, elliptical narrative' most of the colours appear in

flashes: the reader scarcely has time to absorb their significance before the story races on.

This does not mean, however, that they have less impact. In this poem with its economy of

language and where descriptions are kept to a minimum (there is only one major simile),

colour adjectives have increased importance. In addition, the intensity of the mood

heightens the vividness of the colour adjectives (and vice versa). As Sellar puts it, in

speaking of the pictorial environment of the poem, 'everything is seen in those sharply

t egsz) p. +
2 

".8.u.49'tincta 
tegit roseo conchyli purpurø Íl¿gg- in which all but one word t¿git is

associated with colou¡ (five colour words in a single line) or w. 44-45',.rt119Cútri splendent
øuro dtque ørgenîo. / cønd.et ebur soliis, collucent pocula mensae' in which there are seven words
associated with colour or shining in the space of two lines. See further on these lines in the
concordance under 1.40.1 PURPURA and 1.3.2 ARGENTUM respectively.
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defined forms which imprint themselves on the brain in moments of intense excitement or

agony'.1

3.4 Putting the Colours to \ilork

Poem 63 is remarkable for the intensity of the emotion it conveys. This intensity is

achieved in a number of ways, including its use of colour. Key features of the poem are the

repetition of words in similar metrical positions and the way in which the images and motifs

of the first half are echoed in the second; as we shall see the colour imagery, with its use of

repetition and inversion, plays a major part in this. In addition, throughout the poem

Catullus makes great use of conflict and contrast. There is the contrast between speed and

calm, wilderness and civilization, madness and sanity, dark and light. In his 1974 article

Rubino points out the many contrasts in the poem and proposes that the poem is organized

upon a series of oppositions which all stem from the primary opposition of masculine and

feminine.2 Contrast also plays a major part in the chromatic imagery of the poem: dark is

contrasted with light, white with black, whiæ with red and green with white and, in each of

these instances, one of the colours 'defeats' or overcomes the other. Because the use of

colour contrasts is so strong in this poem the colours will not be examined in sequential

order, but in terms of the colour motifs and colour contrasts which are employed

throughout it. In general, each colour element will firstly be analysed on its own and then

its contrasts with other colours in the poem will be examined.

3.4.1 Dark and Light

3.4.1.i) Dark (nemus, opøcus)

The major colour contrast in the poem is dark vs. light (or black vs. white).3 The

darkness predominates throughout the body of the poem with the use of the noun nemus

and the adjective opacus. Nemus occurs eight times in this poem, a remarkable total,

especially considering that Catullus employs the word nowhere else in his poetry. In

t (tso¡) p.370
2 p.157f.
3 Muoy scholars have made reference to this contrast including Syndikus 'So sind im Gefuge des

Gedichtes eine helle und eine dunkle V/elt einander gegenübergestellt (1990 p.83).See also Schäfer
(1966) p. 100, Lenchantin (1945) p.138, Small (1952) p.8, Rubino (1974) p. 158.
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addition, as Elderl has pointed out, it is frequently in the same metrical position,

emphasising its status as a key word - thus what Newman refers to as 'the mysterious,

enticing, fearful and ineluctable forest'2 is kept constantly in the readers'minds. Although

nemus is not itself a colour term it is associated with opacus twice: in w. 2-3 (Phrygium

ut nemu.s cinto cupide pede tetigit/adiitque opüca silvis redimita loca deae)inwhich

the opaca laca ue used as a synonym for nemus and v. 32 (comitata tympano Anis per

opaca ng!!@t!_dux) in which the colour word is applied directly to nemora. The term

opacus is not a common word for blackness or darkness3 but it strikes the eye of the reader

in a way thatniger ot ater might not. Like nemus, it is not a word Catullus employs

frequently outside c.63, but he does use it to describe Egnatius' beard where it carries the

same connotations of blackness, bushiness and denseness.a Furthermore, in its final use

nemora is placed in opposition to the umida albicantis locø litoris; in this way darkness is

emphasised by being placed in contrast with the whiteness of the shore.S

References to darkness a.re not unusual in poems about the Galli: Shipton points out

that Dioscorides' epigram about a Gallus is set against the darkness of evening just as

Catullus' poem is set against the darkness of the grove.6 Similarly in 'Simonides' epigram

the Gallus takes refuge from a snowstorm in the darkness of a cave.7 Darkness is of

course frequently employed in ancient literature in association with death and madness.s

Catullus himself often makes use of the negative associations of darkness; he uses it to

signify death in c. 3 e and c. 510 and the mad forgetfulness sent by the gods in c. 64. 11

ï 094i) p.402
z IIOOO¡ p.361. See also Syndikus (1990) p.8
3 An¿re doesn't list it as a colour terrr (1949 p.416).
4'Egnnti, epltgt quem bonum facit barba/et dens Hibera dcfricalus urinas'37.19-20. Here the

black bea¡d is placed in contrast to Egnatius' brilliant white teeth.
5 traill also makes this point (1981 n. 12). On this image see further below under section 4.3.ü.
6 ltoaz¡ n. 11
7 ¡er¡reprriv vrS<toîo xarr{Àuoru rlv{x' dÀúËas / rdlÀos èpr¡¡rcfr¡v llue' rinò qnrldôa
'Simonides'2 33M-5 (Gow and Page 1965)
8 For the associations of da¡lirress with death see the many instances in the concordance under 1..4

ATER/ATRATUS ii and 1.33 NIGER/MGRANS iü. Elder Q9a7p.399) points out that the

equation of night with frenzy and dawn with sanity is reminiscent of passages in the lliad and
Ajax; see further below under 3.4.1.ü.
9'qui nunc it per iter tenebricosum'v. 11
ro'nox est perpetua una dormienda' v. 6
LL'ipt, autem caeca fißntem caligine Theseus / consitus oblito dirnisit peclore cuncta' (vv. 207-

208). Also 68.434 'ne fugiens saeclis obliviscentibus aetas / üius hnc caeca nocte tegaÍ
studium'
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When nernus appears at the beginning of the poem its overtones are not entirely

negative (w. 2-3 Phrygium ut nemus citato cupide pede tetigít / adütque opaca silvis

redimita loca deae). At the beginning of the poem the word has protective overtones,

signifying a sheltered place, surrounded by forests. This also perhaps carries a sexual

significance for the adverb cupide appears in close proximity to the word. In addition the

noun si/vis, although overshadowed by the dominant colour epithet oPaca, possibly brings

with it a suggestion of the greenness of treesl, creating an impression of green shadows.2

Similarly, when Attis makes reference to the nemus in his first speech, he sees it as

something desirable, a home that is to be sought afær and journeyed to (v. 12 agite ite ad

alta, Gall.ae, Cybeles nennra simul;v.2O Phrygiam ad domutn Cybebes, Phrygia ad

nemora deae). However in the narrative that follows Attis' speech, Catullus vses nemus

with ironical overtones (v. 32 comitata tympano Attis per opaca nemora dux). This is

perhaps the moment of greatest triumph for Attis for he is acting as a leader to the Galli in

their quest for the home of Cybele. However, by placin E nemora next to dux and

emphasising its darkness by the use of opaca, Catullus hints at the folly of it all: Attis'

mind,like Theseus'in c. 643, is filled with blinding darkness.

It is after Attis' awakening and return to sanity that nemus acquires a sffongly negative

cast. In Attis'second speech nemus is associated both with cold and with snow (w. 52-53

...ad ldne tetuli nemora pedem/ ut aput nivem et ferarum gelidn stabul'a forem).T\e

netnns is no longer a secluded place filled with green shadows but icy and barren and

occupied by wild beasts; its darkness is emphasised by being placed in contrast with the

whiteness of the snow. In his second reference to nemus in the monologue, there are

additionalovertonesofirony(v. 58 egone a nrca remota haec ferar in nemara damo?).

This line picks up on w. 19-20 where Attis identifies the netnus with his home. Here

however he distinguishes the two; he laments that he will soon be canied off into the nemus

which is far from his home. The irony of this change is emphasised by the placing of

nennra and domo together at the end of the line.a

1 Catullus describes a wood as green tn c.34, his hymn to Diana; ' rnontiurn dotnina ut fores /
silvarumque vírentíutn' (w. 9-10).
2 'The Idaean wilderness, we are told, is shadowy and green.' (Small 1952 p. 8)
3 Seevv. 207-208 quoted above.
4 See also Small (1952) p. 13 who discusses the irony of this line in great detail.
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Attis'worst fears are realised and in the narrative which follows Cybele commands her

lion to drive him into the nemus (v. 79 fac uti furoris ictu reditum in nemora ferat);

here the neÍnus is associated with the furoris ictu', with the return of madness to Attis.

Finally, nemus is employed in the second last line of the na¡rative as the lion pursues

demens Attis into the woods (v. 89 '..illa demens fugit in ng.ru2ru. fera).In its final

usage Catullus emphasises the wildness and inhospitality of the netnus by the use of the

adjective fera, picking up on the image of the wild beasts which Attis envisaged as

inhabiting the nemus inw. 52-3. It is significant that the last colour reference in the poem

denotes the departure of colour from the narrative. The poem begins and ends in darkness.l

3.4.1.ii) Dark versus Light (netnus / øureusrlustrorrødioralbus)

As one would expect, the appearance of the sun's light signifies the return of Attis'

reason. This passage in the middle of the poem, full of words for light, is in stark contrast

to the frequent references to the darkness of the nemus on either side. As Elder has stated,

there are parallels in the lliad (23.212-32) and the Ajax (670-76) for the equation of dawn

with sanity.2 However in c. 63, although the dawn signifîes the return of Attis' reason, it

does not have entirely positive overtones. Catullus personifies the sun, giving it a golden

face and glittering eyes (v. 39 sed ubi oris aureí Sol radíantibus oculis). With the

golden face of the sun the reader is lead to expect a joyful image for the word aureus is

often employed in happy contexts (a prime example of this is the use of aureus in reference

to the feet of bride in c.613). However other words in the passage counter these joyful

overtones. The verb lustrare, which means 'scan' or'survey' as well as 'illuminate'4, gives

the impression that the sun is dispassionately examining ever¡hing from on high. What the

sun illuminaæs is a bleak, harsh landscape - the sky is bright or white, the earth is hard and

the sea is wild (v. 40 lustravit aethera album, sola dura, mare ferum). As

1 'In the opening and closing sections of the lÐem we see him (Attis) in the pov/er of Cybele,

sunounded by the dark woods and possessedby furor ' Clraill l98lp.2l4)
z Gg+l) p. 399 n. 14. See also rhe Bacclne (1266- l27l) wherc the sky seems brighter to Agave
when her reason is returning and Heracles (1089) where Heracles on recovering his sanity says

'ôéöop¡' dnep lr€ ôeÎ / al0épa r€ ral yîv róla 0" HÀíou rdôe ...'.
3 v. 160 See the discussion of this line in Chapter 2 above under section 5.3.
a Ox¡ord Latin Dictionary (1968) p. 1052 def. 5.
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Weinreich puts it, 'Schon hier, in der narratio also, ist die Landschaft desillusioniert und

damit in glänzender'Weise die ernuchterte Stimmung des nun einsetzenden Reuemonologs

episch vorbereitet.'l The light is not kindly, it reveals things as they are and strips away all

illusion, so there are no dark places in which to hide.2 Indeed, in a sense, the usual

associations of light and dark are reversed in this poem. For the followers of Cybele the

dark is kindly for it is their natural habitat; the light on the other hand is harsh and

uncompromising. This contributes to the dreamlike atmosphere of the poem, giving a

feeling of inhabiting a topsy-turvey world where anything can happen.

The use of radians in reference to the sun's eyes reinforces this idea. As with nemus,

c. 63 is the only poem in which Catullus employs this word. His favourite word to describe

shining isfulgeo.3 As the entry in the concordance demonstrates4, radio is also employed

of stars, arïnour and cats' eyes and its primary meaning is 'to radiate light' although

'glittering' is also an apt translation. Elder points out that the verse sed ubi oris aurei SoI

radiantibus oculis is echoed further on by v. 48 (ibi maria vasta visens lacrimnntibus

oculis),for lacrimantibus oculis is in the same metrical position in the line.s In this way the

sun's glittering eyes are placed in opposition to Attis'tearful eyes and the unfeeling nature

of the sun is contrasted with the warmth of human emotion. Later on, as Sandy suggests,

there is an ironic contrast of this sunrise with the happy sunrises Attis had known in his

own land, sunrises which brought warmth and human companionship (vv" 66-67 mihi

ftoridis corollis redimita domus erat, / Iiquendum ubi esset orto mihi Sole

cubiculum).6

In this context, the image of the aether albus, although not negative in itself,

contributes to the negative overtones of the passage . This is unusual, for in Catullus words

t (tg¡o) p.479
2 Compare our English expression 'in the cold light of day'. Attis, like the Sun, will see things

all too clearly - as Shipton says 'Dawn looks a¡ound the landscape (lustavit 40) with his eyes

surveying all the elements clearly. This has the effect of banishing the shadows. Whcn Attis
awakès ne too sees his surroundings clearly (46)' (1984 p. 39).See also Weinreich; 'Eine kla¡e

Sorme geht auf, und in ihrem Licht zeigen sich die Dinge, wie sie dem ungetrttbten Sinn eines

nicht von religiosem Fanatismus überwältigten Hellenen sich darstellen mussten.' (1936 p. 478).
3 Catullus employs fulgeo nine times; see the instances in the concordance under 1.21.1

FULGEO i and ii.
4 See Cat.63.39 in the concordance under 1.41 RADIO.
s Qg+l) p.403. See also Shipton (1984 p. 39f.) who extends the comparison between Attis and

the Sun.
a (rgog) p.396r.
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for whiæ usually have positive connotations.l Not only does the aether albus contribute to

the impression of a light which is strong and harsh but, placed as it is next to the hard earth

and wild sea, the white sky gains a sense of remoteness - like the sun it is above human

affairs. A rather similar effect is produced the description of Olympus in the Odyssey where

bright air and white light are associated with a realm which is unchanging and

unassailable.2 These connotations of albus will be picked up in the final colour cluster of

the poem.

3.4.2 White and Red

3.4.2.i\ \ilhite and Red applied to Attis (nìveus , roseus)

Three adjectives are used to describe Attis' appearance, two of them colour words -

niveus, roseus and tener. These adjectives are not out of place in descriptions of the Galli.

In Varro's Eumenides the protagonist, who encounters the Galli in their temple, vses tener

to describe them.3 It also seems that a fair complexion was associated with cults such as

these; in the Bacchae Pentheus makes fun of the fair complexion of Dionysus.4

Vermaseren comments that sometimes the Galli were heavily made up with their faces

resembling white-washed wa11s.5 In a somewhat similar fashion they had a preference for

feminine attire.6

In c. 63 Catullus lays emphasis on all three adjectives, placing each of themT in a

dominant position at the beginning of its line:

níveis citata cepit mnnibus leve typanum (v. 8)

roseís ut huic labellis sonitus <citus> abiit (v. 7a)

1 It is true that Catullus tends to :use candidus in this way rather than albus but he does use

albus at 61.187 in his description of the colours of the bride's face (see the discussion of this

line in Chapter 2 above under section 5.3).
/ r 'H Fèv äp' ôs einooo' ànÉpr¡ yl¿urônrs: 'Agrivr¡ / oüÀu¡rnou6', öft $aol 0<ôv

éöos ào4a)rès aì.<ì / ë¡r¡revau oür' àué¡roror rrd.oo<ran oür< nor' ðpf3pt+ / ôeúera¡.

oüre Xtòv ènrn{ìyarar, .iÀÀà Fd)\' aT0pr¡ / rénrcrct dvéöe},oc. treuxl¡ ô'

ènrôéôpo¡rev aTy).r¡' ' (6.41-45)
3 'natn quac venustas his adest gøllantibus! / quae casta vestis aetasque adulescentium! / quae ten¿ris

species!' (lViseman 1985 p.271 fr.135)
4')teuxfrv ôè ¡poràv èr< napaoxeuffç ëXers' v. 457
s iJgtt> p. gt
6 Wiseman (1985) p.271 fr. 133
7 Niveus and roseus are employed only once. Tener is employed twice - it is also used in v. 10

to describe Attis' hands; in this verse it is placed in the middle of the line.
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teneramque vidit Attin prope nutnnora pelagi (v. 88)

Niveus is the most important of these adjectives for it is the first to be employed, right afær

Attis has castrated himself. Usually employed of the skin of womenl, it is the first

indication that Attis, like the rest of the Gallae, has changed from male to female; thereafter

feminine adjectives and pronouns are used to describe him. Some scholars however have

other interpretations of the significance of this colour adjective. Sellar thinlß that both Attis'

snowy hands and his rosy lips are used to indicaæ his vulnerability; '(they) force upon the

mind the contrast between the tender youth and beauty of Atys and the power of the passion

which possesses him.'2 This is no doubt part of their effect, for tener 'soft', 'delicate' is

used in association with niveus and employed to describe Attis' fingers (v. 10). Moreover

Catullus employs niveus in a similar fashion at 64.364; by using the word to describe the

slaughtered Polyxena's limbs, he emphasises her vulnerability and the horror of the deed.3

Quinn however disagrees with the interpretation that the adjectives niveus and roseus are

used to reinforce the idea that Attis has become female. He thinks rather that they are

indications that Attis was a puer delicans in his former life, one who was not able to make

the transition to loving women.4 It is true thatniveus and roseus can both be used in this

way5 and thus may be meant to give the reader the impression of 'the sort of young man

Attis was'.6 But when one considers that Catullus employs niveus only at the significant

moment of castration (right after the image of Attis' dripping blood) Quinn's explanation

does not seem to be sufficient, for his interpretation would detract from the power of the

image"

3.4.2.ä) White versus Red (niv¿us / sanguis, roseus)

As well as employing terms for red and white to describe Attis' appearance, Catullus

makes use of the contrast of red with white with more ominous associations. His use of

white/red contrasts is similar to the way in which he employs them Tn c.64 where the

1 See Prop. 3.6.12,3.14.11 in the concordance under 1.35 NIVEUS i. Also of relevance is the

discussion of Cahrllus' use of niveus at 61.9 in Chapær 2, section 5.1.
z (rao¡) p.370
3 See on this line in the concordance above under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
+ GglZ>pp.249-250. See also Lenchantin (1945) p.137, Bongi (1944) p.60.
5 Compare Tibullus 4.12 'hic placidam níveo pectore pellit aquam;' and see the concordance
under 1.42 ROSEUS for Catullus' use of the word at 80.1 to describe Gellius' lips.
6 quinn (1972) p.250
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colour contrast also acquires ominous overtones.l The beautiful picture of Attis' snowy

white hands is given a sinister twist by placing them in contrast with the blood of his

castration which is stitl spattering the ground:2

ertam recente terrae sola søguine mncul'ons,

níveìs citata cepit mnnibus leve typanutn (w. 7-8)

The blood reminds the reader that whiteness can also be a sign of the pallor of disease or ill-

health. This idea is reinforced in the second half of the poem when niveus is picked up by

its cognate noun nix which is employed in a context which suggests barrenness and

sterility:3

ut aput nivem et ferarum gelidn stabula forem (v' 53)

Thus, as Small so aptly puts it, the image of Attis' snowy hands has 'multiple relevance'

He comments:

niveis not only vividly describes the effeminate hand of Attis but also reminds us

of the fact that he is now condemned to live on snowy Ida for the rest of his life;

furthermore, the adjective possesses an additional relevance in that it suggests the

idea of emasculation and cold sexlessness as well as the Veneris nimium odium (v.

17) which originally prompted Attis' action.4

The redness of Attis' blood is echoed later on with the reference to his mouth as roseus

(v.74: see above under section 4.2.i). Catullus places the word in an emphatic position; it

is the very first word of the nanatio which follows Attis' speech of defiance against

1 Harrnon, in his 1973 article has examined the significance of the red and white cont¡asts in

the poem. He argues that they gradually acquire ominous overtones; the purple of the marriage

"ou"ï"t 
against úe ivory of the couch is later echoed by the gruesome image of the blood

against thé snowy-white limbs of Polyxena (pp. 316 - 318).
2-For the reference to blood compare Pat, Anth. 6.51 in which a Gallus dedicates to Cybele the

goads of his madness which include lnives reddened with blood; 'ru¡rncud r' Ì¡¡rleuta, raì
ãfp"t. {otvr¡¡$dvr a I þdoyava, raì fav}ds, ràs np\v ëoeroe, rd¡ras.' (w. 7-8).
3 See also v. 70 which is discussed below in section 4.3.ii and 80.1-2 where Catullus uses ¿i¡
with similar overtones of disease and unhealthiness - to describe the pallor of a boy engaged upon

oot""ttny activities 'Quid dicam, Gelli, quare rosea ista labella/ hibema fønt cøndídiora nive'.
(See on these lines in the concordance above under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS v. References to snow are

not unconìmon in literature about the cults of Cybele and Dionysus. Snowstomts appeæ in two

of the four Gallus epigrams ('Simonides' 2 and Antipater 64) and there is a reference to snow in

the Bacchne (w.661-2).Both cults were of course associated with mountain heights.
a (rqsz) p. to
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Cybele. Roseus, often applied to the mouths or complexions of women and boysl, reminds

the reader that, in spite of his rebellion, Attis is young and powerless and remains a

handmaiden of Cybele. The colour word, echoing sanguine, recalls how Attis has

emasculated himself; he has become both literally and figuratively impotent against the

might of the goddess.2

3.4.2.iii) Red versus Red (roseus / rutílus)

Attis' rosy mouth is, in its turn, contrasted with the ruddy mane of the lion which

Cybele unleashes against Attis:

rutílam ferox torosa cervice quate iubam (v. 83).

Roseus and rutilus are nine lines apart in the poem but both words belong to the red colour

group3 and Catullus links them by placing them in the same metrical position, at the

beginnings of their respective lines. Shipton has pointed out4 that Catullus' description of

the lion shaking its mane is similar to Alcaeus' description of the lion in his epigram about

the Gallus but Alcaeus, unlike Catullus, does not employ a colour term.S In c. 63 Catullus

uses the word rutilus, associated as it is with the red gleam of weapons and fire6, to help

convey the violence and energy of the lion. This is in contrast to the youth and vulnerability

of the pink-lipped Attis.

3.4.3 Green and White

3.4.3.i) Green (hederíger, virídìs, flos, florídus)

With hederiger inv. 23 comes the first real appearance of green in the poem (ubi capita

Maenades vi iaciunt hederigerae\.7 Crowning one's head with ivy was of course a

l-See Cat.80.1,Prop.3.24.7, Hor. 1.13.2 in concordance under 1.42 ROSEUS.
2 Furthermore, Shipton thinks that roseus, a stock epithet for the sumise, echoes the passage

about the dawn (w. 39-41> and is meânt to emphasize the contrast between them;'In the case of
Dawn 'rosiness' is pafi of its essential nature. In the case of Attis, however, his 'rosy' lips
emphasize not his beauty but his compleæly non-natural change into a female condition.'( 1984 p.

40). This is another instånc.e of multiple relevance - this further dimension ûo the colour
adjective roseus enriches the numerous contrasts of the poem.
3 ¡n¿r¿ (1949') groups both temrs under the chapter entitled T-e Rouge'.
¿ (rqsz) p.445
5 '...¿* ôè ¡<vóvrr¡¡v / ëveous þoppr¡rlv èotpoScitrr{e Ö<iÊrrv.' (Alcaeus 21.140-741Gow
and Page 1965)
6 e.g. Virgil Aen. 8.529,11. 487; Georg. l. 454.
7 As stated before, although there is a suggestion of green with silvis in v. 3, it is
overshadowed by the dominant colour wotd opaca.
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commonplace in descriptions of cults such as these and there are frequent references to it in

the Bqccha¿, sometimes in association with the colour word Xì.dr¡.l Ivy, according to

Dodds, 'in its evergreen vitality...typifies the victory of vegetation over its enemy the

winter'.2 It is significant that the reference to the Maenades hederigera¿ appears in Attis'

first speech. He envisages Cybele's home on Ida as a place which is green and fertile, not

cold and wintry as is to turn out later.

The motif of greenness is picked up by the description of Ida as viridis in the natatio

which follows Attís' orarto:

vìrí.dem citus adit ldnm properante pede chorus (v. 30)

This is perhaps an attempt to render the Greek eÜöe vôpoç "I ör¡l but it is significant that

Catullus chooses a colour word to do it. According to Rubino, the greenness of Ida

suggests the 'nature/culture opposition'; 'Cybele's mountain home, like the islands of

Calypso and Polyphemus in the Odyssey, grows green with uncultivated vegetation'.4

Green Ida represents idealized nature, nature as it is envisaged by the followers of Cybele.

Like the ivy-crowned Maenads in y. 23, it carries with it connotations of vitality and

fertility. Catullus makes a similar use of imagery of greenness in c. 64 when he describes

the way in which the entrance court of Peleus is decorated with foliage for his marriage.s

Virtdis Ida is the place to which Attis believes he is rushing; however in the second half of

the poem it tums out to be not quiæ as he expected.

The motif of fertility is continued with the references to flowers and sun in Attis'
monologue:

ego gymnasi fui flps ego eram decus olei:

mihi ianuae frequentes, mihi limina tepidn,

mihi fløidi¿ corollis redimita domus erat,

linquendum ubi esset orto mihi Sole cubiculum- (w. 64-67)

1".g.u. 81, w. 106-8, y. l77,vv. 341-2. See also Euripides'Helenv. 1360 for a reference to the

greenness of ivy in association with the cult of Dionysus.
z 1geÐ p.tt
3 As in Alcaeus 21.135 '...M¡rpòç àyúprrts / "Iôts eùôévôpou npôvas èpouvopdret ' (Gow

and Page 1965).
+ egr+) p. 159
5 'hnec circum sedes late contefra locovit, / vestibulum ut molli velatum [ronde vireret.' (w.
292-3>. See further on these lines in the concordance under 1.50.1 VIREO/VIRIDO.
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Edwards associates these flowers and Catullus' simile of the cropped flower in 11.24 with

Sappho's simile of the purple flower.l Edwards feels that the flowers here are meant to

recall the shedding of Attis'blood at the beginning of the poem.2 This may well be the case

but, like the image of Attis' snowy hands in v. 8, the flowers have multiple relevance. On

another level the flowers pick up on the ivy of v.23 and form part of the green motif which

runs throughout the poem. That it was possible for flowers to be viewed as green is shown

by Canrllus c. 17 wherc he speaks of a girl as one in the 'greenest flower of her youth' (cri

cum sít vírûdíssimo nupta flore puella v. l4). Moreover, as Small has pointed out, the

phrasefloridis corollis redimin echoes v.3(adiítque opaca silvís redimita loca deae)

where rediminis in the same metrical position3; this relates the flowers more strongly to the

motifs of vegetation and greenery. Small emphasises the irony of the contrast, commenting

'the cultivated flowers of home have been exchanged for the wild forest'.4 The contrast

between the two environments is heightened by the other images in this passage. Attis'

former home, as well as being fîlled with flowers, w¿ìs wann (tepida v. 65) and sunny

(SoIe v.67), whereas Mt Ida is cold, dark and snowy.s

3.4.3.ii) Green versus White (vírídís I níx ; vírgultal albico, marmora)

The green motif is brought to a climax in v. 70:

ego virìdß algida ldae nive amictn I'oca colatn?

In this line the greenness of Ida is brought into contrast with the whiteness of its snow.

This is a powerful and dramatic colour contrast - Catullus here brings two colour motifs

into conflict. It is not too fanciful to state that in this line the whiæ overcomes the green as

Attis' hopes of an Ida which is green and fertile vanish once and for all: green Ida has

turned out to be snow-clad. Note the skilful interweaving of the colour images by the

placement of the words. Viridis agrees wîth ldae but the two words a"re separatedby algidn

1 t. tOs c. (Lobel and Page 1955)
z eggz'l p. 187f.
z egsz) p. t3f.
a ibid. p. t+
5 See vv. 52-3 above under section 4.1.i.
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which agrees with loca;nive is placed in between.l Catullus emphasises the coldness

(atsida) of the snow as well as its whiteness and, once again, this is in contrast to the

sunniness and warmth of Attis' homeland. As stated before, the reference to the snow also

recalls the image of Attis' snowy white hand in v. 8 which associates it with the idea of

sterility and this is strengthened by the use of the word sterilis in v. 69 (ego Maenns, ego

mei pars, ego vir sterilis ero?). The whiteness, coldness and sterility which the snow

brings to mind signifies Attis'spiritual isolation, an idea which will be developed in the

final colour cluster.

In the final colour cluster of the poem, the green/white conflict is repeated, albeit less

strongly:

ferus ipse sese adhortans rapidum incitat animo,

vadit, fremit, refringit virgulta pede vago.

at ubi umida albícantís loca litorís adiit,

teneramque vidit Anin prope nutrmora' pel'agi,

facit impetum illa demens fugit in nemnra fera;

ibi semper otnne vitae spatium famula fuit (w' 85-90)

As Sandy points ottt,virgultasuggests viridis.2 The lion, in trampling the brushwood with

its feet, is physicatly destroying the greenness of lda. This greenness is placed in contrast

with the whiteness of the sea-shore in the following line.3 Unlike the green/whiæ colour

contrast in v. 70 where the colour terms are evenly balanced, in this passage the white has

finally overcome the green. Whiæ is the dominant colour element in this p¿rssage, not only

because virgulta is less strongly chromatic than viridis and is set against albicare which is

the one explicit colour word in the passage, but because ttre idea of whiteness is reinforced

1 'Il verso è ben costruito: dapprima un gioco di colori viridis algida; al cenüo, il nome proprio

Idae e poi il particolue nive- amicta loca, ch i
l9M p.59). Bongi goes on to compare this
Kpr¡rclov öpos 

- xãounuévov tlln' (v. ¿t XPòv

üôop, ró por á noÀuôévôpcoc AYrva / Ìt

npoir¡rt.' (11.4748 Gow 1952) See also Fedeli (1978) p.51.
2-The epithei viridem (30) seems to correspond lo virg,ulta (86). The two words are not, of
course, retated" but Catullus' contemporary Varro provides us with this current etymology,

"virgulturn dicitur a viriii " (5.21.102)."' (1968) p.394
3 Ai discussed in the concordance, this is probably an allusion to the white foam of breaking

wâves. See further on this line in the concordance under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.
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by the use of the word m.ormora in the following line.l The focus in this passage is on the

sea just as it was at in the very first line of the poem (super alta vectus Attis celeri rate

mnria).The sea sep¿uates Attis from civilization and from everything he loves; in a similar

fashion Catullus depicts Ariadne at 64.52looking out over the sea after the departing

Theseus (namque fluentisono prospectans litore Diae).2 In his description of Ariadne's

seascape however, Catullus focuses on the sound of the waves (fluentisono litore), here he

focuses on their colour. Ilmida albicantis loca litoris picks up on aethera album of the

central colour cluster (w. 39-41) and carries with it the same overtones of remoteness and

distance. These overtones a¡e reinforced by the use of the wotd mnrmor for, although the

sea cannot literally be marble, the words bring to mind ideas of whiteness and coldness

(like the snow) and of hardness.3 This is in contrast to Attis whom Catullus, in the same

line, describes as tener 'soft', 'delicate'. Thus the final picture of Attis is of him standing

soft and vulnerable against a vast backdrop of cold, white ocean. Then blackness descends

as Attis is plunged into the darkness of the grove: thereafter all colour departs from the

poem. The feelings of bleakness and despair that this final colour cluster elicits is hardly

surprising, for, as Rubino puts it:

The discourse of the Attis 'immobilizes contradictions, refuses mediation, and

keeps the conflict open...there is no progress toward a nelry state of integration'

but only a sort of 'frozen portrait' of unmediated differences.4

1 For the whiteness of ma¡ble see Theoc.6.38.In Latin verse the adjective finftnoreus which is

a cognate of marmor c¿n be employed as a synonym, fot albus or candidus. Lucretius employs

it in this way in 2.765 'marmoreo fieri possint candore repente' and 2.774-5 'natn quocumque

rnodo perturbes caerula quae sint,/ nunquon in nørmoreum Possunt migrare col.oretn' . As

Lenchantin comments, 'marmar è adoperato spesso per significare la superficie bianco-spuneggiante

e tutta riflessi di luce del mare' (19a5 p' 138).
2'Both Attis and Ariadne then offer lamentation by the sea...In both of these scenes, the sea

serves as a synrbol of separation and heightens the sense of loneliness felt by Anis and Ariadne''

Forsyth (1970) p.68
3 Compare v. 40, discussed above in section 4.1.ü, where theaethzr albus is associated with the

hard earth.
+ Tgt+) pp. 169-170
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3.5 Final Thoughts

At the most basic level the colour motifs in c. 63 are, like its numerous forms of

repetition, a way of drawing the poem together. Catullus' use of colours matches the

circular structure of the poem - colour elements such as white, red and green are introduced

in the first half of the poem to be taken up in the second. However colours do not always

recur in the same ways and as the poem progresses towards its tragic conclusion certain

colour groups acquire increasingly negative overtones. This is the case for the blackness of

the grove; at the beginning of the poem it had a certain mysterious and sexual quahty but by

the end it signified the approach of madness and death. Similarly, white first appears in

association with Attis' hand where it carries with it the usual overtones of beauty, delicacy

and softness but gradually the colour acquires increasing associations with coldness,

hardness and sterility. This is comparable to Catullus' use of the red/white motif in c. 64

which, as Harmon has shownl, takes on its ominous overtones only gradually'

The colour contrasts that appear in c. 63 form part of the numerous fabric of contrasts

within this poem. In most cases one of the colours in the contrast is chromatically stronger

than the other and 'overcomes' it as the darkness of the grove eventually overwhelms the

light of dawn and the greenness of the landscape gives way to the whiteness of snow and

shore. In addition, rffiy colour contrasts a¡e associated with other contrasting sensations

(warmth versus cold, soft versus hard) in a form of synaesthesia that heightens their

impact. However Rubino's view that the poem divides neatly into various groups of

positive/negative contrasts (all sæmming from the basic contrast of male/female2) does not

do justice to the complexity and richness of the poem. As we have seen, sometimes a

colour will start out'positive' and end up 'negative', for instance 'white'is associated with

softness at the beginning but hardness at the end. Moreover, several images that are

associated with colour have ambivalent overtones or (as Small put it) 'multþle relevancies';

this is the case for the ambivalent appearance of dawn and for the chromatically ambiguous

references to flowers. Catullus' tendency to 'twist' and invert the colour imagery in this

way adds to the confused ambience of the poem where male turns to female and the

t Ggtz) pp.316-318
z 0gl¿) p. 156f.
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desirable turns out to be illusion.l There is a similar feel to Euripides' Bacchae in which

the hunter turns out to be the hunted and the world has been turned upside down by the end

of the play.zln c. 63 the rrader is drawn into a different world where anything can happen.

1 Cohen also comments on the 'sense of nighûnare' in the poem -'shapes shift and senses are

distorted' (1978 p. 51).
2 For furrher comparisons between the works see Sandy (1968) p. 398 and Guillemin (1949) p.157
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Chapter 4

The Colours of Inspiration: Propertius Elegy 3.3

4.1 First View

C.3.3 is a very interesting poem from many points of view; not least from a chromatic

standpoint. lvith the four poems which accompany it, it makes a statement about

propertius' view of himself as a poet and represents a renewal of his poetic purpose. As

Nethercut puts it, 'Elegy III,3 occupies a place of special prominence: in a solemn scene'

propertius allows us to observe the communication of that creative inspiration in which he

partakes'.l The poem is presented in dream form; the landscape, its figures and the colours

which Propertius employs of them act unconsciously on the reader, contributing to the

message of the poem" According to Luck, 'the subject [of poetic creation] is so mysterious

and important that he [Propertius] has to resort to imagery and symbolism whenever he

tries to come to terms with it'.2 And indeed the col0ur words in this poem afe, in general,

applied to the 'symbols' which Propertius employs in the poem, symbols such as the

golden lyre, the green cave, the doves with their red beaks and the snowy swans.

Before there is any detailed analysis of the colour motifs in this poem the views of

scholars on the poem's purpose and its place in the collection must firstly be surveyed. As

well as discussing the function of the colour terms and their distribution within the structure

it will also be helpful to take a brief look at Propertius' style and at the influence of art on

his use of colour.

4.2 Place and Purpose of c.3.3 in the Collection

There is general agreement amongst scholars that the first frve poems of Book Three

form a group which function as a sort of extended introduction to the work"3 These

t (rqzou) p.385.
z itg1g\-p. t3Zf.tuct also cautions against a too easy interpretation of these images; 'None of

his' imagei has any given, permanent 'ireaning'. It is, dangerous to read between the lines.' (p.

iãgl-F"äãli ug."".i 'íl cooæooto è apparentemente chiaro; in realtà, se si isolano i singoli

moúvi, ci si ãccorge che essa è cos-nuiø su una fitta Eama di imnagini simboliche, di metafore

ã ai 
".pr"r*ioni 

voiluta6ente arrbigue e anbivalenti.' (1984 p. 142). These warnings must be kept

in mind when exa¡nining the colour imagery of c.3.3.
3 See Nethercut (1983) p.1832 for a survey of scholars' views on the structure of Book 3. The

opening five poems Í¡re 
-matched by a group of five at the end, franing the work'
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poems, rather than dealing with love, are preoccupied with Propertius' status as a love-

poetl; in them, as Barsby points out, Propertius shows a 'new consciousness of himself as

a poet rather than as a lover'.2 The initial three elegies deal with various aspects of poetry:

in the first (3.1) Propertius lays claim to being the fîrst Roman poet to follow Callimachus

and Philetas, in the second (3.2) he celebrates the power of poetry and in the third (3.3) he

rejects Ennius and epic for love elegy. These are followed by two poems, one (3.4)

extolling Caesar's achievements, the other (3.5) lamenting the comrption that accompanies

war's riches and reaffirming his decision to stay away from epic. Thus Propertius uses

these poems to explore a number of related issues: the power of poetry, elegy vs. epic and

peace vs. war.3 And, as Nethercut has demonstrated, these poems are also linked by

common motifs, especially by the motif of watera; this important motif will be discussed in

more detail further on.

C. 3.3 follows a pattern typical of a recusatio; the poet proclaims his intention to write

epic but is then foiled by divine intervention.s Propertius has obviously been influenced a

great deal by previous literature in the creation of this poem. The idea of a god or gods

appearing to the poet in a dream or vision goes all the way back to Hesiod6 and this sort of

divine manifesøtion also occurred in Callimachas' Aitia 7 and in Ennius' Annales.s Tlte

work of poets of his own time has also affected Propertius greatly; this poem and the others

in this group of five show the influence of the Ecloguesg, the Georgicslo and even perhaps

1 Solmsen (1948) p. 105
z Tst+) p. 135
3 Hubbard 097Ð p.1l
¿ (tqOt) pp. 393ff. See also Frost on the 'exceptional coherence' of 3.1-5;'Within this

framewôrk, the poet builds a system of correlatives and equivalencies through the use of
repeating, subsidiary motifs' (1991 p.25Ð.
5 

-sullivan 
(1976) p. 71. See also p. 123 f. for Sullivan's discussion of Propertius' development of

the recusatioi Ít 
-becomes 

a whole new geffe, that simultaneously displays his poetic abilities,

rejects Augustan pfessr¡fes, and defines the true natuÎe of his afi.' (lLlu).
6 Theog. w. 22-34. See further Ha¡mon (1979) p' 327.
7 t.l.it-3}, 1.2. See also DiodorusPal.Anth. 7Al,Ptop.2.34.32 and Hubbard (1974) pp.73-75,
78-79.
8 fr. 5,6 (Vahlen 1963)
9 See Fedeli (1984 p. 146) who draws a parallel between the openlg of the_ ELlgguel and 3.3

and Hubbard'(1974-p.75f.) who discusses the connections between Eclogue 6.&'65_ (in which

Gallus is depiòted Uêing led up to Helicon by one of the Muses) and Propertius 2.10,3.1 and

3.3.
10 Harnon (7979 p.317) says that this group of poems calls to mind 'the end of the second and

the beginning of the third books of the Georgics'
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of Virgil's work-in-progress, the Aeneid.l It is Horace and his Carmin¿ however

(published at the same time as or shortly before Book 32) which have had the most

profound influence on this group of poems, especially Horace's 'Roman Odes'. As

Nethercut and others have pointed out, Propertius'elegies 3.1-5 echo (and perhaps parody)

many of the motifs in the'Roman Odes'3 and on one level this group of poems can be

viewed as an ironic counter to their enthusiastic espousal of the Augustan programme'4

The subtleties of Propertius' attitude in this group of poems however are difficult to

define. Although he may use them to reaffirm his commitment to love elegy, by the end of

the book he has rejected Cynthias and in the following book, Book 4, he moves beyond

love-elegy and has, as Baker puts it, a 'foot very firmly placed in the castra of Augustus'.6

Many scholars have commented on the ambivalence of Propertius' attitude: according to

Sullivan, Propertius 'moves...between apology and pride'7 and Nethercut suggests that

any analysis of Propertius' attitude in Book 3 must be undertaken with considerable

caution.s But it is perhaps Luck who best sums up the uncertainties in Propertius' attitude

and suggests a plausible reason for them when he says:

Throughout Propertius' work we fìnd this quarrel with himself, this constant urge

to explain, to justify Ns own limited experience, his inability to leave the native

domain of elegiac verse. He is perpetually searching for new symbols that might

convey to the reader a sense of his own dilemma.9

of of the Aeneidi 'Actia

iík 
":#: 

åiífr'.iüilik,
mnius nascitur lliade.' vv. 6l'66.
2 Solmsen (1943) p. 105
s (rgZOU) pp.386f. Solmsen (1948) p. 106f.
4'As with-Horace in the third book of his Odes, Propertius first propounds his literary and

social theory in five dehant elegies. He defends his own stance in conüast to the stance of the

po"t *no wroæ the six impresÑe "Augustån" Odes of Book 3.' (Sullivan 1979 p. 85)
3S"""".3.24,3.25. Ross comments on the slenderness of the role that Cynthia plays in Book

fnteB (tqZS'p.125).It is Courteney's view that 'Book 3...is intended to lead up to the final

break between nopertius and Cynthia in poems 24-25.' (1970 p.48)'
0 (tqOA) p.349. However see Nethercut's comment below.
t egto) p. 126
8 ,we muit Eeat what Propertius does in Book Three with considerable caution before leaping to

the assumption that, if Propertius sets himself out as a Roman poet, he therefore must be

writing in support of what Rome is doing' (1983 p. 1839)
9 O969) p. tfl. Baker also quores this passage o explain Propertius' ambivalent attihde (1968 p

328).
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And as will be demonstrated, the colour imagery which Propertius employs in c.3.3, as

well as helping to convey a sense of the mysterious process of inspiration, is employed in

such a way as to communicate this dilemma.

4.3 Influence of Art on Propertius' Style

Most scholars agree that Propertius' style of writing is extrcmely pictorial; according to

Hubbard it is 'more vividly pictorial than that of any other Augustan poet except Virgil'.l

As Hubbard goes on to point out, unlike Virgil whose fluid descriptions resemble a movie,

Propertius' scenes are static and closer to paintings and indeed it seems that wall-paintings,

mosaics and sculptures had a profound influence on Propertius' descriptions.2 Boucher

suggests that this may have been in part due to the explosion of art which occurred during

Propertius' lifetime3 but, whatever the reason, the work of scholars has shown that many

of his descriptions have their origin in and can be traced back to wall-paintings or mosaics.a

In a similar fashion, some of the colours in his descriptions seem to have been influenced

by the colours in paintings: there were instances of this in the concordances and this is also

the case with some of the colour images in this poem. Thus it is clear that any analysis of

Propertius' use of colour must include a discussion of his possible sources in the visual

arts, not because his references to colour a¡e merely an imitation of the colours in paintings,

but because their origin in pictures which were well-known to the Roman reader give them

added resonance and depth"

4.4 Function of Colour in c.3.3. and 3.1'5

As mentioned in the introduction, the colour motifs in c.3.3 contribute to its dream-like

feel. This is also the case in Propertius' other 'dream' poem, 2.26, where references to

tegl+) p.l64.See also Benediktson (1985) p.712f., Ferguson (1958) p.58, rWbite (1964) p.

t46.
z Ogl+) p.l&f , See also Lyne (1980) p. 84f.
3 'Le monde romain des années 50-35 qui a vu I'enfance et I'adolescence de Properce se

ca¡actérisait paf un développement considérable de la décoration sous toutes ses fonnes, notamment

par la multiplication des õtatues et des peintures.' (1965 p.41). However this does not explain

iny nopertius should be more affected by all this than his fellow poets, although Boucher

mai.es sõme attempt to do so on p. 42, putting it do$,n to Pfopertius' strong visual
imagination. Benediktson suggests that Propertius as a yormg poet was affected by the excitement
generated by the anival at Rome of the first of such works of art (1985 p. 119).
4 See especially Hubbard (1974) pp. 164-165, 173; Benediktson (1985) pp. 113ff.
5 For example, see Prop. 2.26a.6 and 2.26b.50 in the concordance under 1.5.1 AURATUS /
AUREUS i. and Prop. 1.20.38 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv.
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purple \ilaves, a golden sheep and blue sea-nymphsl help to create the 'air of

inconsequence' which Margaret Hubbard points out is part of a dreamlike aünosphere.2 In

c.3.3 however, Propertius takes the colour images a step further, for this dream has been

sent by the gods and thus the colours acquire all the signifîcance and import of omens.

Later on, Ovid will employ colours in a somewhat similar fashion in Amores 3-5. In the

Amores he dreams, aÍrongst other things, of a gleaming white heifer on whose breast a

crow leaves black spots; the augur of visions then proceeds to interpret all the elements in

his dream including its colours.3 Propertius is not so obvious as this and gives no final or

absolute interpretation for his colours: it is up to the reader to pick up the clues.

In c. 3.3, as is to be expected, colour motifs are not just used in isolation but are

employed in conjunction with many other motifs and images. Propertius in particular is

renowned for the richness of his imagery and for his abrupt leaps from image to image to

try to communicate his thought-process.4 As mentioned previously, Nethercut has

demonstrated that the group 3.1-5 are connected by such common motifs as water, war,

wealth and triumph; they are introduced in the word Pegasides in 3.1.19 and crop up

frequently throughout these poems.S Water especially is an important motif6 and Nethercut

distinguishes between still water (associated with peace) and flowing water (representing

war and Roman victory)7, a distinction which will turn out to be crucial to c. 3.3 and which

gives added meaning to the colour imagery associated with it. In addition, many of the

colour words in c. 3.3 are employed in connection with animals such as doves, swans and

horses which all have their own connotations for the Roman reader. Thus, in the analysis

of 3.3 it is necessary, more than ever, to give space to discussing the associated imagery in

the poem for the colour imagery is inextricably entwined witft it.

1 See prop. 2.26a.5 in the concordance under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iv, Prop. 2.26a.6 under 1.5.1

aunaru's / AUREUS i., Prop. 2.26a.16 under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULEUS i.
z 1gt¿) p. 168
3 ,vacca pueua tua est: aptus colnr ille conpqre ta-utus eras./ -pectora
qri¿ iotiio iomix ¡oàietat acutol inge ønus/. quod cunctata diu

îo*ru^ sua vacca retiquit/ frigidus ii et adverso maculne sub pectore

nígrøe / pectus adulterii lnbe carere negant.' w.
4 Nethercut (19S3) pp. 1818-1819
5 (1961) p.389f.
0 Àccoøing to Delatte aqua \s one of the twenty most coûìmon key-words. in _the Propertian

corpus eg:ffi p.36) and 
-its 

synonyms also occur frequently. He conrments 'In Propertius there is

an 
-ext¡emely 

typical poetry of water' (p. 51f.).
t 1gaÐ p.392r.
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4.5 Distribution of colour Terms within the structure

There arc hve uses of 'explicit' colour tenns in this poem - aurata v. 14, eburnus v-

25, virídis v.27, punicus v.32, niveus v. 39 and fourteen 'implicit' colour words. The

implicit colour words which give a strong impression of colour, light or darkness are

umbra v. l, rnuscoJ¡ls y. 26, columba v.31, hedera v. 35, rosa v.36, sanguis v' 45 and

nocturnusv.4S.In addition, words such as arborv. t3,Phoebus v. 13, Praturn v. 18,

tingere w.32,42, Gorgoneus v.32, saucius v. 46, coronatus v. 47 have associations with

the colour motifs in the poem and thus can be considered part of its chromatic imagery.

The structure of 3.3 has similarities to the structure of c.63 of Catullus. Both a're made

up of alternation s of narratio and oratio and both have repetition of ideas and motifs,

resulting in a form of ring structure.l Most commentators agree that the poem can be

divided inro four basic sections2: Propertius and epic (w. I-L2),Apollo and his advice (w.

l3-24),rhe cave and its occupants (w.25- 36) Calliope and her advice (w.37-52). Within

these basic divisions the poem could be further divided as follows:

vv" l-2
vv. 3-12

vv. 13-24

vv. 25-36

vv. 37-46

vv. 47-50

vv. 5l-52

Water of Inspiration

What Propertius Would Sing of

Phoebus and Advice to Avoid EPic

The Cave

Calliope and Advice to Avoid War

What Propertius Should Sing oF

Water of Inspiration

1 For the structure of Catullus 63 see Chapter 3 section 3 above.
2 miUip Thomas in his 1976 disserøtion on the internal organization of Propertius 3.1-10

discusses the way that Camps and Rothstein divide the poem (p. 40). Their divisions are practically
tere the second section ends (Rothstein ends i1 al v. ?4,

the reference to the ivory
description of the mossY Path
with these basic divisions

but subdivides the poem further þ. alf.). See als es the poem in a similar

fashion (1984 p. laÐ.
3 One of the õb;ections to this outline could be that 'What Propertius should ting 9{, actually

forms part of Calliope's advice. This is in fact the case, but on the other hand this section is

sharply divided frorr- Calliope's advice of w. 3746 which deals with war and is wholly negative.

Verieõ 47-50 arc concerneðwith elegiac poetry and thus in subject matter can be contrasted with

the ten lines on epic in w. 3-12.
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Unlike c. 63 in which the colours are more or less evenly distributed on either side of

the central colour cluster, the colour imagery in this poem only really begins at v. 13 with

the appearance of Apollo. Most of the colour elements are concentrated in the last twenty

eight lines of the poem (from v. 25 onwards) which deal with the renewal of Propertius'

poetic inspiration. The cave and the description of its occupants (w. 25-36) forms the

centrepiece of the poem with the picture of the doves drinking from the fountain coming in

the middle of this sectionl :

vv. 25-30 The Cave and its Ornaments

vv. 3l-2 The Doves

vv. 33-36 The Muses and their Occupations

The drinking doves are thus the central image of the poem2 and the pond from which the

doves drink can be connected with the waters of inspiration at the beginning and end of the

poem. As will be demonstrated, the description of the drinking doves is also the key

chromatic image of the poem and the colours it introduces are echoed in later colour

clusters.

4.6 Putting the Colours to Work

The analysis of colour terms will mainly be undertaken in sequential order, with the

analysis divided under the headings in accordance with my structural outline. It will

sometimes be necessary however, in the discussions of a colour image, to make reference

to a later, related image. This is the case with the image of the drinking doves whose

compleæ significance can only be grasped in the light of the colour imagery of w- 4l-6-

1 No other scholars surveyed have viewed the strucu¡re of the poem exactly in this way, although

many draw attention to túe way in which Propertius balances 
-sections 

or ideas in the poem. For

instance Richardson says; The st¡ucture is in perfect balance, four panels of twelve .verses each

devoted to the four parts and a concluding couplet to finish each half of the poem' (1977 p.

325). See also Camps (1966) p.62f., Thomas (1976) p. 41f.
2 Rothstein is over hasty about dismissing the couplet on the doves, saying 'Für dgn Fortgang

der Handlung hat dieses Distichon nur geringe Bedeutung; man 
-hat 

den Eindruck, daß der Dichter

hier eine mãlerische Darstellung eines Musenplatzes genau wiedergeben will.' (1924 vol.2 p.26)'
'Wimmel, on the other hand states that 'man hat sie bisher nicht genügend ernst genommen'

(1960 p. ?A2); æe also Herter (1976) who devotes a whole article to this image. In the cou¡se of
this chapær I hope to demonsEate that the couplet on the doves is not merely an attfactive

deøil but is a kèy ûo understanding Propertius' attitude to the issues explored in the poem.
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Water of Inspiration (yv. l-2) I \ilhat Propertius Would Sing of (rr.

As mentioned previously, these first sections of the poem have few colour elements.

The first six lines however introduce important motifs which must be examined, for later in

the poem they will act in conjunction with the colour imagery:

Visus eram malli recubans Heliconis in umbra'

Bellerophontei qua tluit umor equi,

reges, AIba, tuos et regum facta tuorum,

tantum operis, nervis híscere posse meis;

parvoque tam magnis admoram fontibus ora,

unde pater sitiens Ennius ante bibit; (w. 1-6)

In these first lines Propertius envisages himself on Mount Helicon, the legendary home of

the Muses. The landscape which he describes is full of significance: the water, the grove,

the mossy path and the green cave are associated with the themes of the poem.l

The shade in which the poet reclines is, of course, appropriate for the dream setting of

the poem. In addition, as Nethercut points out, it is usually associated with ' the peace and

tranquillity of pastoral life'2 and is thus a fitting setting for an otiosus poet. The word

which Propertius uses to describe the shade, mollís, reinforces these associations for,

according to Commager:

AdjeCtiVeS...meaning "SmAll", "naffow", "Slendef", Of "SOft" Wefe, Of COUfSe, almOSt

technical terms for defining the supposedly lesser genre of elegy, as opposed to

the large, swelling, grandiose, and ha¡sh genre of epic.3

1 For a simila¡ use of landscape see King's discussion of Propertius 4.4. where '[the] interaction

within an idealized landscape becomes a represencation of hopertius' concept of elegy.' (1990 p.

225'.).
z egAD p.392. Nethercut cites 1.4-5 and 10.75 from the Eclogues. See also Ec. Z.3,Georg.
1.341-2 and especially Horace c.1.12.5 ('in umbrosis Heliconis oris') which Ross once again

associates with the shade of pastoral life (1975 p. 138).
s Qgl+) p.8. This distinction between the 'small' adjectives used ûo define elegy and the 'grand'

ones used to def,rne epic goes back to Callimachusi sen Aet. 1.23-32, Ap. 108'112. For Roman
poetry Commager gives the following adjectives as examplesitenuis, gracilis, deductus, angusttts,

mollis, paryus, exiguus, humilis, lepidus. (1974 p.8 n. 12). Mollis especially seems to have
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Such adjectives crop up at intervals throughout 3.3: in the mollia prata over which

Propertius'wheels are to run (v. 18), the tenerae rrllrnus of the Muses (v. 34), and the soft,

white bodies of the swans on which he is to ride (v. 39).

From almost the very start of the poem the emphasis is on water. Waær is mentioned in

the second line of the poem with the reference to the umor Bellerophontei equibeside which

propertius is reclining and in the space of these six lines there are five words associated

with water or drinking: ftuit (v. 2), umor (v. Z),fontibus (v. 5), sitiens (v. 6), bibit (v.

6).1 the umar Bellerophontei equi is the Hippocrene, the mythical stream which sprung

up when Pegasus' hoof struck the ea¡th.2 It was proverbially the source of inspiration for

poets3 and in v. 6 Propertius reminds the reader that the epic poet Ennius had drunk from

it. As Nethercut points out, the stream is also suggestive of war, for it was created by a

horse and horses were associated with battle.a Thus the associations of this stream with

epic poetry and with war provide a sharp contrast with the'soft shade'in the previous line

which was linked with peace and with elegy.

4.6.2 Phoebus and Advice to Avoid Epic (uu. 13'24)

The list of topics Propertius gives of which he would sing in imitations of Ennius (w.

3-t2) contain no colour elements. The first colour cluster of the poem comes in w. 13-14

and is associated with the epiphany of Apollo:

these associations: Delatte lists it as the sixth most corlmon key-word in Propertius (1967 p.36)

and Fedeli associates it with Callimachus, saying of it, 'l'agget,tvo mollis, confonnemente all'uso

-ulogl Oi pqÀaxds:, è tennine tecnico in riferimento al contenuto della poesia d'amore.' (1984 p.

146).
1 See also Delatte (1967) p.57 who comments on the frequency of water occurrences in this

poem.
2 Rothstein (1924) vol. 2 p. 19
3 It is interesting that allusions to the inspirational qualities of the Hippocrene also appear in the

writings of Engtisn poets; cf. Keats 'O for a beaker full of the wa¡m South / Full of tbe true,

the biushful Hfupocrène,/ lilith beaded bubbles winking at the brim,/ And purple-søinéd mouth;'

(Ode to a Nightingal¿ w. 15-18).
¿ (tqOf) p. ZiZ. As previously mentioned in section 4, Nethercut also points -out that Propertius

altu¿es-to O" origin of tne Hippocrene at 3.1.19 with the appellation Pegasides ('trøllia,
pegasides. dnte v-estro serta poelae." ). In this way from the very first poem he establishes water'

war and the horse a.s inrportant motifs in Book 3 (ibid. p. 389 and n.2 ).
5 It makes little difference, for the purpose of this analysis, whether the correct reading of v. 7
is cecinit (Ennius sang') or the Renaissance emendation cecini ('I, Propertius, sang'); see further

Courtney 1988 for a iummation of the arguments for and against. Even if it is Ennius who is
doing the singing it is clear from the context that hopertius wishes to imitate him (w. 5-6)'
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curn me Castalia speculans ex arbore Phoebus

sic ait auratt nixus ad antra lYra:

Phoebus catches sight of Propertius from his Castalian grove.l He is poftrayed standing

near a cave and leaning on his lyre. The elements of this picture have their origin in both the

visual arts and literature. Phoebus' lyre is of course one of his fixtures2 and his pose of

leaning upon it is characteristic of him in works of art.3 His golden lyre goes back to

Hesioda and Pindar begins one of his odes by addressing Phoebus' golden lyre.s It is

however Callimachus, (whom Propertius claims to be imitating in Book 30) who places the

most emphasis on Phoebus' association with gold: in Callimachus everything that Apollo

owns is of goldT and when he is born the whole of Delos turns to gold.8

The colour gold is, of course, appropriate for the sun-god; note that here Propertius

gives Apollo the appellation Phoebus whose literal meaning is 'bright' or 'radiant'.9 Thus

both Apollo and the lyre are surïounded by a certain radiance and Propertius places them in

t Most editors interpret arbor herc as 'grove' ( Butler & Barber 1933 p. 268, Camps 1966 p. 65) .

Richa¡dson however objects mainly on the grounds that the word is singular; he thir¡ks that

Apollo is depicæd 'seaied in the branches of his sacred Eee watching the poet who reclines

so'mewhere ùneath' (1977 p.327). lt is difficult to imagine Apollo leaning on his lyre at the

same time as sitting in a fee (a little difficult ;o balance surely?). In art Apollo is usually

depicted as standinþ while he is leaning on his lyre; see in the foortotes below.
2 See 2.31.6, 2.34b.79-80,4.6.32.
3 There is a painting of Apollo leaning on his lyre from Herculaneum which is in the Museum

of Naples catáogue (Bonagura 1986 # 256); Camps also makes reference to this painting (1966

p, 65). See also ¡ine (1991 p.137 ftg.l4}) for a painting g! Apollo playing the cithara from

Þoorpeii. Hubba¡d 6glq p.173) refers the reader to Maiuri (1953 p.85) for what looks like a

painting of Apollo leaning on his lyre but Maiuri, a few pages later, states the object is the

omphalos (ibid. p.89).
4'¿, 6' frv àÌavd¡l¡¡v tepòs xop.ís èv ô' äpo ¡réooq I lpepóev xt0dpr(< aròs

raì Âîro0s utòs / ¡¡puoe(¡ Qcíp¡nyyr'...' (Scut. 201-203)
s,¡lp¡oê,a 4.ípptyÊ, 'An<íÀÀoyos raì lonÀord¡rurv / oúvôrrov Moroâv rré.avov'...'(Pyth.
t.t-2)
í'Cahimachi Manes et Coi sacra Philitae,/ investrum. quaeso, me sinite ire nemu*' (3'l.l-2)
7 '¡prJoec rôndtrÀrovr tó r' èvôuròv t'Í t' èntnopní5 / r[ r€. Àúptl ró t' dep¡ra

rò r\úrfloy ií r€ Qapérp1 , Iypúoea, xaì tà néöÙ.4 noÀrJ¡puoog yùp

'AndÀ).t¡y' (Ap. 32-34; Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 2). It is true that in general gold was'the badge of
deity' for the ancient world and other gods are porfayed with possessions of gold (Armsfong,

lgli p.40f.). In this passage however Callimachus seems to place a special emphasis on gold as

a mark of Apollo - as he says, he is no)trf¡lpuooç.
8'¡4prloed rot rdre ndvra 0e peíÀra yelvero, Aî)le, / Xpuoú¡ ôè rpo¡ldeooa
,l,oult .poS ëppee )r{¡rur¡, / ¡lprloerov ô' èró¡rr¡oe yevéoÀrov ëpvog èÀa{îS, / ¡pucQ
ôè nÀripupe Bcoùs 'Ivornòs éÀtxoe(ç.'(Del. 2û-263; Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 2)
9'...1â..os yàp /OolBos &ya€, raOapl¡v ôè Séper tr¡Àéoxonov aïy)rr¡v.'Pal. Anth.

2.76-77
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association with the green mysteriesl of grove and cave which were linked with initiation

from the very first poem of Book 3.2 All this contributes to the idea of the god Apollo as

initiator into the sacred mysteries of poetry. However, as Nethercut reminds us, the figure

of Apollo possesses dual signifrcance, for he is linked to Roman victory as well ¿ts poetry.3

This aspect of Apollo will emerge later on in the poem.

4.6.3 The Cave (vv. 25'36)

4.6.3.i) The Cave and its Ornaments (vv. 25'30)

Afær giving a speech which watns Propertius to stay away from epic and to keep to the

province of an elegiac poet (w. 15-24), Apollo directs him to a groüo:4

dixerat, et plectro sedem mihi monstrat eburno,

quo nov& muscoso semita facta solo est.

hic erat affixis vírídís spelunca lapillis,

pendebantque cavis tympana pumicibus (w. 25-28)

Apollo uses his plectrum to point the way to the grotto. Tlrcplectrur¿ wÍls a short stick

which was used to stfüe the strings of the lyre; here it is made of ivorys which, like gold,

was a material associated with wealth and authority.6

I Althougn no colour tern for green is present in these lines, arbor gives a suggestion of
greeooesõ which will be picked up further on by the description of the viridis spelunca of v.

27i see further below in section 6.3.i.
2 See below under section .6.3.i.

, the figure of Apollo possessed dual
as the god to whose realm music and

57) that Roman arrrs prevailed at Actium.'
lyre, the symbol of poetry and of peace; 'non

e carrnen inerme lyrae' (w. 3l-32). See further

Baker (1968 p.344f.) for a discussion of the changed depiction of Apollo in 4.6.
4It is likely that tbe grotto in these lines is the same as the cave referred to in v. 14

although Prôpertius emptoys different terms for them ( antra tnv. 14, spelunca in v. 27).

Richarãson oU¡ec6 on 
-the- 

grounds that Propertius must follow a path to come ,to this grotto

(1977 p.327).-We must keep in mind however that this is after all adream and, to paraptrase

Èutler'and Éa¡Uer, it is a waste of time to try to work out the topography of Propertius'

Helicon (1933 p.266).
5In the Birds 

-Apollo's 
lyre is 'inlaid with ivory'('(u ó ¡puooxd¡rcç ÕoîÊos ùrotlr¡¡v I

rots ools¡ èLéyors àvrrrld)r)rov / ètregcvrdôerov $dp¡nyya 0e6v I forr¡or ¡opoús'...'
Zli-220). Note how gold is employed together with ivory in this description of Apollo. Similarly

in lTibullus] 3.4 Apollo appears in a vision holding a gold and tortoiseshell lyre which he is
ptaying with an ivoþ plectruml 'artis opus rarae, MBtÆ testuditt¿ et øuro/pendebat laeva

garrula parte lyra./hanc primum veniens p /felices canlus ore sonûnte

ãedit:' (iv. 37-aÐ. See alio Aeneid 6.647 ivory plectrum. It appeafs that

the ivory plecnum was a ma¡k of distinction all comments that it is 'without

lengthy literary pedigree' (1992 p'47 and n.110).
6 Propertius employs gold and ivory together in the poem immediately before this one to describe

the olmamenøtiõn of lealthy houses ('quod non Taenariis domus est mihi fulta colunutis,l nec
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In this scene the altered landscape reflects the change of mood in the poem. The lush

green of the surrounds is suggestive both of elegiac poetry and of the renewal of

propertius'poetic purpose. In his speech Apollo had advised Propertius to run over'soft

meadows'l and this image is reiterated in the muscoso solo of v. 26; in both the

impression created is of a soft, green landscape.2 The green element is also emphasised in

the following line with the use of the colour adjective viridiss, employed of the grotto

which, as Harmon puts it, is 'the symbol of artistic creation'.4 It is interesting that this is

the only time in the whole of his poetry that Propertius employs this colour adjective with

all its associations of vigour and renewal. Here it is linked with an object of great power

and meaning, one that from the very first poem of Book 3 has a strong connection with the

themes of initiation and inspiration.s This grotto however is also lined with pebbles in a

style fashionable amongst the urbanised Romans.6 Propertius has moved away from the

m^agnifontes at which Ennius drank and the cave at which Callimachus spun the thread of

camzra auratas inter eburnø trabes' 3,2,11-72:- see further on these lines in the concordance

under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS üÐ. In Rome of course ¡he sella curulis of the magisEales

was inlaid with ivory and in 4.6.8 Propertius mentions an ivory flute as part of a description of
a religious ceremony.
| ,nol hic ulta tibi speranda est fama, Properti:/ mollia sunt parvis pltfil terenda rotis;' (w. l7-
18). As Fedeli comments 'Qui occorre notare che la presenza dell'aggettivo Ínuscosus sembra

riciiamare i tnttia prota del v. 18 ed anticipare, di conseguenza, al lettore che la via non

battuta da altri condìce verso i tenitori assegnati alla poesia d'amore.' (1984 p' 150).

2 propertius describes the topography of Helicon in a similar fashion at 2.30b.25-6i '...libeat tibi,

Cyntiia, m¿cum/ rorida muscoiis- antra tenere iugis.' . As Luck says of this poem, 'The idealized

landscape that the poet sees retums once more' in a dream, in 3.3.' (1969 p. 136).
3 On tne üþral level, Postgaæ says that the greenness of the cave is probably due úo the moss

which has grow¡ over its itones (tgg¿ p. 156); see Culex 106 where moss is given the epithet

viridis. Coñpare also Propertius' description of the landscape in 4.4.; 'lucus erat felb hederoso

cottditus antio, / multaque nativis obstrepit arbor aquis' (w. 34). As King comments' the ivy-

bound grotto of 4.4 confiUutes to the sensual qualities of the landscape (1990 p.226).
+ egtg) p.332
5 'Cahimachi Manes et Coi sacra Philitae,l in vestrum, quaeso, tne sinite ire nemusJ primus

ego ingredior puro de fonte sacerdos/ Italia per Graios 9lSigÍ-9ye chorosJ dicite, quo pariler

iarrnen tenuaitis in antro?'(w. 1-5). The cave in which Callimachus and Phileas once 'refined

their song' is surely identical with the spelunca shown to Propertius by Apollo in 3.3.' (Luck

1957 p.177)
6'The cave is covered with bits of rough stone imbedded in stucco to give the effect called
,'rusticåtion". This was popular in this period for the decoration of nymphaea, founùains, garden

pavilions, srû¡mer tictiñia and the like, and into the walls and columns thus covered might be

worked patterns and borders of shells and mosaic, while ma¡ble or terracotta masks and reliefs and

bright mosaic pictures were added.' (Richardson 1977 p.328). Fedeli (1984 p. 151)

citõr eUoy on such grottos; ettda est et pumicum nnlura. appellantur,gutlem ita

erosa saxa in aedificlis, qune dcpendentia ad inaghtem specus arte reddenlam'
(N.H. 36.42.154).
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his song to a tamer, more civilized environment; to a highly artificial grotto which, as

Harmon points out, would have been at home in the grounds of wealthy Romans.l

4.6.3.ii) The Doves (ur,. 3l'2)

After de.scribing the cave's omaments (the Muses' mystic instruments, the clay image

of Silenus) Propertius focuses on the doves which are drinking from a pool inside:

et Veneris dominae volucres, mza turba, columbae

tingunt Gorgoneo puníca rostra lacu; (w- 3l-32)

This is the central image of poem and its key colour image and thus each aspect of this

important image must be examined closely.

Firstly, the use of the water motif at this point must be discussed. There is some

uncertainty as to whether this pool issues from the same source as the one from which

Ennius drank.2 Callimachus' hymn to Apollo mentions tlro streams of inspiration, the large

but muddied river of epic and the small but pure stream of elegy3 and Propertius, in

another poem, distinguishes between the waters of epic and those of elegy.a However the

use here of the adjective Gorgoneus, which is associated with the legend of Pegasus and

Bellerophons, suggests that this pool can be connected with the Hippocrene and thus it

links this body of water with the waters of inspiration at the beginning and end of the

poem. Nevertheless this wat€r is very different in character from the waters described at the

t eglg) p.328. Rorhsrein (19ùt vol.2 p.A) agrees; 'Die Vorstellung solcher Höhlen war den

römischen Lesern durch die großen Parkanlagen geläuhg, in denen sie künstlich nachgeahmt wafen'

and be comparcs 3.2.13-14 where Propertius has described such gottosas ole of _the.features of
rich men's eìøtes; 'nec m¿a Plnecas aequont pomaria silvas,/ twn operosa rigal Marcius afltra

liquor;' (3.2.13-14). The hint of artifice created by in

Propertius'poetry: King compares Prop. 1.2.13 ('lito e

term "affixed" [with pebbles] matches "the shores p

balance of nature and conrivance and its reference to simple mosaic pattems.' (1990 p.230). In
both passages the irpression conveyed is of the landscape as work of art and in 3.3 this

heighiens the significance of the cave's features and prepares the reader for the picture of the

dovls which iaelf has a strong association with mosaics. For further discussion regarding the

'artificial' air of Propertius' natute scenes see the following chapter on Prop. 3.13.
2'Ob diese Grotæ ein gåinzlich neues Wasser oder einen Seitenarm der Hþulaene faßt, dartiber

ist nichts gesagt.' (Wimmel 1960 p.242)
3 'ô Õgoyos: 'Anó)rÀovos èn' oüara )td9proS eìnev / " oùx &ya¡rar ròv àot6òv ôs

oùô' ðoa ndvros àei6et." / tòv ,Þ0óvov ónóÀÀov no6l r' riÀaoeu ô6é r' Ëernev

/ " 'Aooup{ou nora¡rolo péyaS þdos, ¿IÀà rà no)rÀcÍ / )*úpcra YlS raì noltÀòv

¿O' tf6art oupþeròv å)rxer. / Àr¡ot ô' oùr drò navròs {íôop Qopéouot pCÀroocr,

/ rilf, l".s xaoapri re ral d¡pdavroe àvépna / níôaros è€ i.pîs ðIíyì ÀrBàs

dxpov doroy." 'Qr¡r. 105 - 112; Pfeiffer 1949 vol. 2).
4 'nondurn etiarn Ascrqeos norunt mza carmina fontis,/ sed modo Permessi flumine lnvit Amor.'
(2.10.2s-26)
5 For a deøiled discussion of the signifrcance of this adjective see below.
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beginning of the poem. As Nethercut points out, it is calmer and more civilizedl, the placid

pool from which the doves drink matches the tame and pretty setting. Thus the Gorgoneus

lacus forms part of the motif of still and flowing water which Nethercut has identified'2

The still water of the dove's pool is associated with elegy and with peace, in contrast to the

flowing watef of the Hippocrene and that of the Rhine later on in the poem.3

The vignette of doves drinking from water would strike an immediate chord with

propertius' Roman readers for it was a well-known subject for mosaics. As Toynbee

states4, the earliest recorded representation of this theme is described by Pliny; a mosaic

panel of Sosos of Pergama on which a dove was depicted drinking from a bowl and casting

the shadow of its head on the water whilst other doves preened themselves on the rim.5

Although this mosaic did not survive, there a¡e quiæ a few extant copies and adaptations of

it, amongst them a mosaic from Hadrian's villa6 and a mosaic from the House of the Doves

in pompeiiT, both of which depict doves drinking from basins of water. There are also

many variations upon this theme, for instance a mosaic from Capua which depicts two

parrots and a dove drinking from a bowl, below which crouches a cat-like animal.8

1 The Gorgoneus locu,s, on
dip their bills therein;' (1961

suggests, must be connected
natural cavity in the ground,
now forms a quiet little lake, safe even for dov
(198a p.161).
2 0961) p.39Zf.
3 vv. 45-46. See below under section 6.4 for a discussion of this image.
¿ egtt) p.259

arte picturae ratiott¿, donec lithastrota
sus, qui Pergami stravit quem vocant asaroton
uaeque everui solent velut relictø fecerat parvis e

colutnba bibens et aquam umbra capitis
ri labro.' (N.If. 36.60.1M)

6 F'or a reproduction of the mosaic see the appendix, frg. 2,.,l9tto also draws a parallel between

these lines from Propertius and the Hadrian's villa mosaic (1976 p.lz3r').
7 see the Museum of Naples catalogue (Bonagura 1986 # 17). Unfortunately a colour

reproduction of this mosaic was not available to put in the appendix.
8 Fo, a reproduction of the mosaic see the appendix, frg.3. ,In addition Hubbard (1974 p. 173)

refers the reader to Maiuri (1953 p. 128) where there is a colour reproduction of a mosaic from

the House of the Faun, Pompeii (appendix, fig. 4). Hubbard seems to think that this is a

represencation of doves drinking . tnis is not the case; the accompanying description by Maiuri

on' p. f30 makes it quite clea¡ that, although this pigture is derived from the Sosos mosaic, the

water trough is replaôed by a trinket box out of which one of the doves is pulling a bead

necklace. ihe mosaic is in-teresting nevertheless because of the dramatic conüast between the

white bodies of the doves and their red beaks; on the imporønce of the doves' red beals see

below.
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Doves are of course traditionally associated wittr Venusl as are the nivei cycni which

Propertius refers to later on (v. 39) and, as with swans, Roman poets always used colour

adjectives for white to describe them.2 Propertius speaks of the doves in these lines as

'mea turbai a highly emotive decla¡ation of his commitment to Venus and to love poetry.3

In v. 39 the swans will serve the same purpose - thus in this poem Propertius employs the

morif of whiæ birds twice to signify the love elegy to which he proclaims his wholehearted

devotion.4 In his description of the doves however Propenius also places emphasis on the

birds' red beaks, setting up a contrast between these and their white plumage. The punica

rostra are an unusual detail for literature and several commentators have attempted to

account for them. Richmond suggests thatpunicareally means nitidas while Shackleton-

Bailey theorizes that they might be a confused reminiscence of Eur. Ion 1207 where a dove

is said to have gotutroorceì,eîs Xî\as 'red feet'.6 These explanations seem inadequate; it

is far more probable that the source for this detail is visual arts rather than literature for in

most of the extant mosaics mentioned the doves characteristically have red beaks.T

However suggesting the origin of this colour element does not really explain why

Propertius chose to include it. Is it merely a decorative detail or does it have deeper

significance? Several scholars have proffered interpretations. Harmon suggests that the

l Toynbee (1973) p.259. CompareWop.2,l5.27-li'exemplo iunctae tibi sint in amore columbae,/

masculus et totum femina coniugium' and the Catr¡llus ar¡d Ovid references in the note below.
2 For example Cat. 68.125-128'flec tantum níveo gavisa est ulla colutttbo/ compar, quae nulto
dicitur improbius/ oscula mardenti semper dccerpere rostro,/ quam quae praecipue rnultivola est

rnulier.'(See further the concordance under 1.35 MVEUS ii on this image). Also Tib.7.7.17-18
'qui.d referam ut volitet crebras intacta per urbes/ alba Palaestina sancta columba Syro' ;Ov.Met.
ig. elZ-l 'summa mali nota est: pennas sumpsere tuaeque/ coniugis in volucres, níveøs abiere

columbas.' See also André on the whiteness of the dove (1949 p.339).
3 There may be a possibility that doves were also associated with death for, according to
Toynbee, théy were frequently depicted on tombstones (1973) p.258; see however Herter (1976) p.

134 who hasn't been able to find any literary evidence to support tbis). If doves do have a dual

association with both love and death it would certainly not be out of place in the poetry of
Propertius!
4 Die Vrlgel sind das neue Symbolelement des kleinen elegischen Dichtens' (Wimmel 1960 p.

242>.
s lrozs¡ p.259.
o (tgso) p.296
7 This is the case for the mosaic from Capua (appendix frg. 3) and the one mentioned by Hubbard

which comes from the house of the Faun (appendix fig.4). It is bard to æll from the

reproduction if the birds on the mosaic from Hadrian's villa (appendix fig.2) have red beaks but
Hèrær states emphatically that they do, drawing a parallel between them and the punica rostra of
Propertius; 'sogar die Punica rostra, an denen O.L. Richmond unnötig gerätselt hat, sind noch auf
dem Bilde zu erkennen' (1976 p.l23f.).
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rurba of 'crimson-lipped' doves are meant to evoke the turba puellarum of 3.2.t This is an

interesting idea and is worth keeping in mind, considering the doves' connection with

Venus and the fact that the word columba is of the feminine gender.2 More inæresting still

is Nethercut's suggestion. Nethercut focuses on the word which Propertius chooses to

employ for red - punicus. He points out that this variationfor puniceus occurs in Propertius

only in this passage and proposes the theory that in his use of this adjective Fropertius

meant the reader to recall the Punic wars and Rome's struggles with Carthage which Ennius

sang of in w. 9-12.3 Nethercut's argument about the association of red beaks with war

gains more strength when one considors the word rosfr¿ which Propertius elsewhere

employs mainly in battle contexts, usually for the beaks of ships.a Especially pertinent is

4.1 where Propertius vses rostra of the beak of the eagle-standard, employing the adjective

cruentus of it to suggest the destructive power of war.5 Thus, when one considers these

other uses of rostra, it seems very likely that Propertius is employing the colour image of

red beaks in 3.3 to link the couplet with war. In Nethercut's words:

where Ennius wrote of Punic battles around Carthage, Propertius will chronicle the

"Punic" struggles symbotized by Venus' doves dipping their red bills (punica

rostra) in the lower, tranquil waters of Hippocrene.6

Nethercut sees this as a variation on the conceit whereby the casta of the mistress is

opposed to that of the leader.T

t Qglg) p. 328; 'mirernur, nobis et Baccho et Apolline dextro,/ turba puellarum si mea verba

colit?' 6.2.g-tO). Compare Prop. 1.9.5 where it is possible that the Chaoniae colur¡úae a¡e
girls.
2 Although columba is the more common forrr of the word, fhere is also a masculine form
which Catullus employs at 29.8 and 68.125.
¡ (rszou) p.393
4'Actiaque in Sacra currere rostra Via' (2.L.34); 'Romanamque tubwn crepitanti pellere sistro,/
baridos et contis rostra Liburna sequi' (3.ll.a3A); 'tempus adest, comrnitte ratis: ego temporis

auctor / ducam laurigera lulia rostra manu' (4.6.53-54). Four out of the six instances of rostrum
in Pnrpertius are employed in contexts of wa¡.
5 'Gahus at, in castris dum creditø signa tuetur, / concidit ønfe aquilae rostra ctuenta suae:' (w.
95-96) Gallus is one of the sons of a Roman matron whose desire for money leads to her sons

going off to war and dying in battle.
o (rqs¡) p. 1843
z (rgzo¡) p.393
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I would like to build on Nethercut's suggestion and propose a further dimension to his

inærpretation. My interpretation is based on two words in the couplet; tingere and

Gorgoneus. Tingere is, of course, the verb in this couplet and although it is usually

translated here as 'to wet' or 'to moisten', it can also frequently mean 'to dye' or 'to stain'l

and Propertius employs it in this sense on many other occasions2 including one laær in this

poem. In yy. 4I- 46 he paints a graphic picture of the horrors of war, describing how the

groves of Aonia are stained (tingere) with war and how the Rhine is steeped in blood.3 The

repetition of the word rtnger¿ in this passage and the recuffence of the water motif serve to

remind the reader of the couplet about the doves. These words link the two passages and

reinforce the contrast which punicus had established; the contrast between the horrors of

real battle and the love-squabbles of the doves.

However the image of the doves is ultimately ambivalent, perhaps reflecting

propertius' uncertain state of mind about the value of elegy.a This ambivalence comes with

the word Gorgoneus which refers to the Gorgon Medusa out of whose blood Pegasus, and

indirectly the Hippocrene, sprang.s The word is thus associated with blood and with

battle, and although there is not literally blood in the water as there is in w. 45-46, in the

light of these later images the suggestion is strengthened. Employed in conjunction with

tingere, Gorgoneus carries with it the idea (perhaps only slight and subconscious) that in

some sense the doves are dyeing their beaks red in the Gorgon's blood.6 (We must keep in

mind that in this poem we are inhabiting a dream world, one in which ordinary rules and

logic do not apply.) In this way the image of the doves becomes one that conveys the

t Ox¡ord l-atin Dictionary def.3 (1968 p.1942)
2 Co-pare 2.18c.24, 2.18c.32, 4.7.112. use is 3.11.17-18. ('Onphale in
tantum ¡ormae processit tnnorem,l Lydi lla lncu,'). Here tingere does not

literally mean 'to dye' but still carries transfonnation.
3 For these lines see below under section 6.4.
4 See the quote from Luck above in section 2.
5 see Fedeli (1984 p. 160f.) who cites Hes. Theog. 280-1 and Ovid F¿sr. 5.7-8.
6 The word order of the line reinforces this suggestion, for tingunt is the fi¡st word in the line

with the adjectives Gorgoneo and punica following immediately after. In this way the chronatic

implicationi of. Gorgoneus are súengthened by the proximity of punicus and both adjectives

serve to reinforce the idea of tingunt as 'dye with colou¡'. Note also how rostra is placed

between Gorgoneo and the noun with which it agre,es (lacu ), emphasising the act of dyeing.
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mysterious process of inspiration as well as hinting at the debt that elegy owes to epic; the

soft, white doves are being nourished by the red blood of the Gorgon.l

4.6.3.iii) The Muses and' their Occupations (vv. 33'36)

propertius proceeds to describe the Muses who inhabit the cave and he relaæs their

various occupations:

diversaeque novem sortitae iura Puell'ae

exercent teneras in sua donn manus:

haec be¿\ru legit in thyrsos, haec carmina nervis

aptat, at iIIa mrtnu texit utraque relUlL (w' 33-36)

The Muses' soft hands (teneras mnnus) link them with elegy. Each of their occupations has

special significance for Propertius: as Harmon points out the îvy thyrsi mark Propertius as

the leader of the Bacchic thiasos, the lyre suggests the inspiration which is to come from

Apollo and the rose of course is associated with Venus and with 1ove.2 This final section

of the cave sequence has no explicit colour terms but several of the words carry with them

chromatic overtones which continue the colour motifs already established and enhance their

associations.3

The reference to the evergreen ivy continues the motif of greenness established by the

green cave and mossy path, strengthening its associations with the softness of elegy. In

other poems Propertius employs ivy as a garland for the elegiac poet4, on occasion

I Tlrre militia amoris conceit is of course derived from epic but there are also other ways in

wnicn efic 'nourishes' hopertius' elegies. from

the Hippocrene suggests the derivation of 1)'

ùi-^äi is also oT-te opinion that the but

he thinks the word .ogg.ìs a more subtle con 5

(tun magnis admoram fontibus ora); 'die
Schnåibel im großen Quellwasser, so wie
süeifen.' (1960 p. 242). Nethercut feels th

ituations suited for carefr
As Fedeli comments 'l'e
epica, presenta una serie di atti d'omaggio nei confronti del genere

resprinto.' (1984 p. 161).
2 6979) p.329
3 in a¿Oition to the implicit colour words discussed below, it is also possible that Propertius

meant the reference to the strings of the lyre in v. 35 to recall Apollo's golden lyre at v. 14.

The link is weak however because the two passages do not employ the same word.
4 For instance 2.5.25-6; 2.30.39
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contrasting this soft garland with the rough and shaggy garland which belonged to Enniusl

or setting the ivy crown of Philetas against the garland of Rome.2

The roses which the Muses are weaving into wreaths suggest the redness for which

roses were renowned3 and echo the red of the dove's beaks. Here however the red motif is

unambiguously linked with love, peace and elegy for these are the associations that roses

usually carry in the poetry of Propertius.a

4.6.4 Calliope and Advice to Avoid War (vv. 37'46)

The Muse Calliope appears and delivers a long speech which begins with a reference to

the white swans of Venus:

contentus níveís semper vectabere cycnis,

nec te fortis equi ducet ad arm.a sonus. (w. 39-40)

As mentioned previously, this image of white birds picks up on the doves and carries the

same associations. Swans were linked both with Venus and Apollos and, according to

Kober, the Romans considered them ' 'the white bird' par excellence'.6 Propertius

emphasises this whiæness with the colour adjective niveus which carries its usual overtones

of purity and delicacy, suggesting once again the 'softness' of love elegy. This is placed in

sharp contrast with the hooves of the horse in the following line, an animal which signifies

war and martial epic.7 Their juxtaposition with the war-horse strengthens the associations

of the nivei cycni with peaces, an association which grows even stronger in the following

lines when their whiteness is set in contrast with the red brutalities of war:

t'Ennius hirsuta cingat sua dicta corona:/ mi folia ex hedera porrige, Bacche, tua,' (4.1.61-2)

2'serta Philiteis certet Rornana corymbis' (4.6.3)
3 For the redness of roses see Hor. 2.3.L6 in the concordance under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii.
ae.g. Z.S.ZZ; 4.8.40. See especially 1.77.21-2 and 4.6.71-2 both of which also employ mollis

of a cogfate word.
5 Toynbee (1973) p.259ff. Callimachus mentions the swan in connection with Apollo (Ap. 5);

in Horace(à.Zg.t¡-tS)andOvid (M.70.717-18) swans draw Venus'cha¡iot. See alsoHor.2.20.10
in the concordance tnder 1.2.2 ALBUS iv for Iorace's description of himself turning into a

swan.
o qtozz¡ p. zo
7 See Toynbee who comments on the frequency of depictions of war horses on battle sarcophagi

and other reliefs (1973 p.169).
8 Compare 4.631-2 where white-robed banqueters herald the arrival of peace; 'candida nunc molli
subeait convivia tuco;l blqnlitiaeque fluant per mza colla rosac'. Tibullus also associates peace

and adjectives for white; cf. 1.10.45,68.
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nil tibi sit rauco praeconia cl.assica cornu

tlare, nec Aonium tingere Marte nemus;

aut quibus in campis Mariarto proelia signo

stent et Teulonicas Romn refringat opes,

barbarus aut Suevo perfusus sanguine Rhenus

saucia mnerenti corpora vectet aqu& (w- 4l-46)

Sound is the first element which is emphasised in these lines; the harsh blare of the

trumpet picks up from the galloping hooves of the war-horse in the previous line. Colour

appears in v. 42 with the picture of the Aonian grove stainedl with war. The stain, of

course, is the red stain of blood. This is made clear in w. 45-46 where the colour motif is

repeated and strengthened, reappearing in the image of the Rhine saturated with blood,

bearing wounded bodies down its sorrowing stream. Here sanguis is echoed by saucia

corpora and the picture is given more vividness and impact by the word order of the

pentameter sauciais placed first in the line for emphasis and mnerenti and aqua are placed

round corporato create a vivid word-picture.

The motif of blood in water is an extremely powerful one and, as Frost points out,

goes all the way back to the Iliad and the description of Achilles choking the streams of

Scamander with corpses.2 Augustan poets made good use of it: the most famous instance

is Horace c. 3.13 with the picture of the blood of the goat in the spring of Bandusia3 but

1 Some editors employ the altemate reading 'nec Aonium cíngere Marte nemus' although the

t¡adition has tingeie icamps 1966 p.68). This conjecture seem_s to have come into being

because there is no mention of blood in these lines, but, as Shackleton-Bailey points out, 'if
tingere is right Marte must stand for bellantiurn cruore, a bold though perhaps not impossible

loc"ution.' (1916 p. 141). See also Fedeli (1984 p. 157) who agrees that the line could be

interpreted in this way
2 fnì stan¿arO locus is Achilles' aristeia on the banks of the Scamander Qliad XXI.200-232) and

his subsequent battle with the river itself (233-382).' (1991 p.251n.2). Bacchylides employs a

variation of mis motif when he describes the sack of the city of Sardis, sening the 'gold-

r*itting' Pactolus in contrast with the red blood with which it now runs; 'èperJ0erat aluatr
vpuoolôívac / Ilarro¡)r<ís...' (Ep. 3.M45 Snell-Maehler 1970). Compare also Catullus 64 which

gives a graphic description of Achilles' carnage in the r caesis angustans

corporum acervis / alta tepefaciet permixta Jlumina cac
3 i...nam gelidos fficiet tibi/rubro sanguine rivos/ .'w.6-8. See further

on these lines in the concordance under 1.43.2 RUBER. Compare Hor. 2.1.35 in the concordance

above under 1.14.1 DECOLORO, Hor. c. 3,6.33-34 i'non his iuventus orTa parentibus/ infecit

aequor sanguine Punico' and Stat. Theb. 1.38-40 i'caerula cum rubuit Lernaeo sanguirc Dirce/

et Thetis arentis adsuetum stringere ripas/ horuuit ingenti venientem Ismenon acervo.' (also cited

by Frost 1991 p.251 n.2).
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Virgil also employs it in the Aeneid in regard to the massive losses of the Italian forces

when Latinus speaks of the Tiber 'running warm with blood'.l In addition, it may be that

this image, like others in the poem, owes something to visual representations; both

Rothstein and Frost propose the interesting theory that Propertius'description of the blood-

stained Rhine can be connected with the styalized representation of the Rhine in Augustus'

triumphal procession on August I4th,29 8.C.2 It is however the Virgil lines which come

closest to propertius in their tone and significance for both are employed in the context of

the defeat of Rome's enemies but both carry with them a sense of sorrow.3 In the

Propertius lines, as Nethercut has pointed out, the flowing water represents Roman

victory4 but the picture of bloody corpses in the sorrowing water of the river is certainly

not a pleasant one and highlights the ambivalence with which Propertius regarded

Augustus'campaigns. The parallel with the doves is obvious for in both passages there is

an allusion to water and the red stain of blood. On the other hand, their chromatic elements

are quite different in their significance. The redness inw. 4l-46 is employed to highlight

the negative aspects of wa¡ while the staining of the doves' red beaks, set against their soft

whiteness, signifies the fertilization of elegy by martial epic'

4.6.5 What Propertius Should Sing of (ur. 47-50) / Water of Inspiration
(vv. 51-52)

In the sections that follow there are no explicit colour elements but some of the lines

carry interesting chromatic echoes of the preceding imagery:

quippe coronatos alienum ad limen amnntis

nocturnaeque cones ebria signa fu9ot,

ut per te clausas sciat excantare puellas,

qui volet austeros arte ferire viros- (w' 47- 50)

L'...recalent nostro Thybrina Íluenta/sanguine adhuc campique ingentes ossibus øIbent-' 12-35-36.

In this image Virgil b,rings in another colour elemen! contrasting the r9d blood in. the river

with the *ñiten.sl of the bleached bones on the plains. Note how he places sanguine at the

very beginning and albent at the very end of this dramatic line'
2 Rothstein (1924> vol.2 p.28, Frost (1991) p.25.5
3 It seems fairly clear from Prop. 2.34b.61ff (quoted above in section 2) tha¡ Propertius had

knowledge of Virgil's work- in -progrcss an

Frost agrees, arguing that the image of a

Vergil's image'(1991 p. 251). He does not
but with the image of the sorrowing Nile
Propertius to keep away from this water means

25e).
¿ (tqot) p.393
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The picture of the garlanded lovers inv. 47 suggests the garlands of roses which the Muses

rilere weaving in the cave scene at v. 36. Roses are an appropriate flower for lovers'

garlandsl and this faint hint of red is placed in contrast with the redness of real warfare.

Fedeli points out that the word coronatus also has a tink with war for it could also be used

of a victor in a triumphal procession.2 Thus this image picks up on that of the blood-stained

Rhine for, as we have already seen, the image of the Rhine is connected with Augustus'

triumphal procession against the Suebi. The twist here is that the real victors are those who

¡iumph in love for, as far as Propertius is concerned,love's battles are the only ones worth

fighting. As Harmon puts it'the poet witl be the instructor in a new and creative type of

warfare'3, the red of the roses replacing the bloody redness of the preceding lines.

The reference to the night in v. 48 recalls the soft shadows in which Propertius was

lying at the beginning of the poem (v. 1).Both are connected with the delights of otium,the

earlier verse to the satisfaction enjoyed by elegiac poets, the later to the erotic pleasures of

lovers. This word contributes to the ring structure of the poem, the circle finally closing

when Propertius speaks once more of the waters of inspiration:

tatia Calliope, lymphisque a fonte petitis

ora Philitea nosffa rigavit aqu& (w. 51-52)

Tle aqua Philitearecalls the stream of inspiration at the beginning of the poem but it has an

even stronger connection with the Gorgon's pool in the middle. Philetas was an

Alexandrian love poet and although only a few fragments of his work survive there seems

to have been both use of mythology and a marked bucolic element in his poetry.a

Propertius mentions him repeatedly in the same breath as Callimachus as a source of

inspirations, most notably in the very first line of Book Three, and on one occasion, as

1 See for instance Hor. c. 2.ll.l4 and Tib' 1.3.62.
z $geÐ p. 159
t $g79> p.329.
4 Oay (tg¡g) p. 14ff. See especially p. 19 n. 1. Butrica thinks that the connection between
propértiìs and'Philetas was õne ol eiotodidaxis; 'In 47-50 Calliope direcç Propertius to become a

proirtpto, and teach others how to gain access to thúr puellae; it has been argued that

èrotodi-daxis was prominent in Philetas' poetry' (1983 p.467 n.15). Day however warns against

this sort of specuiation; 'what can be known of Philetas' love-poetry frol !!9 ^fragments 
is little

enough, and iì is quite idle to ûace parallels in Propertius and Tibullus.' (1938 p. 17).
s z.z+v.3t; 3.1.1.; 3sH.
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already mentioned, sets Philitas' ivy garland against that of Rome.l It is unclear whether by

singling Philetas out in these lines, Propertius means to distinguish his poetry from that of

Callimachus2 but the allusion at any rate makes it clear that it is from the Gorgon's pool that

Calliope takes the water. We may imagine that,like the beaks of the doves, Propertius'lips

are transformed by the contact.3

4.7: Final Thoughts

The complexity of the colour imagery in c.3.3 reflects the complexity of ideas in the

poem. Propertius employs colour elements in conjunction with such powerful'symbols'as

water, caves and animals to deal with a number of difficult and interrelated issues - elegy

versus epic, war versus peace and the mysterious process of inspiration. In interaction with

the landscape of the poem, the colours help to convey Propertius' concept of elegy.

The other poems in this group of five deal with similar issues and much of the imagery

which Propertius employs in 3.3 (e.g. water, the cave) also crops up frequently in these

poems. However it would be true to say that c.3.3 stands alone amongst this group in the

use it makes of colours and the significance which is attached to them. The dream format of

the poem gives its colours added meaning and provides Propertius with an opportunity to

experiment with colour images, producing for instance an otherwise absurd picture of

doves dyeing their beaks in a pond of water. An extra dimension is provided by the

similarity that many of the colour images have to themes in visual arts, although this is not

unique to c.3.3.

Many of the colour elements of c.3.3 can be related to its themes of renewal and

inspiration. The golden lyre of Apollo, the green cave, the mossy path and above all the red

beaks of the doves all help to convey a sense of invigoration and excitement. As in Catullus

r q.e3. For the quote see above in the foohotes on section 6.3.iü.
2 Butler and Ba¡ber say no: 'It has been argued that the reference to Philetas rather than

Callimachus in 1.52 of t¡e present elegy is intentional and that the erotic themes outlined in
ll. 47-50 are meant ûo cha¡aclerize Philetas' poetry but this interpretation seems forced. Philitea

was preferred ÌD Cattiffiachea for metrical reasons' (1933 p.xlii).
3 Harmon: 'the act of touching the lips confers a special gift upon the poef (1979 p.329).

Compare Keats' 'purple-stainéd mouth' that results from his contiact with the 'blushful Hippocrene',

a stain which is perhaps not produced entirely by wine. (For the quote see in the notes on vv.

1-6 in section 6.1.)
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63, certain of the colour elements are set in opposition; the snowy swans are contrasted

with the red brutalities of war and doves drinking from the pond are set against the Rhine

saturated with blood. Indeed much of the imagery of this poem could be divided into a

series of positive/negative contrasts in the way that Rubino did for the Attis poem"l On the

one side are elegy, peace, still water, softness and birds while on the other side are epic,

war, flowing water, harshness and horses. To some extent the colours of the poem can be

divided between these two 'camps'; greenness (the green cave) and whiteness (the white

birds) are associated with elegy whereas redness (the redness of blood) has a strong

connection with war and epic. But, as was demonstrated in the case of the Attis poem, the

colour imagery is more complex than this. The red roses garlanding the lovers inv- 47 have

strong links with peace, while at the same time suggesting the garlands of a triumphal

procession and the mititia amoris conceit. In a similar fashion, Propertius employs the

image of the red beaks of the squabbling doves both in contrast with the horror of real

warfare and to suggest the nourishment of elegy by epic. This dual use of the red motif

both communicates to the reader Propertius' ambivalent state of mind about the value of

elegy and hints at his future direction.

t tJgtÐ p. 157f.
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ChaPter Five

Subversive Colours?: Propertius Elegy 3.13

5.1 First View

In c.3.13 propertius deals with a well-worked topos in Ancient literature - the

comrption brought about by riches. He focuses mainly on the effect that wealth has on the

sexual mores of the women of Augustan Rome and contrasts this with the behaviour of

women in other societies and other times, especially with the women of an idyllic rural

society. As Boucher puts it, 'III, 13 est un grand développement bucolique où le poète

oppose à la cupidité des femmes de son temps l'âge d'or et sa simplicité''l

This idea is, of course, not original; in contrasting Augustan Rome with the rural

simplicity of the Golden Age Propertius is playing upon ideas already present in the poems

of contemporaries such as Tibullus2 and Horace.3 As will be demonstrated, the colour

imagery in this poem also shows the influence of Propertius' predecessors and

contemporaries but Propertius takes it further, setting the colours of the natural world in

opposition to the a¡tificial colours of wealthy society. In this way he uses colour to shape

the poem. Most of the colour imagery of the poem is concentrated in two major colour

clusters which, by highlighting the nature/culture opposition, draw the poem together while

the remaining colour terms in some rway or other are linked back to these two clusters. The

germ of this idea was present very early on in Propertius' poetry; in c-1.2 the poet contrasts

Cynthia's expensive finery with the simple hues of the natural world and the motif

reappears from time to time in other poems.4 It is in c. 3.13 that this colour motif is

developed to its fullest extent.

Thus propertius'use of colour in 3.13 appears to be largely for structural and

ornamental pur?oses but there may also be an added dimension to the colour imagery in this

1 (1965) p.474. See also La Penna; 'In 3,13 Properzio contraplone, secondo un luogo commune

aù; 
"taäogustea, 

lia r"*pfi.it'dei tempi primitivi alla com¡zione del suo tempo'(1950p'218)'
2 e.g.. 1.10,2.3
t å.z.ts,i.tg,ZJe.In Roman poetry the theme coeg bqc\.to Lucretius Q'20-36).ovid will

faær ãn pi"t úp this idea Uut, in hii own characteristic fashion, gives it a n€w twist,

pt*lri"úirg tnai ne prefers the culture and sophistication of his own time (Ars. Am. 3.113-128)'

4 See further on this below under section 3.
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poem. Many of the colours in 3.13 and their associated imagery (e.g. the motif of fire)

carry with them strong sexual overtones which sometimes sit oddly with the professed

moral message of this poem. It is evident that Propertius has not yet departed from the

colour imagery of his personal love poetry: to what extent this is deliberaæ is a matter for

careful consideration. When one takes into account the fact that Propertius' poetry

frequently carries ironic overtones and that he employs colour ironically in the poem

immediaæly followin g3.l3,the question deserves to be asked: do the colour teÍns in this

poem subtly undermine its message?

With these considerations in mind I would firstly like to survey the views of other

scholars on the place and purpose of this poem in the collection and trace the nature/culture

opposition through the other poems of Propertius so that 3.13 and its use of colours can be

placed in context. After c. 3.13's colour terms are subjected to detailed scrutiny, the poem's

underlying message and its attitude to Augustus will be re-examined in the light of this

analysis.

5.2 Previous Scholarship: Place and Purpose of c. 3.13 in Collection

The themes and motifs of c. 3.13 are echoed in various other poems of Book Three

and scholars hold different opinions on the importance of its connections with each one.

Marr groups poems 11-15 loosely together as 'on tvomen'and suggests that in these poems

Propertius alternates between a pro-women and anti-women stance.l The poem also has

links with c.3.7 on the death of Paetus for, as Woolley points out, both are concerned with

the evils of QtÀon).ourla.2lt is however cc. 12 and 14, the elegies that come immediately

before and after it, that have the most in common with c.13. Propertius has already

established gold's evil influence in c. 12 where it functions as an incentive for Postumus to

go off to the wars and abandon his faithful wife Galla. In c. 14 he extends 3.13's

comparison between Rome and other societies with a eulogy of the rigours of the Spartan

system; as Putnam puts it 'no luxurious colors and scents corrupt Sparta as the preceding

poem shows they have beguiled Rome.'3 Nethercut points out that these two poems, with

t (rgzg) p.266
2 (tgoz) p. gt
¡ (tsso) p. 103
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38 and 34lines respectively, stand in balance around 3.13 which has 66 verses and which

occupies a central position in this book of twenty-five elegies.l Thus the poem stands as a

centrepiece to the group and, to some extent, to ttre book as a whole; its position gives

greater importance to its themes and imagery-

Given the central position of this ode, it is surprising that so little has been written on

it. Scholars have a habit of passing over the poem - if they mention it at all they ænd to

dismiss it as a dull and rather unsuccessful attempt on Propertius' part to support the

Augustan restoration of moral values.2 The readiness of scholars to accept this poem on its

face value is surprising when one takes into consideration the fact that the poems which

surround it, 3.1I,3.I2 and 3.I4, all contain elements of irony and considering that 3.13

itself can be viewed as a reply to (and perhaps a parody of) Horace's ode 3-6 on the

comrption of Rome and its women. These issues will be discussed in greater detail later in

this chapter but in the meantime the idea that there is a deeper (and possibly) ironic message

behind the orthodox surface must always be kept in mind during the exploration of the

poem's imagery.

S.3 Use of the Nature/Culture Colour Motif in Other Poems of Propertius

propertius employs the contrast between the artificial brilliance of rich clothing and the

colours of the natural world very early in his poetry. ln 1.2 he tries to persuade Cynthia to

abandon her elaboraæ trappings in favour of a simpler and morc natural look:

Quid iuvat ornato procedcre, vita, capill'o

et tenuis Coa veste movere sinus,

aut quid Orontea crinis perfundere uwraL

teque peregrinis vendere muneribus,

noturaeque decus nwrcato perdere cultu,

nec sinere in propüs membra nitere bonis? (w' 1-6)

1 (tgzoa) p. qg
2 Rothsteio, when he says \ilas der Dichter wirklich gibt, ist fteilich nu¡ eine Klage uber den

die Schuld Fägt.' expresses the conventional
107). See also Hubbard (7974) p.87f. Nethercut
the poem. His views will be discussed later on in this

chapær.
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As Butler and Barber point out, Coan silks were often dyed puqple and were renowned for

their transparencyl; they were also associated with words for gleaming or shining.2 This,

however, is an artificial gleam as Propertius is at pains to point out in v. 6. Note how

Propertius links the colourful finery with the exotic eastern scent of myrrh. This word may

also contain a hint of colour as Ovid employs the epithet fuIvus3 of it and the adjective

muneus,which is derived from the word, can denote a pale yellow colour.4

These exotic e¿¡stern colours are immediaæly placed in contrast with the hues of the

natural world:

aspice quos sutnmittat humus formasa colores,

ut veniant hederae sponte sua melius,

surgat et in solis form.osius arbutus antris,

et sciat indocilis cutrere lympha vias-

Iitora nativis + persuadent+ pícta lnpillis,

et volucres nulla dulcius arte canunt. (w. 9-I4)

The greenness of ivy was, of course, proverbial.s The arbute tree was not only green6 but

was renowned for its crimson berriesT, picking up on the purple of Cynthia's robe. If in v.

13 the alternate reading praefulgent is accepted in place of persuadent,then this word sets

up a contrast between the artificial glitter of silks and jewels and that produced by pebbles

and water. The colours of the nature passage are purer and clearer than their Eastern

counterparts, there are no refined and ornate colours like those associated with muna and

Coan silks but only the simple hues of nature - green and red.8

t (tq¡¡) p. 156. See also Horace's reference to Coae purpurae in 4.13.13 which is discussed in

Chapter 6, section 3.3.ii.
2'sive illam Cois rt¿lStfltrte incedere + cogis +' (Prop. 2.1.5)
3 'quassaque cum fulvø substrøvit cínnama murra' (Met. 15.399)
4 See Prop. 3.10.22 in the concordance under 1.32 MURREUS.
5 See tne discussion on ivy in Catullus c.63.23 in Chapter 3, section 4.3.i above'
6'.,,rutnc víridí numbra sub arbuto / stratus.,.' (Hor- 7.1.21-2)
7 '...et quae nunc hiberno tempore cernis / arbuta puníceo fieri matura colore' (Lucr' 5.940-1)
8'The õontrast with Cynthia is thus developed in three relevant $,ays at the same time: her

cultus is a¡tificial, forêign, and bought, the landscape's beauty is natural, native and spontaneous.'

(Cunan 1975 p.5)
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It is worth keeping in mind however that there is another element to this depiction of

the natural world for there are hints of artifice in Propertius' description. As Curran points

out, the phrase picta lapillis calls to mind mosaics, a suggestion which will be picked up

later on in the poem with the simile about the paintings of Apelles and thus the impression

conveyed is that this landscape could also be regarded as a work of art.l Without detracting

from the main thrust of Propertius' argument, the touch of artifice, even in this most natural

of settings, gives ironical overtones to the scene and prepares the reader for a possible

hidden agenda in the poem:2

Propertius further contrasts Cynthia's/alsus candor with the story of Hippodamia, one

of the exempln of mythological heroines which follow:

nec Phrygiurn falso traxit candore maritum

avecta extetnis HiPPodamia rotis:

sed facies aderat nullis obnoxia Semmis'

qualis Apelleis est color in tabulis. (w.19-22)

In v. 22 Propertius compares the natural beauty of the heroines of old to the colours in the

paintings of Apelles and, as Curran points out, there is a certain irony in employing a work

of art as the ideal to which natural beauty should aspire.3 The comparison with Apelles

operates on several levels. Apelles was not only famous for his painting of Coan Venus, an

appropriate model of female beauty4, but was also renowned for his skill in blending

colourss and for the invention of a special glaze which he applied to the colours in his

paintings.6 In addition, he was said to be one of the a¡tists who employed a restricted

t (tqzS) p. 6. See also King (1990) p.228.
2 See fu¡ther on this below in section 6.
r (rgzs) p. g
4 Prop. 3.9.11. See also Cunan (1975) p.9
5 See- the quote from Diodorus Siculus (26.1) in the footnotes on Hor. 4.8.7 under 1.11.1

COLOR in the concordance.
6 According to Pliny, Apelles was famed for the invention of a special dark glaze which not only

highlighted the various hues but subdued colours that
pr-o¡uõre in arte; unum imitori nemo potuit, quod abso ut

id ipsuw cutn repercussum claritatis colorum omnium
sordibus, ad mnnum intuenti demum appareret, sed et run
øcicm offenderet veluti per lapidem specularem intuentibus et e longinqug eadem res nimis floridis
cotoribui austeritatem òcculte daret.' N.H. 35.36.97). Cunan (1975 p.7f.) notes Propertius'
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palate of basic colours.l This last characteristic of Apelles' art has particular relevance to

the nature/culture contrast; the heroines of old are associated with the simple, unrefined

colours of Apelles unlike Cynthia and her fellow courtesans who go to the East for hues

that a¡e increasingly more exotic and elaboraæ.2

propertius returns to the nature/culture theme again and again in his PoetrY, usually in

relation to Cynthia. She is attracted to the superficial glitter of jewels3 , dyes her hair with

outlandish and exotic colours4 and is frequently associated with flamboyant colours or

unusual colour combinations.S These can be contrasted with the simple beauty which

Cynthia has when she is naked and unadorned. Propertius describes her in this way in

Z.2gb and it is significant that he associates this beauty with a word for whiæ - candidn:

obstþui: non illa mihi formnsior umquam

visa, neque ostrína cum fuit in tunica,

ibat et hinc castae nctrTatum somnia Vestae,

neu sibi neve mihi quae nocitura forent:

talis visa mihi somno dimissa recenti.

heu quantum per se cøndí.da formn valet ! (w.25-30)

heroines which precedes this passage ( for
ing light ) and suggests that the main point

es' colours (p. 9). It is however a matter of
ours or softened them - according to Bruno it is

the latter (1977 p.6L'1.
1 ptiny rV.¡L lS.gZ.SO: 'Qualuor coloribus solis albis Melino, e

t¡i*¡ít A.ttico, ex rubris-Sinopide Pontica, ex n , Melønthius'

Nichomachus, clarissimi pictores, cum tabulae eo opibus'' Sen

Aso efiny N.f. 35.36.i2 which makes much the same point. For a deailed discussion of the

fou¡ coËur question'see Bruno (1977>pp.53ff. See also Wallace 1927 p.45f..
2 For the Roman distrust of ftamboyant colou¡s from the East see Bruno (1977> p. 70; 'Of

f the four-colour palate with a
usually foreign in origin, more
synrbolic of a kind of luxury

3'et cupit iratum talos me poscere eburnos,l quaeque nitrfrut Sacra vilia dona Via' (2.Aa.13-14).

See further on these lines in the concordance above under 1.34.1 NITEO ii.
4 ,Nunc etiatn infectos demens imitare Britanws,/ ludis et externo tincta &i&Ig caput?/ ut natura

dedit, sic omnis recta figra est:/ turpis Romano Belgicus ore ç,919I...fin si cøeruleo quaedam sua

îempory fuco/ tinx¿rit, idcirco cøerula forma bona est?' (2.18c.23-26;31-32)
5'sed qiascumque tibi vestis, quoscumque smnragdos./ quosve dedit flavo lumine chrysolitlns'
(2.16.4a-4y'i>. Sée further on these lines in theconcordance above under 1.20 FLAVENS/FLAVUS
iii. See also 2.29b below.
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Poem 3.13 will extend the nature/culture colour motif beyond Cynthia to women in

general but these other instances add resonance to the colour images employed in this

poem"

5.4 Role of Colour in the Structure of the Poem

C.3.13 has thiræen instances of explicit colour terms - aurumv. 5,v. 48,v.49 (twice)

v. 50, y. 55, ruber v. 6 (proper name), v. 16, Tyrus v.7, ostrinus v. 7, puniceus v. 28,

versicolor v. 32, auratus v. 57 . There are around fourteen instances of implicit colour -

concha v. 6, color v. 7 , colorare v. 16, messis v. 26, arbor v. 26, Cydonia v. 27, viola v.

29, lilia v. 30, lucidus v. 30, uva v. 3I, varius v. 31, herba v. 36, pinus v. 37, umbra v.

37 (noæ that, as with c. 61, many of these words are related to vegetation). There are also

quite a few words for fîre and burning which make a contribution to the colour imagery of

the poem - fax v. I7, ardere v. 21, tlamma v. 21, perustus v. 22,tonidus v. 51.

The distribution of colour terms within the poem is uneven, most of the colour words

occurring at the beginning and middle of the poem. The poem falls into five basic sectionsl:

L. vv.

2. vv.

3. vv.

4. vv.

5. vv.

t-14

t5-24
25-46

47-58

59-66

The Women of Propertius' Rome

The \ilomen of the East

The Women of the Golden Age

The Corrupting Power of Gold

Propertius as haruspex.

The second and the third sections are both introduced by the word/ølix.2 T\e implication

is that the societies which Propertius describes in these sections are happier or more

fortunate in the conduct of their women. The fourth section begins with the words at nunc

as Propertius brings himself back to current realities and the beginning of the final section is

marked by the use of the first person singular vetb proLoquar.

1 Nethercut also divides the poem in a simila¡ fashion (1970a p.99f.)
2 Nethercut (1970a p. 102). He notes that this word also occurs in 3.12 to describ€ Postumus'

good fortune in having the chaste Galla for wife; ' ter quater in casta Íel& O Postume, Galla' (v.

1s).
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The subject matter of the poem is wide-ranging and there are leaps in both time and

space from section to section (Propertius goes from present-day Rome to India, to the

Golden age and back to Rome again). Colour motifs are one of the main ways in which

propertius draws the poem together. Colour helps to shape the poem - it leads us into the

golden age and leads us back out again into an age which is golden only in a material sense.

Most of the colour words occur in the first and third sections in the two major colour

clusters of the poem, the first describing the wealth of Propertius' Rome, the second the

delights of the Golden Age. As will be demonstrated, the colour imagery in the second

section forms a bridge between these two colour clusters. In the fourth section the colour

focus n¿urows to a single word, atrtrum,as Propertius hammers home the message that gold

overwhelms and comrpts everything. Then in the final section, colour disappears from the

poem when Propertius delivers his bleak moral message'

Of all the colour terms which are used to draw the poem together gold is the dominant

one; in both noun and adjective form it occurs seven times and is the first and last colour

word to appear. Propertius plays on the full range of gold's associations, it is not only

connected with the greed for wealth and the destructive power of weapons but also the

delights of the golden age. As Nethercut puts it, it is employed of two different golden ages

'one in which lovers mate openly, the other a product of the gold brought back from the

East.'l Also used to link the first three sections are words for red and purple, both in

implicit and explicit form. These are employed primarily for their connection with wealth

but , as wilt be demonstrated, also carry with them strong erotic connotations.

5.5 Putting the Colours to Work

The chromatic analysis of this poem will be undertaken section by section; however

within the sections it will sometimes be necessary to depart from a sequential examination

of the colour words for the sake of clarity. Unlike in c. 3.3, water imagery does not play an

important part in this poem. Instead, in a somewhat similar fashion to c. 61 of Catullus,

propertius employs imagery of fire and of vegetation, frequently with the same sexual

1 (1970a) p.101
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overtones. Whenever this imagery is employed in conjunction with the colour elements in

the poem it will also be examined.

5.5.1 The Women of Propertius' Rome (vv. 1'14)

Propertius begins his poem by replying to an implied question about the reasons for the

greed of Roman women (w. t-2). Colour makes its appearance in the fifth verse with his

description of the luxuries of the East which have seduced Roman women from the path of

virh¡e:

Inda cavis aururn minil formica tnetallís,

et venit e Rubro concha Erycina saln,

et Tyros ostrí.nos praebet Cadmea coleres.

cinnatnon et malti pastor odoris Arabs:

hoec etiam clausas expuSnant armn pudicas,

quaeque gerunt fastus, Icarioti, tuos. (w. 5-10)

Gold is the first colour word in the cluster; its Eastern origin is suggested by the adjective

Indus.In these lines Propertius associates each colour word with an exotic Eastern location

(the conch shell with the Red Seal, purple with Tyre) - in this way he plays on the

conventional notion that both bright colours and corruption originated in the East.2

Propertius also lays emphasis on the metallic nature of gold (metallis). This prepares the

reader for the metaphor of these luxuries as weapons which will overcome all resistance

(vv. 9-10).3

The colours red and purple make their appearance in v. 6 with the word concha and

the mention of the Red Sea. Most editors take concha here as pearla but it was also the

I In the ancient world the Red Sea included the Indian Ocean and is employed by Virgil in
Aen. 8.686 ûo repfesent the clash of East vs. west (Edgeworth 1992 p. 158).
2 This was especially true of purple which was the brightest colour in the ancient world. Purple

of course originaæd in the East and in the minds of the Grepks and Romans there was a strong

connection be--nveen the East and comrption. In the fifth century this lead to a reaction against

pufple amongst certain Greek cities as paft of anti-Persian feeling and in the Roman Empire

è*pe.or* soðh as Tiberius tried O set an example by rejegting purple and wearing clothes of
so bre hue. See Reinhold (1970) p.24f. for the Greek attitude; amongst other primary sources

he cites Aeschylus Ag. 909t,946,t57. For Tiberius' aftin¡de to purple see again Reinhold p.49

where he cites Dio Cassius 57.13.
3'Here the concepts of wa¡ and greed are fused by Propertius in a context where the objects of
greed are the very arma which stonn the hear'ts of women' (Baker 1968 p.337).
4camps (1966) p. 116, Butler and Ba¡ber (1933) p.295. Propertius associates the Red Sea with
pearls in 1.14. 9-12 in a metaphor about the delights of his union with Cynthia; 'nam sive
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name for the shell-fish which produced the purple dye and the word could be employed as a

synonym for purple.l Propertius introduces a further colour element with the name of the

Red Sea (Ruber salus);playing upon the chromatic meaning of the proper name was quite

a common device amongst the Roman poets.2 The use of the explicit colour term ostrinus in

the following line confirms these suggestions of purple.

In some writers the word concha was employed to denote the female genitalia.3 Note

that here Propertius links the word with the adjective Erycina which was an epithet of

Venus.a This tends erotic overtones to the lines which reinforces the seductive

connotations of purple cloth for, in Propertius and other poets, purple cloth could be

associated with a character's desirability.s The reference to the fragrance of cinnamon (v'

8), like propertius' mention of mynh in 1.2.3 (above) also adds to the sensual overtones of

these lines.o In addition, like the myrrh, it may contribute to the chromatic effect of the

passage but it is difficult to know for certain as I have been unable to find any satisfactory

references to the colour of cinnamon in any of the texts studied.T

The major colour contrast in this cluster is between gold and purple. Gold and purple

are, of course, commonplace in descriptions of wealth; their use in Roman literature to

optataffi mecum trahit ilta quietem,/ seu f-acili toîun ducit afiwre diem/ tum mihi Pactoli

ieniunt sub tecta liquores,/ et legitur Rubris TemilL sub aequoribus:'.
L ,conlocat hanc stratis concha Sidonide tinctis' (Ovid. Met. 10.267)
2e.g.. Tibullus2.Z. 15 - 16'nec tibi genaurum quicquid Eoi qua moris

unia rubet.' ; lTibullus] 3.8. lg-20 'el quascumque níger / proxhnus

øoä co,tt¡Sit 
'tidus 

aqits' ; Ma¡tial 7363-4 'et Tibi de P tutor / nnvigat,

a rubrís et níger htdus aquis;'
i fne OxÍord tnt¡n Oict¡onãry ruyr that it could be employed of the female pudenda (1968 p.

336) and cites Plautus Rud, 7M; 'te [sc. Venerer, ] ex concha natum esse autuflurnt; cave tu

harum conclns spefins.' "

4 Some schola¡s iubstituæ the more familiar Erythraea fot Erycina but Erycina with its
associations with Venus suits the context very well. See Shackleton-Bailey (1956) p. 177 for his

arguments against the alternate reading.
5 ín nopertius 4.3.51 a wife whose soldier need

of purplè ûo make her desirable (see furthe
FULGEO üi and compare Prop.2.l.5 ). In

ing 'x mebat equinu tns8'nu
ora ,a com\ .' (8' 32-6)'

6 Both are reminiscent of Catullus' use of frag in c'61
7 The elder pliny does refer to cinnamon as both nigrum æd candidum bur this is in the

context of confasting the colours of two different types of. cinnamon - one whiter and the other

¿-f.ãi <ponup, " 
p"i" brown as opposed to a dark-brown?\, 'quidan cinnami duo genera tradidcre,

cønitìdílus ofuríutque, et quondøm-praeferebatur cøndídum, nunc contra nígrum laudøtur atque

etinm variutl praã¡erunt ùnilído.' (N.H. 12.42.92). On the paucity of wor{1 for blgwn in Greek

and Latin lirerarure seeEdgeworth (1992) pp.Vll-24, Andrd(1949) p.123-127 and \Vallace $9n)
p. 14 n.6.
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signify the power of riches goes back to Lucretius.l In his poetry Propertius frequently

makes use of these colours in descriptions of courtesans who were l€nowned for their love

of luxury.2 Cynthia spins purple thread in 1.33, in 4.54 a bawd gives advice to a young

girl on how to acquire the gold and purple in which she delights and a courtesan marks the

dust with her robe's golden border in 4.7s. This will be set in contrast to the Spartan girl of

c.3.li-who rides naked6 and who never wears clothing made from Tyrian purple.T

The use which Propertius makes of colours in this passage has great similarities to

Tibullus who employs them in his description of the courtesan Nemesis:

heu heu divitibus video gaudere puell'as:

iam veniant praedne, si Venus optat opes:

ut mea luxuria Nem¿sis flunt utque per urbem

incedat donis consPicienda møis.

illa gerat vestes tenues, quas femina Coa

texuit, auratns disPosuitque vias:

illi sint comites fusci quos India torret

Solis et admotis inficit ignis equis:

illi selecøs certent praebere col.ores

Africa puníceum purpureurnque Tyros. (2.3-49-58)

The contrast of purple and gold is present as well as the association of bright colour with

the East (Africa and Tyre v. 58). In addition, the reference to the Indian attendants who

have been scorched by the sun finds an echo in Propertius'lines on the people of the East

who have been coloured by the dawn.8 It is difficult to be sure who is imitating whom as

L '...nttnc aurutn et purpura curis/ exercent hominum vitatn belloque fatigant;' (5.1423-24)
2 Compare the Greek Anthology; 'rìv raì. ëiva xpuqûî xaì d)toupy(ôt xaì oùv

"Epo'rr / 0punropévlv...' (7.218.1f.)
3'nam modo purpureo fallebam stamine somnum '(v. 4l). See further on this line in the

concordance under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
4 'Si te Eoa Dorozantum iuvat øurea ripa,l et quae sub Tyria concha superbit aqu*,' (w.21-22).

See turther on these lines in the concordance under 1.5.1 AURATUS/AUREUS iii.
S'haec nunc aurata cyclade signat humum;' (v. 4,0). See further on these lines in the

concordance under 1.5.1 AIJRATUS / AUREUS ii.
6 w. lL-12. On these lines see further below under section 6.
7 'nec Tyríae vestes enantia lumina fallunt' (v. 27)
8 Heyworth (1986) p.206. See further on this line below under section 5.2.
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the dates of Propertius' and Tibullus' books are uncertainl but it is probable that both are

employing colour imagery that was in vogue amongst the Latin love elegists"2

5.5.2 The Women of the East (vv. 15 ' 24\

The first colour word which Propertius employs in this section occurs in its second line

with the description of the red dawn tanning the faces of Eastern husbands:

' felix Eois lex funeris unø maritis,

quos Aurora suís rubta colorat equís ! (w- 15-16)

As we have seen from the Tibullus'lines, this image was a conventional one; conventional

also is the use of adjectives for red or pink to describe the dawn.3 This colour image picks

up on the previous colour cluster with the mention of the East and the use of the colour

adjective ruberrecalling the Ruber salus ofv. 6. However Propertius does not continue the

idea that comrption comes from the East. Instead he reverses the usual notion by praising

the virtue of Indian wives.4 This is in contrast to the couftesans and to Cynthia who,

although not mentioned by n¿une, is perhaps brought into the reader's mind because of her

association with red dawn in two other poems of Book 3. In 3.10, Cynthia's birthday

poem, the Muses stand in front of Propertius' couch in the reddening light of dawn5 and in

3.24Propertius tells Cynthia that although she was often compared to the rosy dawn, her

rences in the poems, lxes the limits of
perhaps U-21. Murgatroyed (1994 p. xi)

ullus second book must have been written after
.C. and before Tibullus' death in 19/18 B.C.

Tibullus was put together shortly before his
is possible that it was tbe publication of

propertius' Book 3 which influenced Tibullus. La Penna, on the other hand, inclines to the view

t¡af c.3.13 has been influenced by Tibullus and his predecessors (1950p.232f.)
2compare also [Tibullus] 3.3.17-18 ('quidve in Erythraeo legitur quae lilore ç¿Wfu/ tinctaque

Sidonlo muríce lnna iuvat) which also employs the concha and Eastern purple as symbols of
wealrh and especially ffibullusl3.8.15-20'('iola puellarurry dign4 est cui mollia caris/vellera d¿t

sucis bis 
^od"¡otto'Tyros,l 

possideatque, metil quidqui.d bene olentibus arttis/cultor odoratae dives

Àrabs segetis,"/ et quâscu,mque níger Rubro de titore gemmas./ proximus Eois colligit Indus

aquis.' ) inicn assoiiate* fyrian purple with a fragrant plant (although it doesn't specifically

m-ention cinnanon) and contfasts the dark Indians with the Red Sea.

3 See the discusson on Prop. 3.?A.7 in the concordance under 1.42 ROSEUS and Prop. 3.10.2

under 1.43.1 R1IBEO and cbmpare Prop.4.3.10 above in the concordance under 1.14.2

DECOLOR.
4 Propertius may be following c s

overcoming pani 'mulieres ve

iudiciumque veniunl quwn Plu r t ae

est victr-ix, ea laeta þrosequentib¡s suis una cu i
discedit.' (Tusc. 5.78). Seo also Herodotus 5.5 where he describes a simila¡ custrom among the

Thracians in the sÍùne sort of language.
S'Mirabar, quidnam visissent mnne Canunae,/ ante flwum stantes sole rubente torum./ natalis

nostrae signum misere puettat/ et manibus faustos ter crepuere sonos.' (w. 14)
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radiance was contrived.l This latter instance is especially interesting for it continues the

theme of artificial beauty versus natural. Cynthia has to produce her complexion by artificial

means2 unlike the Indians of 3.13 who are coloured naturally by the sun. A few lines later

on however, Propertius will give an ironic twist to his description of ruddy complexions

when he describes the Hindu wives laying their charred faces on their husbands'bodies-

In the lines that follow there are many words for flames and burning which continue

the red motif:

namque ubi mortifero iactø est lø ultimn lecto,

uxorutn fusis stat Piø turba comis,

et certamen habent leti, quae viva sequatur

coniugium: pudor est non licuisse mori'

ardent victrices et flgmmng pectora praebent,

imponuntque suis ora pg¡as1!çl viris. (w' 17-22)

Like the ostrinos colores of v.7,these terms also convey strong sexual overtones for fax,

ardeo andflamma are often employed by poets in the context of love poetry.3 The sexual

overtones are reinforced by other words and phrases in these lines. Lectus in v- 17, which

denotes the funeral pyre, is more commonly employed of beds of love or marriage4 and the

turba uxorum of v. 18 recalls the turba puellarum at c. 3.2. 10 and the turba of doves at

3.3.31, both of which are linked with love poetry.5 As Commager points out, this is

another instance of the peculiar linkage in Propertius of love and death6 but there may also

be a hint of irony in the use of tenns for sexual passion in this passage. Propertius' use of

language in this passage has similarities to the poem that follows in which the Spartan

| ,et color est totiens roseo collatus Eoo, / cunt. tibi quaesitus candor in ore foret:' (w. 7-8)
2 'ail its radiance has been got by painting' (Camps 196ó p. 165). See further on Prop.3.Z.8
under 1.8.3 CANDOR in the concordance.

3.28;Cat.45.16, 51. 10 . See also Chaptet 2"

of the use of flamma and fax in c.61.
frequently in the context of love poery

.3.50 ) and twice uses flamma with sEong
rgh he doesn't empþ the verb ardere in an erotic

sense in other poems, he uses its cognate no;ul'r. ardor almost exclusively to denote sexual passion

(1.3.13, 1.7.24, 1.10.10, 1.13.28, 1.20.6).
4 e.g.. Cat. 61. 108; Prop.2.6.23, 2.18.35
5 As Netnercur points out (1970a p. 100f.), the word lurba wúl also be employed in the poem

following 3.13 fü the crowd of lóvers which pursue Pro¡ertius mist¡ess -'at nostra ingenti vadit

circumdãta lurba, nec digitum angusta est inseruisse via;' ( 3.14.29-30)"
6 1gtÐ p.zo.
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women are depicted engaging in suggestive activities.l Although Propertius' praise of the

Hindu women appears to be genuine (unlike the courtesans they are not motivated by a lust

for gold), he is also deriving humour from the scene and it is likely that quite a few of his

readers would have been une¿rsy with the frenzied passion of the Indian wives serving as a

model for Roman matrons.2

5.5.3 The \ilomen of the Golden Age (vv. 25 ' 46\

propertius begins his section on the country folk of the Golden Age with a burst of

colour imagery that is even more brilliant than the opening colour cluster:

felix agresnm quondnm pacata iuventus,

divitiae quorum messis et arbor erant!

illis munus erant decussa Cyùtnía raftto'

et dnre puníceß plenø canistra rubis,

nunc violas tondere tntnu, nunc mixta reþrre

trilig virgineof lucida per calnthos,

et portare suis vestitas þprulihat uvas

aut variam plumae versícolorís avem (w- 25-32)

In the space of eight lines there are two explicit colour terms and nine words related to

colour or shining; six more colour words than the opening cluster. Lke rubra Aurora in the

second section, many of these colour words recall the colours in the initial cluster. Once

again there is a strong emphasis on red and purple with the purple berries, violets and

grapes recalling the ostrinos colores of v.7. The connection between these two clusters is

strengthened by the colour adjective puniceus which, related as it is to the word for

Carthage, calls to mind the exotic Eastern place-names of vv. 5-8. There is even an echo of

the gold motif in the words messis and Cydonia.

1 See further below under section 6.
2 For Roman expectations of the behaviour of wives see Lyne (1980 p. 3). He comments, 'The

degree of modesiy expected in a lady, and the modesty of conduct expected of a-husband towa¡ds

hei prohibited mucn lhance of the necessary passion...Pleasure, at least sexual pleasure, was

something that a wife - a lady - did not provide.'.
3 fne OC.f. reads vimineos but I agree with Baker's arguments for retaining the original reading

virgineos (see the discussion below on this line)'
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Although these colour words are obviously meant to create a link with the initial colour

cluster, the ultimate effect is one of contrast. Unlike in the first and second sections, here

bright colours are not associated with the East but with Rome's rural past as Propertius

elaborates on the concept expressed in this section's opening couplet of the natural wealth

that exists in harvest and orchard (divitiae quorurn messis et g[þ9. erant! v.26).T\e

real 'gold' is that of the harvest and it is associated with peacel, not conflict, a fact which

Propertius emphasises by the use of the adjective pacata (v. 25).2 This is in contrast not

only with the military imagery associated with the gold which the courtesans pursue3 but

atso with the Hindu wives who are in conflict as they struggle with each other to be first to

mount the pyre.a

Propertius' depiction of this lush and peaceful landscape would have made an

immediate appeal to Roman sensibilities for garden and nature scenes were very popular on

wall-paintings of this period.s Indeed Guillemin goes so far as to equate the scene with the

well-known painting of a young girl (or possibly the personification of spring) who is

gathering flowers and placing them into a basket which she is carrying.6 This link with wall

paintings, like the suggestion of a painting in the description of the landscape of 1.2,

contributes a certain air of artif,rce and unreality to the scene. The reader is reminded that

this picture of the past is an idealized one constructed by Propertius for the sake of

supporting his argument.

I Tibullus also makes much of the association between peace and fruifulness; see 1. 10. w. 45 -

50 and especially vv. 67-68 -'At nobis, Pax alma, veni spicamque teneto,/ profluat et pomis

candidus onte sinus'.
2 As Rothstein comments, 'Die Jugend in der 7þ1t dü alten Einfachheit ist pqcata.'(1924 vol. 2
p. 111).
3 vv. 9 - 12. See fu¡ther Baker (1968) p.337, Nethercut (1970a) p.99.
4'As in 3.12, Ibe virtuous wife's behaviour is couched in language that suggests battle and the

sea¡ch for victory.' (Nethercut 1970a p. 100).
5 e.g.. the Garden Room in the villa of Livia which was created some time around 20 B.C. For

a reproduction of this painting see the appendix, fig. 5. Ling comments, The painter...was less

concemed with st¡ict frOetity io the laws of natu than with reproducing the flora and fauna of
the garden in their most familiar and cha¡acæristic fonns. Whether the resulting paradisiacal effect

was 
-deliberate or not is debaøble; but such an effect would neatly mirror the emphasis on the

new golden age and the fertility of Italy in contemporary couft poery.' (1991 p. 150).
6'la cueillette de l'élégie 3,13,25-30, rappelle trait pour Eait la délicieuse jeune fille du musée

de Naples récoltant des fleu¡s, une corbeille à la main' (1940 p. 107). For a reproduction of this

painting see the appendix, fig. 6. Apart from the girl, the main simila¡ities between this painting

anO nópertius' description a¡e the basket and the white flowers she is gathering which bear some

resemblance to Propertius' line on lilies sbining through the maiden's baskets (v. 30; see further

on this image below). Pfuhl however gives the date of this sane painting a^s the lst century
A.D.(1926 noteunderplate 149 onp.l15).If this dating is coffect, then Propertius would certainly
not have viewed this particular painting.
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In the painting of the young girl and in many depictions of nature of this period the

predominant colour is green. In the Propertius passage the green element is hinted at in the

word arbor (v. 26) and the grape leaves (frondibus v. 31) and it is reinforced laær in the

section by references to vegetation such as grass and trees.l However there are no colours

in this painting nor in any other nature-paintings I have seen which match the brilliant reds

and purples of Propertius' description. Furthermore, it is interesting that poets of this

period do seem to have a habit of employing these colours in descriptions of naturc; for

instance they crop up frequently in Virgil's Eclogues2 andPropertius himself employs

them in other nature scenes, most notably the Hylas landscape.3 It may well be that the use

of these colours had a liærary origin and purpose rather than an artistic one: Propertius is

not just describing wall-paintings he has viewed but has included these colours for a

feason.

With these considerations in mind, I now wish to examine the colour imagery of this

passage in detail, analysing the significance of each colour element and the object with

which it is identified.

The flrst fruits that are mentioned are Cydonia or Cydonia mnla (v.27). Cydoni¿ is the

Greek word for cotonea or quinces; some varieties, especially the native Italian one, had a

colour verging on gold and were referred to as'golden apples'.4 The reference to this fruit

t 
".g.. 

u. 34'oscula silvicolis empta dedere viris' ; v. 36 'altaque naîivo creverat herba toro'; v.

ll 'pin¿U et incumbens lentas circumdabat U,lllþÍ!Í;' Note in this last line the reference to shade

which recalls the opening of 3.3 ('Visus eran mollí recubans Heliconis in uúIg' ; see further

the analysis of these lines in Chapær 4, section 6.1). These lines a¡e also reminiscent of soenes

in Lucretius e.g..2.29-33-'cum tanæn inler se prostrati in gramine molli/ propter aquae rivum

sub ramis ørborß altae/ non magnis opibus iucunde corpora curant,/ praesertim cum tenpestas

arridet et anni/ tempora conspergunt viridantis floribus herbas:';see also Lucretius 5.1392-14M.
2 e.g.. 3.63, 4. 29, 5. 17, 5. 38, 6.22, 10.27 -

3'hic erat Arganthi Pege sub vertice mantis
grata domus Nymphis umida Thyniasin,

quam supra nullae pendebant debita curae
roscida desertis Ppru sub arboribus,

et circum irriguo surgebant lilia praro
cøndìila purpureìs nina pnptwtihttt- (1.20. 33-38)

For a full discussion of the significance of this landscape, including the artificial air created by
the reference to popþies growiñg near water see these lines in the concordance under 1^8.2

CANDIDUS iv.
4'His proxima amptitudine mala quac yocamus cotonea et Graeci cydonea ex Creta insuln

advecta...ptura eoium genera: chrysonela incisuris distincta" colore ad aurum inclinnlo, qui candidior

nostratia cogrwminat, odoris praestantissimi.' (Pliny N.IL 15.10.37). Note that Pliny also
mentions the outstanding odour of the quince; like the odou¡ of cinna¡non in the f,i¡st section,
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thus reinforces the suggestion of gold present in messis. Apples, of course, were

traditionally associated with love and courtshipl and Cydonian apples had sexual

connotations which were just as strong2, although these were more often homosexual

ones.3 The gold of the Cydonian apples are set in contrast with thepanicei rubi 'crimson

berries' in the following line which, as previously stated, recall the ostrinos colores of v.

7. Violets (v.29) and grapes (v. 31) reinforce the purple motif for both were frequentþ

described by writers as some shade of this colour.4 The allusions to berries and grapes

pick up on the erotic connotations of the Cydonia mnla and contribute to the sensual

overtones which were associaæd with purple.s

A new colour element is introduced in v. 30, the line between the verses on violets and

grapes. In this line Propertius describes the young men bringing back shining lilies in the

maiden's baskets Uilig virgineos lucida per calathos). Although here Propertius uses an

adjective which emphasises their sheen rather than colour, lilies were frequentþ employed

by the ancient poets, Propertius included, to denote extreme whiteness.6 The use of the

p.

t See Foster (1899) p. 51f., Rosenmeyer (1996)

concordance under 1.43.3 RUBOR. The ancients

shape of a woman's breasts and the curve of the apple I

iSi), I-eoniøs of Ta¡entum uses the word ¡rr¡)to¡xoç of the strophium.
2- úi" ¿i" a Beziehung zur Liebe und zur Ehe' (Rothstein

l9?A vol.
thrown at

were renowned for their homosexuality' Servius

references to quinces n Ec. 2.51 and Aen-

10.325(Boyd 1983p. 1ó9ff.).See alsoMoretti 1996 p. 162;'...n effetti questi frutti velati di

UionOa ìanúgine ¡sutøno eésere un dono particolamrénrc adatto nellambito di anori omoerotici.'.

¿F"i gtæ.J as purple see Hor.2.5.12 and Prop.3.L7.l7 _in the concordance under 1.40.2

pURpUREUS i and iu i"p""tiu"ly. For the colour of violets see Rlgeworth (1922), especially the

reference under vloia 1p'. rosl. 
'Edgewortn shtes that 'the violet of Roman writers was cerøinly

ã. p".pri no*e¡ 1p.28) ùrgeaunt's cori¡ent that it was tbe source of a
p"tp$ áy" (p. 130ì.5á). oul that violets were not always purple in
-noi'- 

riteräure; Prinv 'ï#K',{:':ír,Ê:f;äåï:!"ií!í;r.'K"ï,#!tK
eclve punic¿øs, occurring as it does in the

of the purple varietY of the flower.
in a farnous simile about Lalage's ripeness for
those arnorous deities Silenus (6.22> and Pan (

r0.27>.
6 

".g-.. 
rn.o"ritus '[ ]euròv rò rpívov èorí, ¡rapa{vercr áv{xa níntet' / á 6è ¡òv

teui-rÍ, xa\ rdrerat áv{ra inaxoî "l' (23.30-31 Gow l952);Propetttts'lilia non domina

sint nwgis ølbø mea' (2.3.10); Vrt[rl''tn"rlum sanguineo veluti violøverit ostro/ si quis ebur, aut
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adjectives lucid¿s andvirgineøs (which is employed of the basketsl) emphasise the lily's

association with purity and virginityz ; this is placed in contrast with the purple fruit and

flowers with their strong sexual overtones. The effect of this contrast is twofold. Firstly, as

in the simile of the blushing bride in Catullus c. 613, the contrast of a white flower with a

red or purple onea heightens the sexual tension. This is also the case in the Hylas landscape

- the white lilies are representative of Hylas' innocence5 wherras the purple poppies give a

presentiment of his ravishment and death at the hands of the water-nymphs.6 Secondly, the

appearance of this white flower at this point in 3.13 (the only real appeÍ¡rance of whiæ in

the poemT) suggests the difference in the quality of sexuality of golden-age women.s The

emphasis on purple implies that their sexuality is as strong as that of their descendants but

the whiæ lilies signify a simpler and more innocent approach to their lovers which is very

different from the calculating sexuality of the women at the beginning of the poem.e

mixta rubent ubi titia multa/ ølba rosa, talis virgo dabat ore colores.'(Aen. 12.67-69).See also

Edgeworth (1992) p.77.
1 Some editors replace virgineos with vimineos on the grounds that it is the men, not the

maidens, who bring these baskets of flowers(Camps 1966 p, 117). However' see Baker's arguments

for retaining rhe original reading (1974p.53ff.);he thinks that the adjectivg is meant to imply

that the girls are inlactae (p. 57n.4). As far as the chromatic imagery of the poem is concemed,

the adjective virgineus and Baker's interpretation of it suits the context very well.
2 For the association of lilies with virginity comparc Copa 15-16 - 'et qua.e virgineo libata

Achelois ab amne/ lilia vimineis atlulit in calathis.'; [Tibullus] 3.4.31-34-'ut iuveni primum

vi,rgo deduøa nnrito/ i4ftcilur teneras ore rubente genas,l et cum confexunt amnrantis alba puellne/

titía et autumno candida mala rubent' . In Propertius 4.4 Tarpeia gives silvery lilies to the kindly
nymphs, an appropriate offering for a virgin ('saepe tulit blan^dis argentea lilia Nynphis,/ Romuln

ne faciem Inederet Insta Tati:' w' 25-6)'
3 See the analysis of vv. 184-188 in Chapter 2, section 5.3.
4 In this Propertius passage there is an especially strong contrast between the lilies and the

violes for these a¡e in the sa¡ne couplet and both words a¡e at or near the beginning of the

line. Later on Ovid will employ the same combination of flowers in his description of
proserpine (.'..quo dwn Proserpina luco/ ludit et aut yialgÅ aut candìdø lil,i4 carpit,' Met- 5-391'

2) . Compare also Theocrin¡s 3. 11. 56-57; '...ëþepou öé rot li rp{ua leurd / fi pdr<ov'

ánaÀàv èpuOpà nÀarcytrln' ëXoroav ' ' (Gow 1952)
5It is true that lilies also had some association with death. Murgatroyed (1992), discussing the

Hylas passage, says that surely most flowers were !) and were associated

witn nbserpine - iee his . 35) also suggests the connection between

lilies and ôeath in the ber of passages in support including Aen.

6.709. This is yet another instance of Propertius' linkage of love and death.
6 For the association of poppies with death and sexual union see the discussion on the blushing

bride simile of Catullus c.61.184-188 in Chapter 2, section 5.3.
7 It could be mgued that the reference to snow in v. 54 is meant to suggest whiteness (as it
does in c.63 of Catullus in w. 53 and 70) but tbe fact that its cognate colour adjective niveus

is not employed in this poem (as it is in c.63) argues against there being any strong

suggestion of colou¡.
8 Compare Propertius' use of words for purple (ostrinus) and white (candidus) in 2.29b.25-30 to

conúast Cynthia in her expensive finery with the simplicity and beauty of her naked fomt (see

above in section 3).
9 The behaviour of golden age women to their lovers is described in the lines following; ?is
tum btanditi\ ¡urt;va per antra puellae/ oscula silvicolis empta dedere virisJ hinnulei pellis totos

operibat amantis,/ altaque nativo creverat lurba toro,' (vv. 33-36). The rustic simplicity of this

scene is once again reminiscent of Lucretiusi 'et Venus in silvis iungebat corpora amantum;l
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Finally, all the colours of this passage come together in the allusion to the

multicoloured bird of iridescent plumage (aut variam plumae versícolorís avem. v.

32). Versicoloris is a conjecture for the meaningless MS tradition viricolorisl and

chromatically it suits the line very well for it picks up on variam.2 The word is also

employed in c. 3.7 whose theme is similarly Qt)ron),outfa. In this poem however

Propertius is not concerned with women but with a man - the hapless Paetus whose pursuit

of riches leads him to his death.3 This unusual colour word creates another link between

the two poems and highlights the contrast between the two different societies.In the golden

age of 3.13. birds of rainbow plumage were so freely available that they could readily be

given as love-tokens to maidensa; in Paetus' case a desire to pursue such sca¡ce and

effeminate luxuries as pillows of multicoloured feathers leads to his disastrous sea-

voyage.s Thus yersicolorinv. 32 emphasises the abundance of colours in the golden age

as opposed to present-day Rome. In the Rome of Propertius' day, women have to go to the

East (3.13) and Paetus has to go to sea (3.7) to obtain the colourful finery which they so

desire.

In summary, the colours of the golden age pick up on the colours of the initial colour

cluster and are even more brilliant and varied but unlike the colours which the Roman

women desire they are not associated with corruption. The golden age colours are natural,

conciliabat enim vel mutua quamque cupido/ vel violentia viri vis atque inpensa libido/ vel
pretium, gtandes atEæ arbuta vel pira lecta.' (5.962 - 965). As Baker points out, the women of
-the 

golden age still demand gifts of their lovers (1974p.53f.). The gifts however are simple ones

and there is no indication that these girls sell thr selves ûo the highest bidder.
1 Camps (19ó6) p.ll7
2'Variam wd versicolorfs sind in der Bedeutung nicht verschieden' (Rothstein 1924 vol. 2 p.

112). In contrast Shackleton-Bailey's support of Ellis' conjecture vitricoloris !'sea-green') seems

largely without foundation (1956 p. 180). He states that the evidence of the MSS as a whole
points to this conjecture but does not elaborate and he admits ¡hat vitricolor is otherwise

unattested.
3 'nuflc tulit haec Paetus, stridarem audire procellae / et duro ten¿ras laedere fune manus;/ seu thyio

thalamo aut Oricia terebintho / est fultum plurna versícolore caput' (w. 47-50). See further on

these lines in the concordance above under 1.49 VERSICIOLOR.
4 Rothstein comments that gifts such as these were given in the time of the pæt (lgu vol. 2
p.ll2\ but the passage he quotes in support of this ('quin etiam turdoque licet missaque columba

7 tu menwrem tlominae testificere tuae' Ov. Ars. Am. 2.269-270) only makes mention of doves

and thrushes. A fan made of peacock's feathers is one of the gifts which Cynthia angers

Propertius by demanding in 2.Aa.ll.
5 The sequence of ideas...suggests that the downy cushions represent the luxurious life which was

the object of Paetus' quest, in the hope of which he was prepared to endu¡e the rigours of
sailing' (Robertson 1969 p. 383)
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unrefined ones and ate not a product of exotic dyes and eastern localities; here gold is

linked with the fruitfulness of the harvest, it does not have to be mined from underground

caves. The presence of white lilies among the gifts that the young men bring to their lovers

suggests the innocence and simplicity of golden age women but, on the other hand, the

frequent allusions to purple in the violets, benies and grapes implies that their sexuality is

as strong as that of the Hindu wives and the women of present-day Rome. To paraphrase

Nethercut, Propertius is not praising these women for their chastity but for their

unrestrained and honest expression of love.l It is interesting to compare Propertius'

sentiments in 3.13 with Horace's ode 3.6 which may have inspired this elegy. Although

both poets point to the past as a model, Propertius' idyllic and whimsical picture of a

society based on 'free love' is very different from Horace's more orthodox and sober

version of old Rome - a race of rustic warriors who stain the sea with the blood of

Carthage and bring home wood for their mothers.2 Horace does not concern himself with

the sexuality of the women of Rome's past and, significantly, he employs few colour

words in his description.

5.5.4 The Corrupting Power of Gold (vv. 47 - 5E) / Propertius as

høruspex (vv. 59 - 66)

With the words at nunc Propertius brings himself back to the present and departs from

the elaborate colour imagery of the preceding sections. He returns to the motif of gold:

at nunc desertß cessant sacraria lucß:

øurutn omnes victa iam pietate colunt-

t (tgzoa) p.101
2 'non his iuventus orta parentibus

infecit aequor sanguine Punico,
Pyrrhumque et ingentem cecidit

Antiochum Hannibalemque dirum,
sed rusticorurn røscula militum
proles, Sabellis doctø ligonibus
versare glebas et severae

matris ad arbitrium recisos
portare fustis, sol ubi montium
mutaret untbras et iugø demeret

bobus fatigatis, amicum
tempus agens abeunte curru" (vv. 33-M)

As Little puts it, when talking of Propertius' and Horace's attitude to Augustus and the

countrysidé, 'The cont¡ast with Horace is strong...The countryside of old was a bastion of purity,

fit mother to wa¡like sons, not a sportsground for rural Cynthias.' (L982 p.299).
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auro pulsa fides, auro venalia íura,

aurutn lex sequitur, rnox sine lege pudor- (w- 47-5O)

Here there is an emphasis on words for gold (four in four linesl with the word placed first

in three successive lines) as Propertius illustrates its power to corrupt every aspect of life.

Baker points out that in these lines Propertius moves away from a love that is purely

personal and attempts to impart a universality to his theme.2 The move toward universality

is also apparent in the first two of the exempla of gold's power to corrupt which Propertius

sets forth in vy. 51-58. The fire motif returns once more but here it contains no erotic

connotation, merely being the instrument to punish greed.3

In the frnal exermplum however, Propertius employs the adjective for golden as he

returns to the idea of the seductive power of gold over women:

tu quoque ut auratos Sereres, Eriphyla, lacertos,

delapsis nusquam est Amphiaraus equis. (w. 57-58)

There is thus an element of ring composition in the chromatic imagery of 3.13 for

propertius employs the hnal colour word of the poem in a way that recalls its initial colour

image. This rounding off of the colour imagery is the signal for a new direction in the poem

as Propertius takes on the role of haruspex and sets forth the moral lessons that are to be

drawn from the preceding scenes (w. 59-66).

5.6 lrony and Augustus

Most scholars agree that 3.13 and the poems that surround it represent a shift towards

Augustus and away from love elegy: as Putnam puts it, c.3.13 contains'the most

conspicuous example of the new Propertius'.4 Elements of love elegy however are not

entirely absent from the poems. Ross views 3.13 as an attempt to handle Augustan topics in

a love elegy format:

1 The word for gold is also employed in vv. 55-56 where Propertius gives an example of gold's

power to corrupi; 'te scelus accepto Thracis Polymcstoris auro / nutrit in hospitio non,

Þotydore, pio.'.Thus the word aurum (and iS cognate adjective auratus ) occu¡s six times in

this short section.
z lgto) p,690
3 'torrida sacrilegum testantur limina Brennum,/ dum petit intonsi Pythia regna dei:' (w. 51-52)
4 (rqgo) p. 103
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it begins with the rhetorical address to the reader... concerning a common elegiac

subject - we expect, perhaps, a va¡iation on the theme of the poor poet ousted by a

wealthy rival. Instead we meet with an essay on luxuria, a large part of which is

taken up with a contrast between an idealised bucolic past... and the venial

present.l

Camps also holds similar views on the poem's strange combination of love elegy with

themes of national importance2, a combination which is viewed by some scholars as not

entirely successful.3 The colour imagery of the poem is part of this strange combination for

propertius employs colour motifs drawn from personal love poetry to illustrate themes of

national importance.

But although this poem osænsibly displays leanings towards the Augustan programme,

propertius' taste for irony and double-entendre must always be kept in mind. As we have

seen, the emphasis on simplicity and lack of hnery which occurs in this poem is a common

enough motif in Propertius but sometimes it is not as straightforward as it seems and carries

with it a hidden agenda. This is the case for c.1.2 which, as Lyne points out, extols

simplicity over extravagant finery but conveys an underlying message to Cynthia to stop

behaving like a whore.4 Irony is especially apparent in Book 3 which, according to

Nethercut, 'illustrates Propertius' ironic art at its very best'5 and many scholars have

detected elements of irony in the poems which are grouped round 3.13 - 3.11,3.12 and

3.14. In 3.11, as Sweet comments, the conflict between Augustus and Cleopatra is

introduced in a purely personal light as subjection to a woman's power and Propertius is

t (rgzs) p. r2B.
z Ogæ) p. f fS. propertius may be following Horace Odes. 3.14 in which, according to Griffin,
Hòrace'hãs manageO to marry praise of the ruler with charactersistic atfibutes of his own
personality' (198a P. 2@).
3'On th" other hand, he does try to open new ground in 3.11, the frst of a series of
apparently experimental elegies (11,13,14,19), none of which is really successful, in spite of some

Ueãuties 
-of 

¿ètait. They are nominally still love elegies, and most of them present themselves,

like many of the eadier poems, as the poet's speech !n a particular situation; a conversation has

been goiig on, of wbich we now hear part. nut in these po€ms this supposed situation is of
no inieresl ¡q him or to us, often reducing itself tio little more tban a prelimin?ry formula of
the 'You ask...' or TVhy be surprised..'?' kind.' (Hubbard 1974 p.87).
¿ (tqAO) p. 106f. There may also be the suggestion that Propertius feels the style to which

Cyntnia has become accustomed will be a severe drain on his financest See 2.Vla.l1-14 for
Cynthia's demands that Propertius buy her all manner of expensive tifles.
s (rgs¡) p.1843
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also 'seen to hail Augustus' victory in a state of advanced intoxication'.l Jacobson

proposes that c. 3.12, although ostensibly extolling Galla's chastity, caries a suggestion

that she may not remain so2 and both Nethercut and Griffin feel that the poem underlines

the inconsistency of Augustus' policies, showing how the commitment to Augustus'

Parthian wars could result in severe disruption to family life.3 The ironic element becomes

even more pronounced in c.3.14.In this poem Propertius praises the life that the women of

Sparta lead but he does not praise them for their chastity.a Instead he indulges in lascivious

pictures of them wrestling or riding nakeds and walking without shame by their lovers'

sides.6 Nethercut suggests this may be a parody of Horace's second Roman Ode which

urged Rome's youth to follow a Spartan programme of vigorous training and pure living"T

In c.3.14 Propertius makes use of colour to contribute to the sense of irony. He

employs the colour adjective niveus of the flank of the Spartan horsewoman:

gyrurn pulsat equis, níveum latus ense revincit,

virgineumque cavo protegit aere caput, (w. tl-L?)

It is significant that all other instances of this adjective in Propertius occur in the context of

love poetry.s The word not only conveys the beauty of the Spartan girl's flank but suggests

its nakedness and in combination with the phallic sword the phrase carries strong erotic

overtones. It is through the erotic insinuation of words such as niveus that a poem, at first

glance extolling a way of life which was renowned for its austerity and toughness, is turned

into a bawdy romp"e As Griffin puts it, 'At times indeed the relation between Augustan

ideal and its poetic expression looks like burlesque, as when it turns out that Propertius

praises Sparta because you can get closer to girls there.-.'lo

t \gtz> p.174'
2 e9i6) p. 161f.
3 Nethercut (1983) p. 1849; Griffrn (1984) p.208
4 Nethercut (1970a) p. 101
5 ,quod non infamis exßrcet corpore ludos / inter luctantis nuda puella viros' vv. 3-4; see also vv.

11-12 above.
6 ,lex igitur spartana vetat secedere amantis, / et ticet in triviis ad latus esse suae' (w. 2l-22)
z (rgg¡) p.1843
8 See Z.tãu.53, 3.i.39, 3,6.12, 3.l4.ll and 2.19.26 in the concordance under 1.35 NIVEUS i
and ii.
9 Compare also Propertius' use of erubuisse in v. 20, discussed in the concordance above under

1.17 ERUBESCO.
to 11184) p.205
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With 3.14 in mind one is given to wonder whether something similar isn't going on in

the poem's forerunner, 3.13. It is obvious that Propertius deplores the greed of Roman

women which he feels has led to a loose and calculating sexuality. On this point he agrees

with Horace's vievrs on the lack of morality of present-day Roman women and Horace's

picture in c.3.6 of the young wife giving herself to the rich captain of a Spanish ship has

similarities with the opening of 3.13.1 It is likely that by voicing sentiments such as these

Horace means to give support to Augustus' push for moral reform2; likewise, in the

Carmen Saeculare, composed about six years later, Horace calls blessings on Augustus'

new marriage legislation.3 Thus it appears that at the opening of 3.13 Propertius follows

Horace in voicing sentiments that were in tune with Augustus' feelings. In a similar

fashion, the two poets highlight the corruption of the present day by contrasting it with

societies that are remote in time or space but, at this point, their visions diverge. Horace's

places his ideal society at the time of the Punic wars and his picture promotes the very

Roman values of hardiness, poverty and devotion to labour. Propertius contrasts

contemporary Rome with not one society but two and the colour terms which he uses to

link these scenes give them a light and whimsical tone. In the passage on the Hindu wives

the use of a word for red in association with words for flame and passion picks up on the

colour terms of the previous section and, in combination with them, convey strong sexual

overtones. This erotic insinuation gives the passage a certain humour and frivolity which

diminishes the impact of Propertius' moral message. In the passage on the golden age the

colours are even more lavish and the terms for purple, red and white, linked as they are

with fruit and flowers, contribute to the powerful eroticism of the scene. Like the snowy-

| ,rnotus doceri gaudet lonicos/ rnaîura virgo et fingitur artibus/ ian nunc et incestos amores/ de

trn"io nßditatur'ungui;l mox iuniores quaerit adulteros/ inter mariti vina, neque e.ligit/ cui donct

impermissa raptim/"gøudia luminibus rèmotis,/ sed iussa coram non sine conscio/ surgit marito,

selu vocat institor / leu nnvis Hispanøe magister,l dedecorum pretiosus emptor.' (w. 21--32). Note

tnat nopertius follows Horace in deploring the lack of shame with which the acts of adulæry

are committed and the readiness with whiðh sex is exchanged for money; 'nulla est poscendi,

nulla est reverenti.a dandi,/ aut si quø est, preîio tollitur ipsø mara.' (w. 13-14).
2'Horace is unique among Augustrn poets in giving explicit support to Augustus'.prograntme of
moral refomr in the decade of failure, and this support was itself something new in Roman

litprature.' (Williams 1962 p.45). Little agrees; 'Horace [in Odes 3] has become the spokesman

of Augusfan moral reform; the change is one of the most specific reflections of immediate

political influence on his poetry.' (1982 p.289).
3'divq producas subolem, patrumque/ prosperes decreta super iugandis/ fetninis prolisque novae

feraci/ lege marita' (w.17'20'l
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white flank of the Spartan girl in 3.14, the colour terms in this passage suggest that the

sexuality of these women is even stronger than that of their present day counterparts, if of a

different quality. Propertius is not advocating sexual restraint in this poem - rather he is

deploring the fact that the sexuality of the women of his day has been debased by their

greed for luxuries. Thus on one level the poem is a reworking of the stock elegiac situation

in which the poet bemoans the fact that his mistress is eager to sell her favours in return for

riches.l This is Rome on Propertius' own terms: as Nethercut comments on two other

poems in this book, 3.22 and 3.18, 'Propertius takes from Rome what he judges suitable

for his own purposes and tailors it to fit his scheme'.2 To what extent this is done with a

positive intention to mock and a.s a parody of Augustan ideals is hard to say. Boththe turba

of Indian wives and the fruitfulness of the golden age (tinked as it is with the unreality of

wall paintings) are so divorced from actual Roman tife that they provide no real solution to

the problem set forth at the beginning of the poem and thus leave the reader with no

concrete altemative. This may well be why many readers find this poem so unsatisfactory.

It is worth pointing out that 3.13 is certainly not the only poem of Propertius which has

an unsettling effect on scholars because of a discordant combination of themes and images.

Jasper Griffin, in an attempt to oxplain the oddities in the battle of Actium poem, c.4.6,

comments:

Like Horace, Propertius attempts to make the Imperial theme fit with his own

general poetic persona...Because the poetical persona of Horace is more urbane

and accommodating, he can in his best poems make the combination a

harmonious one. By cont¡ast, the more reckless persona of Propertius, which

defines itself by explicit rejection of the respectable values of marriage and

soldiering, produces more discordant and bizarre effects when the theme of

Actium or of conquest is brought in. Exactly how far this is deliberate is hard to

say.3

1 For instance, compare Prop. 4.5, especially w. 2l-28 and Ovid. Am. 1.8. These a¡e both lena
poems in which a bawd gives advice to a young girl on gold-digging techniques.
z (rqgg) p. 1845
¡ (tgg¿) p.209
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Griffin's comment on this poem could equally as well be applied to 3.13. It is not only

when Propertius is dealing with conquest and battles that bizarre effects are produced but

also when he is addressing the moral issues of Augustus' Rome.

5"7 Final Thoughts

As has been demonstrated, the motif of the exotic and elaborate colours of the East

versus the simple unrefined colours of nature runs right throughout Propertius'poetry and

he employs it to different effect in various poems. In c. 3.13 we find the lengthiest and

most complex development of this motif. Propertius employs the motif to give coherence

and unity to a poem which ranges from Rome to the East and the Golden age and back

again to contemporary Rome.

However in Propertius things are rarely as straightforward as they seem. Even at an

early stage of development of the motif (c. 1.2) there are hints of artif,rce in the parallel that

Propertius draws with wall-paintings and the suggestion that Cynthia should look to

Apelles as the ideal model of natural colouring. These suggestions of artifice prepare the

reader for the hidden agenda of the poem - Propertius wants Cynthia to stop behaving like a

whore and, perhaps, doesn't wish to have to pay for her finery. In 3.13 too, there are

parallels with walt-painting for the pastoral scene is reminiscent of the idealised landscape

painting of the time. However in this poem the main instruments of 'subversion' are the

colours which Propertius employs. The sexual tension generated by the contrast of purple

and white and the erotic insinuation of words for red and fire undermine the impact of

Propertius' moral harangue and make the careful reader think again about the message

which is ultimately being delivered in this poem. As Nethercut says ' "make love, not war

for gold" is not very good Augustan propaganda'.l

Propertius employs the nature/culture colour motif once again in the first poem of Book

Four, associating white with austerity and simplicity of Rome's past2 and words for gold

1 (tgzoa) p. ror
2 See 4.1.32 and 4.1.35 in the concordance above under 1.2.2. ALBUS ii.
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and shiningl with the Rome of his own time. It is inæresting however to note that any hint

of sexual innuendo has entirely disappeared from the colour imagery of this poem.

1 See 4.1.5 in the conco¡dance under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS ii., 4.1.11 under 1.34.1

NITEO i, 4J.n under 1.41 RADIO.
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Chapter Six

The Fading colours of Aging: Horace Poems 1.25, 3. 15, 4. 13

6.1 First View

This chapter, instead of concentrating on a single poem, will examine the colour

imagery of three short poemst on a simila¡ theme; that of the moecha senescens2

These three odes are in the tradition of invective poems in which aging courtesans are

attacked and derided; numerous examples appear in the Greek Anthology. The attacks can

become quite savage and explicit but the savagery is largely formulaic and, in general, little

colour or original imagery is employed in these sorts of poems. In contrast, Horace

employs a great deal of colour in his versions, indeed he uses increasing arnounts of colour

with each restatement of the theme.

Horace's use of colour in these odes is derived from the tradition of erotic poetry in

which words for bright colour or shining are used to indicate a woman's desirability; for

instance in 1.5 Pynha is described as golden, Barine in 2.8 and Phyllis in 4.11 gleam with

beauty and Lalage in 2.5 is compared to a purple grape.3 The association of colour and

beauty is not exclusive to Horace but seems to be part of the tradition of erotic poetry for,

as we have seen in Chapter 2, the bride of Catullus' c. 61 is continually associated with

bright, clear colours.4 In these three odes, Horace also employs colours in conjunction

with other imagery which is frequently employed in erotic poems, motifs such as roses,

wine and vegetation. In cc. 1.25,3.15 and 4.13 however Horace twists and inverts the

usual colour imagery. The courtesans in these poems desire bright colours and eagerly seek

1 There a¡e a number of reasons for examining three poems together. It is typical of Horace to

interesting to compafe the differences in the amour

especialli when øking into consideration that there is a fîfteen or twenty year gap between the

first and last poem.
2 Fsler (1989) p.172
3 See the concórdance on Hor. 1.5.9 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AIJREUS iv, Hor.2.8.6 under 1.16

ENITEO/ENITESCO, Hor.4.11.5 undet l.2l.l FULGEO iii, Hor.2.5.12 undet 1.40.2

PURPUREUS i.
4 See, for instance, 61.21-25 in Chapter 2, section 5.1 and 61.87-91 and 61.92-96 in section

5.2.
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after them but they themselves are increasingly associated with dull colours or colours that

are fading. This colour imagery is initially employed with sarcastic or mocking overtones

but some of the images, linked as they are to elements of the natural world, on closer

examination reveal a strong sense of pathos.

Connor says of these odes:

A feature Common to all three poems, and found elsewhere in Horace's poetry, iS

the brilliantly sharp imagery, both sights and sounds, which appears in almost

every stanza. This brightness is unmodulated and aggressive and complements the

unrestrained criticism. I

This is however a matter for debate; there is a great deal of disagreement amongst scholars

about the degree of malice in these odes, particularly in 1.25 and 4.13. Certain scholars

have been inclined to take the attacks in the poems at face value, following Victorian

scholars such as Page who found 1.25 too crude and nasty for his taste and dismissed the

ode in a few choice phrases.2 In more recent years these odes have been viewed with

greater sympathy but there is still much dispute about such issues as the attitude underlying

1.253 and the frequent mood changes of 4.13.4 A detailed examination of colour imagery

will help to define Horace's attitude in these poems and show how he gradually turns from

disgust to empathy. Such an examination will also, in 1.25, throw light upon the disputed

reading of the final stanza, in 4.L3 it will reinforce the argument of certain critics that the

pivotal point of the poem is the allusion to Lyce's snowy hair and in 3.15 will reveal

hidden complexities in what looks like a fairly standard poem. In short,

1 (1987) p. 185; see however his l98l article p. t622 wbere he views 4.13 as more sympathetic.
2'A coarsely expressed ode...It has no merit and may be omitted with advantage' (1901 p.78).
Collinge, Ainougn writing in the 1960s is eqùally as dismissive of 1.25; 'the crudest and nastiest

poem in Horaces lyrics'(1961 p.52). Copley says much the same of 4.13; 'these poems [cc.2.8
an¿ ¿.tgl are even worse than the worst of Catullus for they display an ugly, vicious temper in

place of Catullus' honesÇ if misguided, attempts at humour' (1956 p. 160, n.40).
3 Ancona for instance, sees the poem as a strong attack upon women (1992 p.?-47), Boyle sees

it more as an instance of the universal law of decay (1973 p.l76f.)-
4 There is disagreement about whether the opening is fiumphant or sorrowful, about where the

mood begins to change and whether the poem reverts at the end to iß forner Eiumphant tone;

see fufher below under section 3.3. It is no wonder that scholars such as Connor remain

uncertain about Horacp's final attitude in this poem (1981 p.1635). The shifts of mood sit
uneasily with some; Nisbet finds the poem 'psychologically unconvincing' (1962 p. 188).
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exploration of the colour imagery of these poems will create a more rounded and subtle

reading, deepening our appreciation and understanding of them.

Before embarking on a detailed colour analysis of these three odes firstly, in the

background section,I would like to look at the odes'literary predecessors and then at how

the odes relate to other poems in the collection. The number of colour tenns and their

distribution within the poems will also be discussed but more briefly than usual; these

points will be explored in more detail in the chromatic analysis of each poem.

6.2 Background

The evils of old age are a theme that is as old as Classical literature itself; the topos ftst

appears in Homer where the epithets for old age are all pejorativel and in Sophocles,

Euripides and Aristophanes where elderly choruses bemoan the numerous indignities of

being old.2 As Bertman points out3, this theme soon acquired an erotic aspect; Anacrton

laments that a girl rejects him because of his white haira and in the Greek Anthology thete

are many epigrams concerning the physical decay of beautiful courtesans or boys.s The

subject matter of these epigrams is especially interesting and it is likely that Horace drew

some of his inspiration for his own poems from them. They contain however little of the

intense feeling of Horace's poems6 and, apart from perfunctory references to white or grey

hair, they do not make much use of colour imagery.7

In Latin literature the npos recurs in love poets such as Propertius, for instanceln3.25

where he gleefully envisages Cynthia's old age and her desire to tear out her white hair by

1 See Berunan (1989) p.159.
2 OC lzllff ., Heracl. 637ff., v. 441 respectively (Berunan 1989 p. 160)
¡ (rgsq) p.t6z
4 The poem is interesting because of the contrast between the bright colours associated with love

('oqa{p¡ ôr¡ûré ¡r< nopQupû / ÊtÍÀÀov ¡puoord¡rr¡5 'Epts I vfvr notxtÀocc¡rÊdÀq /
oulttt*i4.rv nporcaÀeîrar' ') and the white hai¡ of Anacreon (' l¡ ô', èonu yàp dn' erJxrírou

/ ÂéoBou, tùv Uèy åpù, rd¡rr¡v, / Ieurl¡ y,Lp, rctcpÉp4erar ') (358 in Page 1962>.
5For instance Book5 poems21,23,271,273,298, Book6 poem 210, Book11 poems 41,65,6,
67, 68, 69,71, 72, 73.
6'Also noteworthy in the Greek epigrams is the low level of emotional involvement on the part

of the poets: pity, anger, even disgust - if expressed at all - are expressed without much heat.

Overall, these poems convey the impression of literary exercises, ringing the changes on various
aspects of a well-worn poetic convention. ' (Esler 1989 p.172\
7 The few colou¡ images which do occur in these epigrams will be discussed, if relevant, in the

detailed chromatic analysis of cc.1.25,3.15 and4.13.
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the roots.l Horace himself in his earlier poetry also touches upon the theme; two of his

epodes are virulent attacks upon aging women with black teeth, sagging breasts and flabby

buttocks described in cruel and graphic detail.2 Later in Latin poetry, Martial will take up

the theme with equal explicitness and venom.3 It is interesting however that, apart from

casual references to black teeth or white hair, none of these poems, including Horace's two

epodes, make much use of colour imagery. It is only in Horace's more lyrical odes that

colour imagery is employed of old age extensively and with imagination4; the reasons for

this will be explored in the course of this chapter.

As far as placement of the poems is concerned, all three poems can be grouped with the

odes of invective.S C. 4.t1, in which Horace wams a young man that his beauty will fade,

is also on a similar theme but, as Ancona points out, this ode lacks the force and virulence

of the odes to aging women.6 That various other odes of Horace also have an affinity with

the subject matter of these odes can be seen when we examine the placement of the odes

within their respective books and their relationship to the poems that surround them.

In Book One c. 25 is generally grouped with the two poems which come immediately

before it - the ode urging Chloe to sexual maturity (c.23) and the dirge for Quintilius (c'

24). Scholars point out that all three poems examine various aspects of the themes of

natural cycles and of human love.7 Similarly 4.13, as Porter points out, is part of the

L ,vellere tum cupias ølbos a stirpe capillos' v. 25. See further on this line in the concordance

under 1.2.2 ALBUS iv.
2'Rogare longo putidam te saeculo/ viris
vetus / frontem senectus exaret,/ hietque tu

incitat'me pectus et nnnwwe putref,/ equ s/

exile suris additum.' (8. 1-10); 'qui sudor
cun pen¿ soluto/ indomitam properat rabietn s
3 3.gá,l}.67.The topos is also taken up by writers of other times and cultures; see for

instance the 196ó arùcle by Crosby which, amongst other things, examines the Latin sources of
the Spanish poet Quevedo's poems on aging women (p.443f.).
a Oviã is a partiat exception to this for he does make some use of colour imagery in his

address to aging couttesans in Ars Am. 3.67-76; 'hos ego, qui cønenï, frutices violaria vidi /
hac mihi de-splna grata corona data est,/ tempus erit, quo tu, qune nunc excludis amantes,/

frigida deserti nocte iacebis anus,/ ttzc nocturna ianua rim,l sparsa nec invenies
"titiirw 

mane fgÃg,/ quwn cito, mc mis corpora rugis / et perit, in nitidg. qui fuit
ore, CeleL / quasque fuisse tibi canss a virgine s,/ sparguntur subito per caput omne comae!'

It seems highly likely, however, that in this passage Ovid is imitating the language and imagery

of Horace's poems.
5 Andrewes (1950) p.111
e çooz¡ p.256
7 ArHns (1983) p. 169; Fuqua (1968) p.45, Porter (1987a) p. 84
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collection of poems in the fourth book on time's relentless progress.l Thus it can be

compared with 4.1, 4.lO-L2 and even 4.7 whose seasonal imagery has ties with some of

the imagery of this poem.2 In Book Three, c. 3.15 does not seem to fit so readily into any

such group although Porter places it in the general group of poems 7-24 which pose

solutions to 'human problems'3 and Commager compares it with 3.14 where Horace

comments wistfully on his own aging.4

Thus this group of odes can be viewed as an extension of Horace's preoccupation with

the passing of time and, as will be demonstrated, the imagery of nature poems such as 1.4,

1.9 and 4.7 finds an echo in the chromatic imagery of these poems. In addition, one of the

preoccupations of these three poems is the proper time for love and their colour imagery can

be contrasted with other love poems, especially the ones about women on the verge of

sexual maturity (Chtoe Tn c. 1.23 and Lalage in 2.5). The odes can also be viewed as

florace's revenge poems on women who have rejected him; consequently the colour

imagery of the poems which portray the aging women in their younger days is also of

relevance.5

Of the three poems, cc. 1. 25 and 4.I3 are closest in tone and subject matter; there is

less evidence that Horace was romantically involved with Chloris of 3.156 and the poem is

less passionate and more moralising in tone.7 Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated, the

themes and colour imagery of this poem have obvious parallels with L.25 and 4.t3 and

scholars frequently make reference to it when discussing the other two poems.s

1 (1e7s) p. 190
z ¡ì¿¡a. p.iOf n.4. Qee fu¡ther on this below under the chromatic analysis of c.4.13.
3 (tqgza) p. t74
+ egoz) p.256
5 e.g. f.i3, 2.5,9.10.2.5 is especially interesting; see the discussion below on 3.15.
6 Hoîace praises Chloris' beauty but says that she is less dea¡ to him than Lalage (2.5.17-20).

He does nãt profess jealousy oi her as he does of Lydia (1.13). Nor does he wait outside her

door as he wais outside Lyce's (3.10).
7 Kiessling-Heinze say of this poem that whi und I25
solche wãnigstens ahnen läßt, iît der Dichter p' 323)' In

addition,3.t5 like 4.13 is in a form of Asclepi ' See also

Esler (1989) p.177.
8 'Critics are right to compare ode 13 with two poems from Horace's eadier collection, c.1.25

and 3.15, for tn-ey share many elements in common.' (Puham 1986 p.228). See also Arkins
(1983) p.169"
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6.3 Putting the Colours to Work

There are two explicit colour terms in c. 1.25 (virens v. l'1, pullus v. 18), two in c.

3.15 (candidus v. 6, purpureus y. 15) and three in 4.I3 (virens v. 6, luridus v. L0,

purpura v. 13). As far as implicit colour terms go, there are few in 1.25 although aridas

frondis v. 19 makes some contribution to the colour imagery and noctes (v.7), interlunia

(w. II-I2) andflagrans (v. 13) will be echoed in the colour imagery of the other poems.

In 3.15 there are five implicit colour words (nebula v. 6, Chloris v. 8, lana v. 13, rosa v"

15, codus v. 16) and 4.13 has around nine (bibo v. 4, arídae querci w. 9-10, capitis nives

v. 12, lapis v. !4 , color v. l7 , cornix v. 25, fervidus v. 26, cinis v. 28, fax v. 28).1

The colour imagery of each poem will basically be examined in sequential order.

Because of the strong connection between these three poems, less emphasis will be placed

on the poems that surround each ode but reference will be made to the colour imagery of the

related poems mentioned above. Unlike in the last two chapters on Propertius, no parallels

will be drawn with wall-painting or mosaics for although Horace lived through the same

explosion of visual arts he seems to have been less influenced by it than Propertius.2 It is

true in some instances that Horace's themes can be related to the themes of paintings3 but

1 It is interesting that in this group of odes there seÊms to be a pattern of increasing use of
colour; 1.25 has one main colour cluster(vv. 17-19), 3.l5hastwo(w. 5-6,w. 13-16) and 4.13

has a whole series. This is also apparent in the distribution of the colour tenns within the

structure - in 1.25 colour imagery only really makes its appearance in the final stanza, in 3.15 it
appears in two out of fou¡ stanzas and in 4.13 five out of seven scanzas have some form of
colour imagery. Increasing use of colour imagery is not merely the result of the repetition of a
theme in Horace for this pattern does not seem to occur in other poems with similar themes.

This can be demonstrated by an examination of the colour imagery of two similar odes of
Horace, 1.4 and 4.7. Both of these contrast the cycle of natue with the brevity of human life
but the frst ode (1.4) makes a great deal of use ofcolou¡ while the second (4.7) has very little.
C. 1.4 has four explicit colou¡ terrns (c¿nrs v.4, albico v.4, viridis v.9, pallidus v. 13) and
one word for shining (nitidus v. 9) while 4.7, although containing a few implicit colour images,

has neither explicit colour terms nor words for shining. As will be demonstrated, Horace's use of
colou¡ in his aging \ilomen poems increases as his sympathy grows and his feelings on the
matter become more complex.
2 See Hardie's article on Horace and the visual arts where he argues that pictorialism was alien
to Horace's lyric style (1993 p. 122f.).
3 Mariø (1990) draws quite a few parallels between Horace's subject maßer and wall paintings
but the comparisons seem faidy superhcial and Maritz does not speculate about who influenced
whom. Ha¡die also draws some parallels between Horace's descriptions and wall-paintings but
pointsout that Horace's landscapes never read like descriptions of paintings (1993p.123).
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this is certainly not the case for these three odes - aging women were not a popular subject

for wall-paintings!1

6.3.1 Carmen 1.25

The structure of c. 1.25 and the content of its flrst four stanzas will be discussed only

briefly because colour does not really make its appearance in the poem until the final stanza-

The structure of the poem is a variation on a pattern typical of Horace, one in which

two sections are connected by a stanza which makes the transition from one to the other.2

In this poem however, the transition is not effected by a stanza but by a single word -

invicem - which serves to contrast Lydia's past and present state (vv. 1-8) with her grim

future (w.9-20).3 As many commentators point out, Lydia is in the transition phase (the

youths still seek her but less often); this is made clear by the number of comparatives in the

first few stanzas.4

In most of the poem imagery of sound predominates rather than imagery of colour - it

is present in the rattling of shutters, the cries of the youths and the sound of the wind.5

There are however strong sexual overtones throughout the poem to which words such as

noctes (v.7) andftagrans (v. 13) contribute; these words, together wl¡h interlunia (w. ll-

12) also have chromatic associations which will be picked up and developed in cc- 3.15 and

4.13.6 Nevertheless Horace only employs colour terms proper in the leaf metaphor of the

f,rnal stanza:

laeta quod pubes hedera vírenti

gaudeat pulla magis atque mYrto,

aridns frondis hiemis sodnli

dedicet Euro.1 (w. 17-20)

l The only instance I have come across of a possible correspondence between the subject matter

of these p,o" . and the visual arts is one mentioned by Maritz who says that Lyce's 
-stained

teeth, white hair and wrinkles were 'the verbal equivalent of the veristic portraiture of the time.'

(1990 p. 9) and cites the bust of an old woman who has been porrayed 'wa4¡ and all' (see

Wn."rcì iOø ng.150). Even if there is some truth in Maritz'speculation, this does not help us

with Horace's choice of colour in the poems.
2 williams (1963) p.l22f.

Boyle (1973) p.176; see alsoAncona (1992) p.252f., Collinge (1961) p. 114.

parcius v. l,prius v. 5,minus et minus v. 6(Anconal992 p.247 n.4)
Esler also makes this point (1989 p. 175)

See below on 3.15.5-6 in secrion 3.2 a¡d 4.13.26-28 in section 3.3.iii.
7 :fne O.C.t. reads Hebro (the Hebrus was a Thracian river) but many commentators read instead

the Aldine edition's Euro (¡he East wind) and this is the reading I bave chosen Ûo accept for this

3

4

5

6
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Horace states that Lydia will complain because 'happy youth rejoices more in green ivy

than dark myrtle, dedicating withered leaves to the East wind, the companion of winter'.

The comparison of human lives with leaves is first employed by Homerl and it also makes

its appearance in lyric poets such as Mimnermus.2 It is a very fitting one for Horace's

poetry which frequently compares nature's cycles with those of human beings. As several

scholars point out, the allusion to leaves also has direct relevance to the situation of the

poem, for it suggests the garlands of a symposium from which the riotous youths might

well have come.3

There are three colour elements in this stÀnza, two explicit and one implicit. The colour

elements are present in the three different types of leaves - green (virens), dark (pulla) and

withered or 'colourless' (aridae frondis). Note that Horace places the colour elements in

descending order of brightness. The effect of gradually fading colour which is produced is

a metaphor for different stages of desirability in women.4 Joy is associated primarily with

the bright green colour of the ivy (laeta and virenti are placed at the beginning and end of

v. 17) but it is also linked with the dark myrtle (gaudeat nextto pulln inv.18).s ¡o *o.O

of emotion is employed of the withered leaves, instead they are associated with the chill of

winter (hiemis v. 19).

Each element of this colour cluster also has its own connotations and associations and,

in addition, the significance of ivy and myrtle must be taken into consideration.

reference to the East Wind picks up the allusion to the wind in v. 12. For additional arguments
in favou¡ of the reading Euro see Armstrong (1992).
1 'o(ì l€p grlÀ)rrov !<veí, roir¡ ôè xcì rivôpoìv. / qÚÀÀa rà Fév r' dve¡roç

Xapdôts ¡Éer, dtrÀa ô¿ 0' úI1 / t¡)teO<íorc Qúer, ëapog 6' ènryiyverat úp¡l ' I
o3s riuôpôv yevefl i pèv Qúer fi ô' ànotrrjy<t.' (Il. 6.14G149)
2'ftp.tt 6' old r€ QúÀÀa Þ,J<t noÀuavOéos: tlplt I ëapog, 6r' at,I' aùyirs
aü{erct f¡eÀtou' (ft.2.l-2 Allen 1993). Allen also compares an elegy attributed to Simonides
which has a very similar opening (1993 p.al). In Roman poetry Ovid produces a variation of
this meøphor in Ars. Am. i 'nos male detegimur, raptique aetate capilli,/ ut Borea lronies
excutiente, cadunt.' (3.161-162).
3 The green leaves that the young men select are presumably ûo be employed in the constfuction
of wreatbs, the emblem of the symposium. This plausible assumption about the poem's latent
scaffolding is confirmed by the iconographic meaning (often overlooked) of the sefs of leaves
chosen - ivy ( hedera ) and myrtle (myrtus ) . The former is closely associated with the wine-god,
Bacchus, the latter with the love-goddess, Venus.' (Davis 1991 p.220); se,e also Arkins (1983) p.

167, Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) p.298.
4 Ancona (1992) p.254n.25
5 Arkins (1983) p.167
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The evergreen ivy is a common symbol of youth and vitality and was employed as

such in three other poems we have examined; c. 6l of Catullus in which it was used in a

metaphor about the love that surrounded the bride's heartl, Catullus 63 where it was

associated with Cybele's home at Mt. Ida2 and Propertius 3.3 where it was present in the

cave of inspiration.3 In Horac e 4.1I, ivy in Phyllis' hair sets off her youthful beauty and is

linked with a word for shining which draws attention to its bright colour.4

In c.1.25 Horace lays emphasis on the bright green colour and evergreen nature of the

ivy by employing the colour adjective virens.S This colour adjective in its turn links the

image with other poems of Horace, especially cc. 1.9 znd l.23.In c. 1.9 virens is

employed as a synonym for youth which is placed in contrast with the white hair of old

age6 and in c. L.23 viridís is applied to the lizards which the youthful Chloe fears.T This

last colour image is especially interesting for it comes from a poem which is generally

grouped with 1.25 and whose subject matter concerns a girl on the verge of sexual

maturity. According to Ronnick, the green lizards in this poem contribute to the green

imagery of its first half and 'establish a tone of explicit eroticism'.8 The association

between greenness and sexuality is as strong in c.1.25, for in the same line as the colour

adjective Horace employs the term pubes which has sexual overtonese and the adjective

laetawhose primary meaning is 'happy' but which can also be employed of the fertility of

soil and crops.lo Thus in Horace's poetry, both ivy and the colour adjective virens and its

cognates have strong connotations of youth and sexuality.

1 See Chapter 2, section 5.1 on ó1.31-35.
2 See A3.23 which is discussed in Chapær 3, section 4.3.i
3 See Chapter4, section 6.3.iii on 3.3.35.
4 'est hederae vis / multa, qua crines religata fulgg;' (vv. 4-5): see further on these lines in the

concordance under 1.21.1 FLILGEO iii.
S'virens bezeichnet mehr als viridis das frisch Grünende' (Kiessling-Heinze 1968 p.ll2)
6' ...nec dulcis amores/ sperne puer neque tu choreas/ donec vírentí can¡Ííes abest/ morosa...'

(w. 15-18). See further ón these lines in the concordance under 1.50.NREO / VIRIDO.
7 '...seu víríilis rubum / dimovere lacertae' (w. 6-7)
a (rsg¡) p.156
9 The word is capable of a sexual implication Íhat iuventus lacks.' (Nisbet and Hubbard 1970 p.

2e8).
l0 Virgit employs it in this sense at the beginning of the Georgics; 'Quid faciat laetas

segetes...' (l.l>.
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The virens ivy is placed in contrast with the pulla myrtle.l There is a great deal of

controversy about the significance of the myrtle in this contrast. Many commentators,

following Porphyrio2, think that both the ivy and myrtle signify youth and that the

translation of w. 17-18 should be 'happy youths rejoice more in green ivy and datk

myrtle'.3 In support of this view is the association of the myrtle with virginity which we

have seen in Catullus' c. 6!a and Horace's use of the myrtle in 1.4 to signify the approach

of spring.s In addition, the myrtle like the ivy is an evergreen plant and Bonanno follows

Bentley in arguing that on this ground it must have the same significance.6

However in 1.4 Horace :gßedviridis of the springtime myrtle but here he employs the

adjective pullus.Although epithets for black to describe the myrtle are not unknownT, the

associations of this particular term for black and the contrast between it and viridis lend

support to Nisbet and Hubbard's view that atque is meant to be interpreted as 'than'

('happy youths rejoice in green ivy more than dark myrtle') and that the dark myrtle

represents middle-age, the stage which Lydia is now at.8 PuIIus suggests a more sombre

shade than the virid.is ivy; according to André the word denoted a black without lustre or

I This contrast of green with a darker colour is slightly unusual, being almost urilmown in Greek

poetry ft*in<fq7a"p.44) does cite a fragment of Anacreon in which the ¡re)ta¡rÖú)üror ôd$var

i* 
"ont ^æ¿ 

with the x)rcopôr ètraíar $r:M3 PMG). However she goes on to comment 'When

peÀd¡rQu)rÀos occursi, iî emphasises the darkness of the foliage, whether of tree-covered mountains
trasted with Xlopds it indicates the da¡ker, as

ers were fa¡niliar with the trees, they would
at Anacreon was trying out the effect of these

if it was that, was not to my lnowledge
e of the colour contrast on two other occasions
ordance under 1.33 NIGER / MGRANS iv.

z'pullum aulem myrîum succrescentem ac per tnc novellam intellegendum.' (Meyer 1874 p.31).
3 In support of this reading a¡e Kiessling-Heinze who think both

'sachlich unricntig' (i.e. youths do not prefer ivy over myrtle

bedenklich' (1968p.112),Quinn (1980 p.171) who says tha!
ingenious', ionr.àg"r (tg6z p. 248), Èoyle (1973 p.176), G (1983

p.ílg) and Davis (tgqt p.ZtO) . Fewer scbolars support !!e reading 'rejoice in green ivy more

inon' ¿u* myrtle' (Nisbet and Hubba¡d 1970, Arkins 1983, Ancona 1992) but their argumenß are

more compelling - see the discussion below.
4 See Chapter 2, section 5.1 on 61.21-25'
S'nunc decet aut víridí nitidum caput impedire myrto' (v. 9)
6 Aridae frondes planc opponuntur lrondibus luderae ac myrti, scilicet quoe non arescuni hiemc sed

perpetuo virenr' ( Bentley, cited by Bonanno 1983 p.238)
7 e.g.'ros maris et lauri nigraque myrtus olent:' (Ars Am. 3.690)
8' vTrenti means 'fresh and young' (like evergreen leaves in the spÅng), pulla 'datk', almost
,dingy, (like the same leaves in late summer)' (1970 p. 298). Thus this colour image spans the

reasõn* - rhe virentes leaves of the ivy (like ¡he viridis myrtle in 1.4) are associated with
spring, the pullae leaves with summer and the withered leaves with autumn and winter. See also

Ancona (7992) p.254, Arkins (1983) p.767.
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brilliancel and it often carried pejorative overtones. The term is frequently employed to

describe the clothing of poor people or people who wished to demonstrate their humility

a¡d the praetexta pullawas the off,rcial garment of magistrates at funeral ceremonies-2

This colour term is not often employed by the poets (neither Catullus nor Propertius

make use of it) but Horace uses this colour adjective on two other occasions in his poetry,

once to denote the ripeness of figs3 and once to describe the colour of a sacrifice to the

infernal deities.a These two uses of pullus give the term a certain ambivalence but both can

be linked with middle-age. In the first instance the overtones of ripeness which pullus

conveys suggests middle-age rather than the greenness of youth (indeed Lydia could be

said to be 'over-ripe') while in the second the term's association with death is consistent

with the morbid overtones of middle age in 1.25"

In summary, although the myrtle itself has links with Venus and spring, the colour

term employed of it here is more appropriate for sober middle age than for riotous youth.

Consequently, a close examination of the colour terms in this passage supports the three

stage reading. Moreover, the idea of three stages of leaves suits the 'transitional' feeling of

this poem, suggested by the comparatives and by words such as ínter-lunia (w- 1l-n¡.s

Lydia is at the 'in-between' stage of the dark myrtle.

It is significant that no specific plant is associated with the image of the withered

leaves; all leaves, be they of ivy or myrtle, are reduced in the end to a colourless

anonymity. The epith et aridus, while it suggests lack of colour, has a primary meaning of

'dryness', a dryness that is the opposite of the moisture which is frequently associated with

1 "Touæfois ce n'est pas un noir brillant et lusEé. Vitruve distingue les pulla pecora de ceux qui

sont coracino colore (VItr,3,33). De ces deux nuances du noir pullus m¿¡rque la plus ¡eme: Iana

quidem tristis , dir Maftial (xN, 157, 1) des laines de Pollentia.' (1949 p.7l)
2 ¡o¿.e Og4g) p. 22, Sebesra (1994) p. 46. See also Mart. 74.157.1 'pullo lugentes vellere

latas'.
3'suam4ue pulla ficus omat arborem' Ep. 16.46. This is in a passage about the delights of the

Islands of the Blessed.
4'...pulløm divellere mnrdicus agnam/ coeperunt...' Serm. 1.8.27
5 LyOias inter-lunar night has an eerie,

situátion. Lydia is not ónly spatially disl ly
in an in-between time (iitei tunin) wh ity
but at least momenørily from the wodd of n
Ancona (1992) p.254
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sexuality.l The word is also employed of old age in 2.112 and, as we will see, Horace

uses it again in 4.13, his final poem to an aging courtesan. The aridae frondes are linked

with the chill of winter which serves as a dramatic contrast with thelagrans Lydia of v.

I3.3 Thus Horace not only employs colour in this stanza but also, in a kind of

synaesthesia, makes use of other sensation words (dryness, cold) to contribute to the

feeling of decay.

In conclusion, the colour cluster in the last stanza has connections with the imagery of

the rest of the poem but it also modifres to some extent the tone of the imagery of previous

stanzas.4Although the final image is without pity, it has a certain detachment not evident in

the strong sexual imagery of the other stanzas which is both savage and cruel; Lydia has

been associaæd with the raging wind (vv. II-12), she has been compared to a mare in heat

(w. 14-15), she has haunted alleyways like læsbia (w. 9-10).s The leaf metaphor places

the theme of the poem in the realm of universal truthsó and its use of colours contributes a

certain beauty. The three colour elements in the stanza signify the three different stages of

life: youth, middle age and old age. The dull colour of the pulln myrtle and the faded aridne

frondes, set in contrast with the vivid green of the ivy, represent the diminishing

attractiveness of aging women. Lydia is at the stage of the dark myrtle but she is left to

contemplate the awfulness of becoming a withered leaf, rejected by everyone.

1 Tne dryness of leaves replaces the weûness of her fl-ydia's] formerly aroused state' (Ancona
1992 p.258). Compa¡e Horace's description of the green and moist willow grove, the
metaphoricat landscape of the young Lalagei 'circa vìrenth est animus tuae / campos iuvencae,
nunc fluviis gravem/ solantis aestum, nunc in udo/ ludere cum vitulis salicto/ praegestientis...'
(2.5.5-9;see further these lines in the concordance under 1.50.1 VIREO/VIRIDO). See also the
use of moisture in c.6l.2l-25 of Catullus (discussed in Chapter 2, section 5.1). According to
Irwin, the association between youth and moistue, dryness and death goes back to eady Crreek

rhought (1974 pp.3341).
2 '...lugit retro/ levis iuventas et decor, arida / pellente lnscivos amores/ cønítíe facilemque
somnum.' (w. 5-8).
3 'curn tibi flqgrør amor et libito/ quae solet matres furiare equorum,/ saeviet circa iecur
ulcerosum'
4'The imagery of the final stanza sounds a new note. The concentrated virulence of sønzas 3

and 4 subsides, the Thrachio Bacchanfe , personified scorn and violence, gives way before the icy
chill of hiemis sodali Euro.' Cattlow (1976) p.817.See also Lyne (1980) p.z09.
5 See Lee for the comparison between Lydia and Lesbia (1975 p. 36). For the sexual imagery of
the previous stanzas see Ancona (1992 pp.249-254).
6 Boyle comments on 'the explicit nature symbolism of the final stranza, which places the
personal devastation to be suffered by Lydia within the context of a universal law of nature.'
(1973 p.177)
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6.3.2 Cartnen 3.15

As mentioned previously, c. 3.15 differs somewhat in tone and structure both from

1.25 and, as \ile shall see, from c. 4.13. The poem is the shortest in this group of odesl

and it is simplest in structure; as Collinge puts it, it is an expansion of a single thought"2

Basically the poem can be divided into three parts. In w. 1-6 Horace admonishes Chloris

for her present behaviour, inw.7-72 he tells her that her behaviour is more appropriaæ for

her daughter and in yy. 13-16 he lists what is suitable and unsuitable for her as an old

woman.3 The moralising tone is stronger in this ode than in the other two. This is evident

in words such as propior (v. 4), rectius (v. 8), decet (v. 8), decent (v. 14) while words like

uxor (v. 1) and pauper (v. 1) place the ode firmly within the sphere of Roman values.4

Horace seems less personally involved in this ode than in the others but his use of colour

imagery is still interesting and worth examining.

There are two major colour clusters in the poem. The first occurs at the end of the first

section:

Uxor pauperis lbYci,

tondem nequitiae fige modum tuae

famosisque laboribus:

nufiuro propior desine funeri

inter ludere virgines

et stellís nebulam sparSere cøndídís- (w- 1-6)

Horace compares Chloris' attempts to sport amongst the maidens to a cloud being cast

amongst the shining stars. The word order adds to the vividness of the image for nebulam

is placed between stellís and candidis, the cloud literally amongst the stars. The contrast is

one of 1¡ght (stellis...candidis) and dark (nebula); Chloris is associated with da¡kness and is

t 16 lines as opposed to 20 lines fot l'25 and 28 lines for 4'13"
z (tgor) p. os
3 quinn also divides the poem in this way (1980 p.271).
a'The moralising tone of III.5 is clear from the as Ux

husband s paupelns are both reasons for resfaint Horace

as (Jxor in órder to set her apart from Lydia an special s

in whom the conduct of a courtesan is particularl 976 p'

See also Esler -'this poem has closer ties with certain of the philosophical odes than with the

iambic tradition' (1989 P. 174).
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trying to take the maidens' light.l This colour image has connections with 1.25 for in this

poem there was a suggestion that Lydia was also associated with darkness; in w. 7-8 her

suitors perish through long drawn out nights2 and in w. l0-t2 Lydia herself weeps during

moonless nights.3 In addition, Horace is playing on traditional colour imagery in which the

colour adjective candidus is employed to describe the beauty of young girls. As can be seen

from the concordance, this motif is already well established in Catullus' and Propertius'

poetry.a In the odes prior to 3.15, Horace has employed the word twice in reference to

female beauty; in c.1.13 to describe the beauty of Lydias and in c. 3.9 of another girl.6

But, most of all, Horace means the reader to recall a poem in Book 2 in which a

(presumably) younger Chloris was compared to the bright moon:

dilecta quantum non Phnloe fugax,

non Chloris ølbo sic umero nítens

ut pfll!-nocturno renidet

luna mari, Cnidiusve Gyges, (2.5.17-20)

The parallels a¡e obvious. Here it is Chloris who is being compared to a heavenly body

which is casting its light upon the midnight sea.7 Thus the colour image of 3.15 is a

reversal of this previous image; formerly Chloris cast light on the darkness but now she is

the darkness which takes the light. There may well be a hint of pathos in this reversal"

Indeed Lyne thinks that by the comparison of the girls to stars, Horace suggests to the

1 Die ungewöhnliche Meøpher spagere nebulam ist analog dem häufigen caliginem funiere,
offundere' (Kiessling-Heinze 1968 p. 324)
2 'me tuo longas pereunte noctesl Lydia, dormis?'
3 'flebis in solo levis angiportu,/ Thracio bacchnnte magis sub iefg-/ hu&i& vento,' Note the

reference to the moon in this expression; for the association of aging courtesans with waning

moons see below.
4 See the entries Catullus 13.4, 35.8, 86.1, Propertius 2.3.9, 2.9.10, 2.16.24, 2.22a' 5, 2.22a.8,

2.28c.51, 2.29b.30, 3.11.16, 4.4.40, 4.8.32 in the concordance under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
5'tror, seu tibi cøndídos/ turparunt umeros immodicae mero/ rixae...' (w. 9-11). Seefurther on

this image in the concordance under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
6 'nec quisquam potior bracchia cøndídøe / cemici iuvenis dabat' (vv. 2-3). See further on this

image in the concordance under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
7 It is int€resting that one of the epigrams to aging women in the Greek Anthology compafes

an aging court€san to the waning moon; '...rò ô' aùtooéÀnvov èxetvo / èféÀtnev, ouvdôou

¡rr¡xérr yrvopévqç' (5.271.5-6). Compare also Sappho; '&orep<s uèv rirrQì rdÀav

oeÀcÍvucv / àrþ' dnurpúnroror þd<vuov <tôos, / ðnnorc n).rlOotoa pd).rota ldpnr¡t /
y1v...' (fr. 34 Lobel and Page 1955). Campbell thinks that this was a metaphor for a girl who

outshone her companions in beauty (1982 p.83).
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reader the impermanence of all human beauty in contrast to the eternal beauty of nature.l

Like Chloris who was once compared to the bright moon, the brightness of the girls will

grow dim while the stars go on shining.2

The second section of the poem is devoid of colour imagery, apart from a faint

suggestion of colour in the proper name Chloris.

non, si quid Pholoen satís,

et te, Chlari. dzcet: filia rectius

expuSnat iuvenum domos,

pulso Thyias uti concita tympano. (vv. 7-10)

The name Chloris is derived from the Greek XÀcopós. Amongst other things, this word is

employed as a colour adjective for green3 and this could be the force of the name here. In a

simila¡ fashion, in 1.23 the cognate name Chloe forms part of the imagery of green in the

first half of the poem.4 When interpreted in this way, the name contributes to the irony of

the stanza5, heighæning the contrast between her and her daughær - young Pholoe is the

one to whom the name should be applied!6 On the other hand XÀcopós can also mean

'pale' or 'wan'7 and Nisbet and Hubbard, with some justification, give this interpretation to

I'The imagery is complex, suggesting not only the girls and their beauty, but also (quite

emphaticaliy i tnint) the impermanence of therr and their beauty. And the ultimate distinction

between thê girls and their apparent equivalent must be felt to be a sad one. We and the poet

can only prelumably regret the ways in which the girls are not ltke sørs.'(1980 p.206)
2 Lyn" misses the comparison with the Chloris of 2.5 but he does draw attention to 4.7 in
wnicn ¡¡e ability of the moon to reappear is contrasted with the frnality of human deatb (1980

p. 206):- 'dawu tamen celeres reparant caelestia luna¿:/nos ubi dccidinus/ quo paler Aencas,

þuo Tultus dives et Ancus,l pulvis et umbra sumus.' ( w. 13-16). Sep also Conrmager (1962

i.Ug) on the use of the moon as a symbol of transience in 1.25.11-72 and 2.11.10-11.
3 See the dictionary entry in Liddell and Scott under ¡Àtopds (1968 p. 1995 def. I). The word
however had a range of meanings and was not always employed in a chromatic sense as Irwin's
study of the tenn demonstrates (197a p. 31f.).
4 the fi¡st half is dressed in green ftom Chloe (1), whose name ¡1)rdr¡ means a green sprout'

(Ronnick 1993 p.156);'the name suggests greenness and immatu¡ity'(Nisbet and Hubba¡d 1970p.

275).
5 This faint suggestion of green also serves as a bridge between 1.25 where viridis was

employed of the ivy and 4.13 where the colour tenn is used of Chia who, like Pholoe, is
placed in contmst ûo her aging counterpart. See the discussion of 4.13.6 below under section

3.3.i.
6It is not my intention in this chapter to discuss whether Horace approves or disapproves of the

wanton behaviour of Pholoe. Whether he thinks that this behaviour is only appropriate for
Chloris' daughter or whether he disapproves of such behaviour altogether is not really relevant to
the main point of the poem, nor will an exarnination of the colour imagery throw light upon

the matter. For a discussion of this question see Connor (1987) p.187.
7 tiddeu and Scott (1968) p. 1995 def. II
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Chloris' name when she appears in c.2.5.1 In this way the name suggests lack of colour

and looks forward to the final section of the poem where Chloris is denied bright colours

and associated with pale and unwashed wool. It may well be that Horace is playing on the

two possible meanings of this colour word: the first looks back to the glory and vigour of

Chloris'youth, the second suggests a beauty which has faded and grown dull.

The second major colour cluster appears in the final section as the poem ends on a

burst of colour imagery:

te lgrue prope nobiletn

tonsae Luceriam, non citherae decent

nec flos purpureus rosae

nec poti vetulam faece tenus Øgli. (w. 13-16)

Horace denies to Chloe the lyre, the rose and wine while reserving for her the wool of

Luceria. All three of the former objects are connected with symposia.2 Spinning wool was

the lot of a Roman matron and, along with the placename Luceria, the reference to wool

strikes a note of drab realism3 which is in contrast to the images of merry-making.

The colour of the wool is also of interest. Luceria was in Apulia which was renowned

for the quality of its wool and Martial writes an epigram about the fine fleeces of Apulia,

Parma and Altinum which he entitles 'Lanae Albae '.4 Thus the wool of Luceria was white

but here Horace also speaks of it as newly shorn5 and unwashed wool was regarded as

1 This interpretation suits the white arms and the clear moonlight below...' (1978 p.89). See

further on Hor.2.5.18 in the concordance under 1.2.2 ALBUS i.
2'In further specifying what is inappropriate behaviour for the amorous uxor , Hotace once again

appeals to emblematic features of the symposium (music, wreaths, wine-drinking)' (Davis 1991 p.

222); see also Quinn (1980) P.272.
3'the sudden appearance of Luceria is surprising and strikes a note of Roman reality which the

reader now recognises w¿rs really inherent in the first word of the ode - uxor, and the moral tone

implicit in paupáris is the saure as that in the recoutmendation to wool-making.' (Williams

1969 p.97)
4 'Velleribus primis Apulia, Parma secundis / nobilis; Altinum tertia laudat ovis"' (14.155.1-2).
5 tonsae y. 14. 'It is possible that some of the shearing was done in the vicinity of the

ma¡kets: there may be a hint of this in the words of Horace 3,15,14...'wool sheared nea¡ famous

Luceria' which should perhaps be taken literally' (Frayn 1984 p. 142). Hotace of course was born

in Apulia and nray have had the opportunity of seeing the shearing process.
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greasy 'sucidus'or dirty 'sordidus'.r This dirty, white wool is reminiscent of the hair of

old women2, appropriate for the faded Chloris whose name can mean'pale'.

The section is dominated by the image of the purpureus rose. As we have seen from

Propertius' c. 3.3, the word rosa on its own has connotations of redness3 and here Horace

lays special emphasis on the colour by the use of the adjective purpureus. In Horace this

colour adjective is often associated with the sexuality of youth. In2.5 Lalage is compared

to a grape which will only be ready for plucking when autumn has painæd it purple+ and in

4.1 Horace will tell Venus to take her purple swans to a more suitable (i.e. younger)

candidate.s The colour will also be employed in a similar fashion in 4.13, as can be seen in

the discussion below. In 3.15 the implication is that Chloris is still seeking after the vivid

colours of the rose; as Commager puts it, it is 'as though winter were to masquerade in the

colors of spring'.6 These colours however are no longer suitable for Chloris and the purple

rose is placed in contrast with the drabness of the pale wool which it is now her lot to spin.

The colour of the rose is picked up by the colour of the wine in the following line.7 In

a similar fashion, the colours of the rose and wine are linked in 2.3 and placed in contrast

with the dark threads of the Fates.s This brings us to the dual signifrcance of both roses and

wine for, as well as being connected with symposia, they are a reminder of the

impermanence of the pleasures of life. As Commager comments on the above passage, 'the

| 'a quo sudore recens lana lonsa sucìdø appellata est' (Val. R. 2.11.6-7); 'quas geritis vestis,

sordídø lnna fuit' (Ov. .,4rs. An. 3.222).
2 Compare Catullus 64 where the aged Fates have white hai¡ ('at roseae níveo residebant vertice
yittae' v.309)and spin white wool ('ante pedes autem candentß rnllia lanae/vellera virgati
custodibatu calathisci' vv. 318-319).
3 See Chapær 4, section 6.3.üi on 3.3.36'
4 '...tolle cupidinem / immitis uvae: iam tibi lívídos / distinguet Auîumnus racetns / purpureo
vørius coloie.' w. 9-12. See further on these lines in the concordance under 1.40.2

PURPUREUS i.
5 'tempestivius in domum / Pøuli purpureís ales oloribus / conissabere Matimi,/ si torrere iecur
quaeris idoneum:' w.9-12. See further on these lines in the concordance under 1.4O.2

PURPUREUS i.
a 6962) p.250
7 See Prop.3.l7.l7 in the concordance under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iv where the colour adjective

is applied to must and Horace 2.5.12 above where it is employed of grapes. Compare Theocritus

5 '...xaì rù ôè, Kpâ9r, / oivqr nopQrlpots.. '' (w. 124'125 Gow 1952).
\'huc yiru, et unguenta et nimium brevis/ flores amoenae ferre iube fgsø/ dum res et aetas et

sororum/ Íila trium patiuntur øÞa.' (w. 13-16). See further on these lines in the concordance

under 1.4 ATER / ATRATUS ii.
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roses suggest life's impermanence as well as its beauty'.l This attitude is also apparent in

4.10 in which Horace compÍues the complexion of a youth to a crimson rose which is soon

to fade.2In 3.15, Chloris' draughts of the red wine, like her attachment to the purple rose,

is a sign that she has not accepted that her glory days lie in the past.3

In summary, in this ode Chloris is continually portrayed as seeking after light and

colour - she wishes to sport amongst the shining stars, yearns for the purple rose and

drinks deep draughts of red wine. She has not yet accepted that she is closer to a da¡k cloud

than the bright moon and that it is now her lot to spin dull and dirty wool. There is some

mockery in this use of colours and also a sense of irony (especially in the chromatic

implications of the name Chloris) but a close examination of the colour elements in this

poem reveal that it has an additional dimension. This is not just a moralising or

philosophical poem for, underlying the nature motifs with which many of the colour images

are corinected, is a suggestion of the universal impermanence of human life and beauty.

6.3.3 Cartnen 4.13

In some respects c. 4.13 picks up from where 1.25lef¡ off; what Horace envisaged as

happening to Lydia has happened to Lyce - she has become an old woman.4 C. 4.13 is

structured in a similar fashion to 1.25, with the poem divided into two equal halves by a

transition passages and much of its imagery, especially in the first half, is equally as

savage. However in 4.13 Horace is describing an emotional state that is much more

complex for, as we will see, his attitude changes radically during the course of the poem"6

t OgSl) p.72. Compare Theocritus 27 'á oraþuÀìe oraþls ëorar' I vOv þ<íôou, aÛov

òÀ<trar.' (v. 10 Gow 1952). For a fuller discussion of the significance of the rose in Horace see

Davis (1991) p. 228-233.
Z'nunc et qui color est puníceae flore prior rosae/ mutatus Ligurinum in faciem verterit
hispidam' t-. ¿-Sl. Compare also 2.11.13-l'1 -'cur non sub ølta vel platano uel hac/ pinu

iacentes sic temere et rosa/ canos odorati capillos,/ dum licet, Asryriaque nardo/ potarnus

uncti?...'.
3 According to Commager, flowers, wine, and music are denied to Chloris because these objects

are 'the privilege of those who accept the realities of the present' (1962 p.249). See also

Commager (1957\ p.75.
4'The starting point of this poem is different from that of the Lydia ode. llgrace no longer
predicts, but contemplates the fulfilment of his prayers.' (cattlow 1976 p. 818)
5 'in iv. 13 the attack on Lyce (l-12) is corurected to the poet's nostalgic sense of the past and

his own old age (17-28) by the lines 13-16 which søte that nothing can repair wbat time has

desrroyed.' (Williams 1968 p. 123). See also Quinn (1963 p.95) who holds a simila¡ view about

the turning point of the poem.
6 The poem is unique arnong the th¡ee under discussion, and among other t¡eatments of the

aging-woman topos , in the breadth of its tonal range and the complexity of the attitude it
adopts...In 4.13 we find at last something of the complexity, the doubleness of vision, the shift
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This is reflected in the increased use of colours in the poem and the depth and subtlety of

many of its colour images. In addition, the poem and its imagery gains an added

significance from its position for, as Minaedo points out, it is the last of Horace's love

lyrics in the last book and 'manages to evoke the whole span of Horace's erotic career'.l

This poem is the longest in the group of three and there arc many colour images which

must be examined. Accordingly, for the sake of clarity, the discussion will be divided into

three sections which correspond to the divisions in the poem which Witliams makes2; vv.

1-12 The Attack on Lyce, w. 13-16 Transition passage, w- 17-28 Regret.

6.3.3.i) The Attack on Lyce (vr'. l'12)

Horace opens the poem gleeful at the gods' fulfilment of his prayer of revenge upon

Lyce outside whose door he waited (presumably in vain) in 3.10:

Audivere, Lyce, di mea vota, di

audivere, Lyce: fis anus, et tam¿n

vis formosa videri

ludisque et bibis impudens (w.I-4)

As Cattlow points out, the note of triumph is struck by the insistent repetition (audivere

twice, I-yce twice, di twice) and the hissing rhyme (fis, vi, ludisque, bibis)3 , an

atmosphere of triumph which will continue almost unabated until the end of the first

section. In the first stanza the presence of the verbs ludis andbibis (v.4) recall Chloris of

3.15 for like her Lyce attempts both to sport (Iudere v. 5) and to drink wine in a denial of

present reality.4 However in 4.13 any suggestion of colour in this final line is diminished

because of the lack of a word for wine and of an explicit term for red for it to pick up on"

from mood to antithetical mood which we associate with some of Horace's best and most

characteristic work.' @sler 1989 p. 175 and 177). Nisbet however disagrees - 'The earlier poem

t1.251 is more concenüated, its images are stronger, and it is better in every way.' (1962 p. 187)
t (tggz) p. ¿0.
2 lsog) p.tzz
z Ggl1p.819. See also Kiessling-Heinze; 'die Wiederholung kennzeichnet die triumphierende
Sicherheit' (1968 p.452). Both Quinn (1963 p. 92) and Lyne (1980 p. 2ll) interpret this

repetition as pathetic rather than triumphant but Cattlow dismisses their arguments on the grounds

of ùe aggressive hissing rhyme and the hurtful details which Horace singles out. I agree with
Cattlow; the power of the poem lies in the alteration of mood which occurs as the poem
progresses and it is much more effective if it begins on a triumpbant note.
4 Commager (1962) p.300; Putnam (1986) p.222
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The first real colour image of the poem occurs in the second stanza:

et cLntu tremulo pota CuPidínem

lentum sollicitas. ille virentß et

dactae psallere Chiae

pulchris excubat ín genis. (w. 5-8)

As in !.25, the first explicit colour term is virens and once again it is employed of youthful

beauty. llere however the term, instead of being used in an elaborate metaphor, is applied

directly and more boldly to describe a rival courtesan. As Quinn suggestsl, the image is

probably inspired by some lines from a chorus of Sophocles' Antigon¿ but in these lines no

word for green is employed.2 Horace also employs virens to describe the vigour and

freshness of youth in Epodes 133 and, as we have already seen, in c.1.9.4 As in 1.9, in

4.13 the word is not employed in a literal chromatic sense (girls are not green!) but its

chromatic meaning is played upon by the use of contrasting colour words.S In the case of

4.13 these occur in the following stanza:

importunus enim transvolat aridns

quercus et refugit te, quia luridí

dentes te, quía rugae

turpant et capirts ab¿st (w. 9-I2)

In this stanza Lyce is compared to a withered oak; by implication Chia is a green

sapling. The adjective aridus recalls the withered leaves of c. 1.25.6 Lyce, like Lydia, is

associated both with dryness and with cold (capitís nives), the difference being that in

Lydia's case this association was still in the future, for Lyce it is part of the grim present.

t (tqo¡) p.q¿
2' 'Epros ày{xare ydyav,/ 'Eptos, ôs èv rrr(eøt n{nrets, / ôs èv lratraxals:

ncpctaîg I ved.v:f,os èvvuxeúers:...' (vv. 781-4)
3'dum vírent genualet decet, obducta solvatur fronre senectus.' See also Edgeworth on Aen.

5.295 and 63U (1992 PP. 1ó6-7).
4 See the discussion on virenti rrt 1.25.17 above under section 3'1'
5 ln 1.9 the conEasting colour word is canities which comes inmediately after virenti. See

further Corunager (1962) P.271.
6 putnam suggests that quercus at 4.13.9 may stand for frondes in 'a synecdoche of whole for
parts' (1986 p.235 n.22).
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Similarly, while in the leaf metaphor of 1.25 Horace predicted the fading of Lydia's

colours, in 4.13 Lyce's colours have actually faded.

Here the colours that are applied to Lyce are pale and dingy ones which contrast

sharply with Chia's greenness.l In addition, the colour words that Horace uses of Lyce are

a ghastly distortion of those terms which are frequently employed of the beauty of young

women. Colour terms in the yellow/gold range such as flavus and aureus are regularly

used of the fair hair of beautiful girls2 or to describe the glow which surrounds them.3 In

contrast, in these lines Horace employs luridus, a yellow without lustre4 and he applies the

word instead to Lyce's teeth. In a similar fashion the phrase capitis nives tecalTs the cognate

adjective niyeus which is often used of the beautiful white skin of youths but here nix ß

associated with the white hair of old age. Nowhere has Horace employed colour imagery

more cuttingly.6

However the f,rnal colour image (capitis nives) of this stanza also introduces a note of

sympathy; as Quinn puts it'the terrible words... [are] mitigated by a concluding touch of

fancy'.2 The image is a variation on the usual cliche of old women's white hair common in

poems on this topos 8 but it is a bold metaphor, unusual enough for Quintilian to remark

on it.e Placed as it is at the very end of the stanza (indeed nives is the final word), the

1 'Her [Lyce's] metaphors, both visual and lactile, are anton],rnical to Chia s green fteshness. The

leaves ol Lyce's oak are dry, her teeth yellowed, her hai¡ snow white. Spring is Chia's season.

Winter's hoa¡ and chill have come upon Lyce.' (Putnam 1986 p. 222)
2 See the enties Catullus &.63, 66.62 Horace 1.5.4, 2.4.14, 3.9.19 under 1'20 FLAVENS /
FLAVUS i. in the concordance.
3 See especially Hor. 1.5.9 in the concordance under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv ('qui nunc

te fruitui credulus øutea' ) where aureus is used of þnha and compare Prop.4.7.85.
4¡,nOré (1949) p.737f.It was sometimes used to describe the colour of corpses (ibid.).
5 See the entries Catullus 63.8, &.3& Propertius 2.13b.53, 3.6.12, 3.l4.ll Honcn 2.4.3,

3.27.25 under 1.35.1 NIVEUS i. in the concordance.
6'the details which he singles out Íue intended to hit where it hurts' (Cattlow 1976 p.819).
Compare Epod. 17 where Horace employs very similar imagery of a man who is perhaps Horace

himself; fugit iuventas et verecundus color / reliquit ossa pelle amicta lurida; / tuis capillus
ølbus est odoribus' (w. 2l-23).
t Oga:i¡ p.95; also Cattlow (1976) p. 819.
8 See the examples in Pat. Anth. 5.21, 5.23, 5.273, 5.298, 11.66, 11.67, 11.69, 11.72. As

mentioned previously, Propertius also makes use of this cliche in 3.15 his poem about Cynthia
aging (section6.2above). See further Bertman (1989) p. 165,Pumam (1986) p.230. The metaphor
may well owe something to ¡he Greek Anthology's 'noÀrrþ ylpal wQ<ípevov ' used of the

hair of old men at 6.198.6 and 7.91.2.
9 Quintilian disliked the meøphor, because he found it 'ha¡sh' (aning?), and 'fanciful' - 'Sunt et

duree, id esî ø lnnginqua similitudine ductae, ut 'capitis nives" (8.6.17). Kiessling-Heinze
comment 'die Metapher, schon von Quintilian (VI[ 6 17), weil a longinqua similitudine ducta
(sic), als hart gerügt, ist für den Lateiner eben so kühn, als wollte er von den rosae genarum

oder dem ebur m¿mbrorrm sprechen' (1968 p.453).
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image would strike the eye of the Roman reader and give them pause. This is especially the

case because the verb turpanl comes f,rrst and leads the reader to expect a gross conclusion.

Nives however is unexpected, reminding the reader not only of the white skin of young

girls but also of the depiction of snow in Horace's nature poems. The word would

immediately recall the opening of 4.71and through it the Soracte ode2 (the connection with

this latter ode has of course already been established by the common use of virens).

particularly in the latter ode the whiteness and purity of snow contribute to a scene of great

beauty and power. Thus in 4.13 the expression becomes almost an oxymoron: snow

should be beautiful but here it disfigures (turpant).3 A parallel can be drawn with c. 3.15

where the metaphor about Chloris casting her cloud amongst the shining stars harks back to

an earlier, more beautiful image of the moon shining on the midnight sea, lending a certain

pathos to Horace's depiction of Chloris. In a similar fashion, the two nature odes which

capítis nives echoes both have as a theme the idea that nature renews itself where human

beings cannot. Like the shining stars of 3.15, the snows of Lyce's head are a reminder of

human decay against nature's constancy.

Thus, a detailed examination of this colour image supports Cattlow's argument that it is

here that Horace's vengeful mood begins to change.a The image of snows of the head has

a beauty which strikes a chord with the reader and, placed in the context of other poems of

Ilorace, it forms part of a truth with which every reader can identify.

6.3.3.ii) Transition (Yv. 13'16)

The note of sympathy which capitis nives introduces into the poem leads Horace

naturally into his transition passage and the whiteness of nives is placed in contrast with

pwpura in the following line:

I 'Diffugert nives. redcunt iatn pramina campisl arboribusque cotnae:'. Note the contrast between

the whiteness of the snow and the greenness of the grass and leaves of the tfees. Porter also

sees a connection between these two odes (1975 p.221).
2'Vides ut ølta stet nive cøndìdum / Soracte...' (w.7-2). Lee thinks that the picture of Lyce

in 4.13 is meant to be of 'a withered oak with snow on top'(1970 p.252); if this is the case

then it strengthens the connection with 1.9 ('...nec iam sustineant onus/ silvae laborantes...'

1.9.2-3). See also Commager (1962) p.271'
3' capitis ¿iyes is evocative of old age, but not wholly effective as abuse because even when

allied to turpant, it is beautiful.' (Cattlow 1976 p.819).
4 Cattlow sees this phrase as one of the pivotal points of the poem (1976 p.819 n.20).
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nec Coae referunt iarn tibi purpurøe

nec cari lapídes tempora quae semcl

notis condita fastis

inclusit volucris dies. (w. 13-16)

Horace tells Lyce that neither Coan purple nor jewels can bring back the days that have

been lost. The sexual connotations of purple cloth go all the way back to Sappho where

Eros is depicted in a purple mantle.l As we have seen in our examination of Propertius

3.13, purple robes were much favoured by courtesans2; and Pubram states that Coan robes

were a sign both of affluence and sexuality in the Roman world.3 In 4.I3 the word

purpura not only echoes the allusion to the purple rose in 3.15 but also picks up on the

purple swans of 4.1 which we have already mentioned in connection with 3.15.4 Unlike

Horace who tries to resist the purple swans of Venus, Lyce and Chloris have not even

come halfway to the realisation that they are no longer young and they seek after the bright

colours which are more appropriate for beautiful young girls.s According to Putnam, in

this context purple 'signifies Lyce's continuing futile attempt to regain what "green" Chia

possesses naturally and what her own whiteness proves in her case to be irrecoverable.'6

This behaviour results in a grotesque combination of purple robe and greying hair^

The brilliance of the purple robe is enhanced by the reference to jewels in the following

Hne.7 The combination of purple and jewels is reminiscent of another Propertius poem in

which a wife whose soldier husband is missing asks for what purpose purple shines for her

1 ' èÀedyr' ¿t òptÍvto nopQup(av nepoé¡revov ¡)rdpuv' (fr. 54 Lobel and Page 1955).

Follux who quotes this line makes it clear that Eros is the subject.
2 See the disòussion of 3.13.7 in Chapter 5, section 5.1 and compare Horace 'murícìbus Tyriis

iteratae vellera larae / cui properabantur?...' (Epod. 12.21-22)'
s (tqso) p.223
4 See the discussion on the purpureus rose of 3.15.15 above under section 3.2.
5 Compare Pat. Anth, 5.271 where the golden castanets and finery that a courtesan \ryore as a
young girl are employed as a contrast with her aged and diseased state; 'rriu flor€

Bo*xãUãro*v èv- <T-öe't 0r¡Àu.repdorv,/ d¡v ¡1puoéqr xporcÍÀql oero¡réur¡u onartfirrlv, I
yîpas ëxa xaì voÛqosì àFeiÀrxos '.'.' (vv. 1-3).
o (tqso) p.223
7 If the va¡iant reading clari is correct then the brighEress of the jewels is even more

pronounced and, according to Macleane, clari not cari is the reading of the greater number of
MSS (1881 p.252).
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and clear crystal adorns her hands.t This suggests another topos frequently explored by

Horace; the idea that purple has no power over human ills.2 Here it is time itself that purple

has no power over3 and with the introduction of this idea Horace further universalises

Lyce's situation - it becomes the common plight of all humanþ including himself.a

6.3.3.iii) Regret (vr,. 17'28)

In the series of anguished questions which introduce the third section, few colour

words are employed. One question however sums up the colour imagery:

quo fugit Venus, heu, quove color? decens

quo ntatus? quid habes ilius, illius,

Ene spirabat emores,

qulre me surpuerat mihi (w. l7-2O)

In asking Lyce where her colour has fled, Horace is reiterating the motif of fading colours;

the question reinforces the picture of Lyce's drab colouring in stanza two. Here we have a

reversal of the usual elegiac imagery for it was normally the courtesans who caused their

lovers' colour to depart and in elegiac poetry much is made of their pallor.s The question

may be meant to recall 3.10 where Horace describes the pallor of his own complexion

while he is lying in wait outside Lyce's door.6 The tables have been turned on Lyce but

Horace finds that he can no longer be gleeful about the result. His sadness is felt in the

| 'nann mihi quo Poenis ter purpurø fuIgcil ostris / crystallusque neas ornet aquosa mnnus? '

(4.3.51-2). See further on these lines in the concordance under 1.21.1 FULGEO üi.
2 See for instance Hot 2.16.7 and 3.1.42 in the concordance under 1.4O.1 PURPURA and Hor.

l.35.t2 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iii.
3 According ûo Porter, the uselessness of wealth as a barrier to the passage of time is one of the

motifs of Horace's Fourth Book (1975 p.209f.).
4'Lyn becomes in the next two stanzas, a symbol not mereþ of female folly but of mortality
in general' @sler 1989 p.176). See also Connor (1981) p.1622-
5 See the instances under 1.37.1 PALLEO / PALLESCO and its cognates in the concordance e.g.

Propertius 1.9.17, 1.13.7 and 3.8.28 under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS. See aspecially 1.1.22 (under

1.3i.1 PALLEO/PALLESCO) and Propertius'vain hope to make Cynthias cheek as pale as his

own.
6'0 quamvis fleque te muflera nec precesl nec linctus viola pallor amantiuflt/ n¿c vir Pi¿ria

paelice saucius/ curyat,..' (w. 13-16; see further on these lines in the concordance under 1.37.3

PALLOR). Compare also 1.13 where the thought of Lydia's infidelities causes Horacp to lose

his colour; 'tutn nec mens mihi nec color / certa sede manent...' (w. 5-6).
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interjection heuL,the liquid sound of illius,illius2 and the frequent repetition which now

has a sorrowful rather than scornful effect.3

There are no real colour words in the sixth stanza which is taken up with the

recollection of Cina¡a who died young (and who presumably kept her colour in contrast to

Lyce who goes on fading). There is however an interesting play on the proper n¿Lme Cinara

which is employed twice in the stanza:

felix post Cinaram nataque et artium

gratarutn facies? sed Ci4grge brevis

aÍtnzs fata dederunt

servaturo diu parem (w. 2l-24).

In an ironic twist, Cinarøwill be echoed by the homophonic colour word cineres in the

final line of the poem, implying that Cinara could only achieve eternal beauty through the

ashes of death.a For the significance of this word play in the final stanza see below.

Strong colour comes back into the poem in the seventh and final stanza when Horace

contemplates Lyce's immediate future:

cornicis vetulae temporibus Lycen,

possent ut uvenes visere fervidi

multo non sine risu

dil sam in cineres facem (w- 25-28)

Horace f,rrstly compares Lyce to an old crow. This was a common comparison in poems on

this topos for it was the belief that crows lived a long time.s The comparison is peculiarly

appropriate in this instance, for there was a legend that the crow once tried to dress itself in

1 'The exclamation of grief, lt¿u , in the middle of line 17, is the only occurrence of such a

word in any of the three odes" @sler 1989 p'176)
2'Und 

"r 
uLtti"ft sich i¡nmer meh¡ in die Erinnerung: das malt schön das verweilende illius,

i//i¡.¡s, aus dem etwas wie sehnsucht klingt;' (Kiessling-Heinze 1968 p. a54)
3 Esler (1989) p.176
4'Her nalne, wnicn gave her reality, and the face that was so significant a featu¡e of that reality

have become only ash.' (Putnan 1986 n.13)
5 S.", for instânce, Pal. Anth. 11.67,69. In 3.17.13 Horace gives the cornix the epithet

annoso. See furtber Putrlam on the significance of the crow; 'symbol of age, da¡kly squawking of
darlness'(1986 p. 227 and n. l2)' For the legend" see Phaedrus 1.3.
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the cast-off feathers of the peacock, a story which Horace himself makes reference to in

Epistles 1.3.1 Thus like the crow, Lyce is attempting to dress herself in borrowed colours

but cannot disguise her real nature. Furthermore, the comix was a black bird2 and the

association of Lyce with this colour echoes Chloris', and to a lesser extent Lydia's,

association with darkness in 3.15 and 4.13. The contrast between the blackness of the crow

and the fervidi youths in the following line reinforces the link with 3.15 by recalling the

contrastbetween thenebul.aand the candidistårs; the wordfervidi also pic}s up onflagrans

Lydia of 1.25.13.

The motifs of darleness and light are rcpeated in the final dramatic colour contrast of the

poem with the image of the torch collapsed into ashes. Note how Horace emphasises the

dark/light contrast by positioning the word for ash (cineres) right next to the word for torch

(facem) and note how he places emphasis on the image by making these two words the

final ones in the entire poem. This dramatic juxtaposition of light and dark picks up on

Horace's allusion to the dark fires of death in the last stanza of the poem immediaæly

preceding.3 The picture created is a stark one - therc is no gradual fading here for all colour

has disappeared and the ashes signify the darkness and drynessa of death. In contrast, the

torch and its flames suggest the passion and seductiveness associated with courtesans for,

as Quinn points out, the torch of love was a common metaphor in classical poetry.5 In

4.13 the wordfaxnot only recallsflagrans Lydlain 1.25.13 but also poems such as 1.5 in

which the seductive Pyrrha is associated with fire6 and it can also be compared with

| 'ne, si forte suas repetitun venerit olim/grex avium plumas, moveat cornicula risurn/furtivis
nudata colorihus?' (w. 18-20)
2 See Metamorphoses 2 where
'...tendebam bracchia caelo:/ bro
speaks of a crow which was remarkable for its
Roma twec prodente me equitis Romani cornit
(N.H. 10.60.12.).
a ,rigroru*que memt)r, dum licet, ignium/ misce stultitiam consiliis brevem:' (4.12.26-27). See

further on these lines in the concordance under 1.33 NIGER/NIGRANS üi. PuEracr also makes

tnis poiot ( 1986 p.227 n. 13). Porrer (1987þ p.t1-¡) goes,further and links the ending of 4.13

not ðnly *ìtn ¿.ti but also with 4.? and 4.11, all of which end with explicit mentions of
da¡linesÁ (7.25, infemis...tenebris ; 11.35-36, atrac ...curae ).
4 Compare Ep. 17.34 where Horace uses aridus as an epitbet fot cinis. The dryness of the ashes

in 4.13 recalls, of course, the aridi frondes of 1.25.19.
s (rgog) p. gs
6 The name Pynha is probably derive.d from the Greek adjective nuppds which means 'flame-

coloured' (NisUet and Hubbard 1970 p. 75). 'þrrha, blonde seducEess, becomes a beacon fue that

lures ignoiant seafarers to theif destruction and the pyre on which they suffer the ardor not' of
love but of death' (Putna¡n 1970 p.253\.
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Catullus' use of/øx in c.61 in association with the bride and her beauty.l Note that the

final word of the poem is not cineres butfacem. This softens the conclusion as it harks

back to stanzas four and flrve and their recollections of Lyce's former grace and colour.

Some commentåtors are of the opinion that in the final st¿nzas of the poem Horace

reverts to his former sarcasm.2 An examination of the colour imagery in this stanza does

not support this view. Horace is realistic and unsentimental3 about what awaits Lyce (as

he was about Lydia in the final leaf image) but he is not laughing with the youths. That he

is all too aware of the effect of time's passage on his own life is suggested by the word

cineres which recalls Cinara of the sixth stanza, the symbol of Horace's youth and of his

own vulnerability to time.4 Nor are the youths themselves immune from the painful

realities of life. The phrase fervidi iuvenes recalls the laeta pubes of 1.25, for both have

overtones of sexuality, but whercas the sexuality of the laeta pube.t w¿ts associated with

happiness and fertility, that of the fervidi iuvenes seems of a more frenzied and destructive

kind.s There is a tension between the word/ervidi, which describes the youths, and fax,

which refers to Lyce. Underlying this is a realisation (though they themselves do not realise

it) that the fervidi youths will themselves, like the fax, gradttally burn out to become

nothing more but ashes.6

In conclusion, carmen 4.13, the last of Horace's 'love' lyrics, represents the

culmination of Horace's colour imagery on this topos. Many of its colours echo the colour

motifs of I.25 and 3.15 but Horace employs them with even greater subtlety and depth. A

prime example of this is the phrase capitis niv¿s which, on first examination, appears to be

wholly derisive but which introduces a note of sympathy in its evocation of the nature

1 See Chapter 2 section 5.2 on 6L.77,94 and 114.
2 For insAnce Cattlow 'Horace tries desperaæly to reassert his previously exultant scom' ( 1976 p.

820). See also Fraenkel (1957) p.4l6,Kiessling-Heinze (1968) p.454. Connor seems to sha¡e this
view in his book (1987 p. 189) but in an a¡ticle he states that 'the last stanza...embodies the

new sympathy thathas invaded Horace almost against his will' ( 1981p.1622).
3 Quinn also comments on 'the mood of detailed, objective realism which characterises the stanza'
(1980 p. 322f.).This is partly produced by the shift from second person tro third person: Horace
is no longer talking to Lyce btú about her (Purram 1986 p.227'1.
4'non sutn qualis eram bonae / sub regnn Cinam! Ø.1.34)
5 Fervilus can also mean violent; see for instance Yirg. Aen. 9.736 'mortis traternae f@idltÅ-
ira'. T\e Oxford Latin Dictiorury states that the word can also mean 'angry' 'savage' (1968 p.

692 def. 6b).
6 'fervili, things that glow, ølso become ashes - though fervidi tend to forget it.' (Lyne 1980 p.

ztt>
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poems: it is by employing colour images such as these that Horace is able to express the

complexity of his emotions on this subject.l A close examination of such colour imagery

reveals that a poem which certain scholars have dismissed as simply 'vicious'or'bitter'is

in reality a masærly study of someone who is drawn to sympathy in spite of himself.

There is the same underlying pattern of colour imagery in all three poems. Like

Chloris, Lyce seeks bright colours to cover her dingy ones but she is doomed to fail and

will go on fading into the darkness like both her predecessors. However 4.13 focuses

much more on the tragedy of this event than 1.25 or 3.15 and the second half of the poem

laments the passing of Lyce's beauty while acknowledging its inevitability. Horace

employs colour even in the poignant final image and, in the contrast between the darkness

of the ash and the light of the torch, the reader can dwell on all that has been lost.

6.4 Final Thoughts

Examination of these odes reveals that Horace has inroduced colour imagery into a

topos that did not make much use of it and in doing so he has created poems that go

beyond set pieces of the genrc. A gradual development of colour imagery can be observed

in these three poems; Horace's use of colour progresses from a single colour cluster at the

end of 1.25 to colour words in almost every stanza of 4.13. The increased use of colour

words, with all their allusiveness and ambiguity, is one of the devices by which Horace is

able to express ideas and emotions that are increasingly complex and, at times, even

contradictory.

The colour images gain much depth and subtlety from their link to colour motifs in

other odes of Horace. Many of the colours echo those of erotic odes, especially their use of

green and purple, colours associated with youth and sexuality. These colours however are

seen in a new aspect; it is shown that green will eventually fade and that wearing purple

cannot bring back one's lost desirability. The bright colours and light with which young

v/omen are associated are placed in contrast with the dull and dark colours of the aging

1 Uoes Horace haæ Lyce (tbrough being disgusted with her) or does he sympathize with
her?...Even at the end of this poem Horace's attitudes and emotions are so complex that a
decisive yes or no cannot be given' (Connor 1981 p.1635)
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courtesans - it is a cruel comparison. Connor was right in saying that much of the imagery

in these poems is sharp and aggressive but this is not the full picture: sympathy is also

evident in the way in which many of these colour images a¡e either associated with nature

metaphors or echo Horace's nature poems. In this way, Horace is able to convey a message

about the inevitability of decay and the transitory quality of human beauty. Thus a detailed

and systematic analysis of the colours in these poems refutes the Victorian view of the odes

as crude and nasty and lends support to critics such as Cattlow who sees them rather as

studies in human psychology.l

The poems become more sympathetic as the connection between the colours and the

natural world is reiterated and strengthened. The leaf image of L.25 has a certain plaintive

beauty, the cloud image of 3.15 has an underlying sadness but it is in 4.13, with its images

of snowy hair and dying flames, that Horace finally makes the transition from disgust to

empathy.

t $gt1 p.820
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Chapter 7

Closing Thoughts

In this concluding chapter, we will summarize briefly what has been gained from the

study by revisiting the issues posed in the introduction about the ways in which colours are

used and what this can tell us about the poems and poets studied. For the sake of clarity,

the review will be divided into two main sections: conclusions from the concordance, and

conclusions from the detailed study of individual poems. These two sections will be further

compartmentalised under various headings. Sometimes, in the first section, reference will

be made to the colour imagery of the poems studied in depth as these were also touched

upon in the concordance.

7.1 Conclusions from Concordance

By no means can we summarize all the observations that could be made about colours

in the concordance, for examining each colour term separately would require a substantial

chapter on its own. Instead we will attempt to give instances of the sorts of conclusions that

can be drawn from the concordance so that the reader can go back at leisure and use the

concordance as a tool for drawing inferences about the use of colour in these poets"

The concordâûco,câtt give us information about three major aspects'

7.1.1 The ways in which Catullus, Propertius and Horace utilise colours

By examining the concordance, we gain an understanding of the wide variety of ways

in which Catullus, Propertius and Horace make use of colour terms. They employ colours

to help scenes come to life, to evoke all sorts of emotional responses in their audience, both

positive and negative, ûo draw attention to a person or thing and to make connections within

a poem or between groups of poems. Indeed, in a majority of instances colour is employed

with more than one purpose in mind. For example, a colour may be used both for

assistance in drawing attention to an image in the poem and for its emotional effect. This is

why certain key colour images will crop up repeatedly in our discussion of the role of

colour in these poets.
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Like their predecessors, all three of our poets make much use of colours in 'scene

creation', that is they employ colours to bring scenes to life and enable the reader to

envisage them more clearly. This is the case with much of Catullus' use of colour in the

'long poems'. For instance, in c. 61 he describes the golden flames of the torchl, the

golden shoes of the bride2 and the purple cloth of the marriage couch3 to make the reader

feel as though they were a participant in the wedding ceremony. Likewise, in c. 64,

Catullus employs words for light and shininga and words associated with greenness5 to

bring the interior and exterior of Peleus' palace to life. In a similar fashion, Propertius

employs allusions to the purple waves6, a golden sheepT and white and blue sea nymphss

to create the dream scene of 2.26a, while Horace uses words suggestive of white and green

in his creation of the wintry landscape of Mt. Soracte.e

In many of these scenes, the thrrce poets not only use colour words for pictorial effect

but for the emotional response they elicit in the rrader. Thus the words for light and shining

in the description of Peleus' palace in Catullus' c. 64 add to is atmosphere of happiness. A

similar effect is produced with the use of words for white, gold and shining in c. 61. As

one would expect with poets who are largely concerned with love, many of their colour

words a.r'e emploled to heighten the erotic atmosphere of a poem. The poets usually employ

words for white, red and shining such as candidus, niveus, roseus, purpureus and

fulgeoro for their erotic effect, but words for greentl, yellowl2 or even blackl3 can also,

on occasion, be used in this fashion. Indeed, so strong are the erotic associations of some

of these terms that sometimes a single use of the word can, in the right circumstances,

Cat.61.95 in the concordance above under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv
Cat. 61.160 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
Cat.61.165 under 1.48 TYRIUS.
C¡¡t. &.4 under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
Ca¡. 64.285 and 64.293 under 1.50.MREO / VIRIDO.
Prop.2.26a.5 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS iv.
Wop.2.26a.6 under 1.5.1 AURATUS/AUREUS i.
Ptop.2.26.a16 under 1.6 CAERULEUS / CAERULUS i.
Hor. 1.9.1 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv.

l0 The erotic associations of these colou¡ terins are discussed below in the following section.
llFor inslânce, see Cat. 17.14 and Hot. 1.23.6 under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS i.
12 See, for example, Cat. ó4.98 and Hor. 1.5.4 under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAWS i, the Catullus
instances under 1.28 LUTEUS and Propertius' ând Horace's use of the term murreus under 1.32
MURREUS.
13see the instances under 1.33 MGER/NIGRAI.IS i.

1 see
2 see
3 see
4 see
5 see
6 see
7 see
8 see
9-see
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impart a sexual undertone to a passage. This is the case with the use of niveus in reference

to the thigh of ttre Spartan girl in Propertius 3.141 or the allusion to the nitentes Cycladns at

the end of Horace 1.14.2

Colour words are by no means always employed by Catullus, Propertius and Horace

to call forth a positive response. Frequently they make use of them to elicit a feeling of

sotrow, horror or disgust in the reader or to impart an atmosphere of bleakness or despair

to a scene. This is especially the case with dull or dingy colours such as luridus, pallidus

and canus. Luridus for instance, is employed by Propertius of ghosts and the underworld3

and by Horace of the disgusting yellow teeth of Lyce.a Similarly, Catullus employs

pattidus of the foot of his brother in c. 65 to increase the pathos of the images and canus of.

the hair of the mourning Trojan mothers in c. 64 to heighæn the atmosphere of horror

surrounding the bloody deeds of Achilles.6 Sometimes even bright colours are utilised by

the poets in this way. Catullus' picture of Achilles slaughæring men is made more horrific

by the contrast with golden fields of cornT and, as we will see in the following section,

terms for red and purpte are fiequently employed for their a.ssociations with death.

In some instances the poets make use of colours with ironic or deprecating effect.

Horace, for instance, employs a mocking comparison between the beauty of an ordinary

Roman slave girl and the snowy whiæ complexion of the mythological Briseiss, while his

use of the colour ærn flavus of the hair of courtesans suggests their artificial and

manipulative natures.s Similady, Catullus' lyrical description of the pallor of Gellius' once

rosy lips leads on to a shockingly literal explanation.lo Propertius, of course, is a master of

the ironic use of colour images and we have seen, how in 3.13 and 3.14, he employs

colours to cast doubt upon the osænsible message of his poems.ll Usually the poet

1 See Prop. 3.l4.ll under 1.35 MVEUS i.
2 See Hor. l.l4.l9 under 1.34.1 NffEO ii.
3 See Prop. 4.7.2 and 4.11.8 under 1.27 LURIDUS.
4 See Hor.4.13.10 under 1.27 LURIDUS.
5 See Cat 65.6 under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS.
6 See Cat. &.350 under 1.9.2 CA\IUS.
7 See Cat. &.354 under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAVUS i.
8 See Hor.2.4.3 unde¡ 1.35 NMUS i.
9 See Hor. 2.4.14 under 1.20 FLAVENS / FLAVUS i.
10 See Cat. 80.2 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS v.
11 See Prop. 3.14.11 under 1.35 NIVEUS i. and Chapter 5 on 3.13
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generates the sense of irony by employing the colour term in an unexpected or unusual

context. Thus Horace takes colour tenns morc often used of characters in epic and applies

them to ordinary women, while Catullus and Propertius employ colour images drawn from

love poetry to sharpen the satirical edge of their poems.

Colour is also employed by the three poets to shape their poems. They frequently make

use of a colour word to focus attention upon something and give it greater significance, for

instance Catullus uses rubenú at the end of c.3 to alert the reader to the fact that it is Lesbia,

not the sp¿trrow, who causes him most concern.l This is especially true of colour clusters

which ofæn appear at climactic moments such as the appearance of Apollo in Propertius

3.32 or the return of Augustus in Horace 4.5.3 In addition, repeated colours or colour

motifs are frequently used to draw a poem together and link certain themes or ideas. This is

the way in which Catullus employs the red/white, purple/white clusters in c. 64. By means

of these colours he links widely scattered elements in this complex poem, strengthening the

connections between the inner and the outer stories, and creates a chain of colour which

acquires increasingly ominous overtones as the poem progresses.a On other occasions the

poets make use of this device to link different poems, as Horace does when he ends three

poems in Book Four with allusions to darkness.5

Catullus, Propertius and Horace are so skilful and subtle in their use of colour words

that even what is apparently the most cliched of colour imagery deserves close examination.

As we have seen, allusions to Lesbia's red eyes in Catullus 3, the yellow hair of courtesans

in Horace or the snowy flank of the Spartân girl in Propertius 3.I4 all have another level of

meaning. Many commentators and translators are too hesitant in their interpretation of such

imagery and thus ænd to down-play the colour words or mistranslate them. This is the case

with thepzrpureí olores of Horace 4.1 which many schola¡s translate as 'gleaming swans'

I See Cat.3.18 under 1.43.1 RLIBEO.
2 See Prop. 3.3.14 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS i.
3 See Hor.4.5.7 under 1.1 ADFULGEO.
4catullus uses white and red/purple to link the marriage coverlet of Peleus and Thetis with the

covedet which Ariadne envisages herself as spreading on Theseus' bed, the red sails and the whiæ
sails of Theseus' ship, the dress of the Faæs and the bloodstained limbs of Polyxena. See Cat.

64.49 under 1.40.1 PURPURA, Cat. &.163 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i, Cat.64.221 wder
1.19 FERRUGO, Cat. 64.308 under 1.40.2 PURPURzuS ü, Cat.64.309 and Cat.64.364 under
1.35 NIVEUS i.
5 See Hor.4.12.26 under 1.33 MGER/NIGRANS iii.
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or'silver swans'.l Such translations, however, ignore the fact that these are the mythical

swans of Venus and that Horace means the reader to link them with the purpureus flos

rosae of 3.15.15 to signify the youthful sexuality which is denied both to himself and to

Chloe.2 Likewise, some commentators are of the opinion that luna ruberet in Propertius

1.10.8 has no chromatic value and should be translated as 'the moon was shining'but this

interpret¿tion misses the suggestion that the moon was blushing at the sexual antics of

Gallus and his mistress.3

7.1.2 The range of use and association of individual colour terms

By examining the concordance we can see not only how Catullus, Propertius and

Horace make use of colour groups but how they employ different tenns in a colour group

to give subtle distinctions of meaning ûo a line or image. This can be observed by a review

of the whiæ and red/purple colour groups. We will concentrate on these colours because, as

has previously been observed by scholars, Roman poets seem to have had a marked

preference for colour terms in the red and white range and frequently employed them

together in colour combinations.a This is confirmed by a brief examination of the colour

terms listed in the concordance. Roughly half of the tenns lisæd there can be placed in

either the white or red colour groups.

The three poets' frequent and varied usage of the whiæ colour group is reflecæd in the

number and variety of terms that they employ. These poets make much use of the common

terms such as albus and its cognates, candidus and its cognates, canus and its cognates,

niveus, pallidus and its cognates and occasionally resort to more unusual terms such as

argenteus, eburntn,lnctens,Iacteolus. Most of these terms, barring the more obscure ones,

arc employed by all three poets on one occasion or another, although, as will be discussed

in the section following, each poet displays a marked preference for certain terms or

particular usages.

1 See Hor.4.1.10 under 1.40.2 PITRPURzuS i.
2 See Hor. 3.15.15 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
3 See Prop. 1.10.8 under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
4 See Thomas (1979) p.310, n. 1.
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All the terms exhibit subtle distinctions in their range of use and associations. For

instance, although albus and candidusl can, on occasion, be employed almost as synonyms

(both are used of omens which are favourable2) candidas is usually the word used in highly

charged contexts. This special Latin term for a whiæ which was saturated with lightr (and

for which there is no English equivalent) is employed by Catullus to emphasise the

significant moments of Peleus' first sight of Thetis \n c. 644 and to highlight Lesbia's

crossing of the threshold in c. 68.s In a simila¡ fashion, it is used by Horace in association

with Apollo to denote the hope and healing he brings with him afær the ærrible carnage of

civil war.6 It is thus a colour word which can be used for situations of great emotional

intensity and power. A parallet can be drawn with words for shining which are sometimes

employed by these poets in the same wayT or used in association wtth candidus to heighten

the effect.s

Candidus and cognates arc also the colour terms which are preferred in love contexts.

The favoured terms for describing the gleam of human flesh, they are frequently employed

in association with such erotic body parß as hands, feet, brea.sts or shoulders to signify a

special attractiveness or allure that the beloved has for the lover.9 Although, in some

instances, candidus appears to be little more than a synonym for 'good-looking'10, on

others it is employed with overtones of an attraction which is inesistible, in contexts where

the lover is powerless before the allure of the beloved.tl Once again, a parallel can be

1 For the sake of brevity, a reference to an adjective for colour will hereafter be taken to refer

also to its verbal and substantive cognates - here, for instance, the reference tn albus includes

albesco t atbico and candidus includes candco I candcso and candor.
2 See the instances under 1.2.2 ALBUS iü and 1.8.2 CAI.IDIDUS iü in the concordance.
3An¿ré (19a9 p.26) quotes Servius on the difference between candidus and øIbus;'Seryius, ¿d

G.III, 82, a parfaitemént exprimé ce qui les différencie: aliud est candi.dum esse, id est quadam

nitenti luce per{usun, aliud album quod pallori constat esse vicinum.' .

4 See 64.14 under 1.8.1 CANDEO / CAÌ{DESCO.
5 See 08.20 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ii.
6 See Hor. 1.2.31 under 1.8.1 CAÌr{DEO / CANDESCO.
7 See Hor. 4.5.7 n the concordance above under 1.1 ADFITLGEO.
8 See Cat.68.71 and 68.134 in the concordance above under 1.21.1 FULGEO ii.
9 See Cat.64.162, hop.2.16.24, 2.2?a.8, 2.32.58, Hor. 1.13.9, 3.9.2 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
1o See Cat. 13.4, 35.8, Prop. 2.3.9, 2.28c.51, 4.8.32 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
11 For instance, Ariadne, when talking of her overwhelming aüraction for Theseus, alludes to his
candida vestigia (il.162 under 1.8.2 CAI.IDIDUS i) and Propertius, ûo support his claim that
goddesses a¡e unable to remain chaste, alludes to the story of Pasiphae who is overcome with
the desire for the cattdida fonna of a bull (2.32.58 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i. ).
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drawn with words for shining that are frequently employed with erotic implications.l

Albus, on the other hand, denoting a white which is without lustre, is used less often in

erotic contexts. The word can sometimes be employed in similes about the beauty or

sexuality of a character2 but it is rarely applied directly to a person; on the ra¡e occasions

that it is there appeafs to be a hint of criticism in the application.3

It is becau se albus lacks strong erotic overtones or any association with words for

shining that it can be used by the three poets in contexts where these associations would be

out of place or jarring. For instance, the word is used by Propertius to signify the rustic

simplicity of old Rome4 and by both Propertius and Horace to suggest the purity or virtue

of a character.S Albus also has a stronger connection than candidus with the negative

aspects of whiæness and is employed when the poets wish to suggest coldness6, lack of

passioil, sicknesss or old age.e In this way the word shares in some of the implications of

canus andpallidus which are also employed in this fashion.lo

Niveus is usually employed in special circumstances when Catullus, Propertius or

Horace wish to convey a heighæned sense of fragility or vulnerability. Like candidus,the

word is often used in erotic contexts; for example it is applied to Hymen's foot by

Catullusll and Cynthia's hands by Propertius.l2 It is, however, characteristically used in

lFor insrance, see Cat.6l.2l under 1.16 ENIIEO/ENIIESCO, Cat2'5 under 1.34.1 NTIEO i.,

Prop.2.1.5 and Hor. 2.12.15 under 1.21.1 FULGEO üi.
2 f'år insønce at Cat. 29.8 the sexually insatiable Mamurr¿ is corpared to an albulus columbus,

in Cat.6l.l87 the bride is compared io an alba partlunice and in Prop. 2.3'10 aha lilia arc

ã-pniø in a description of Cynt¡ias complexi¡n. See all these instances in the concordance

under 1.2.2 ALBUS i.
3 This is the case with Hor. 2.5.18 where albus is used of Chloris' shoulder, suggesting a

paUiO Ueauty which will be surpassed by Lalage's vivid colouring. See further on this line under

1.2.2 ALBUS i.
a See 4.t.32, 4.1.35 undet 1.2.2 ALBUS ü. This is set in conmst with words for gold and

shining which suggest the wealth and opulence of contemporafy Rome.

5 noñrtios us".Î of the Vestal Virgin Aemelia (4.11.54) and Horace uses it of the goddess

Fide; 035.21). See further on both these instances under 1.2.2 ALBUS ii.
6 See Cat.63.87 and Hor. 1.4.4 under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.
7 See Hor. 3.14.25 under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.
8 See Hor. 2.2.15 undet 1.2.2 ALBUS iv.
9 See Prop.3.5.A, 3.25.13, Hor.2.20.10 undet l'2.2 ALBUS iv'
10See the entries under 1.9.1 CANITIES, 1.9.2 CANUS, 1.37.1. PALLEO/PALLESCO, 1.37.2

PALLIDUS, 1.37.3 PALLOR in the concordance.
1l See Cat.61.9 under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
12-See Prop.3.6.12 under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
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contrast with a harsher image or to heighten an atmosphere of horror.l This is the case for

Catullus 64.364 where the snowy whiteness of Polyxena's limbs enhances the horror of

her brutal slaying. It is also the case in Propertius 2.13b.53 where Adonis' snowy form

emphasises his vulnerability in contrast with the harsh and brutal boar which has

slaughtered him.z Thus niv¿t¿s seems to convey ideas of femininity and delicacy

characteristic of tenns for whiæ but in an enhanced form. It is the ærm Catullus uses to

suggest the transformation of Attis into a \iloman in c. 633 or to convey the fragility of

extreme old age when he applies the term to the hair of the Fates in c. 64.4 An additional

level of meaning is supplied by the derivation of the term from nl¡ which gives it an

association with the coldness and lifelessness of snow. Both Catulluss and Horace6 play

upon these associations.

When these poets wish to convey special nuances or associations which are not part of

the normal range of terms they will resort to more unusual terms for the colour or even

crcate a term. Thus Catullus employs the participle lactens of Ariadne's breasts when he

wishes to draw attention to their whiteness, plumpness and fecundityT and he uses the

adjective lacteolae to suggest the sexy voluptuousness of the girls with whom he is

conversing.s Propertius likewise plays cleverly upon the image of Cynthia strumming

upon her lyre by transferring the epithet eburnus to her fingers.9

The colour tenns which Catullus, Horace and Propertius employ from the red/purple

group are even more numerous and wide ranging than those of the white group.lo Like the

terms in the whiæ group they all convey subtle distinctions of meaning. Roseus, for

L Candidus can also be employed in this \+,ay; see, for instrnce Prop.2.9.10 and 2.16.2 under

1.8.2 CAI.IDIDUS i. It is bowever used less often like tbis than niveus.
2 See these instances (and also Cat.63.8, Prop.3.3.39, 3.l4.ll,Hor.2A.3, 3.27.35 in which
simila¡ contrasts operaæ) under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
3 See Cat.63.8 under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
4 See Cat. il.309 under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
5 See the discussion of Cat 63.8 and 63.70 in Chapær 3, sections 4.2.ä and 4.3.ä.
6 See Hor. 4.2.59 under 1.35. NIVEUS ii.
7 See Cat. 64.65 under 1.25 LACTENS / LACTEOLUS.
I See Cat.55.17 under 1.25 LACTENS /LACTEOLUS.
e See Prop.2.1.9 under 1.15 EBURNUS'
loCruentus, erubesco,ferrugo, tninium,rnurex,ostrinus and itscognates, puniceus lpunicus,
purpureus and its cognates , roseus , ruber and its sognates, ru.ÍJt¡^Í , sandyx , sanguincus and Tyrius
At bf which can be placed in the red/purple group are utilised by these poets on one occasion

or another.
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instance, like niveus, carries the associations of the word from which it is derived and this

is played upon by Catullus when he employs the term of Gellius' lips and contrasts them

with the winter's snow.l Because of the size of this group it would take too much space to

review each colour tenn in its nrrn. But it is wonh noting that all the terms in the red/purple

group share an inherent duality, for they can all be linked with blood which is strongly

associaæd with both life and death. Tltus rubere is employed by Propertius in the context of

the fertility of the Autumn season2 and the cognate noun appears in Catullus 65 in

association with the dawning sexual consciousness of a young girl.3 On the other hand,

Horace uses the verb of the hand of Jupiær which brings death and destruction in its

wake.4 Not infiequently this duality is exploiæd by these poets when they wish to indicaæ

the ambivalence of a situation or emotion. Thus Catullus employs tenns for red and purple

of the marriage couch of c. 64 to suggest both Peleus' and Thetis' joyful sexual union and

the subsequent bloodshed of their son Achilles.s

Terms for purple, while sharing in the general associations of the red group, are often

employed with heightened significance or special meaning. Because terms for purple

denoted hues of a great inænsity and depth they are employed by Catullus, Horace and

Propertius in contexts of heighæned emotion.6 Furthermore, purple's association with

shining as well as its connection with blood meant that, like candidus, it could be employed

with strong sexual overtones.T Since purple wa.s the costliest cloth in the ancient world the

colour was closely linked with wealth and is employed regularly by the poets with this

association.s In addition, because its main centre of manufacture was in Tyre, words for

purple are employed on occasion by both Propertius and Horace to suggest the opulence

l See Cat.80 under 1.42 ROSEUS AÌ\¡D 1.8.2 CAI'{DIDUS v.
2 See Prop. 4.2.76 under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
3 See Cat.65.24 under 1.43.3 RUBOR.
4 See Hor. 1.2.2 under 1.43.1 RUBEO.
5 See Cat.64.49 under 1.40.1 PLJRPURA.
6 See, for instance, Cat.45.12,@.163, Prop. 1.20.38 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS and Hor.4.13.13
under 1.40.1 PURPURA.
7 See the instârices in the concordance under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i.
8-See Hor.2.16.7,2.18.8, 3.7.42, 4.13.13 in the concordance above under 1.40.1 PURPURA,
Prop. 1.3.41 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i, Cat.61.165 under 1.48 TYRruS.
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and coffuption of the East. This is especially true of the term ostrinus whose derivation

from ostrum suggested the process of manufacturc.t

When tenns for red and white or purple and whiæ are employed together in colour

contrasts, like the individual colour terms themselves, they carry both positive and negative

associations. Thomas' statement that this colour combination is always employed in

contexts of death2 is incorrect for it is used of beautiful complexions by both Propertius and

Horace with no apparently morbid associations.3 Frequently, however, there is a tension

between the two terms with the red suggesting a violent sexuality which is in conflict with

white's associations with innocence, purity or old age.a Accordingly, sometimes in

contexts when the colour combination seems initialty to be employed for positive effect, it

carries with it an underþing suggestion of disruption or violence. This is the case with the

Hylas landscape of Propertius 1.20, wherc the whiæ and purple colour terms contribute to

the sensuality of the landscape but also suggest Hylas' impending death at the hands of the

water nymphs.s

7.1.3 The concerns and objectives of each poet as revealed by their use of
colour.

From the ways in which Catullus, Horace and Propertius make use of colour words in

the concordance and the sorts of colour tenns they employ we can draw conclusions about

their concerns, objectives and poetic techniques.'We have to remain cautious, however,

about conclusions drawn from the relative frequencies of colour terms amongst these poets,

for their use of certain colour terms will be restricted by the particular metre in which they

are writing. Most for.ms of candidus, for instance, are unavailable to writers of dactylic

verse6 which explains Propertius' limitation to certain inflections of the word and his

monopoly of the alternative term candor. Nevertheless it is still of inærest when these poets

show either a marked preference for or avoidance of particular colour tenns or usages.

I See the instances in the concordance under 1.36.1 OSTRINUS (especially Prop. 1.14.20) and

1.36.2 OSTRUM.
z (ostg) p.3tof.
3 See Prop.2.3.11 under 1.30 MINIUM and Hor. 1.13.2 under 1.42 ROSEUS.
4 See the discussion of the associations of tenns for white above.
s See Prop. 1.20.38 under 1.40.2 PURPUREUS i. and 1.8.2 CANDIDUS iv.
6I am indebted ûo Professor Kenneth Quinn for pointing this out to me in a letter.
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Catullus, who of course stands close to the beginning of personal poetry at Rome, in

many ways seems the boldest and most original in his use of colour. His colour imagery

rarely appears cliched and, on the whole, seems more concentrated and intense than that of

Propertius or Horace. None of their colour clusters match the one at c. 64.48-9 describing

the marriage couch, where there are seven words relating to colour or shining in the space

of two linesl, or the cluster preceding this which describes Peleus' palace (w. M-46) and

employs eight words associated with light or shining.2 Certainly the intensity and

originality of Catullus'colour usage is in part due to the long poems which give him more

scope for description and for experimenting with the repeaæd use of colour images. 'We can

see how skilfully Catullus makes use of the repetition of colour images in these poems

when we realize that the golden feet of the bride in c. 613 are picked up by the pale foot of

Catullus'brother in c. 65a and that both images, in their turn, are echoed by the climactic

colour cluster of c. 68 in which Lesbia's gleaming feet cross the threshold of Allius'

house.S In this way Catullus associates the themes of cc. 61 and 65 with 68, preparing the

reader for the series of meditations about mariage and his brother's death in c.68 which a¡e

sparked off by the image of Lesbia.

Catullus seems to have a fondness in general for sensory language; his emphasis on the

erotic significance of fragrance has been noted previously by Lilja.6 Even more so than the

other two poets, he will combine words for va¡ious sensations to heighæn the impact of his

descriptions. This is the case with the description of Ariadne at 64.86-90 which adds the

element of colour to a simile based on smell, increasing its erotic overtones.T Likewise in c.

63, Catullus utilises words associated with warmth, coolness and sound in combination

with the colour imagery to convey the inænsity of the emotional experience which Attis is

undergoing.s

l See Cat. 6449 under 1.40.1 PURPURA.
2 See Cat.64.44 under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
3 See Cat. 61.160 under 1.5.1 AURATUS / AUREUS iv.
4 See Cat. 65.6 under 1.37.2 PNLIDUS.
5 See Cat.68.71 under 1.21.1 FULGEO ü and 1.8.2 CANDIDUS ü.
e Tgtz) p.z2o
7 'huttc simul ac cupido conspexit lumine virgo / regia, quam suavis exspirans castus odores /
lectulus in nøtti cornplexu maÍris al¿bat,/ quales Eurotae praecingunt flumina myrtus / aurave

distinctos educit verna colores' (64. 86-90). On tbis see Cat.64.90 under 1.11.1 COLOR.
8 See Chapter 3.
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Catullus' attraction to words for the senses perhaps explains his fondness for a colour

term such as niveusl which conveys ideas of softness and coldness as well as colour.

Quinn suggests that candidus is also an emotionally charged word for Catullus.2 An

examination of the concordance shows that Propertius makes as much use of the term as

Catullus but it is the case that many of Propenius' uses of. candidas are standard, colloquial

ones3 while Catullus is more likely to employ the word to add emotional intensity to a

scene.4 He is the most inclined of the three poets to use candidus of people or events

which are imporønt to him, for instance to signify his past happiness with Lesbias or to

suggest the possibility of marriage with her.6

At flrst glance, Propertius does not appear a particularly colourful poet.7 He is inclined

to use isolated terms rather than dense colour clusters and, unlike Catullus, does not have a

broad canvas on which to experiment. On the other hand, his colour images have added

resonance because of echoes in wall paintings and many of them are less conventional than

they flrst appear. It is the ca.se, for instance, that he ofæn employs candidus in a standard,

colloquial way but he can also use the term, as Catullus does niveus, in scenes of savagery

or violence.s As would be expected of an elegist, he makes a lot of uæ of. pallidus and its

cognates but on occasion he will enliven the conventional epithet by employing a

contrasting word or phrase, sometimes twisting it into an oxymoron.g

1 Catullus accounts for half of the sixteen usages of this tenn; see the concordance.
z ltttz¡ p. 116
3 See, foi instance, Prop.2.3.9, 2.2?a.8, 2.26a.16, 2.28c.51, 2.29b.30" 4.8.32 under 1.8.2

CANDIDUS i.
4 For instance under 1.8.2 CA¡{DIDUS see Cat. 61.108, &.162 under i, 64.308, 68.70' 68.134

under ii and 8.3, 8.8, il.235, 68.148 under iii.
5 See Cat. 8.3 and 8.8 under 1.8.2 CAI'¡DIDUS iü'
6 See Cat.68.134 under 1.8.2 CAI'IDIDUS ii.
7 This is the conclusion which Brozeck d¡aws in bis 1985 article which surveys Propertius' use

of colours in his elegies. He states that although Propertius saw colours in naû¡re and aimed at

variety in his expresiion of them, his elegies remain poor in the scale and variety of their

colours (p.371). 
-Brozeck's 

article however is somewhat brief and is by no means a detailed or

systematic examination of Propertius' use of colours.
8 See Prop. 2.16.U and 2.32.58 under 1.8.2 CANDIDUS i.
9 See nop.3.8.28 and 4.7.36 under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS and Prop. 1.15.39 under 1.37.1 PALLEO/
PALIÆSCO.
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In Propertius'poetry we see a strong association between bright colours and moral

degeneracyl but, with characteristic Propertian self-contradiction2, he also employs bright

colours in his 'natural' landscape scenes.3 Words for green, except in an implicit sense, are

scarcely used at all by Propertius: Brozeck attributes this to the fact that Propertius is a city

poet.a In keeping with this, many of Propertius' landscapes have an artificial air which

tends to undermine his message about going back to nature.S In Propertius'poetry one

must always keep in mind that he may be employing a colour image for the sake of humour

or to undermine his ostensible message.

Although Horace's colour images, unlike Propertius', find few echoes in visual arts he

shows a strong awateness of colour and will frequently highlight the chromatic implications

of a word even when this is not its primary function.6 He is also unlike Propertius in the

fact that he makes a great deal of use of words for green.T This echoes his preoccupation

with the cycles of life and nature for he employs such terms in idyllic nature sceness or in

association with youthful sexuality.9 Frequently, however, Horace will introduce another,

less positive, colour element into this imagery of green; he will set green against white to

suggest the contast between youth and old age10 or fertility and deathll or he will include a

word for black in a nature scene to introduce a note of foreboding.rz Indeed, in Horace's

1 See, for instance, Wop. 2.Vta.14 under 1.34.1 NITEO ä, 2.16.M under 1.20 FLAVENS /
FLAVUS iii.
2 Propertius' thought prooess often, at fust glance, appears illogical or contradicÛory, someting

which many modðrn icholars have commented upon (Postgate 18M p.lxxii, Cornmager 1974 p.

4). It is the case however that this is often a deliberate ploy on Propertius' part" Ûo give an

ironic or witty undertone to his argumenL Hubba¡d discusses this point" commenting that

hopertius, Juvenal and Lucan 'aim at the surprise of paradox' Q97a p.6). See also the

disðussion of Propertius' use of irony in Chapter 5, section 6.
3 For instance see 1.20.38 under 1.8.2 CAI.IDIDUS iv, 3.13.28 under 1.39 PUNICEUS /
PUNICUS and 4.2.13 under 1.26.1 LMO.
¿ (tqaÐ p.367
5 See Chapter 5.
6 See, for insùance, Horace's use of vireo a¡ 4.13.6 (under 1.50.1 VIREO / VIRIDO) or his use

of rubum and Chloe at 1.23 (under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS Ð.
7 Horace accounts for over half of the usages of VIREO / VIRJDO and VIRIDIS in the

cq¡cordance.
8 See, for instance, Hor. 1.1.21, 1.4.9, 1.21.8, 2.6'15 under 1.50.2 VTRIDIS ü.
gSee Hor.'1.9.17, 1.25.17,2.5.5 under 1.50.MREO/VIRIDO and the Hot.1.23.6 under 1.50.2

VIRIDIS i.
10 See Hor. 1.9.17 under 1.9.1 CANITIES.
ll See Hor. 1.4.13 under 1.37.2 PALLIDUS.
12Sep Hor.4.12.11 under 1.33 NIGER/MGRANIS iv. and compare 1.25.18 under 1.38

PULLUS.
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Odes,ideas of death and carc are never far from the surfacel and it is also characteristic of

him to employ words for black in the midst of imagery of brightness and shining.2

Horace, in particular, seems to make use of colour imagery as a form of social

commentary. It is in his poetry that we see the most frequent use of words for shining to

suggest the deceptive and untrustworthy natures of courtesans: niteo and its cognates

especially are employed by Horace in this fashion.3 Horace also has a habit of using colour

words such as albescens,canus,flavus,rnurreus and evenviridis to describe people's

hair. Frequently the colour of the hair will imply something about its owner as Pyrrha's

flavus hair suggests her manipulation of the situation4 or Horace's albescens hair tells us

that the passions of his youth are waning.5

Although the three poets differ from one another in many of the ways they employ

colour, the concordance shows that they also have many colour usages in common. Both

Catullus and Horace, for instance, make use of the contrast of white against green to

suggest the opposition of barrenness and fertility6 while Propertius' description of the

priestess of the Bona Deawith her grey locks bound by a scarlet headband echoes Catullus'

picture of the Fates.T Many of these colour motifs are adapæd from the poets' prcdecessors

and we have seen from the concordance that the three poets are heavily influenced by the

colour imagery of the Roman poets Ennius and Lucretius and a wide variety of Greek poets

such as Homer, Hesiod, Sappho, Bacchylides, Apollonius, Theocritus and Callimachus.

This does not mean, however, that the poets ar€ merely imitating the colour imagery of their

predecessors for it is their habit to adapt or expand whatever they take. Compare, for

instance, Catullus' and Horace's two different versions of the 'luminous palace' an image

which is taken originally from Homer.8

l For instance, in Book One cc.4,'l ,9,10, 11, ?t1,25,28,34,35 all contain references Ûo

impending death, the inevitability of aging or the vagaries of fortune.
2See, foi instance, 2.3.16 under 14 ATER/ATRATUS ü and 3.1.40, 3.14.13,4'11.35 under

1.4 ATER / ATRATUS v.
3see Hor.2.8.ó under 1.16 ENTTEO/ENIIESCO, Hor. 1.5.13 under 1.34.1 NITEO ii, and Hor

1.19.5 under 1.34.3 NITOR.
4 See Hor. 1.5.4 under :1.20 FLAVENS / FLAWS i.
5 See Hor. 3.14.25 under 1.2.1 ALBESCO / ALBICO.
6 See Cat.63.70 and Hor. 1.4.9 under 1.50.2 VIRIDIS ii.
7 See Prop. 4.9.52 under 1.39. PUNICEUS / PUMCUS and Cat. il.3$ under 1.35 NIVEUS i.
8 See Cat. 64.44 and Hor.4.11.6 under 1.3.2 ARGENTUM.
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The three poets also seem to share a great many colour motifs with contemporaries (or,

in Catullus' case, successors) such as Tibullus and Virgil. It is hardly surprising that

Tibullus employs the same types of colour images for he is operating in a simila¡ genre.l It

is interesting however, just how often Virgil's use of colours, both in his epic and pastoral

works, echoes those of Catullus, Propertius and Horace.2 Thus there appears in general to

be a large degree of crossover between the genres; poets of different genres borrow each

others' colour images or take them over from predecessors and adapt them to fit their

particular themes. Edgeworth has already commented on Virgil's skilful r,eworking of other

poets' colour images, but is of the opinion that this poet is unparalleled in the degree of

complexity and control he gives to it.3 The concordance demonstrates that this is not the

case. My survey of C¿tullus', Propertius' and Horace's use of colours demonstrates that

they are equally as skilful, notwithstanding ttre fact that they do not have the large canvas of

the Aeneid to work on.4

7.2 Conclusions from Poems

The survey of conclusions from the studies of individual poems will be briefer because they

have aheady been summarised at the end of each chapær.

7.2.1 Catullus 61 and 63

Edgeworth is incorrect when he says that Catullus employs colour elements in c. 61 for

mainly functional or decorative purposes.s Colour in this poem plays a number of

significant roles. The words for light and shining, in combination with references to

colourful flowers and plants, begin the long poems optimistically on a burst of colour

1 See, for instance, kop.2.19.26 under 1.35 NIVEUS ü and the discusson of Prop.3.13.5-10 in
Chapter 5, section 5.1.
2 See, for instânce, Ptop.2.l9.?-6 under 1.35 MVEUS ü, Hor. 1.2.2 under 1.43.1 RIJBEO, Cat.

34.10 and Hor. 1.9.17 under 1.50.1 VIREO/VIRIDO.
t 0ggz) p.æ
4 See, for example, Catullus' description of the white waves at the beginning of 9.64, an image

which is taken originally ftom Homer (&.13 under 1.Z INCAI.IESCO), hopertius'description of
the Hylas landscape which is based on Apollonius and Theocritus (1.20.38 under 1.8.2

CANIóDUS iv) and Horace's comparison of Chloris to the bright moon, a simile which has its
origin in Sappho (2.5.18 under 1.2.2 ALBUS i. ). In each instance the poets skilfully rework the

original colour image to suit their own particular theme.
s (tqqz) p. u.
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imagery. The colour words help to focus attention on the figure of the bride for even colour

terms which a¡e employed of inanimate objects such as the torches (w.77,95) and the foot

of the bridal couch (v. 108) serve to personify them so that everything acquires a feminine,

sensual glow. rüords for yellow, gold and whiæ which are initially used of Hymen (w.7-

l0) are transferred to the bride (w. 2l-22, w. 159-161, vv. 186-188), deifying her and

creating an image of idealized womanhood which will not be sustained as the long poems

progress. The erotic atmosphere of the poem is further heighæned by the many allusions,

both explicit and implicit, to red or purple objects such as the hyacinth (v. 89), the purple

couch (v. 165), the purple striped toga (v. 175) and the flame-red poppy (v. 188). As with

most red and purple colour elements, these carry an inherent ambiguity which increases the

erotic tension. The tension culminates in the final colour cluster which contrasts a red

flower with a whiæ one (w. 186-188), reminding the reader of the violent transformation

which the bride is about to undergo and creating a disturbing underculrent which will be

echoed by the red/whiæ contrast at the start of c. 63.

In c. 63 the conflict between colour elements has increased: dark is set against light,

red against whiæ and white against green. The polarity of the colour imagery mirrors the

extreme emotions which Attis undergoes while the repetition of key colour images

contributes to the ring structure of the poem. The tragic atmosphere of c. 63 is heighæned

by the inversion of the colour imagery, for colour motifs which start out reasonably

positive acquire increasingly negative overtones as the poem progresses. This is similar to a

pattern which Harmon has identified for c. 64t; the white and purple of Peleus'and Thetis'

marriage couch (w. 47-49) is transformed into the Trojan mothers tearing out their white

hair in their grief at their sons' deaths (v. 350) and the red blood of Achilles' numerous

victims (w. 359-360, w. 362-364).

This and other observations I have made about the repetition of key colour images

throughout the long poems suggests that this a¡ea deserves further examination; indeed it is

worthy of a separate study on its own. The colour imagery in the long poems appears to

form a continuum which culminates in c. 68's images of Cupid in his saffron tunic (w.

t ltttl¡ pp.316-318
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133-134) and Lesbia placing her gleaming foot on the threshold (vv.70-72). Such a study

could help throw further light not only on the diffrculties of c. 68, but also on the continuity

and inærrelationships of the long poems as a whole.

7.2.2 Propertius 3.3 and 3.13

Propertius employs colours in both 3.3. and 3.13 as a structural device. In 3.3 the

repetition of certain colour images helps to link a number of different issues and in 3.13 it

draws together a poem which jumps about in time and space. In both poems colours are

also employed to heighten the atmosphere. In 3.3 colours contribute to the dreamlike feel of

the poem and increase the significance of its 'symbols' of artistic creation while in 3.13

they add to the erotic atmosphere of the poem as Propertius draws upon the colour imagery

of personal love poetry to cast doubt upon his moral message.

As stated previously, a difference from Catullus and Horace is the link of Propertius'

colour images with visual art. In the case of 3.3, connections with mosaics help to highlight

the image of the drinking doves (w.31-32) as the key image of the poem and the image

through which Propertius communicates to the reader his ambivalent state of mind about the

value of elegy. In the case of 3.13, the Golden Age section (w. 25-46) recalls the garden

paintings of that period. As we have seen with c. 1.2, a poem on a related theme, the

references to Apelles (v.22) and to mosaics (v. 13) gives an a¡tihcial air to the examples he

is drawing from nature to support his argument. Similarly in 3.13, the idyllic garden scene

has an air of unreality which makes the reader wonder about the validity of the solution

which Propertius is proposing.

In short, the colours which Propertius employs in these poems add to the subtlety and

complexity of his viewpoint and help to convey his shifting attitude to the situations he is

exploring.

7.2.3 Horace .1.25, 3.15, 4.13

Horace uses colours in these three poems to enliven a conventional topos. Unlike the

other poems we have examined in depth, Horace is employing colours with malicious intent

and images such as the fading leaf which Lydia is becoming (1.25.17-20), the dark cloud
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which Ibycus' wife ca.sts (3.15.6) and the yellow teeth of Lyce (4.13.10) hetp to sharpen

the satirical edge of Horace's att¿cks. Some critics do not go beyond this.l However, a

closer examination of the colour images supports the view that Horace becomes

increasingly sympathetic as the poems progrcss. The connections between the colour motifs

of these poems and the ones employed in Horace's nature poems universalizes the situation

for the reader so that the final poem evolves into a tragedy.

7.3 Summation

The study has enabled us to apprcciaæ the wide range of ways in which Roman poets

make use of colour words; they employ them for the purposes of ridicule, subversion,

eroticism, empathy, to shape their poems and to link ideas within and between poems.

Colours help poems to go beyond the conventional. Colour in Roman poetry is a lot

less cliched than has been assumed, for many apparently commonplace instances of colour

usage, on closer examination, turn out not to be so. Even poems which are 'direct'

translations of Greek originals, for example Catullus 66, expand upon the existing colour

imagery or add their own. Poets borrow fieely from their predecessors and contemporaries

but adapt the colour imagery to suit their own purposes. Indeed the 'allusiveness' of a

colour image both to the work of a previous author or authors and to the poet's other poems

frequently gives added resonance and depth to the poem. In this way the poet is able to

express contradictory emotions and convey concepts that cannot be put across in plain

language.

'We ignore the colour elements in a poem at our peril. If we pass over the colour words

we may well end up with a poorer understanding and appreciation of particular poems and

sequences of poems. Without a detailed and systematic examination of all the colour

elements in a poem, including the poem's implicit colours, we cannot claim that we have

truly understood it.

1 For instance, the Victorian scholar Page who had no time for c.1.25 (1901 p. 78), Collinge
who viewed 1.25 as the nastiest poem in Horace's lyrics (1961 p.52) and Copley who thought
that c.4.13 displayed a vicious temper (1956 p. 160n.40). See the review of their attitudes in
Chapter 6, section 1.
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APPENDIX: LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 Aldobrandini Wedding Fresco

Region: Rome

Date: Last quarter of the first century B.C.

Source of Illustratíon: Maiuri (1953) p. 7

Current Location: Vatican Library

Fig. 1.1 Bridal Veil and Couch f,'oot Detail from Aldobrandini \iledding
Fresco

As above

Fig. 2 Copy of Sosos Mosaic

Region: Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli

Date: (Original) Third to second century B.C.

Source of lllustration: Charbonneaux et al. (1973) p. 157

Current Location: Capitoline Museum

Fig. 3 Parrots and Dove Mosaic

Region: Capua

Date: 80-30 B.C.

Source of trlustration: Postcard from Naples Museum

Current Location: Naples Museum

Fig. 4 Doves with Necklace

Region: Pompeii, Casa del Fauno

Date: circa 100 B.C.

Source of Illustration: Maiuri (1953) p. 128

Current Location: Naples Museum

Fig. 5 Garden Room Painting

Region: Villa of Livia at Prima Porta, south wall

Date: circa 20 B.C.

Source of lllustration: Jashemski (1979) vol. 2 pp. 381, 382
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Current Location: National Museum of the Terme, Rome

Fig. 5.1 Detail of Quince Tree

As above

Fig. 6 Flora

Region: St¿biae

Date: Ist century A.D.

Source of Illustration: Maiuri (1953) p. 83

Current Location: Naples Museum

ILLUSTRATIONS PRESENTED OVERLEAF:.
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Fig. I Aldobrandini Vl¡edding Fresco
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Fig. 1.1 Bridal Yeil and Couch Foot Detail
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Fig. 2 CoPY of Sosos Mosaic
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Fig. 3 Parrots and Dove Mosaic
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Fig. 4 Doves with Necklace
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Fig. 5 Garden Room Painting
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Fig. 5.1 Detail of Quince Tree
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Fig. 6 Flora
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